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I’ve already read one of my favorite books of 2021. Even though it was
first published, in a way, 12 years ago. Let me explain.
Last month, I picked up a copy of The Beautiful Struggle (Adapted for
Young Adults) (Delacorte, Jan. 12), a new edition of the first book by TaNehisi Coates. Like many adult readers, I had been knocked sideways
by the blazing intelligence and lyricism of Coates’ 2015 book, Between the
World and Me, which won both the Kirkus Prize and the National Book
Award. But all of the author’s gifts were on display in that 2008 memoir,
an account of his coming-of-age in 1980s Baltimore and a portrait of his
enigmatic father, Paul Coates, a loving disciplinarian with several children
Tom Beer
by different women. I’d missed the book at the time it came out; why not
get a watered-down taste from this new adaptation for young adults?
What I found, aside from a gorgeous new cover with artwork by Jackie Aher, was Coates
at full strength. All the distinctiveness of his prose—the hip-hop rhythms and time-specific
argot—was intact, to be read and interpreted by today’s teens. Intact, too, was the powerfully
evoked feeling of growing up and struggling to find one’s place in the world as a Black boy. The
narrative had been condensed to a bantamweight 176 pages but in no way condescended to its
new readers; it trusted those readers to rise to the occasion.
“It’s a pretty complicated story, and I just wanted it to stay that
way,” Coates told me when we recently spoke by phone about the
young readers’ edition. “I wanted all the complications of my family
to be there and all the complications of my neighborhood, of Baltimore at that period of time, to be there.”
But Coates says he had always envisioned a young audience for the
story. “I imagined myself, when I was writing it, as being about 20
years old and writing a book to capture a particular point in adolescence. I always thought I was talking to a kid like me at that age.”
Coates’ publisher, Beverly Horowitz at Delacorte, elaborated on
the matter of audience when it comes to adapting any adult title for
younger readers. “The most important thing is my initial response to
the book as having aspects that will enlighten, entertain, and inspire
the young reader. For me, the book as it is—that’s important. I guess
you’d say the rule that I apply is that we do not rewrite the book. It’s really respect both for the
original material and for the reader.”
Not all YA adaptations operate in exactly the same way; one of my favorite books last year was
Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You, Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi’s adaptation of Kendi’s
award-winning adult work, Stamped From the Beginning. (I listened to the audiobook, dynamically read by Reynolds.) Here was a radical reenvisioning—the authors called it a “remix”—that
spoke to a new group of readers with new language and rhythms.
I look forward to exploring more young adult adaptations in the year to come, especially
the nonfiction that will allow me to catch up with works I didn’t read in their first incarnations. Here are two, out next month, to start my list: The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks by
Jeanne Theoharis, adapted by Brandy Colbert and Jeanne Theoharis (Beacon Press, Feb. 2), and
Permanent Record: How One Man Exposed the Truth About Government Spying and Digital Security by
Edward Snowden (Henry Holt, Feb. 9). So what if they’re shorter and more streamlined than
the adult versions? That’s not the end of the world for a reader who has far too many titles on
his TBR pile.
Print indexes: www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/print-indexes
Kirkus Blog: www.kirkusreviews.com/blog
Advertising Opportunities: www.kirkusreviews.com/about/advertising opportunities
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SAVING GRACE

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Babitt, Debbie
Scarlet (312 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-61316-206-4

HALF LIFE by Jillian Cantor................................................................ 9
THREE O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING by Gianrico Carofiglio;
trans. by Howard Curtis.......................................................................10

A Southern gothic thriller replete
with sins real and imagined.
Mary Grace Dobbs’ life has changed
dramatically since murder stalked her
hometown, but the sins of the past still
color her present. Following the deaths
of her parents in a car accident, she was raised by her aunt and
uncle in the Bible Belt hamlet of Repentance, Arkansas. Her
childhood was clouded by feelings of insecurity and bullying by
mean girls, but her skill as a softball player brought her some
comfort. So did the arrival of troublemaker Nadia Doshenko,
who befriended her. But then Nadia vanished, soon followed
by another girl. At the time, mechanic Darryl Stokes was suspected of killing both girls. Even though someone else eventually confessed, Darryl’s reappearance 24 years later causes
general unease. In the interval, Mary Grace had left town,
borne an illegitimate daughter, and finally returned to become
the Repentance sheriff over the disapproval of conservative
townsfolk. When another girl disappears, the past comes back
with a vengeance to haunt Mary Grace, whose daughter, Felicity,
is also a softball star and part of a group of popular girls. Mary
Grace is still in love with Parnell Vaughan III, her high school
crush who’s barely spoken to her since those days long ago, and
she feels guilty about what she imagines to be her part in the
ancient mystery. But now it’s up to her to solve the fresh murder
and protect her own daughter.
Nothing is what it seems in Babitt’s disturbing debut, a
creepy tale of hate, evil, and redemption.

SERGEANT SALINGER by Jerome Charyn......................................... 11
THE BOOK OF OTTO AND LIAM by Paul Griner...............................18
WHITE SHADOW by Roy Jacobsen; trans. by Don Bartlett &
Don Shaw.............................................................................................18
UNTRACEABLE by Sergei Lebedev.................................................... 20
RED ISLAND HOUSE by Andrea Lee................................................. 20
LIES WE BURY by Elle Marr...............................................................21
THE SOUVENIR MUSEUM by Elizabeth McCracken.........................21
FARTHEST SOUTH & OTHER STORIES by Ethan Rutherford..........23
REVELATIONS by Mary Sharratt...................................................... 24
GREAT CIRCLE by Maggie Shipstead................................................. 24
SECRETS OF HAPPINESS by Joan Silber...........................................25
HUMMINGBIRD SALAMANDER by Jeff VanderMeer...................... 26
WE BEGIN AT THE END by Chris Whitaker..................................... 29
CREATURES OF PASSAGE by Morowa Yejidé..................................30
THE STILLS by Jess Montgomery.........................................................34
RED ISLAND HOUSE

BITTERROOT LAKE

Lee, Andrea
Scribner (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-982137-80-9

Beckman, Alicia
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-64385-580-6

Cooking cozy specialist Leslie Budewitz tries on a new pseudonym and
subgenre but retains her favorite setting—Missoula County, Montana—and
several other telltale habits.
Seventeen days after cancer killed
her husband, Sarah McCaskill Carter returns from Seattle to
4
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Whitetail Lodge, her childhood home, with a sense of relief
that’s entirely misplaced. No sooner has she arrived than she
finds baker and old friend Janine Chapman cowering in fear
because she’s discovered the body of Lucas Erickson and is
terrified that she’ll be accused of shooting him. Janine’s had a
great motive ever since the night 25 years ago when Lucas and
his friends crashed her graduation party and Lucas attacked and
nearly raped Janine. His flight and pursuit by his buddies led
to a car crash that left Michael Brown dead and Jeremy Carter
badly injured, though he recovered sufficiently to marry Sarah
and father two children before he died. The creaky history and
neglected condition of Whitetail Lodge would seem to make it
the perfect setting for a suspenseful thriller. All too soon, however, the lodge is transformed from a mere supporting player
to a star, the repository of all manner of documents that motivate Sarah to escape her own grief by reconstructing a fraught
family history that reaches back a century. Although Beckman
struggles mightily to infuse the disbursements of the Lakeside
Ladies’ Aid Society, the dubious charity founded by Sarah’s
great-grandmother Caroline McCaskill, with a sense of urgency,
her emphasis on crimes both past and present attenuates rather
than reinforces the suspense.
Despite the arresting hook, it’s all about the backstory.

on a tea kettle spout.) That they allow her return to Thomas to
avoid witchcraft charges defies plausibility—death at Thomas’
hands seems a more immediate prospect, and her family wealth
affords many other options. The charges come anyway—timed
for maximum melodrama. The language, salted liberally with
thee and thou, feels period-authentic. The colonists’ impact on
nearby Native tribes is not Bohjalian’s primary concern here,
but the Hobson’s choice facing women in Puritan society is
starkly delineated.
Illustrates how rough justice can get when religion and
institutional sexism are in the mix.

y o u n g a d u lt

HOUR OF THE WITCH

Bohjalian, Chris
Doubleday (416 pp.)
$27.95 | Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-385-54243-2

A Puritan wife shocks her community and risks her life to file for divorce
in 1662 Boston.
For more than five years, Mary, age
24, has been married to Thomas, 45, a
prosperous miller. Thomas has been
physically and sexually abusive, always taking care that there
are no witnesses. He castigates Mary’s intelligence, telling her
she has “white meat” for brains. The marriage is childless, drawing community suspicion to Mary. When she can’t hide bruises
on her face, she lies about their provenance. The behavior, she
tells herself, only occurs when Thomas is “drink-drunk.” The
coverup continues until, cold sober, Thomas drives a fork into
Mary’s hand, breaking bones. She flees to her parents’ home
and files for divorce, which is allowed but only if grounds can
be proven. Forks are a major motif: Not merely newfangled
“cutlery” which Mary’s father, a shipping entrepreneur, hopes to
profit from importing, but miniature pitchforks viewed by the
Puritans as “Devil’s tines.” The forks, as well as other clues—
a mysterious pestle, a pentagram etched on a door frame—are
used to counter Mary’s compelling, but unwitnessed, claims of
cruelty with insinuations of witchcraft. Divorce denied, Mary
must return to the marital home and resort to ever more drastic
expedients in her quest for freedom. Mary comes from privilege, and her parents clearly care about her. (Unlike the divorce
magistrates, they don’t believe she injured her hand by falling
|
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the year of the title comma
(and other observations)
It’s a new year—yes, it started two
weeks ago, but we’re still celebrating! While you’re waiting for everyone to get one of those new vaccines, how about discovering a new
novelist? There are a number of exciting writers debuting this month,
and their books will take you everywhere from a snowbound lodge in
the French Alps to the slave quarters
of a Mississippi plantation.
Trout, Belly Up by Rodrigo Fuentes, translated by Ellen Jones (Charco Press, Jan. 28), is the Guatemalan
writer’s first book to appear in English, a set of linked stories “focused
on poor farmers and their struggles
to get by amid threats from wealthier and better-armed interlopers.”
Our review says “something dark
always lurks just around a turn in
these stories, and though Fuentes
tends to avoid describing violence itself, he harrowingly
captures how the threat of it intensifies and deepens.”
Daniel Loedel is a senior editor at Bloomsbury, and
his own first novel, Hades, Argentina (Riverhead, Jan. 12),
is inspired by the disappearance of
his half sister during Argentina’s
Dirty War of the 1970s. In 1986,
Thomas Shore lives in New York
and works as a translator, having
been smuggled out of Argentina 10
years earlier. Now he’s returned to
Buenos Aires for a reckoning with
his past. Our starred review calls the
book “a complex and intimate meditation on love, guilt, and the decisions that haunt us forever.”
Do you notice anything unusual
about the titles of these two books?
I was struck by the way they both
contain commas that make you slow
down for a minute to try to puzzle
out what they mean. If three books
make a trend, then I declare 2021
the Year of the Title Comma. De
transition, Baby by Torrey Peters
(One World, Jan. 12) is, according to
our starred review, a “smart, funny,
6
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and bighearted” novel about a charged topic: Ames, one
of the main characters, lived for a while as Amy, a trans
woman, but has stopped taking hormones and returned
to the gender he was assigned at birth. Peters is trans
herself, and our review says “she has created a character
who does not conform to any hateful stereotypes. Ames
is, like every other human, complicated, and his relationship to his own body and his own gender is just one
of his complexities.”
In The Prophets (Putnam, Jan. 5), Robert Jones Jr. explores the repercussions on a Mississippi plantation
when two enslaved Black men fall in
love. The plantation’s owner forces
slaves to have sex in order to breed
new slaves, and Samuel and Isaiah’s sexuality “throws a wrench in
[his] cruelty,” according to our review. “Jones spins a sprawling story
of jealousy and passion that foregrounds Black queerness, asserting
that queerness has always been part
of the Black experience—not just in
the slave past, but the African one as
well….An ambitious, imaginative, and important tale.”
Allie Reynolds’ Shiver (Putnam, Jan. 19) is a debut
thriller which our starred review says “contains both
style and substance.” A former freestyle snowboarder, Reynolds has
set her locked-room thriller in the
French Alps, where a group of former friends has gathered in an offseason lodge only to find themselves cut off from the world and
unsure who actually invited them
there. And what does it have to do
with their friend Saskia, who disappeared a decade ago on the morning
they were all supposed to compete
in a snowboarding competition? This seems like the
perfect book to read before all the locked-room mysteries start revolving around unexplained deaths in pandemic pods.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

|

THE LOWERING DAYS

its fish and plants.” This dichotomy—between a mystical appreciation for the natural world and the environmentally extractive nature of work and industry—pervades Brown’s beautiful if
uneven debut. While the arsonist and her father struggle to survive off the land as fugitives, Penobscot Bay lobsterman Lyman
Creel inaugurates a parallel land-industry drama: Convinced
that un-fished waters are wasted waters, Lyman lays his traps in
the mouth of the Penobscot River, an act of overreach (the river
rights belong to the Penobscot Nation) that helps motivate the
narrator and his twin brother to begin sabotaging Lyman’s traps.
Like many debuts, Brown’s first novel is imperfect. His dialogue
sometimes veers toward preciousness at the expense of character development; his characters are often too accurately aware
of the wider themes that shape their lives (“Some places are like
portals to eternity,” says the narrator’s uncle. “You stand in them
and look around, and you feel how long and unending the world
is. You become a part of something beyond time. Maybe this is
one of those places”); and the plot moves through increasingly
convenient contortions as it hurtles toward its foreseeable crescendo. Yet despite these shortcomings, Brown tells a gripping

Brown, Gregory
Harper (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06299-413-4

A novel of place, myth, and clashing
loyalties set in 1980s Penobscot, Maine.
Shortly after a team of Japanese
investors visits a local paper mill with
an eye toward reopening it, a 14-year-old
member of the Penobscot Nation burns
the building to the ground and disappears. The act sows discord through the economically challenged region. Enraged by
the loss of prospective jobs, some demand swift vengeance for
the perpetrator. Others, like the narrator’s mother, Falon Ames,
who runs a local newspaper, argue that the event must be seen
in its larger context; the mill, after all, had hardly been “an innocent victim”; its former owners had “knowingly discharged toxic
chemicals and wastewater products…into the river, poisoning

y o u n g a d u lt
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tale. And in his hands the Penobscot region of the 1980s and
’90s—with its eccentric cast of Vietnam veterans, hippy fugitives, gruff lobstermen, and Penobscot tribal members—comes
wonderfully to life.
Mystical, gripping, rooted in the land—Brown may bang a
little too hard on the keys, but he plays a compelling tune.

the legendary filmmaker Oscar Micheaux. Sawyer lost over a
year to prescription drug abuse after the traumatic death of his
sister, Azizi, and he’s convinced that jump-starting his professional life will put the pieces back together—and maybe help
him stop seeing Azizi’s ghost. But he needs Honoree Dalcour, a
110-year-old woman who spent time with Micheaux back in the
1920s, to fill in the blanks of his research. With Miss Honoree
ailing and ornery, though, it’s going to take a lot more work than
Sawyer anticipated to unveil her story. Back in 1925, Honoree
is a vibrant young woman determined to dance onstage at Chicago’s famed Dreamland Cafe. But Archie Graves, her abusive
boss, keeps her on a short leash, and she’s not sure she’ll ever
escape the confines of his club, Miss Hattie’s. With the arrival
of 16-year-old new chorus girl Bessie Palmer and the sudden
reappearance of Honoree’s childhood love, Ezekiel Bailey—
now involved in the dangerous dealings of the city’s notorious
gangsters—the course of her life will change forever. As Sawyer gets to know Honoree, their stories intertwine, revealing
decades-old secrets. The author deftly weaves fiction with reality—figures like filmmaker Oscar Micheaux, musician Louis

WILD WOMEN AND
THE BLUES

Bryce, Denny S.
Kensington (352 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-4967-3008-4
The lives of an ambitious chorus girl
in 1925 and a grieving film student in 2015
intersect in this debut novel.
It’s 2015, and Sawyer Hayes is desperate to finish his doctoral thesis on

8
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HALF LIFE

Armstrong, and actor Charlie Chaplin all appear—and paints a
vibrant picture of the sparkling yet seedy era, but the two timelines are uneven. Though the characters in 1925 are multilayered,
those in 2015 feel underdeveloped. And while the modern-day
timeline adds some mystery to the plot, it’s mostly unnecessary
to the overall story arc.
Perfect for fans of light historical fiction led by a complex
heroine.

Cantor, Jillian
Harper Perennial/HarperCollins
(416 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-06-296988-0
Reality and speculation merge to
provide a look at Marie Curie, Nobel
Prize–winning scientist, and the person
she might have become if she’d made different choices.
Curie was born as Marya Sklodowska in Poland in 1867.
Motherless at 10, raised by her father to yearn for education, she
struggled under poverty and politics to reach for her dreams. A
difficult choice leads her to Paris, where she attends the Sorbonne. She meets Pierre Curie, her husband and lab partner, the
love of her life, second only to her experiments on radium, the
new element she discovers. Cantor renders her story beautifully, creating a rich historical fiction that brings Curie to life

ALL THAT FALL

Calvin, Kris
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-64385-688-9

y o u n g a d u lt

Winding plots bring an ethics investigator into the fray when her best
friend’s son goes missing amid a sea of
other drama.
Friends and neighbors Emma Lawson and Kate Doyle are embarking on
a new relationship together as business partners in Rainbow
Alley Preschool, a child care center catering to Sacramento families. While Kate nervously awaits the first day of school, Emma
hopes that her supposedly silent role as co-director doesn’t
distract her from her work as the youngest government ethics investigator at California’s Hayden Commission. Emma’s
already distracted by a run-in with her recent ex, Detective
Tommy Noonan, the night before. Even as she wonders whether
something can be rekindled, author Calvin reveals the shocking
news that Tommy’s been killed that morning. An intertwined
story tells of Janie, a young woman convinced that her brother,
Samson, is involved in some kind of trouble by the cash she
finds in his room. Following Samson into the woods, Janie sees
him shot in cold blood and is certain Tommy was the triggerman. More interlaced threads flesh out the background with
stories about the investigation into Tommy’s death by his colleagues, the ambitions of a newly elected official who has eyes
for Emma, and the disastrous day before the opening of Rainbow Alley when the governor’s granddaughter, new enrollee
Vivian Lange, is kidnapped. The day leaves Kate in the hospital
and Emma desperately searching for Luke, Kate’s teenage son,
who may just be the one to save the day.
Endless complications produce a rich and detailed story
that may be hard to follow.
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THREE O’CLOCK IN
THE MORNING

by seamlessly inventing thoughts and desires to flesh out a
character known mostly for her obsession with science. To read
this wonderfully executed tale alone would be satisfying, but we
are also treated to an imaginative thread of what might have
happened had Marie remained in Poland as Marya and married
Kazimierz Zorawski, the man who’d asked for her hand despite
the certainty of being disowned by his wealthy family for it.
The novel alternates between the parallel stories of Marie and
Marya, following a determined theme: You always have a choice.
Clearly these choices determine life’s outcome for the choicemaker as well as for all those who rub elbows with her. Feeling
guilt over one’s decisions and thinking about lost possibilities factor into Cantor’s theme, as does judging other people’s
choices. Assessing Marie Curie’s actual life and the imagined
one leads to a difficult question: Was one life better than the
other, happier, more meaningful?
Thought-provoking, skillfully written, and hard to put
down.

10
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Carofiglio, Gianrico
Trans. by Curtis, Howard
HarperVia/HarperCollins (192 pp.)
$25.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-06-302844-9
A father and son explore Marseilles
without sleep.
This is a novel of a specific time and
place that makes you sorry and even
a little melancholy to leave that time and place behind. The
time is 1983. The place is the grimy but lovely French port
city of Marseille. Here we find a father and his 18-year-old son,
Antonio, passing, by doctor’s orders, two sleepless nights as
they wait to see if Antonio’s epilepsy has subsided. Like many
fathers and sons, they have left much unsaid over the years:
regrets, recriminations, affections, secrets. In language plain
and graceful, presented in a svelte translation from the Italian

|

A richly imagined account of J.D. Salinger’s years as a combatant
and counterintelligence officer in Europe during World War II.
sergeant salinger

SERGEANT SALINGER

by Curtis, Carofiglio quietly lays their souls bare in allowing
them to see each other as human beings for the first time. They
walk through sketchy neighborhoods, they indulge in wine and
coffee, they see some jazz, they swim in the sea, and they visit a
bohemian party. Their primary task is simple: Don’t fall asleep.
Instead they walk and they talk—about love, about mathematics (Dad’s speciality), about food, about philosophy, about life.
Slowly, without fanfare, they reveal themselves. Here’s Antonio, near the end of their odyssey: “Two nights without sleep
weaken you, slow down your reflexes, blur your vision, but they
give you a very subtle, precise sense of what really matters.”
That subtle precision informs every page, as does a deceptive
simplicity laden with all that happens when you’re not paying
attention. The novel takes place in a sort of eternal present, a
time when all senses are awake. The title comes from a quote by
F. Scott Fitzgerald: “In a real dark night of the soul it is always
three o’clock in the morning.” Here those dark nights arrive
with shimmering, unforced beauty, filling the pages with jagged
moonlight like the finest neorealist film.
A journey by foot: crisp, lean, yet quietly mournful.

Charyn, Jerome
Bellevue Literary Press (288 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-942658-74-0
Charyn’s latest foray into historical
fiction is a richly imagined account of J.D.
Salinger’s years as a combatant and counterintelligence officer in Europe during
World War II.
The book opens in April 1942 at the
Stork Club, where the rising short story writer has memorable
encounters with the imperious Walter Winchell and the dashing
but down-sliding Ernest “Hemmy” Hemingway. Sonny, as Salinger is called, is the guest of Oona O’Neill, the 16-year-old debutante with whom he is infatuated. The relationship ends when
he is drafted and his “timid tigress” heads to California, where
she will marry Charles Chaplin. (The war dashed Salinger’s own
dreams of acting in Hollywood.) In France, Salinger proves

y o u n g a d u lt

THE PHOTOGRAPHER

Carter, Mary Dixie
Minotaur (304 pp.)
$27.99 | May 25, 2021
978-1-2507-9033-0

Journalist Carter’s debut novel follows a Crown Heights family photographer deep into the heart of a family she
wants to do much more than photograph.
Hired to shoot pictures of Natalie
Straub’s 11th birthday party, Delta Dawn
can’t help looking around when she’s not peering through the
viewfinder. What she sees is a home so perfectly designed and
furnished by Natalie’s parents, architects Fritz and Amelia
Straub, that she never wants to leave. The colors, the fabrics,
the light: They’re all perfect. It’s not just the Straubs’ home
Delta craves—it’s their world. She wants Amelia to see her as a
friend and an equal rather than however talented a professional;
she wants to take Fritz to bed—though not of course in a way
that might antagonize Amelia—and she wants Natalie to love
her as much as she loves Natalie’s whole family. That very night,
Delta begins to insinuate herself into the Straub household, and
once she begins, she never looks back, making herself more and
more indispensable, yielding only so far to their attempts to
set her up with Ian Walker, a blandly eligible associate in their
firm, and using her editing skills to document a photographic
account of her acceptance into their family circle as elaborate
as it is fictional as she assures her readers, “I wanted to support
their family. Honestly, I did.” When Amelia acknowledges that
she’s desperate for the second child she can never carry to term,
it seems like the perfect opportunity for Delta to consolidate
her position in her adoptive family once and for all. Or is it?
As sharply focused and mesmerizing as a magic trick and a
good deal creepier than most.
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himself in battle and in negotiations with the enemy, working
when he can on his “Holden Caulfield novel.” He has punishing
sex with Sylvia Welter, a German ophthalmologist doubling as a
spy. To his Jewish family’s chagrin, he brings her back to the U.S.
as his wife along with their “Nazi dog.” Increasingly, Salinger
finds himself caught between reality and grim fantasy, haunted
by traumatic war memories—a soldier with missing eye sockets
whose “blackened teeth revealed a jarring smile, like an angel
soaring into the unknown”; the harsh whistle of “Screaming
Meemies,” which “bit into your bones.” With a nod to Catch22, Charyn captures to darkly comedic effect the inhumanity of
war and the altered state his hero lives in. Known to readers for
his prickly nature, Salinger emerges as a likable eccentric with
deep reserves of empathy, especially for young people. Building
on the established facts of Salinger’s life, this supremely engaging novel leaves us with a new, sometimes heart-rending understanding of the author and the times in which he came of age.
A smoothly told, unexpectedly affecting foray into a lesserknown chapter of the literary giant’s life.

Collins, Max Allan
Hard Case Crime (256 pp.)
$10.89 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-78909-139-7
The prolific Collins resurrects Nolan,
the thief who’s tried to go straight since
his multivolume criminal career began,
for another adventure that will return
him to the dark side.
Is it ever too late to settle down?
Nolan, who owns and manages an Iowa
restaurant and lives with Sherry, the hostess he rescued from
the kidnapper Coleman Comfort in Spree (1987), decides that 55
isn’t too old to pop the question to his 23-year-old lover. Flush
with excitement, the two head to Vegas, get hitched at the Little Church of the West Wedding Chapel with the Everly Brothers in attendance, and settle into the French Quarter Casino,
whose executive host, Harry Bellows, is an old friend. Life looks
sweet, and it gets even sweeter after a brief, violent mix-up leads
to Nolan and his bride’s getting comped to one of the French
Quarter’s honeymoon suites. But all good things must come to
an end, and soon Collins is asking whether Nolan and Sherry
will survive a double-cross whose perpetrator plans to frame
them for stealing the casino’s latest take and leave them dead—
and, even if they do, how they’ll fare once they’ve encountered
Cole Comfort’s brother, Daniel, a white-sheep loan officer
who’s reluctantly agreed to kill Nolan on orders from his grieving mother. Nolan can’t compete with his acknowledged model,
Donald E. Westlake’s dead-eyed thief, but fans who aren’t hopelessly besotted with Parker will find Nolan’s comeback as fleet
and efficient as it is free of surprises.
No doubt about it: It’s great to see Nolan back in action.

GIRLS WITH BRIGHT FUTURES

Dobmeier, Tracy & Katzman, Wendy
Sourcebooks Landmark (400 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-7282-1646-1

When Stanford announces it will
take only one additional student from
the prestigious Elliott Bay Academy,
applying to college suddenly becomes
very dangerous. Is someone willing to
kill for that spot?
Winnie Pressley is at the top of her senior class, so when
her college counselor tells her she can’t apply to Stanford, she’s
devastated—but her mother, Maren, is suspicious. Are the
two other top contenders also being advised to drop out of
the race? Or does Winnie’s lower socio-economic status mean
she’s no longer eligible for the school’s support? When Winnie
lands in the hospital after a hit-and-run, the answers to those
questions may imperil Maren, too. As a teenage single mother,
Maren had to drop out of college herself, and she’s worked hard
12
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Mateo Askaripour

HIS NOVEL ABOUT A BLACK MAN WORKING IN SALES AT A CULTLIKE
ALL-WHITE COMPANY WAS WRITTEN FOR ANYONE WHO’S FELT OTHER
By Laurie Muchnick
Andrew “FifthGod” Askaripour

this current moment, where race and racism of all stripes
and police brutality are at the forefront of our American
mind, and many people say that this book speaks directly
to that moment and it helps them better understand it.
And especially for Black people who read it, they say this
book helps them remember they’re not alone and they
have tools to combat systemic racism, at least in some
forms.
The book is written as a sales manual, with hints and
tips sprinkled throughout. Did you write it with the intention of helping people deal with a moment like this?
Exactly. That was Priority No. 2, really. And that’s why I
wrote it with that device. I think it speaks to many of us,
Black and brown people that have been others, especially
in the workplace. And this could be true for anyone that’s
felt otherized, whether that’s due to sexual orientation,
gender expression, religion, or race. Priority No. 1 was to
impress myself with the book—I wanted to write something that was extremely engaging to me, something I’d
be proud of first and foremost. But Priority No. 2 was
to write something that would feel true to people who
have experienced these types of things and most certainly would give them a few tools to help better themselves
and the lives of those they love.

Mateo Askaripour’s first novel, Black Buck (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, Jan. 5), takes place largely in an office
building at 3 Park Ave. in Manhattan: a big, ungainly tower
that sits diagonal to the street. Darren Vender, our narrator, works in the Starbucks on the ground floor, where he’s
been biding his time since graduating as valedictorian of
the Bronx High School of Science four years earlier. One
day, on a whim, he decides to convince one of his regulars
that he really wants to try a different type of coffee; the
man is so impressed by Darren’s sales patter (“Did you just
try to reverse close me?”) that he offers him a job as the
only Black salesman at his tech company on the 36th floor.
Askaripour’s publisher, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, is also
located at 3 Park Ave., but he says it’s just a coincidence;
he didn’t use that location to try to sell them on his book,
which our review calls “witty, jazzily discursive, and rhythmically propulsive.” We spoke over Zoom; the conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

Let’s talk about Darren and his early days at Sumwun.
All the employees there are hazed during their first
week, but it’s obvious he’s hazed more than the other
new hires. And he notices right away that he’s the only
Black person in the whole company. He alternates between wanting to walk out and say, “I’m not putting up
with this racism” and wanting to stay there and prove
he can succeed.
Yeah, I think that many Black people experience that in
White majority environments, whether it’s the basketball
team, whether it’s the workplace, whether it’s something
else like a social club, when you’re the only one. You’re

Your book is about sales. Sell it to me.
Well, you know, if it speaks to you, then read it. If not,
don’t. That’s it. Many people are extremely engaged with
14
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a novel about a young man, and he was traveling. And for
me, writing felt like the truest thing I could do, and it
was serving this creative side of me that had felt like it’d
become dormant. So for me, it was a form of salvation.
And even though that first book didn’t work out the way
I wanted it to, I rewrote it, and that one didn’t work out
the way I wanted it to, either. And then when I was in a
place where I did experience doubt, at least for a couple
of weeks—you know, serious doubt—it’s when I had the
idea of Black Buck. That is when I told myself I was going
to commit and not look back, whether it took me five
months or five years.

more likely to hear unsavory things, racist things. I’ve
certainly experienced that feeling of hearing racist things
when I was the only Black person in a group of White
people, especially White men, and being like, Why am I
here? Or not even really understanding what was going
on and replaying it years later. So what Darren is experiencing is something that many of us have experienced,
this push and pull, this constant racial cost-benefit analysis—is the cost of me putting up with these things worth
the benefits of making it, however I define “making it”?
So I wanted to concretely and in some ways even hyperbolically express that, because while not everyone is being asked by White people in the workplace whether they
should translate instructions into Ebonics, sometimes
these seemingly innocuous and completely mundane acts
of racism do feel outsized and gargantuan, at least to the
person experiencing them.

Have I missed anything that you’d like to say to the
readers of Kirkus?
Selfishly, when it comes to this book—I don’t mind if people hate it. It’s great if people love it. But what would be a
loss for me? If people read it and say, “I don’t care.”

When Darren started working at Sumwun, he didn’t
even know what they were selling. It almost felt like a
cult.
It is a cult! It’s hard because cult has such a negative connotation, right? You think of Jim Jones. There’s such a fine
line between cult and culture, and it’s very hard to know
where that line is until you’re out of it. And while Darren’s in it, after he gets through hell, he’s having the time
of his life. He’s making money. There are people who look
up to him. There’s food. There are his new best friends,
status—he has everything that he could want, which he
didn’t really have before. It is a crazy drug, and you can
become addicted to it. So there definitely are a lot of pros.
But there can be a lot of cons, and you can end up falling
into what Jordan Peele coined as the Sunken Place if you
don’t watch out.

Black Buck was reviewed in the Nov. 15, 2020, issue.

y o u n g a d u lt

You’ve worked in sales at a tech startup. Did you hate
it?
No! While I was in there, I loved it until I didn’t. It was a
core part of my identity. And I wanted to make sure that I
transmitted that to the book, because I look at this book
as standing next to other sales movies and works that are
sales-centric—Glengarry Glen Ross, Death of a Salesman,
Wall Street.
You started writing while you were still working full
time, right?
Writing was an outlet for me. When I didn’t want to party all the time, when I didn’t want to stay at the office
until 8 or 9, I said, I’m going to go home on Fridays, I’m going to sleep, and then on Saturdays, I’m going to begin writing.
And what I wrote wasn’t Black Buck. This is 2016. I began writing—I remember, it was May 21—I was writing
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to support her daughter. Currently, she’s the indispensable yet
health insurance–free assistant to Alicia Stone, another Elliott
Bay mom and the fabulously wealthy CEO of Aspyre, a posh
lifestyle technology company. Alicia’s daughter, Brooke, has all
the financial perks but she’s lacking the grades and ambition
to be a Cardinal. Not quite as wealthy as Alicia but definitely
more privileged than Maren, Kelly Vernon, the third mother in
this tale, traffics in information. She knows everyone’s secrets
(academic, philanthropic, and very personal). Her own daughter,
Krissie, is a strong candidate for Stanford—plus she’s a double
legacy—but her anxiety may get in her way. Toggling among the
three mother-daughter pairs, Dobmeier and Katzman deftly
capture the madness of college admissions season, from the
expert-level parental manipulation of school administrators
and the viper dens of parent cocktail parties to the women’s
tense home lives, riddled with unhealthy coping mechanisms.
As secrets unfold, we witness the worst familial behavior; stolen DNA profiles and plagiarized essays are only the tip of the
iceberg.
Operation Varsity Blues lurks behind this bracingly vicious
portrait of entitlement.

devastating in “The Offering,” the collection’s standout story,
about a little girl trying to navigate her parents’ separation and
her mother’s emotional abuse. You’ll want to cry at the end
when you learn what the girl sacrifices to try to control a situation that is completely out of her hands.
Well-crafted, emotionally stirring work.

DEATH OF A SHOWMAN

Fredericks, Mariah
Minotaur (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-2502-1090-6

Backing a theatrical extravaganza
has serious consequences for a New York
socialite and her maid in 1914.
The news that songwriter Leo
Hirschfeld, her former not-quite-boyfriend, is rehearsing a Broadway-bound
play gives lady’s maid Jane Prescott a pleasant tingle, followed
by a heart-wrenching thud at the news that Two Loves Have I
features the lovely Violet Tempest, who’s now Leo’s wife. After
lady of the house Louise Tyler warns the rest of the staff to be
mindful of Jane’s tender feelings, the young matron is intrigued
when Leo turns up to see not Jane, but Louise herself. Hoping
to interest her in making a modest investment, the enterprising
young man invites her to a rehearsal. Since propriety demands
that Louise can’t be backstage alone at a place as disreputable as
a theater, Jane accompanies her. As her employer falls head over
heels for the magic of the stage and invests in the show, Jane
develops a grudging affection for the theater folk, befriending
over-the-hill comedian Roland Harney and his dog, Peanut. She
especially appreciates the faces behind the scenes, from Harriet
Biederman, who keeps the show’s complicated finances straight,
to Adele St. John, whose costumes make Violet and leading lady
Blanche Arden into the magical creatures they appear onstage.
The person Jane bonds with least is producer Sidney Warburton. So she feels no great loss when the tyrannical moneyman is
shot dead in the men’s room at Rector’s, where the cast is having a late supper. It’s only when Detective Harrison J. Fullerton
begins to ask pointed questions about Leo’s relationship with
Warburton that Jane realizes the full impact of the murder on
both her newfound theater friends and her faithful employer.
There’s no upstairs or downstairs backstage. The show
must go on.

LOVE LIKE THAT

Duffy-Comparone, Emma
Henry Holt (224 pp.)
$24.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-250-62455-0
Young women glimpse men’s baffling
behavior and discover their own.
In this debut collection, which
includes two Pushcart Prize–winning
stories, Duffy-Comparone’s female
protagonists are betwixt and between.
They’re teenage girls not yet experienced enough to know the
difference between abuse and affection, girls who unwittingly
thrill to lecherous male attention. They’re young women dating dramatically older men who like the idea better than the
reality. They’re childless women moving in with men who are
fathers and finding themselves jealous of their boyfriends’ offspring. The world is bewildering, in part because of the mysterious nature of love. That’s the case for Anita in “The Zen Thing,”
who is having an affair with a man her parents’ age and trying
to reconcile two very different feelings: that she has totally
ruined her life and that she loves a multitude of things about
her boyfriend, not least of which is that “he looks good in everything.” Elsewhere, it’s the inexplicable nature of physical desire.
In “Marvel Sands,” the 15-year-old narrator thinks she wants
her 60-year-old boss to “touch [her]” even though he repeatedly invades her personal space and insults her intelligence.
There are allusions to other iconic short stories here—Lorrie
Moore’s “Terrific Mother” and Raymond Carver’s “Why Don’t
You Dance?” come to mind, and Duffy-Comparone’s characters
are the offspring of both: emotionally flattened while also capable of sharp, witty thoughts. (Braces, one character observes,
“made a wet, tragic thing of consonants.”) This combination is
16
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A nostalgic coming-of-age story that plays
out in a wild, intriguing setting.
raft of stars

OF WOMEN AND SALT

world. But Fish hasn’t told Bread the truth about their final
destination. Their pursuers are trying to outrun their own sorrows, too: Teddy, Fish’s grandfather, a stoic Korean War veteran;
Cal, the town sheriff, who doesn’t want to be sheriff anymore;
Miranda, Fish’s wilderness-savvy mother, who has suffered her
own losses; and Tiffany, a purple-haired free spirit who works
at a gas station, secretly longs for Cal, and writes poetry in her
spare time. Awaiting them all are dangerous rapids no raft can
survive. The action sequences are exciting, though the reader
has to overlook a few unlikely scenarios and coincidences to follow this journey (why would Cal, who has no experience in the
Wisconsin woods, take off on horseback without attempting
to organize a larger, more efficient search party?). Still, Graff ’s
characters have heart to spare, and his affection for this rugged
part of the country is infectious. His coming-of-age story offers
us nostalgia and escape, and he reminds us that while freedom
can be elusive, the people who love you always make your life
worth living.
A nostalgic coming-of-age story that plays out in a wild,
intriguing setting.

Garcia, Gabriela
Flatiron Books (224 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-250-77668-6

y o u n g a d u lt

An affluent Cuban immigrant reckons with her daughter’s drug addiction
and her own culpability in their selfdestructive choices.
As the book opens, it’s 2018, and Carmen is writing in anguish to her daughter,
Jeannette, begging her to find the will to live. Then we’re immediately swept away to Camagüey, Cuba, in 1866, right before the
first Cuban war for independence from Spain, where we meet
one of the women’s ancestors. María Isabel works at a cigar factory, and, as the war blooms bright and bloody, she’s pursued
by the factory’s lector, who reads newspapers and Victor Hugo
novels to the workers as they roll cigars. If the novel had continued to offer rich scenes like these, it would have been a success,
but from this point on, it feels haphazardly stitched together.
We meet Jeannette in 2014, and then Carmen’s and Jeanette’s
voices alternate erratically through different time periods, with
little resonance between them—both strands of the narrative
center the useless or even abusive men who litter the lives of all
the family’s women. Then, as if grafted onto the story, Garcia
adds intermittent sections from the points of view of a woman
named Gloria and her daughter, Ana, undocumented immigrants from El Salvador. Gloria is picked up by ICE agents while
Ana is at a babysitter’s house, and when the girl gets dropped
off, Jeanette takes her in for a few nights before Carmen convinces her to call the police—a decision that will come to haunt
Carmen. Even with snatches of gorgeously compelling prose,
the book can’t overcome the lack of relationship development
among the women of the family in both Miami and Cuba.
A Cuban family grapples with violence and addiction, but
their relationships lack depth.

RAFT OF STARS

Graff, Andrew J.
Ecco/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-06-303190-6
Two boys involved in a shooting flee
into the Wisconsin north woods and
build a raft to escape down a raging river.
Rural Wisconsin in the mid-1990s
is the setting for Graff ’s memorable
story of loss, violence, adventure, and
redemption. Ten-year-old Fischer “Fish” Branson, spending
the summer on his grandfather’s farm, knows his friend Bread
has too many bruises. When he witnesses Bread’s father beating the boy, Fish reaches for the man’s gun and fires it. In the
shooting’s aftermath, the boys flee into the great north woods
and build a raft so they can ride the river and escape the adult
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Unabashedly polemical, angry, and heartbreaking.
the book of otto and liam

THE BOOK OF OTTO
AND LIAM

WHITE SHADOW

Jacobsen, Roy
Trans. by Bartlett, Don &
Shaw, Don
Biblioasis (272 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-77196-403-6

Griner, Paul
Sarabande (352 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-946448-76-7
The aftermath of a fictional school
shooting that closely resembles the
Sandy Hook tragedy makes for a very
dark read.
While Griner includes background
on the teenage gunman and devotes quite a bit of space to Otto’s
memories of life with his son, Liam, and wife, May, before the
shooting, the novel focuses mainly on the consequences for the
survivors and society at large. Beginning in 2018, on the third
anniversary, Otto tells his story in nonlinear narrative segments,
moving backward to the 2015 shooting and even earlier to a time
when his happiness as a father and husband seemed perfect, as
well as forward to 2019 as he’s going off the rails, drinking and
obsessing. Sprinkled between these sections are drawings by
Otto, ever higher statistics about school shootings, and a selection of the emails and letters Otto has received, mostly vile
accusations and threats from people who believe the shooting
never happened. But it obviously did. Eight-year-old Liam was
shot but survived the 11 minutes of gunfire. As he languished
in the hospital for months, hoaxers zeroed in on him and his
parents with particular fury. Otto and May blame themselves
if not each other, and their marriage, which seemed so strong,
collapses. Liam’s best friend, Latrell, did not survive, and Otto
falls into an increasingly unhealthy friendship with the boy’s
father, Lamont, a former football player, based on their mutual
vengeful grief. Lamont becomes increasingly, dangerously violent toward anyone who crosses him. Otto flirts briefly with
violence, but his obsession narrows on finding and confronting the woman he thinks controls the hoaxers, who continue
to stalk him and May for years. Until an unfortunately rushed
ending, Griner’s novel is a powerful excavation into the darkest recesses of grief. Parents of young children, beware: Liam is
such a believable child that identifying with his parents’ stark
anguish becomes unavoidable—and so unbearable that it’s hard
to imagine how the author could bring himself to keep writing.
Unabashedly polemical, angry, and heartbreaking.
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The second novel in Jacobsen’s Ingrid
Barrøy trilogy is set during Norway’s
World War II occupation by Germany,
telescoping the national predicament
through the narrow lens of a solitary woman’s experience.
Seasons, representing both change and constancy, are again
Jacobsen’s central organizing principle, this time covering not
generations but one year. A decade after The Unseen (2020)
ended, most inhabitants of Barrøy, an island in a remote archipelago, have scattered. Only Ingrid, now 35, remains to follow
an isolated, hand-to-mouth routine. Jacobsen built the earlier
novel upon an accumulation of small daily moments, but Norway’s German occupation offers more conventional drama. Germans are stationed on the main island, a hard boat ride away but
within Ingrid’s sight. In late autumn she is jolted when bodies in
tattered, unrecognizable uniforms mysteriously turn up on Barrøy. One is barely alive. Ingrid nurses him and they become lovers in an intense idyll that can’t last. Days after he escapes (with
her help), she awakens in a faraway hospital room with no memory of what happened in the days since their farewell. With her
doctor’s help, she recovers shards of memory about a visit from
a German officer and local police chief searching for her soldier,
who was probably a Russian POW; but she resists remembering too much. Back on Barrøy by early winter, she is joined by
her aunt Barbro, who intuits that Ingrid is pregnant. As more
memories return, Ingrid worries the father might be one of the
men who visited, but what happened with them is discussed
only obliquely. This is minimalist fiction with a protagonist of
impressive competence—traveling home on a whaler filled with
ragged evacuees from Finland and Lapland, Ingrid takes charge
of their care, then helps them settle on the main island—but
with little interest in revealing herself. And yet Ingrid is a kind
of magnet. Her doctor is attracted to her “intuitive” intelligence, as are the whaler’s captain and several youthful evacuees who move to the island to fish and help Ingrid build a new
house. Before long, Barrøy’s former inhabitants also begin to
trickle home, creating new dramas and possibilities.
Disarmingly plainspoken narration brings into sharp relief
both individuals and a world in wartime crisis.

|
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find romance among the stacks. Of course, as is the tradition of
romantic comedies, Tabitha might find out that real love never
required going to such great lengths—her perfect man might
be right under her nose. The premise—a woman willing to do
anything to find her dream guy—sounds like a perfectly amusing rom-com. However, in execution the story is often quite hard
to follow. Tabitha’s narration frequently veers off on tangents or
stories from the past, and her seemingly stream-of-consciousness
rambles make it difficult to find the plot. Like many rom-com
heroines, Tabitha is bright, fun, and more than a little clueless.
However, her lack of filter often leads to thoughts and comments
that are less hilarious than they are selfish and mean. It’s hard to
root for her, find her relatable, or laugh with her when she’s doing
things like accosting a naked old man in a spa shower (breaking his nose in the process) or following a stranger into an airplane bathroom in an attempt to join the mile-high club. When
Tabitha’s well-earned happily-ever-after comes, it’s actually quite
sweet…but readers may wish more time was spent on developing
that relationship instead of on Tabitha’s antics.
A romantic comedy without much romance or comedy.

King, Stephen
Hard Case Crime (256 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-7890-9649-1

y o u n g a d u lt

Horrormeister King follows a boy’s
journey from childhood to adolescence
among the dead—and their even creepier living counterparts.
Jamie Conklin sees dead people. Not
for very long—they fade away after a
week or so—but during that time he can
talk to them, ask them questions, and compel them to answer
truthfully. His uncanny gift at first seems utterly unrelated to
his mother Tia’s work as a literary agent, but the links become
disturbingly clear when her star client, Regis Thomas, dies
shortly after starting work on the newest entry in his bestselling
Roanoke Saga, and Tia and her lover, NYPD Detective Liz Dutton, drive Jamie out to Cobblestone Cottage to encourage the
late author to dictate an outline of his latest page-turner so that
Tia, who’s fallen on hard times, can write it in his name instead
of returning his advance and her cut. Now that she’s seen what
Jamie can do, Liz takes it on herself to arrange an interview in
which Jamie will ask Kenneth Therriault, a serial bomber who’s
just killed himself, where he’s stowed his latest explosive device
before it can explode posthumously. His post-mortem encounter with Therriault exacts a high price on Jamie, who now finds
himself more haunted than ever, though he never gives up on
the everyday experiences in which King roots all his nightmares.
Crave chills and thrills but don’t have time for a King epic?
This will do the job before bedtime. Not that you’ll sleep.

THE ARTIST SPOKE
By Ted Morrissey

‘The story revels in a
background debate
about fame versus talent
. . . It’s all approached
very warmly, this desire
these devotees have
for a mystery, breaking
news, and to feel a part of
something grand.’
— Kirkus Reviews

THE OPTIMIST

Kipner, Sophie
Unbound (384 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-78352-558-4
A perpetually unlucky-in-love optimist
goes to wacky lengths to find Mr. Right.
Tabitha Gray didn’t have the best role
model when it came to healthy relationships. Her parents split up when she was
young, and her glamorous but unpredictable mother spent the years afterward
chasing love. She was happy when she was in a relationship, but
when things would inevitably go sour, she’d get drunk and cynical. Tabitha becomes convinced that if she could find love for
herself, her mother would see that an ideal relationship is possible. The only problem is that the perfect man is a bit harder to
find than Tabitha hoped. But she won’t give up easily! She throws
herself into any situation that might produce a romantic-comedy–worthy meeting: a martial arts class where the passion of
fighting could lead to a passionate affair, a long flight where she
could fall in love with her seatmate, or a library where she could

A love letter. A eulogy. A hymn of hope . . .

Avant-garde author Elizabeth Winters has died en route
to Revelation, a literary event for her readers who have
volunteered to be part of her latest novel . . . without
knowing what their participation would involve.
ISBN 978-1-7331949-2-1 (cloth; 188 pages; color illustrations)
ISBN 978-1-7331949-3-8 (paper; b/w illustrations)

For information on representation and film rights, contact
jtedmorrissey@gmail.com • tedmorrissey.com
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An utterly captivating, richly detailed, and highly critical
vision of how the one percent lives in neocolonial paradise.
red island house

WHATEVER THE COST

special forces operative, to rub him out before suspicion “falls
on our country.” A third player in this barbed narrative, which
cycles back to Russia’s collaborations with Germany on lab
experiments in the 1930s, is Travniček, a compromised church
pastor who prays for “the people with dead hearts.” Though the
novel was inspired in part by the fatal poisoning of Sergei and
Yulia Skripal in England in 2018, those looking for a page-turning spy novel should probably look elsewhere. Lebedev, a modernist whose corrosive vision was introduced to U.S. readers in
Oblivion (2016) and The Year of the Comet (2017), is less interested
in plot than probing the wasted inner lives of his characters,
the surreal aspects of their existence, and the horrors that science casually inflicts on people, animals, and the environment.
Though Putin is never mentioned, his malevolent presence is
felt throughout.
A darkly absorbing intellectual thriller by one of Russia’s
boldest young novelists.

Kurland, Michael
Severn House (256 pp.)
$28.99 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-7278-8970-6

An unorthodox pair of English aristocrats travel to the Continent in 1939 in
hopes of sneaking out scientists who are
crucial to the war effort.
No less an authority than Albert Einstein has written to President Roosevelt
urging him to relocate a slew of physicists working in Germany
on a fearsome new technology that could create the bomb to
end all bombs. So Capt. Jacob Welker, founder of the Office of
Special Intelligence, heads into a vortex. So do Lord Geoffrey
Saboy and his wife, Patricia, whose irregular domestic arrangements—each one basically provides cover for the other’s roving eye—guarantee lightweight complications. When one of
Patricia’s trysts brings her into possession of a list of parties
who’ve already suffered a high mortality rate, the couple, aided
by a cadre of informants horrified by what life under the Third
Reich has become, redouble their efforts to track down as
many potentially turncoat scientists as possible. Even as they
talk to professors Herman and Angela Mittwark, professor
Josef Brun, of the Kepler Institute, is already on the run from
the Gestapo with some vital scientific papers. Will Brun meet
up with the couple seeking to rescue him as part of the retinue
of Geoffrey’s alter ego Jeffrey the Great’s magic act before he
disappears himself? Freely mingling real-life heroes and villains
with his fictional cast, Kurland resolutely ignores the implications of his title, making wartime intrigue look so easy and fun
you may want to try a spot of it yourself in between your own
engagements.
A good time is had by all but the Gestapo in this knockabout demi-suspenser.

RED ISLAND HOUSE

Lee, Andrea
Scribner (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-982137-80-9

When she weds an Italian tycoon, an
African American intellectual becomes
the unwilling mistress of an estate in
Madagascar.
They meet at a wedding in Como,
Italy, a case of opposites attract. “To Shay,
fresh out of graduate school, Senna is a new experience: this
cheeky, charismatic Italian a decade and a half older than she is,
a businessman...who...has bought part of an actual island.” During their courtship, Senna builds the Red House, a tropical mansion whose architectural influences range from Indonesia to
Antigua to Disney World, staffing it with an army of locals and a
Greek house manager, to provide a setting for an annual holiday
throughout their married life. In a series of tales set over two
decades, Shay has a love-hate relationship with the estate and
her role there; she is “expected to pass her holiday months not
as a sojourner comfortably decompressing from a busy Milan
life of teaching and translating and chivying her college-bound
kids, but as a vigilant matriarch who exerts iron control—even
if it is part-time—over the work ethic, health, and morality of
her numerous Malagasy household staff.” Gorgeous writing,
fascinating stories, and a vibrant cast of locals and expats dance
around this basic theme. One of Shay’s early allies is Bertine La
Grande, the head housekeeper, who helps her use witchcraft
to undo the wrongs wrought by her husband and the evil manager. Another thread depicts the rivalry between two powerful
women, one a restaurateur and the other a bar owner. Against a
background of myth and magic, as well as racism, sex tourism,
and exploitation, the never-perfect match between Senna and
Shay continues to devolve.
An utterly captivating, richly detailed, and highly critical
vision of how the one percent lives in neocolonial paradise.

UNTRACEABLE

Lebedev, Sergei
New Vessel Press (242 pp.)
$22.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-939931-90-0
An aging chemist who defected to
the West after the collapse of the Soviet
Union is targeted by Russian assassins
armed with a lethal dose of the “untraceable and imperceptible” poison he
developed.
Kalitin, the 70-year-old chemist, created the neurotoxin,
called Neophyte, in a secret facility on a distant Russian island.
A spiritually empty “fan of death,” he is now dying of cancer
himself in the former German Democratic Republic. After
Vyrin, a second Russian defector, is fatally poisoned, Russian
generals suspecting that Kalitin is working with German police
in an investigation of the killing send Shershnev, a war-damaged
20
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LIES WE BURY

are revealed along with hints that it may last despite them.
Enduring love—along with the urge to resist it—is this volume’s
common theme, whether in relationships between parents and
children, lovers, ex-lovers, friends, and even in-laws. In “Robinson Crusoe at the Waterpark,” a few seconds of panic cause a
middle-aged gay man to drop his wry surface detachment and
acknowledge his commitment toward his more emotive partner
and their child. While in Denmark ostensibly to visit Legoland
with her 10-year-old son, the divorced bookkeeper of the title
story juggles her complicated feelings for the boy with her dead
father’s final request to find her long-lost former boyfriend and
give him a bequest. “A Walk-Through the Human Heart” illuminates the vein of cruelty that sometimes runs through parental
love, making it all the more powerful, as a mother desperately
searches vintage shops for the Baby Alive doll she refused to
buy her grown, now-pregnant daughter as an 8-year-old. “Birdsong From the Radio,” about a stay-at-home suburban mother
whose love grows destructive, shows the risk of caring too
much. McCracken’s stories are often heartbreaking, but those
about Jack and Sadie are particularly incisive, showing all the

Marr, Elle
Thomas & Mercer (302 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2619-2

y o u n g a d u lt

Twenty years after escaping a hyperextended childhood trauma, a peripatetic photographer touches down in
Portland to find even grimmer nightmares awaiting her.
Marissa Mo was born into captivity.
Her mother, Rosemary, had been kidnapped and impregnated
by Chet Granger, and she gave birth to Marissa in the basement where she was kept. A few months later, another of his
prisoners gave birth to Jenessa, and a third captive died four
years later giving birth to Lily. Eventually Rosemary and the
three girls escaped, but not really. Neither Chet’s imprisonment
nor the cash settlement they’d received restored them to normalcy, and they’ve all, in their different ways and largely isolated
from each other, been living on the brink ever since. Marissa,
who’s taken the name Claire Lou, has decided to settle in the
Oregon city that’s home to Jenessa and their two mothers. She
quickly snags piecemeal work with the Portland Post and then a
full-time job on the basis of pictures she’s snapped at the Four
Alarm Brewery, which suddenly turn into pictures of possible
suspects when the police find the body of a strip-club dancer in
a tunnel beneath the pub hours later. A cryptic note reveals that
Claire is being watched by someone who knows her horrifying
past, someone who’s taunting her to be the first on the scene
of subsequent tunnel murders. “This isn’t my first stalker,” she
reflects; she’s been fleeing the spotlight ever since her escape
from Chet. Now Marr presents the cherry on the sundae: Claire
learns that Chet’s about to be paroled, and he wants to see her
and become every inch the father he should’ve been back then.
A deep, deep dive into unspeakable memories and their
unimaginably shocking legacy.

THE SOUVENIR
MUSEUM
Stories

McCracken, Elizabeth
Ecco/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 13, 2021
978-0-06-297128-9
After the multigenerational, somewhat whimsical sweep of Bowlaway
(2019), McCracken switches gears and
proves her mastery of short fiction with
these 12 tightly structured, searingly realistic stories.
Four linked stories about a couple named Jack and Sadie are
interspersed throughout and form the book’s unifying spine.
The opener, “The Irish Wedding,” refers to Jack’s sister’s nuptials, where Jewish American Sadie meets Jack’s British family for
the first time. Intimations of the fault lines in their relationship
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THE PERFECT MARRIAGE

hidden crevices of a long-term relationship. Over the course
of the book, both characters are pulled between the urges to
disguise and reveal themselves, to cling and to run. By the last
story, when they marry 20 years after they met, they still harbor resentments and deep disagreements. But what longtime
couple doesn’t?
An astonishingly powerful collection worth multiple
readings.

Mitzner, Adam
Thomas & Mercer (304 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-0576-0

Days after a party celebrating the
perfect New York couple’s first anniversary, the roster of guests who’ve survived
it is suddenly decreased by one.
Jessica and James Sommers have the
ideal marriage. Of course, every marriage
has its hiccups. Realtor Jessica left her
first husband, high school biology teacher Wayne Fiske, and art
dealer James left his first wife, investment banker Haley Sommers, following an adulterous affair. Wayne has forgiven Jessica
enough to show up at the party, and Haley, who’s had a lot of
time on her hands since getting fired from her high-paying job,
violates a restraining order to sneak in so she can interrupt the
happy couple’s anniversary toasts by announcing exactly what
she thinks of them. Jessica and Wayne’s 17-year-old son, Owen,
who survived a bout of leukemia four years ago, is told that it’s
returned and that the frightfully expensive experimental treatment his oncologist recommends won’t be covered by insurance.
James, desperate to earn more money he can give Jessica for her
son, lets Reid Warwick, who has his eye on Jessica, suck him
into a highly questionable deal to sell some Jackson Pollock
sketches of dubious provenance. In short, virtually everyone in
the cast acts as if they have a target on their back, and it’s a
shame that only one of them will get bashed to death. Once he’s
created his sublimely bitchy ensemble of well-groomed users
and losers, Mitzner lets them run amok, subject only to their
amour propre and their determination not to knuckle under to
NYPD Lt. Gabriel Velasquez’s plaintive requests for the DNA
samples that will end up fingering the perp.
Delivers all the guilty pleasures the title promises and
leaves you pathetically grateful for your own petty social circle.

AVIARY

McNamer, Deirdre
Milkweed
$24.00 | Apr. 13, 2021 (298 pp.)
978-1-57131-138-2
A suspicious fire at a senior residence
profoundly affects the elderly denizens
and those around them.
The Pheasant Run condo isn’t nearly
as grand as it sounds. Cassie McMackin,
one of its occupants, is counting pills
and contemplating suicide when we meet her. Cassie’s neighbor Viola Six is worried about paying the rent, having lost her
savings to a scam promoted by an ex-beau. Down the hall is
Leo Uberti, an Italian Jewish artist with a painful past. Hidden
in Viola’s basement storage is an abused and bullied 15-yearold, Clayton Spooner. Then there’s Herbie Bonebright, the
treacherous new manager of the building, apparently involved
in a scheme to oust tenants so Pheasant Run can be converted
into a more profitable enterprise. One morning, a fire erupts
in Herbie’s apartment. While the blaze is quickly contained,
fire inspector Lander Maki thinks it may be arson. Herbie is
suddenly nowhere to be found, and Viola Six has vanished too.
But this is no geriatric whodunit, and author McNamer is not
so concerned with exposing the perp. (When that revelation
finally comes, it’s anticlimactic.) She’s more interested in the
indignities of old age, memory and loss, and what one character
calls “the secret of ongoingness.” Much of the writing is quite
lyrical, as in the description of Maki’s “beyond-human” sense of
smell: “His olfactory sensitivity had become so intimately intertwined with memory that the smell of a remembered presence
arrived in tandem with the smell of its absence.” Still, some passages are overwritten, and some plot points seem dubious. The
novel also has a bleak undertow, though Maki’s wife, Rhonda,
an animal whisperer, exudes eccentric charm and brightens the
scenes she’s in. A quasi-happy ending is preceded by many casualties—some of which seem arbitrary.
Richly drawn characters in search of a more compelling
narrative.
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A DEADLY INFLUENCE

Omer, Mike
Thomas & Mercer (444 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2287-3

The creator of FBI profiler Zoe
Bentley—last seen in Thicker Than Blood
(2020)—launches a new series starring
a hostage negotiator whose past makes
her just perfect for this case in both good
ways and bad.
Eight-year-old Nathan Fletcher is kidnapped on the way
home from his school bus stop by someone who demands a ransom of $5 million. It’s clearly an impossible sum for his mother,
dental office assistant Eden Fletcher, to raise. Distraught
because the caller told her she’s being watched, she reaches
out to Lt. Abby Mullen of the New York Police Department,
|

Fairy tales and bedtime stories for
those dark nights of the soul.
farthest south & other stories

with whom she shares a terrible secret: As children, they were
two of the only three survivors of cult leader Moses Wilcox’s
suicidal standoff with the police. That bond, which is so frayed
that Abby doesn’t even recognize Edie when she responds to
her plea for help, will become pivotal because Edie’s ex-husband, David Huff, remained behind as one of the mainstays
of a different cult run by Otis Tillman when his wife and their
two children fled. Now, one of those children holds the key to
the other’s well-being, for the man who snatched Nathan never
imagines that Edie will come up with the money; he expects her
daughter, Gabrielle, to raise it through the thousands of followers she’s collected as a teenage social influencer. The fact that
the kidnapper is holding Nathan in a locked room furnished
and decorated to look exactly like his own bedroom suggests an
unusually deep-laid plan. Can Abby see around the twists Omer
throws at her to rescue the boy before it’s too late?
An expert ticking-clock suspenser best consumed in one
prodigious gulp.

mind or that the narrator is imagining what his grandfather is
experiencing as he lies comatose for two months in the hospital.
Yet each of these stories has that same white canvas, uncharted,
to be filled.
Stories that test the boundaries of the fictional imagination.

MY OLD HOME

Schell, Orville
Pantheon (624 pp.)
$29.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-593-31581-1
Schell’s sweeping historical epic
charts the coming-of-age of a young
Chinese man in his search for identity, belonging, and love across two
continents.
The novel begins in Beijing, where
14-year-old Li Wende, called Little Li, lives with his father, Li

y o u n g a d u lt

FARTHEST SOUTH &
OTHER STORIES

Rutherford, Ethan
A Strange Object (184 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-64605-047-5
Fairy tales and bedtime stories for
those dark nights of the soul.
The two stories bookending Rutherford’s second collection find a father
named Soren drawing from his imagination to ease his young sons toward sleep. Both stories become
monstrously supernatural, pitting young boys against sea creatures who threaten to devour their souls. In “The Diver,” the
final story, Soren fears that his sons realize his tale has “gone
off the rails” as a giant squid who flooded the hometown of two
abandoned brothers battles a disembodied diver. And, yes, if
this were a fable, it has likely lost its point, its moral. But it’s
indicative of Soren’s mental state, as he fears that his life, his
marriage, his family, and his home are all going off the rails.
The elements of plot in these stories are often strange and
scary—two foxes kidnap a human child to raise as their own,
a mother succumbs to spiritual illness, a baby’s illness is nightmarishly investigated at an impersonal hospital—and the contexts throughout are young families, young marriages, young
children, and the perception of overwhelming threat facing
them all. The stories they weave, which incorporate elements
of memories, dreams, fears, and fables, don’t necessarily provide comfort or even much in the way of resolution. They don’t
have a lesson except that people tell stories to seek order amid
chaos, hope amid impending doom, a reason to keep going.
The farthest-flung adventure is the title story, which finds a
Norse grandfather, a talking penguin, and 25 children on an illfated expedition to the South Pole. “Enchantment, wonder...
uncharted, limitless white,” marvels the penguin. There are
hints that the whole story is unfolding within the grandfather’s
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Tongshu, a music professor at the local conservatory. Their
lives become increasingly more restricted under Mao Zedong’s
intensifying Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, as the Red
Guard frequently harasses anyone who appears sympathetic
to Christianity or what they consider Western art or thought—
eventually including Little Li and his father. Little Li moves
from one kind of exile to another, never feeling at home anywhere. Having been born to a Chinese father and Chinese
American mother, Little Li often feels like an outsider in Beijing. He dreams of leaving China to study the flute in the U.S.,
but his late mother’s sister tells him he’ll be on his own if he gets
there. Torn between the shifting cultural and political influences of Chairman Mao and then Deng Xiaoping, however, his
home in Beijing also threatens to become a place he no longer
recognizes. From remote labor camps in the mountains of Tibet
to seedy hotels in San Francisco’s Tenderloin District, each setting is infused with such animated detail that they all seem to
come alive. Schell similarly renders Little Li’s beloved works
of classical music with such tender specificity that the pages
almost sing. At times, however, the main characters’ lives appear
to be the background against which history unfolds rather than
the other way around, perhaps owing to Schell’s long career as
a journalist and historian. Readers will emerge from the novel
with keen insights into China’s struggle to determine its political, economic, and cultural identity. However, they also may be
left without a clear sense of who Little Li really is, despite journeying with him for more than 600 pages.
An ambitious journey through history that captivates with
its spectacular scenery.

and “anchoress” voluntarily confined in a cell attached to a
church. (Readers will recall Hildegard von Bingen’s ordeal as an
anchoress’s companion in Sharratt’s 2012 Illuminations.) Julian
validates, by example, Margery’s belief in a personal relationship with God, free of clerical mediation. Julian also entrusts
her own manuscript—doubly transgressive because it’s in English and a woman wrote it—to Margery. In the Holy Land, Margery’s religious ecstasies, marked by loud weeping, are offensive,
as Sharratt wryly notes, only to English Catholics; Eastern
Christians are fine with it. Drawn from Kempe’s actual autobiography, the novel is enhanced by Sharratt’s storytelling ability.
The pilgrimage sections are rescued from tedium by Margery’s
heedlessness of social opprobrium and her resulting clashes
with fellow pilgrims. Readers will root for Margery as she wins
friends among a minority of kindred spirits, who, like her, dare
to imagine such heresies as Scriptures in English and women
writing books.
Sharratt’s gift for grounding larger issues in everyday lives
makes for historical fiction at its best.

GREAT CIRCLE

Shipstead, Maggie
Knopf (608 pp.)
$28.95 | May 18, 2021
978-0-525-65697-5
The intertwined journeys of an aviatrix born in 1914 and an actress cast to
play her a century later.
In a novel twice as long as and an
order of magnitude more complex than
the well-received Seating Arrangements
(2012) and Astonish Me (2014), Shipstead reveals breathtaking
range and skill, expertly juggling a multigenerational historical
epic and a scandal-soaked Hollywood satire, with scenes playing out on land, at sea, and in the air. “We were both products of
vanishment and orphanhood and negligence and airplanes and
uncles. She was like me but wasn’t. She was uncanny, unknowable except for a few constellations I recognized from my own
sky”: These are the musings of actress Hadley Baxter. She has
been familiar with the story of Marian Graves, an aviatrix who
disappeared while trying to circumnavigate the globe, since she
was just a little girl—before she became a pop-culture phenomenon, turned into a movie star with a mega-franchise, accidentally destroyed her career, and was given the chance to reinvent
herself...by playing Marian in a biopic. The film, Peregrine, is
based at least partly on the logbook of Marian’s “great circle,”
which was found wrapped in a life preserver on an ice floe near
the South Pole. Shipstead’s story begins decades earlier, with
the christening of the Josephina Eterna in Glasgow in 1909. The
unhappy woman who breaks the bottle on her bow, the laconic
captain who takes the ship to sea, the woman he beds onboard,
the babies that result from this union—Marian Graves and
her twin, Jamie—the uncle who has to raise them when their
mother drowns and their father disappears: The destinies
of every one of these people, and many more unforgettable

REVELATIONS

Sharratt, Mary
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
(320 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-328-51877-4
With this novel about Margery
Kempe, mother of 14–turned–pilgrim
and preacher, Sharratt’s obsession with
medieval women mystics continues.
Margery, like most middle-class
young women in 14th-century England, is not allowed to choose
her own husband, and her true love is lost at sea. At first, she’s
resigned to her parents’ choice for her, John Kempe, a brewer in
the provincial town of Bishop’s Lynn, but after the birth of their
first child, she suffers what now might be diagnosed as postpartum psychosis: She is hounded by hellish visions of demons, but
one day, an unforgettable vision of Christ restores her to sanity.
Her contentment with domesticity sours over years of nonstop
childbearing—the effects of 14 pregnancies are recounted in
chilling detail. In desperation, Margery insists that John join
her in a mutual vow of chastity, and he acquiesces, letting Margery embark on longed-for pilgrimages, first to Jerusalem and
later to Spain, to follow the path of Santiago de Compostela.
Before leaving England, she meets Julian of Norwich, a mystic
24
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These secrets of happiness really will make
you happy, at least for a few sweet hours.
secrets of happiness

ANIMALS

characters, intersect in ways that reverberate through a hundred years of story. Whether Shipstead is creating scenes in the
Prohibition-era American West, in wartime London, or on a
Hollywood movie set, her research is as invisible as it should be,
allowing a fully immersive experience.
Ingeniously structured and so damn entertaining; this
novel is as ambitious as its heroines—but it never falls from
the sky.

Staples, Will
Blackstone (300 pp.)
$27.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-09-406588-5
Screenwriter Staples’ first novel provides a kaleidoscopic view of the horrors
of African poaching.
Locals and visitors alike have been
poaching wild animals for years. But as
endangered species dwindle, their disfigurement, capture, and slaughter have
become steadily more systematic and centralized. Now the
word is that the Sun Yee On triad is making a bold move to
corner the market by lobbying to loosen the laws that protect
the magnificent creatures and seizing a controlling interest in
their distribution. Staples follows several characters interested
in triad head Wan Koi’s plans for very different reasons. Cobus
Venter is a Kruger National Park ranger who’s quit and gone

SECRETS OF
HAPPINESS

Silber, Joan
Counterpoint (288 pp.)
$27.00 | May 4, 2021
978-1-64009-445-1

y o u n g a d u lt

A new novel in stories from the master of the form.
Silber has her own sly and satisfying system for linked stories, plucking
a character from one to helm the next,
moving the narrative forward, or sideways, from that person’s
point of view. Her latest uses this form to explore all the ways
money doesn’t buy happiness and some of the things that actually do. The seven stories begin with and return to a character
named Ethan, whose father—who travels a lot for his work in
the garment industry—has a secret: a second family in Queens.
So begins a journey based in New York, landing lightly in
Chiang Mai (“so fun-loving it celebrated three different new
year’s”), Bangkok, Dhaka, Kathmandu, and Phnom Penh
before returning to Manhattan. Along the way, the word money
is used 107 times, yet Silber’s storytelling is so artful, so filled
with humor and aperçus and diverting asides, that its moral lessons emerge quite gently. Each character adds something to the
store of “secrets.” Ethan and his sister, for example, are interpreting letters from their mother, who’s spending a year in Thailand and sounds pretty happy for a woman betrayed. Is she in
love? No, it’s not the “smug triumph” of the newly coupled: “She
was happy from other things—the fabric she found at the night
market, the celebration at the temple on the mountain, and the
trek in the forest she and her friends did one weekend, where
they saw caves and waterfalls.” Bud is a taxi driver who both
suffers and commits a robbery, then refuses an inheritance:
“Of course, I felt rich for turning it down. You could list all the
things you didn’t need and feel wonderful for abandoning them.”
Later, he comments, “Sanity is much sexier than people tend
to think.” That last line echoes the great Grace Paley, to whom
Silber is so close in spirit and voice. While Paley was an all–New
York gal, Silber makes faraway places seem familiar—oh, for the
time when we can work on knowing the world even one-tenth
as well as she does.
These secrets of happiness really will make you happy, at
least for a few sweet hours.
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A daring change of genres, and an entertaining whirlwind at that.
hummingbird salamander

HUMMINGBIRD
SALAMANDER

freelance in a rage over the restrictions placed on his work.
Kevin Davis is a CIA money-laundering specialist who wants
to form a task force that will force his bosses to grant his longdeferred promotion. Randall Knight, a partner in Carlyle Insurance, wants to identify the parties who supplied a sick tiger that
infected the other animals at a Miami zoo. Inspector Audrey
Lam, a member of the Hong Kong Police Narcotics Bureau,
wants to track down the person who poisoned the rhino horn
that nearly killed her seriously ill 12-year-old. Since the poisoner
was Cobus Venter, determined to put a spike in the illegal trade
by undermining its product, it’s clear from the beginning that
the principals will be working at odds with each other. The
author’s conscientious, sometimes labyrinthine plotting takes
quite a while to gather momentum. From the beginning, however, he excels in creating scene after scene of uncompromising
cruelty and sadness.
Above all, Staples brings out the beasts in his human cast.

VanderMeer, Jeff
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(368 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-3741-7354-8
The prolific VanderMeer moves
from fantasy into noir territory with this
version of an eco-thriller.
The natural world always takes a
front-row seat in a VanderMeer yarn—see, for example, Borne
(2017) or Dead Astronauts (2019)—even if it’s a natural world
that has suffered at human hands and by human tinkering.
That’s true of this story as well, which opens with a tantalizing puzzle: A mysterious woman named Silvina has left behind
a coded message for a security expert who suggests that we call
her “Jane Smith” and who adds that she is “here to show you
how the world ends.” That clue involves a taxidermic hummingbird, the last of its kind, and, following a few ellipses in
the accompanying note, the word salamander. No, not Salander,
though Jane has a number of things in common with Stieg Larsson’s heroine: She can pound most dudes into tapioca, and she’s
pretty handy with a gun and a computer, too. The story, as it
develops by twists and turns, involves a very, very wealthy South
American bad guy who’s been raping the old-growth forests of
the Pacific Northwest and doing a little exotic wildlife smuggling on the side while his daughter has become an eco-warrior
who doesn’t mind the detonation of a few bombs in order to
save wildlife. Naturally, the bad guy isn’t entirely bad, the good
woman isn’t entirely good, and their stories intertwine in nicely
tangled ways. It wouldn’t be a VanderMeer story, no matter
what the genre, without a post-apocalyptic turn, and after all
the assorted villains (one of them in particular very evil indeed)
and oversized amphibians and mad-scientist taxidermists and
exploding heads, it’s sort of nice to get to a future that no one
will survive—one that strongly resembles 2020, for that matter.
A daring change of genres, and an entertaining whirlwind
at that.

THE STORY OF JOHN NIGHTLY

Taylor, Tot
Unbound (896 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-78352-851-6

Taylor’s sprawling novel explores
the heyday of a rock star—and his life in
obscurity decades later.
Writing fictional musicians is a task
that can easily go wrong: Create a figure who seems unbelievable in a certain
place or time, and you risk the entire
narrative falling apart. Taylor is himself a musician—as well as
a writer and curator—and he makes this novel’s title character
feel both singular and like someone who could have become
prominent in the 1960s and ’70s. John Nightly’s biography has
traces of Syd Barrett, John Cale, and Lou Reed—his magnum
opus recalls Reed’s Metal Machine Music—but his aptitude for
both folk-influenced rock and avant-garde composition takes
him to a few unexpected places. The novel follows Nightly in
three distinct periods: his ascent to stardom, his bottoming out
in the 1970s, and his life decades later, when he’s become fixated on botany. Of these, the scenes of Nightly near the end
of his life are the most affecting, especially those that focus on
his bond with nurse John RCN. Unfortunately, the novel has
a tendency to sprawl in ways that feel ungainly. Nearly all the
male characters who appear early in the book are named John,
and certain parts—especially Nightly’s conversation with a Japanese journalist whose questions are rendered in phonetic English—feel excessive. There are some genuinely moving scenes to
be found here, especially near the end, but at times it reads like
a chamber piece that’s been expanded to an epic scale without
quite clicking.
This novel doesn’t lack ambition, but that both helps and
hinders it.
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ON HARROW HILL

Verdon, John
Counterpoint (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-64009-310-2

The seventh Dave Gurney thriller
opens with a lesson on the unreliability of eyewitnesses and then takes up a
series of lurid crimes committed in a village where nothing is what it seems.
Super-detective Gurney, retired from
the NYPD, is still periodically drawn into especially difficult
investigations, which is why his former partner Mike Morgan
has called. Morgan’s departure from the NYPD was not as
|
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unblemished as Gurney’s, but he has landed well and is now chief
of police in Larchfield, home to a number of wealthy individuals and mostly the creation of the Russell family. When Angus
Russell, the current patriarch, is murdered in his own mansion,
there is considerable uproar, and Morgan asks Gurney to help
manage the investigation and divert a little of the world’s attention from himself. The crime-scene evidence points directly
at Billy Tate, a man who had strong motives for murdering
Russell but who was, frustratingly, already dead, the victim of
a lightning strike the day before Russell was killed. From this
puzzling but admittedly gripping beginning, the investigation
uncovers progressively more baroque variations on the theme
of deceptive appearances. First, it’s established that Tate might
have survived the lightning bolt and the subsequent fall from
the church steeple, because he was a tough guy and, well, who
knows about lightning? More bodies pile up, and the emergence of several characters who also might have wanted Russell
dead suggests that Tate may have had help. Morgan, while not
actually obstructing the investigation, seems to have reasons
to want the case closed quickly. At each turn, Gurney helps to
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classify, consider, and clarify evidence and the theories the evidence gives rise to, but he, too, is somewhat misled. The residents of Larchfield are an admirably unlovable bunch, seething
with resentments and snubbed privilege, and Gurney and his
wife are pleasantly down-to-earth, but overall the plot mechanics reach too far beyond the merely astonishing.
Well-drawn characters and a dynamic situation but in the
end, just a bit too much.

CASTLE IN THE AIR

Westlake, Donald E.
Hard Case Crime (208 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-78565-722-1
Another posthumously reprinted overthe-top comic heist that Westlake, the universally acclaimed master of the subgenre,
originally published in 1980.
On his way out the door from the
country of Yerbadoro, President Escobar
Lynch plans to exit with the greater portion of the presidential castle he’s occupied, which is to be disassembled and shipped stone by stone to the French countryside
for reassembly on a lot he and his wife, Maria, have carefully
selected. And that’s not all he’s taking: Some of those stones
have been hollowed out so they can serve as receptacles for a
fortune Lynch has plundered from his people. It seems only fair
that someone else should steal his ill-gotten goods in turn, so
beautiful Yerbadoroan insider Lida Perez engages master criminal Eustace Dench to engineer the heist, splitting the proceeds
equally with her. Since it’s impossible to tell in advance which
stones are treasure troves and which are nothing but stones,
Dench contracts with French con man Jean LeFraque and veteran German criminal Herman Muller to assemble teams that
will be responsible for different phases of the intricate operation. What could possibly go wrong? As it happens, several
noncomplications, from general ignorance of the caper by law
enforcement to too few opportunities for individual team members to showcase their varied skills to lots of relatively innocent
jostling among teammates competing for prominence with
their more consequential double-crossing of each other, keep
this from achieving the heights of Westlake’s best work.
What remains is the lazy, teasing mastery of a cat playing
with a ball of exceptionally high-priced yarn.
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WE BEGIN AT THE END

Alice, and this turns out to be true: Alice won’t go to the dance
after all. Alice will get in the man’s truck and she’ll be gone,
and when the police come, it will be clear she has left voluntarily. The novel, narrated by an all-knowing chorus of the
neighborhood mothers, moves between Alice’s new life off
the grid with the man and his followers and the small town
shaken by her disappearance. The man, who is called Wesley,
is the charismatic leader of a doomsday cult—the novel is not
especially specific about the ideological details, but they will,
someday, build a new civilization from the world’s ashes—for
which he has recruited a small band of young women, most
recently Alice. Alice, who remains, in her golden perfection,
a sort of girl-shaped place holder, is easily swept along. For
the town, life goes on, but her absence is a constant reminder
of its precariousness. “That’s what we’ve learned from Alice
Lange,” the mothers explain. “Sometimes the darkness wins.”
Propulsive and haunting, if psychologically thin, the novel is
a fever dream of familiar tropes: the idyllic suburb, the chosen girl, the allure of escape, the cult, the undercurrent of violence. The novel doesn’t seem to offer any particular insight

Whitaker, Chris
Henry Holt (384 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-75966-5

y o u n g a d u lt

A police chief who never grew up and
a girl who never had a childhood try to
solve the murder of someone they love.
A tiny, picturesque town on the California coast is an emotional prison for the
characters of this impressive, often lyrical thriller. Its two main characters are a cop with an improbable
naïveté and a child too old for her years. Walk (short for Walker,
his last name) is chief of the two-person police department in
Cape Haven and a native son. He’s kind and conscientious and
haunted by a crime that occurred when he was a teenager, the
death of a girl named Sissy Radley, whose body Walk discovered.
Duchess Radley is that child’s niece, the daughter of Star Radley, the town’s doomed beauty. Most men lust after Star, including several of her neighbors and perhaps a sinister real estate
developer named Dickie Darke. But Star is a substance abuser
in a downward spiral, and her fatherless kids, Duchess and her
younger brother, Robin, get, at best, Star’s benign neglect. Walk,
who’s known Star since they were kids, is the family’s protector.
As the book begins, all of them are coming to terms with the
return to town of Vincent King. He’s Walk’s former best friend,
Star’s former boyfriend, and he’s served a 30-year prison term
for the death of Sissy (and that of a man he killed in prison).
Someone will end up dead, and the murder mystery structures
the book. But its core is Duchess, a rage-filled girl who is her
brother’s tender, devoted caretaker, a beauty like her mother,
and a fist-swinging fighter who introduces herself as “the outlaw Duchess Day Radley.” Whitaker crafts an absorbing plot
around crimes in the present and secrets long buried, springing
surprises to the very end.
A fierce 13-year-old girl propels this dark, moving thriller.

WE CAN ONLY SAVE
OURSELVES

Wisdom, Alison
Harper Perennial/HarperCollins
(336 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06299-614-5
An all-American golden girl runs
away from her small town to join a cult in
Wisdom’s dreamy debut.
Two days before she will surely
be crowned homecoming queen—how could it be otherwise?—Alice Lange, beloved and beautiful, the pride of the
neighborhood, is approached by a stranger. She’s reading on
her front porch swing when it happens, when the man, who
is handsome and older, takes her picture with a “ravenousness she liked.” They will see each other again, the man tells
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Historic detail and mythic folklore forge a scary, thrilling
vision of life along America’s margins.
creatures of passage

into these things—it proceeds about how you’d expect—but
Wisdom hits each note with perfect precision.
Crisp and well constructed, if not especially emotionally
resonant.

It is set in 1977, and the District of Columbia is here labeled “the
capital” and is surrounded by the Kingdoms of Maryland and Virginia, which are in turn parts of the “united territories” presided
over by a succession of elected kings. In the city’s Anacostia section,
“an isle of blood and desire…where all things lived and died on the
edges of time and space and meaning,” Nephthys Kinwell operates
a kind of supernatural jitney service, showing up, at times unbidden,
in her rickety Plymouth Belvedere to take the community’s lonely,
wayward, or forsaken wherever they want to go. Even through the
car’s rattling, her passengers can hear the ghost of a White woman
tapping or shifting around in the trunk. But apparently everybody
living in this alternate universe is accustomed to dead people hanging around the neighborhood. Among the more restless of those
spirits is Osiris, Nephthys’ twin brother, pursuing revenge on the
White racists who murdered him and dumped his body in the Anacostia River. He’s worried about his daughter, Amber, who’s visited
by dreams of the near future and regularly submits her obliquely
worded prophecies to the local Black newspaper. Meanwhile,
Amber’s young son, Dash, is also seeing things: a “make-believe man”
by the river and, worse, a not-so-make-believe act of molestation he
witnessed by accident in a school utility closet; he’s sure he’s spoken to the former while he’s still not certain he saw the latter. But
the molester, whose name is Mercy, is certain he saw Dash see him.
Before long, both mystic visions and real-life horrors converge into
a sequence of disquieting revelations from the past and alarming
prospects for calamity in the future unless Nephthys and her own
spiritual powers can set in motion the hard, necessary work of placating the dead and rescuing the living.
Historic detail and mythic folklore forge a scary, thrilling
vision of life along America’s margins.

CREATURES OF
PASSAGE

Yejidé, Morowa
Akashic (304 pp.)
$25.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-61775-876-8
In which late-1970s Washington,
D.C., is reimagined as an enchanted land
populated by changelings, phantoms,
seers, waking nightmares, and at least
one haunted car.
Yejidé follows up her debut, Time of the Locust (2014), with a
deeper, broader, and more audacious immersion in magical realism.

THE ART OF LOSING

Zeniter, Alice
Trans. by Wynne, Frank
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (448 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-3741-8230-4
What if the world identifies you as
being something you don’t know anything about?
Naïma, a young French gallery worker,
spends her days drifting between alcoholfueled despair and bliss, unable to identify the nagging uncertainty about her roots that lurks at the edge of her consciousness.
Born in France, the daughter of Hamid, an Algerian immigrant,
and Clarisse, the daughter of a “traditional” French family, Naïma
is aware of her Algerian identity but uninformed about its meaning (to herself and to the rest of the world) primarily due to her
father’s purported lack of any memories about his early childhood years. After terrorist attacks in France, unspoken, but not
unfelt, worries about the perception of darker skinned “Arab”
residents prompt Naïma to wonder what others think of her
and of her elderly Algerian grandmother. An opportunity to visit
Algeria in order to prepare for an exhibit at the gallery where she
works allows Naïma to explore the multigenerational effects of
30
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colonization, immigration, discrimination, and deracination—
the most corrosive of these forces—on her family. Naïma’s and
Hamid’s stories are told in turn but only after the history of
Hamid’s father, Ali, as well as the disturbing aftermath of the
choices he and others made during the course of Algeria’s war
for independence. An unnamed and invisible narrator occasionally breaks through the fourth wall of Zeniter’s narrative, which
is densely packed with fact and feeling about Algeria’s often difficult relationship with France and France’s difficult relationship
with Algerians. Awarded the Prix Goncourt des Lycéens (a sort of
junior version of France’s esteemed literary prize, voted upon by
lycée students), the novel provides a crash course in a contemporary problem with historical roots.
Where are you from? Zeniter’s family saga addresses this
question and a more difficult one: What if you don’t know?

Brandman, Michael
Poisoned Pen (264 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-4642-1429-5
A trio of rule-breaking women keep
San Remo County Deputy Sheriff Buddy
Steel on his toes.
Buddy’s still fighting the attempts
of his father, ALS–stricken Sheriff Burton Steel, to appoint him acting sheriff
and ultimately anoint him sheriff in his place. But he’s called
back from his sabbatical jaunt away with friend-with-benefits
Jordyn Yates when the house where he was raised becomes the
latest victim of a high-tech burglar who effortlessly circumvents home security systems and cracks the safes inside. His
father is so upset and depressed that Buddy quickly agrees to
return as acting sheriff, refusing the title but taking on the
responsibilities. Those responsibilities extend from figuring
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THE DARK HEART OF
FLORENCE

Alexander, Tasha
Minotaur (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-2506-2206-8

Lady Emily Hargreaves, Alexander’s
durable heroine, returns to Italy in 1903
in a tale of murder, espionage, and hidden treasure.
Colin Hargreaves, Lady Emily’s husband, recently discovered a daughter, Katharina von Lang, whose
existence had been unknown to him. As tensions with Germany
increase, Colin, an agent of the British crown, is assigned to a
case in Florence, where Katharina owns a villa inherited from her
mother. Visiting her provides cover for Colin as he, Emily, and her
friend Cécile du Lac meet with Colin’s colleague Darius BentonSmith. The villa is well guarded by faithful servants, but its peace
is shattered by the murder of one of Benton-Smith’s sources. A
maid reveals that the house holds secrets going back 400 years to
the time of Savonarola, who railed against the rich and destroyed
many artworks. Emily and Cécile are intrigued by both the murder and the many clues written on the walls of the villa, which
purport to lead to a mysterious treasure. Even though Colin can’t
confide in her, Emily resolves to investigate. Her first step is to
learn more about the villa and its former inhabitants. Alternating
chapters explore the life of Mina Portinari, one of these tenants,
whose grandfather exposed her to radical ideas and more education than most young women could dream of in 1480. Her story
becomes deeply intertwined with the hidden treasure as Emily
and Cécile put their lives in danger searching for clues.
Historical background adds depth to a complex, exciting
mystery.
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CHECKING OUT CRIME

out how the burglar operates to intervening personally when
another burglary turns into a hostage crisis, overcoming and
arresting the well-born burglar and hostage taker, Jeffrey Brice,
and ascertaining that the brains behind all those break-ins is a
woman. In short order, Buddy finds himself tangling with both
Jill Nelson, the apparent hostage who disappeared shortly after
her rescue, and Catalina Sanchez, the cybersmart daughter of
Los Perros cartel leader Chuy Sanchez, and seeking help from
Quinn Anthony, the barely legal cybersecurity consultant who
has the hots for him and doesn’t mind telling him so at every
opportunity. As usual in this fast-paced franchise, Brandman’s
more interested in action than mystery, and the biggest riddle
isn’t whodunit but how Buddy will deal with Jill, Catalina, and
Quinn. Fans will likely be satisfied with all three of his solutions.
The perfect substitute for that good-time trip to California you’ve decided not to take after all.

Cass, Laurie
Berkley (352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-593-19771-4

A crime-seeking Michigan bookmobile driver pairs with an equally curious
friend to find a killer in an attempt to
distract herself from her fiance’s jewelry
shortfall.
While trying to recruit her fellow
library employees to share in the work
and love of her bookmobile project, Minnie Hamilton sees a
speeding car driving erratically and knows there must be trouble since little Chilson isn’t known for daredevil drivers. Things
go from suspicious to terrible when the driver apparently hits
a cyclist in the path. The poor man dies in spite of Minnie’s
best efforts at CPR, and Minnie feels a responsibility to figure
out what happened, especially when she learns that the dead
man, Brown Bernier, was a friend of her fiance, Rafe Niswander. Anyone who’s a friend of Rafe’s at least deserves a solid
murder investigation. The detectives on the case feel confident
they’ll find the killer, but a chance meeting between Minnie and
Detective Hal Inwood’s wife, Tabitha, leads the two women to
form a dream team to solve Brown’s murder themselves, ably
assisted by Eddie, Minnie’s rescue cat. Meanwhile, Minnie has
another mystery to solve: Why hasn’t Rafe given her a ring?
Minnie, not usually the type to go gaga over jewelry, can only
hope the lack of bling isn’t indicative of some greater lack. Digging into Brown’s murder with Tabitha is the perfect excuse
to keep her from obsessing over whether something more is
wrong between her and Rafe.
A cozy whose main distinction is that the dead guy’s a
sweetie, not a baddie.

THE LOST GALLOWS

Carr, John Dickson
Poisoned Pen (288 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-72821-988-2
In his second appearance, originally
published in 1931, juge d’instruction M.
Henri Bencolin, “the most dangerous
man in Europe,” bets his old friend Sir
John Landervorne, retired assistant commissioner of Scotland Yard, that he can
solve an impossible crime within 48 hours.
Nezam El Moulk, an Egyptian long resident in London, may
be wealthy and powerful, but he’s scared stiff of whomever left
a miniature gallows in his locked flat in the Brimstone Club and
sent him notes signed Mr. Jack Ketch, the ancient British sobriquet for the hangman. Jack seems to have a special fondness for
terrorizing the people around El Moulk, from young George
Dallings, who’s confronted with the gallows after wandering
lost in the London fog, to Richard Smail, El Moulk’s American
bodyguard, who’s spotted behind the wheel of his employer’s
otherwise empty car with his throat cut, to Colette Laverne, a
friend of Dallings and El Moulk who vanishes soon after telling
Bencolin’s amanuensis, Jeff Marle, about a 10-year-old murder
Jack seems bent on avenging. Even before El Moulk himself is
spirited away to the nonexistent Ruination Street, the atmosphere is deliciously creepy, and Bencolin, who “find[s] ‘people’
eminently dull,” does an impressive job of sorting out the evidence left behind by the dead. The appended 1927 story “The
Ends of Justice” shows Bencolin and Landervorne puzzling over
the impossible murder of Roger Darworth, whom Carr (19061977) must have liked enough to kill off again in even more baffling circumstances in The Plague Court Murders (1934).
Blood! Thunder! Vengeance served cold!
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FATAL SCORES

de Castrique, Mark
Poisoned Pen (272 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4642-1315-1
Could music be the key to the mystery of a young activist’s murder?
At the season opener for the Asheville Tourists baseball team, private
investigator Sam Blackman and attorney Hewitt Donaldson witness a bitter
confrontation between contractor Ken Stokes and Luke Kirkpatrick of the Kirkgate Paper company. Ken accuses Luke of
excluding Wilma Dykeman, beloved local author and conservationist, from the upcoming Asheville Luminaries Festival, which
is sponsored by Kirkgate Paper—the same company Wilma
accused of polluting the Pigeon River. A few days later, Nakayla
Robertson, Sam’s partner in life and work, gets a worried phone
call from Ken’s pregnant wife, Lynne; Ken hasn’t come home,
|
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deadly for a Queens caterer.
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IN HER TRACKS

and Lynne thinks he might have been collecting water samples
for the River Watchers, for whom he monitors toxin levels. Sam
and Nakayla head down to the river to look for Ken only to find
his dead body. Soon after Sam tells Lynne he’ll investigate Ken’s
death, he gets a visit from Ted Kirkpatrick, Luke’s father, who
wants Sam to probe the crime in order to clear the Kirkpatrick
family of suspicion. Paul Clarkson, a Moog synthesizer expert
and fellow River Watcher, provides info about both pollution
and the Luminaries Festival, whose headliner, temperamental
musician William Ormandy, happens to be Ted’s alibi. Through
seven previous cases, the author has developed an easy rapport
between recurring characters. Though his front-loading of suspects and incidents causes the story to sag a bit in the middle,
a death threat and a suspicious package complicate the case
smartly.
An amiable cozy that should delight the Asheville Visitors
Bureau.

Dugoni, Robert
Thomas & Mercer (384 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-5420-0837-2
Returning to active duty, Seattle
Detective Tracy Crosswhite gets shunted
off to cold cases just in time for a fresh
series of disappearances to spark her
interest in a five-year-old kidnapping.
Now that she’s recovered from childbirth and PTSD, Tracy’s eager to resume her position in the
Violent Crimes Section. But Detective Maria Fernandez, her
temporary replacement in VCS, has nowhere else to go, so her
slimy boss, Capt. Johnny Nolasco, invites Tracy to replace retiring Detective Art Nunzio as the one-person Cold Case Unit.
Even though she’s been reassigned, Tracy’s old partner, Detective Kinsington Rowe, wants her to join him in working the disappearance of receptionist Stephanie Cole from a jogging path

LONG ISLAND ICED TINA
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DiRico, Maria
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4967-2535-6

Her best friend’s baby shower turns
deadly for a Queens caterer.
Mia Carina is proud of the work she’s
done on the Belle View Banquet Manor.
Thanks to improved insulation, the
planes taking off from LaGuardia Airport, just across Flushing Bay, no longer shake the chandeliers
and rattle the dishes. And while new hire Benjy Tutera works
hard but does nothing right and longtime employee Cammie
Dianopolis does nothing, period, cooks Evans and Guadelupe
turn out a steady stream of treats that keep the clients coming back for more. Best of all, the Belle View is legit, allowing
Mia’s dad, Ravello, to run a business at arm’s length from his
employers, the Boldano crime family. When Mia’s friend Nicole
Karras-Whitman is looking for a site for a baby shower hosted
by her mother, Mia is quick not only to offer the Belle View, but
to make sure that Linda Karras’ tasteful affair will provide a
stark contrast to the over-the-top showoff shindig thrown by
Nicole’s stepmother, Tina. Unfortunately, Linda’s shower is also
the swan song for Tina, whose body is discovered shortly afterward floating in Flushing Bay. Mia has two good reasons to look
into Tina’s death: She wants to protect her beloved banquet hall
from any hint of a connection with the murder, and she wants
to make sure Nicole’s dad isn’t the No. 1 suspect.
An amiable, predictable tale of a quick-witted girl from the
boroughs who makes good as a sleuth.
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THE DRUMMERS

in North Park, near the places where two prostitutes nobody
much cares about were last seen. Tracy agrees even as she’s getting invested in her first cold case, the vanishing of Elle Chin
from a corn maze her father had taken her to during the weekly
outing his estranged wife allowed him with her. “My counselor
thinks I have an obsession to save young women,” says Tracy,
and readers will see the counselor’s point even if they’re not
familiar with Tracy’s previous history. Since Dugoni reveals
early on that the three missing women are being held by Franklin Sprague and his two brothers, only two big questions remain:
What’s the connection between Elle Chin’s kidnapping and the
three present-tense abductions, and how many surprises can
the author tease out of a setup that seems to have left no room
for them? One of these questions is answered a lot more satisfyingly than the other.
A warmhearted procedural about some ice-cold crimes.

Fields, Tricia
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-7278-9247-8
Police Chief Josie Gray returns after
a one-book hiatus to lock horns with a
survivalist cult that’s taken root in her
hometown of Artemis, Texas.
Wayne Masters, who’s reinvented
himself as Gideon, the charismatic
leader of The Drummers, maintains that his community of
some 20 adults and children, which has purchased a decrepit
church building for a dollar, only wants to be left alone. But
when a suspicious series of transformer fires leaves the whole
town without electricity, the finger of suspicion points at The
Drummers. When the deputation serving a warrant for parole
violation on Drummer Clyde Hamblin arrives at the church,
they’re met with gunfire. And by the time the confrontation has
ended, 15-year-old Mandy Seneck is dead inside. Gideon insists
she’s been shot by Josie, who returned the fire from outside,
though the ballistics render his claim manifestly impossible.
Ex-Marine Leon Spinner, who’s grown more and more disenchanted with his leader, is sure that Gideon has killed Mandy
himself to cover his abuse of her. As The Drummers splinter
into pro- and contra-Gideon factions, Josie and her force work
patiently to uncover an ever spreading network of connections
between The Drummers, the dealer who supplied their guns,
the terrorist saboteurs of the EX-Sovereigns, who seem to be
using them as pawns in their much more ambitious and nefarious plans, and Josie’s own mother, whom Josie finds connected
to Gideon in a most embarrassing way.
The inventive, deepening twists make this comeback read
like a superior episode of Law & Order: West Texas.

KNITTY GRITTY MURDER

Ehrhart, Peggy
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-4967-3389-4

The murder rate continues to climb
in the charming New Jersey town of
Arborville.
Widow Pamela Paterson and her pal
Bettina Fraser, who reports for the local
paper, have been instrumental in solving
several crimes. So when Jenny Miller is found in her community
garden plot, strangled with a circular knitting needle, the two
spring into sleuthing mode. The murder is the talk of their Knit
and Nibble group, and there’s much information to chew over
as they search for a suspect. Pamela and Bettina quietly question several fellow gardeners Jenny had quarreled with to determine whether any of them are also knitters. Meanwhile, Pamela
takes in Jenny’s shy cat and ponders accepting a date from a college professor while she joyfully welcomes her daughter, Penny,
home from college for the summer. Since Penny’s no fan of her
mother’s sleuthing, Pamela keeps it low-key, using Bettina’s job
as an excuse to ask questions. When Jenny’s mother is murdered in the same way, some of the suspects can be eliminated.
That would make it easier to pinpoint the killer if only garden
disputes were a realistic motive for murder. Winkling out the
real motive is no easy job until a sudden flash of memory gives
Pamela just the clue she needs.
Food and clothing headline a well-written, meagerly plotted mystery presumably aimed at foodies and fashionistas.
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THE STILLS

Montgomery, Jess
Minotaur (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-2506-2340-9
Montgomery continues her saga of
strong Ohio women facing daunting
obstacles.
Kinship Sheriff Lily Ross first inherited her job from her murdered husband, then won a term on her own. Her
bereavement led her to friendships with other strong women.
Now that Prohibition is splitting the country, Lily’s dismayed
that her friend Marvena Whitcomb Sacovech has gone back
to making moonshine in order to pay for medical help for her
daughter, who’s severely afflicted with asthma. Young Zebediah
Harkin’s glimpse of a revenuer being shot near Marvena’s still
is the first in a chain of events that will lead Lily back to the
men who betrayed her husband. George Vogel, meanwhile, has
|

A case from the past creates trouble
for the family of a murdered sheriff.
the hiding place

NOT DARK YET

a respectable business selling tonic, but he aims to make a fortune in illegal alcohol, and the road to success runs through the
secluded farm of his wife Fiona’s aunt. Fiona has come to hate
her cruel husband, who has plenty of enemies and is constantly
guarded by two old friends who despise her. Her pregnancy
softens George just enough for her to plot a way to get her
aunt’s farm put in her name. Lily is forced to work with a revenue agent she doesn’t trust, but she gets support from Benjamin
Russo, an outside mining consultant who threatens to melt her
heart. At length Fiona finds a way to work with Lily in hope of
getting George arrested, and Lily works her way through past
hurts and present problems to solve a thorny series of crimes.
A beautifully written, finely crafted, character-based mystery that uses historical detail to enhance a powerful story.

Robinson, Peter
Morrow/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-06-299495-0

THE HIDING PLACE

Munier, Paula
Minotaur (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-2501-5307-4

A case from the past creates trouble
for the family of a murdered sheriff.
Mercy Carr returned from Afghanistan broken in spirit after the death of
her fiance but determined to rebuild her
life. She and game warden Troy Warner
had formed a deep attachment, but it was marred by the sudden return of the wife Mercy thought he’d divorced. When
Mercy and Elvis, her retired bomb dog, visit August Pitt, her
late grandfather Red’s dying deputy, he begs her to find someone named Beth Kilgore, giving her boxes filled with the files
of a long-cold case. Back home, Troy and his tracking dog, Susie
Bear, find the body of a missing wildlife biologist. Blindsided
when Elvis’ original handler wants the dog back, Mercy refuses,
but the man doesn’t give up. The next blow is the prison escape
of George Rucker, the real estate developer who killed Red.
After her grandmother’s house is bombed, Mercy and Troy
investigate the bombing and take over Pitt’s hunt for Beth. A
search of Rucker’s remote unsold properties reveals a skeleton
in a barrel. The kidnapping of Mercy’s grandmother results in
a frantic search, dangerous interactions in frozen woods with
unknown killers, and the realization that those old cases are
very much tied to the present.
Another exciting, complex, dog-centric mystery that
explores the heroine’s inner strength and power to love.

y o u n g a d u lt

Investigating the murder of a mobtied developer and the possibly related
rape of a young woman, DCI Alan Banks
finds himself in the crosshairs of the
Albanian Mafia.
At the center of the investigation is
Zelda, a sex trade survivor on whom Yorkshire’s Banks developed a major crush in Many Rivers To Cross (2019)—an attraction he can’t act on since she’s the romantic partner of one of
his best friends. Abducted at 17 from an orphanage in Moldova
and horrifically abused for years, she has been using her skills
as a super recognizer to help Britain’s National Crime Agency
track sex traffickers. But a cloud of suspicion hangs over Zelda—
real name Nelia Melnic—following the unsolved murder of a
Croatian trafficker who violated her and her possible involvement in another killing. While Banks looks into the murder
of the developer, his female colleagues DI Annie Cabbot and
DC Gerry Masterson trace the history of the rape victim
until the dots between the two criminal cases connect. The
plot, which also features a Banks nemesis from the past, may
be one of Robinson’s knottiest. Full pages are devoted to the
volleying of questions about possible motives and methods and
what led to a suicide. But Robinson pulls the reader in with deft
characterizations, powerfully understated action scenes, and
strong locales—while leaving space for this amateur musicologist’s usual legion of song and album references. The title of the
book is taken from a Bob Dylan song included on the mortalityobsessed album Time Out of Mind. For Robinson, it would seem,
things can never get dark enough.
A strong addition to the Banks series that suggests tantalizing possibilities for the next installment.

ANIMAL INSTINCT

Rosenfelt, David
Minotaur (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-2502-5720-8

A second outing for Paterson’s preeminent investigators ensnares one of
their own members in uncomfortable
ways.
It’s not clear who shot Lisa Yates
to death in a restaurant parking lot,
but it’s clear who deserves leaning on: medical services headhunter Gerald Kline, whom she refused to file charges against
for domestic abuse when he was living in her place. So Corey
Douglas, who, when he was a Paterson cop, questioned Kline
in vain, goes to see him now, blusters at him, and broadcasts
hints unwisely around town that Kline deserves killing himself.
|
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THE SILENCED WOMEN

Someone promptly obliges Corey by slitting Kline’s throat. But
it’s not that big a favor since the killer also plants a bloodstained
sweat suit of Corey’s along with the murder weapon in a nearby
dumpster. Suddenly Corey’s in sore need of the professional services of the K Team, whose members include cop-turned-investigator Laurie Collins, tough and taciturn Marcus Clark, and
Corey himself since he retired from the force. Released on bail,
Corey’s free to join his K-9 partner, Simon Garfunkel, and his
fellow humans in tying both Lisa and Kline to an elaborate and
extensive scam involving her employer, Ardmore Medical Systems, and a whole lot of other folks, including two hit men, one
of whom incriminates himself in a way that would be conclusive
if he hadn’t died immediately afterward. Andy Carpenter, Laurie’s husband, takes time out from his own long-running series
to defend Corey, but the real fireworks take place far from the
courthouse.
Though the case is a hot mess, the criminals’ sublimely
simple central concept is worth all those subsidiary homicides.

Weisel, Frederick
Poisoned Pen (400 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-4642-1418-9

A team of California police detectives struggles with a cold case turned
suddenly hot.
Eddie Mahler heads the Santa Rosa
Violent Crime Investigations unit. His
inability to close out the murders of two
young women a few years ago weighs so heavily on his mind
that he’s plagued with severe migraines. When another woman
is found in the same park wrapped in a blanket and placed on a
bench, murdered in a way that echoes the earlier victims, who
were killed within 72 hours of each other, the pressure is on his
team to prevent a repeat performance. The newest member of
Mahler’s team, former FBI analyst Eden Somers, is a specialist
in serial killers who doubts her own abilities. The latest victim
is identified as Elise Durand, a talented designer with a drug
problem. Although Mahler feels certain he knows the identity
of the earlier park killer, he’s never been able to make the charge
stick, and the prime suspect suddenly appears less likely after
security footage shows three men letting themselves and their
car into the park to dump Elise’s body, which forensic evidence
indicates was moved from an unknown location. Eden’s investigation suggests that although the leading suspect may not have
killed Elise, there’s a good chance he’s murdered other women.
The early identification of Elise’s killer makes the cat-andmouse games he plays with the team even more nerve-wracking.
An excellent procedural series debut with complex characters who carry the story.

THE PROGRESS OF A CRIME

Symons, Julian
Poisoned Pen (288 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-72821-991-2

Guy Fawkes rides again, though a
good deal more bleakly, in this Edgar-winning 1960 reprint by Symons (1912-1994).
It’s not much of an assignment for
someone who’s not much of a reporter
on a local paper: Take a train to Far
Wether to cover a fundraising dance with a fireworks theme in
place of a regular reporter who’s down with the flu. Before the
night is over, though, Gazette rookie Hugh Bennett has watched
the arrival of the Peter Street lot, seen the chaos the invading
teenagers bring to the event, and witnessed the fatal stabbing
of emcee James Corby, a partner in a timber business, when the
ruffians’ jesting attempt to relieve him of his fireworks gets out
of hand. Given the blanket of confusion the holiday, the disruption, and the murder have thrown over the event, it’s not
clear who wielded the knife that killed Corby, but soon enough
Detective Superintendent Frederick Twicker, who’s been sent
down by Scotland Yard, arrests gang leader Jack “King” Garney
and Leslie Gardner, who’s clearly a lot more devoted to Garney
than to his own father, soggy Labour firebrand George Gardner.
Throughout the investigation and the trial that follows, Symons
fastens a gimlet eye on even the most sympathetic characters,
who seem equally damned, and self-damned, whether or not
justice is done. The enduring fear of juvenile delinquents that
provides the engine for an appended short story, “The Tigers of
Subtopia” (1982), makes it a perfect complement.
The first of Symons’ unmistakably sociological procedurals, and in some ways still the finest.
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HEAD CASE

Wiley, Michael
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-7278-8983-6
Despite the bullet wound that got
him bounced from the Chicago PD
because his head was so messed up, private eye Sam Kelson keeps getting cases
nearly as off-kilter as he is.
Taken to Clement Memorial Hospital after getting shot once again, this time by a car thief, Kelson
logs just enough hours in the intensive care unit to befriend Jose
Feliciano, an improbably named nurse who suspects foul play
in the deaths of Patricia Ruddig, Josh Templeton, and Daryl
Vaughn, who entered the unit at different times and circumstances but all left in dubious ways. Is Kelson willing to take a
retainer from Jose, who’s urged on by his fiancee, Haitian nurse
Wendy Thomas, to ask some awkward questions? Kelson, whose
neurological disinhibition makes it ridiculously easy for him to
ask awkward questions but impossible for him to lie when he’s
|

PAWS FOR LOVE

asked questions himself, agrees to poke around, and in no time
at all, his conversations with Clement orderly Caroline Difley
and head custodian Aleksandar Kovacic get them both fired
when someone rats them out to hospital security head Richard
Jacobson, whose father, Dr. Jeremy Jacobson, just happens to
be chief of that troubled ICU. It’s pretty obvious where this
is going, but Wiley still has several tricks up his sleeve involving the spectacularly dysfunctional Jacobson family, an unlikely
romance for Kelson, and a pile of corpses that mounts so high
the ICU can’t contain them.
Through it all, Wiley’s loopy detective continues to be the
most interesting feature of his adventures.

Wells, Mara
Sourcebooks Casablanca (360 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4926-9864-7

r om a n c e
YES & I LOVE YOU

Loren, Roni
Sourcebooks Casablanca (384 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-72822-961-4

A woman’s crippling anxiety is cured
by improv.
Hollyn Tate has a strong following
for the New Orleans entertainment column she writes under the pseudonym
Miz Poppy. Hollyn is grateful for her
anonymity; she has Tourette syndrome, and a lifetime of teasing has led to social anxiety and panic attacks. Hollyn enlists
the aid of a therapist, who suggests she force herself to interact
with others by renting an office in a building offering flexible
“space for the creative.” Hollyn’s facial tics are more pronounced
when she meets strangers, which is why her first encounter
with Jasper Deares, the cute new office barista, is a total disaster. Jasper is too worried about his own problems to think very
much about the rude woman at his workplace, but that night
he makes fun of her during his improv troupe’s show—only to
discover she’s in the audience. Jasper apologizes and discovers
she’s Miz Poppy. They strike up a tentative bargain: He’ll give
her one-on-one improv lessons to help her manage her anxiety
for an upcoming work project if she’ll give his improv show one
more chance and an honest review. Jasper and Hollyn are well
matched, and their friendship quickly morphs into a sexy and
fun “friends with benefits’’ arrangement. Unfortunately, the
book’s melodramatic plotting—emergency surgeries, interfering friends, and meddling ex-lovers—means Jasper and Hollyn
spend most of the book rushing from one problem to the next.
Readers hungry for a sensitive, thoughtful portrayal of mental health issues might find it glib that a few weeks of improv
classes, some well-timed pep talks, and a new lover could cure
Hollyn of a lifetime of debilitating anxiety.
Fast-paced but unsatisfying.
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The third in Wells’ Fur Haven Dog
Park trilogy about love in the extended
Donovan family includes Pops the greyhound, Chewy the Chihuahua, LouLou
the poodle, Beckham the Jack Russell,
Lady the Lab, and multiple greyhounds.
At the end of 2020, the inhumane sport of greyhound racing
was banned in Florida. Danielle Morrow’s Miami Beach rescue
organization, Homestretch, is one of many trying to find forever
homes for the abandoned animals. Danielle wanted to become
a vet like her dad, but her high school miscarriage, hysterectomy,
and a long, crippling depression sidelined her dreams. Now she’s
helping her dad and fostering greyhounds like Sarge, her latest,
who’s been abused and has a badly injured leg. Home after 15
years and with a leg crippled by an IED explosion is handsome
Knox Donovan, the boy who knocked her up and then ran off
to join the Marines. Knox, who is medically unable to serve, has
returned to help renovate a building with his brothers, Caleb
and Lance, and to try to make a life outside the military. He’s
not sure about putting down roots in Miami, but when Sarge
adopts him at the dog park, we know Knox isn’t going anywhere.
Danielle and Knox are quickly and constantly passionate—he
loves her breasts and she’s nuts about his thighs—but she fears
he won’t want her because she can’t have children. Wells uses
the Fur Haven Dog Park as a nurturing place to create community and promote inclusion, friendship, and love. Step by
step, with humor, sex, family meddling, friendly gossip, and
dedication to animal care, she brings Danielle and Knox back
together; they are a pack.
Readers will know where this people and pets story is
going, but it’s a warm and cuddly ride.
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A LITTLE DEVIL
IN AMERICA
Notes in Praise of
Black Performance

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
A LITTLE DEVIL IN AMERICA by Hanif Abdurraqib........................38

Abdurraqib, Hanif
Random House (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-984801-19-7

ALBERT O. HIRSCHMAN by Michele Alacevich................................39
COVID CHRONICLES ed. by Kendra Boileau & Rich Johnson......... 44
ROCK ME ON THE WATER by Ronald Brownstein........................... 48
THE COPENHAGEN TRILOGY by Tove Ditlevsen;
trans. by Tiina Nunnally.......................................................................54
PLUNDER by Menachem Kaiser......................................................... 60
UNDER A WHITE SKY by Elizabeth Kolbert......................................61
THE UNREASONABLE VIRTUE OF FLY FISHING
by Mark Kurlansky..............................................................................61
THE CONVERSATION by Robert Livingston......................................62
THE SUM OF US by Heather McGhee................................................ 64
GENIUS MAKERS by Cade Metz........................................................ 64
LOLITA IN THE AFTERLIFE by Jenny Minton Quigley......................65
BELOVED BEASTS by Michelle Nijhuis.............................................65
A SWIM IN A POND IN THE RAIN by George Saunders.................. 68
NEW YORKERS by Craig Taylor.........................................................70
THE EMPATHY DIARIES by Sherry Turkle......................................... 71
HORIZONTAL VERTIGO by Juan Villoro;
trans. by Alfred MacAdam...................................................................72
A MATTER OF DEATH AND LIFE by Irvin D. Yalom &
Marilyn Yalom...................................................................................... 73
UNDER A WHITE SKY
The Nature of the Future

Kolbert, Elizabeth
Crown (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-13627-0
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A thoughtful memoir rolled into a set
of joined essays on life, death, and the
Black experience in America.
Black women, it’s been said, saved American democracy by
delivering their votes to the Democratic Party in 2020. Poet,
essayist, and music critic Abdurraqib is having none of it. “Black
people—specifically Black women in this case, are not here in
this country as vessels to drag it closer to some moral competence,” he writes. Later, he adds, “it occurred to me that Black
women were simply attempting to save themselves.” The point
is well taken. The chapters open with flowing stream-of-consciousness introductory passages—e.g., “I was the only one in
the Islamic Center on Broad Street who got to stay up & watch
the shows on MTV that came on after my parents cut out the
lights & went up to bed & it was only me & the warmth of an
old television’s glow & the DJs spinning C+C Music Factory for
people in baggy & colorful getups”—and then settle in to tightly
constructed, smart essays—in this case, about the history of
marathon dancing, the exhilarating contributions but tragic life
of Soul Train host Don Cornelius, the deaths of both his mother
and Aretha Franklin, and numerous other subjects. In another
essay, Abdurraqib considers the concept of the Magical Negro
and the unenviable role of being the Black friend who provides
an escape route for White racism. Here, comedian Dave Chappelle figures prominently, having become a huge draw for Comedy Central precisely because it gained a huge White audience:
“Chappelle got to be everyone’s Black friend for a while,” writes
the author. “The one that stays at a comfortable enough distance but still provides a service.” Social criticism, pop culture,
and autobiography come together neatly in these pages, and
every sentence is sharp, provocative, and self-aware.
Another winner from Abdurraqib, a writer always worth
paying attention to.

|

A superb examination of the vast legacy of
a major 20th-century thinker.
albert o. hirschman

ALBERT O. HIRSCHMAN
An Intellectual
Biography

Alacevich, Michele
Columbia Univ. (360 pp.)
$35.00 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-231-19982-7

NORTHERN LIGHT
Power, Land, and the
Memory of Water

Ali, Kazim
Milkweed (240 pp.)
$24.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-57131-382-9

A world traveler, not always by
choice, ponders the meaning and location of home.
Poet, novelist, and essayist Ali was
born in London, the child of displaced Indian Muslims who
|
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The first critical study of the thought
of Albert O. Hirschman (1915-2012), “one
of the most important and influential
social scientists of the twentieth century.”
As Alacevich, a professor of economic history, points out,
it’s difficult to categorize Hirschman’s thought and to trace his
influence. He created no school and had few students. Yet this
activist émigré from Nazi Germany, who early in life aided Varian Fry in his efforts to assist those fleeing Europe, went on to
serve in the Office of Strategic Services, the Federal Reserve,
and the World Bank, eventually becoming one of the world’s
leading international and developmental economists. He then
broadened his interests to history, sociology, and politics to create an “interdisciplinary social science” in works that brought
together all of the distinct social sciences and infused them
with moral urgency. Hirschman introduced such important
concepts as “the hiding hand,” “backward and forward linkages,”
and “the centrality of side effects.” His characteristic optimism
and his “bias for hope” (one of his book’s titles) shine through in
what he called “possibilism.” Like his most widely known work,
Exit, Voice, and Loyalty, which examined responses to the deterioration of institutions and political organizations, many of his
books, accessible to a broad audience, assured “the vastness of
his legacy.” One of the many virtues in this book is Alacevich’s
evenhandedness. He fairly examines criticisms of Hirschman’s
thinking as well as the wide respect in which it is held, and while
he’s deeply admiring of his subject, he makes clear his own reservations about some of Hirschman’s arguments. Ultimately,
writes the author, Hirschman ended up “in a league of his own.”
Read in conjunction with Jeremy Adelman’s Worldly Philosopher,
this fine book makes it possible to take the full measure of a
distinctive and keenly political intellectual.
A superb examination of the vast legacy of a major 20thcentury thinker.

immigrated there from Pakistan. Owing to the visas required
to go to either India or Pakistan, he writes, “any average American or Canadian tourist has a far easier time visiting the cities
of my parents’ and grandparents’ births and ancestries than I
do.” Ali’s father took the family to the remote woods of Manitoba, where he found work as an electrical engineer working on
a massive hydropower project and where, for a few years, the
family lived in a company town of double-wide trailers carved
out of the vast forest. They moved again when he was about
to enter third grade, this time landing in Staten Island, “the
furthest I could have imagined from that town in the woods.”
Yet that place, receding in memory, seemed more like home
than what he had known before. In contemplating a return,
he discovered how damaging the project had been to the First
Nations people of the area, with displacement, depression, and
suicide rates suggestive of other dispossessed and colonized
peoples Ali had studied. Writing to a chief in nearby Cross Lake,
he was immediately welcomed as a visitor, confessing to another
Native writer before traveling there, “I didn’t know anything
about Cross Lake except that’s where the other kind of Indians
lived.” What he learned was both powerful and dispiriting—
e.g., a formal Canadian government program called the “Sixties
Scoop” that rounded up newborn Native children for adoption
by non-Native people. “Would my dad, a new immigrant, have
even thought about the politics of the provincial and federal
treaties with the First Nations bands?” he wonders. Ali alerts
readers to the First Nations’ struggles to fend off an open-pit
titanium mine, a gas pipeline, and other water projects, taking
care to include many Indigenous voices in his account.
A graceful, elegant account even when reporting on the
hard truths of a little-known corner of the world.

IN THE SHADOW OF THE
IVORY TOWER
How Universities Are
Plundering Our Cities

Baldwin, Davarian L.
Bold Type Books (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-56858-892-6

Universities have become powerful
forces in shaping modern cities, writes
urbanist Baldwin, and rarely for the better.
The author, founding director of the Smart Cities Lab at
Trinity College, begins in a largely Black neighborhood bordering the University of Chicago, an area being steadily swallowed
by the growing campus, a process symbolized by the quiet
expropriation of a Bronzeville historical site, a “blues shrine”
called the Checkerboard Lounge. “UChicago’s backdoor deal,”
writes Baldwin, “resuscitated almost a century of local stories
in which the school had either demolished Black neighborhoods or built institutional walls to keep Black residents away
from campus.” The temptation to become large-scale property
holders is great. As Baldwin notes, given declining student revenues and decreased state funding, colleges and universities are
kirkus.com
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the evergreen joan didion
Leah Overstreet

One of the most fulfilling aspects
of my job is discovering new writers, a joy I know I share with my colleagues in fiction, children’s, YA, and
Indie. In these uncertain, chaotic
times, however, I also cherish stability, which is why I relish the opportunity to read new work by some of our
most reliably great authors. No matter the subject of their next books,
these are the authors you know you
can count on to entertain, illuminate, edify, and inspire.
You know you won’t be disappointed—no small feat in
the mercurial world of arts and culture.
It is lofty territory, populated, just in the past few
months, by the likes of David Sedaris, Jerald Walker,
Claire Messud, Lauren Redniss, Michael Eric Dyson,
Adam Kirsch, Harold Bloom, Simon Winchester, and
even the late Ram Dass. But over the past half-century,
few authors have been as consistently impressive as Joan
Didion, whose new book, Let Me Tell You What I Mean
(Knopf, Jan. 26), is a “slender, highly satisfying collection”
from the renowned memoirist, screenwriter, and novelist. These uncollected pieces represent a large swath of
Didion’s career, from 1968 to 2000, and each essay amply
demonstrates the author’s deceptively straightforward
prose, simultaneously spare, elegant, and incisive.
Janet Fries/Getty Images

In the foreword to Didion’s latest, New Yorker theater critic Hilton Als captures the essence of her
approach, which crystallized early
on in her career: “I think it’s safe to
say that Didion, a carver of words
in the granite of the specific, might
have been less than inspired by the
Cold War writing that was popular
on both coasts when she was a college student; in any case, it’s hard to
imagine her as a Dharma bum. Too
much posturing there. What Didion sought was naturalness of expression as controlled by a true understanding
of one’s craft, the better to describe the ineffable, the uncanny in the everyday.”
That ability to capture “the uncanny in the everyday”
comes across whether she is writing about Gamblers
Anonymous, a program that, “like…Alcoholics Anonymous, tends to reinforce the addict’s own rather passive
view of his situation”; a visit with Nancy Reagan, who
“has an interesting smile, the smile of a good wife, a good
mother, a good hostess, the smile of someone who grew
up in comfort and went to Smith College and has a father who is a distinguished neurosurgeon”; or her rejection from Stanford, which she and her family took in
stride. In her family, she writes, “no parental hopes rode
on whether I was admitted to Stanford, or anywhere….
Our social situation was static, and the question of ‘right’
schools, so traditionally urgent to the upwardly mobile,
did not arise. When my father was told that I had been
rejected by Stanford, he shrugged and offered me a drink.
I think about that shrug with a great deal of appreciation
whenever I hear parents talking about their children’s
‘chances.’ ” Though written decades ago, that piece offers plenty of object lessons for parents who are currently navigating the rocky landscape of standardized tests,
GPAs, and college admissions.
The collection also includes Didion’s introduction
to a book of photography by Robert Mapplethorpe and
another to director Tony Richardson’s memoir. Both a
practical entry point for neophytes and a celebration for
longtime fans, Let Me Tell You What I Mean is yet another
winner from an essential writer. If you’re hungry for more,
don’t hesitate to pick up the compendious anthology We
Tell Ourselves Stories To Live, which collects Didion’s first
seven volumes of nonfiction.
Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
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and “an aroused working class” alike; and the atomic bombings
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, viewed as both necessary in saving
the lives of American soldiers and ending World War II and as
a horrific and racist act that is essentially indefensible. With a
nod to the distant past, Banner contrasts the historiographic
leanings of Herodotus and Thucydides, the former a storyteller who crafted grand moral tales about the struggle between
Eastern tyranny and Western democracy, the latter “someone
caught up in the events he sought to understand.” In clear, occasionally dry prose, Banner, who has been teaching and writing
history for more than five decades, capably defends a method
that turns on “fidelity to fact and independence of judgment.”
Rewarding reading for serious students of history. (Note:
The author is a freelance contributor to Kirkus.)

y o u n g a d u lt

finding that “urban development is higher education’s latest
economic growth strategy.” The results are usually harmful to
the people, almost always economically disadvantaged minorities and small business owners, who actually live in the downtown areas that universities are turning into “UniverCities.”
In the case of Phoenix, the state university built downtown
residence high-rises for students, then promulgated the notion
that downtown was dangerous, a prejudice that already existed:
“students had largely grown up in the suburbs, so they equated
the city with danger, even though the [suburban] Tempe campus had higher crime rates.” The same is true in other cities:
Chicago, New York, New Haven, the list goes on. Only when
campuses venture into privileged areas does their growth sometimes falter: Baldwin cites the expansion of NYU into Greenwich Village that came under scrutiny only when local resident
Matthew Broderick opposed it—even though an 8-year-old girl
made the better case when she “wondered aloud why college
students were incapable of taking a subway for a class or two
when she took the train to school every day.” No matter what
the opposition, though, the author identifies and critiques a
trend that seems unlikely to stop.
A cogent analysis of an urban-growth phenomenon that
is rarely done well or equitably.

THE EVER-CHANGING PAST
Why All History Is Revisionist
History

Banner Jr., James M.
Yale Univ. (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-300-23845-7

A rallying cry in favor of historians
who, revisiting past subjects, change
their minds.
All history responsibly practiced,
writes Banner—a former professor at Princeton and founder of
the National History Center of the American Historical Association—is properly revisionist, acknowledging that “historians’
understanding of major subjects have almost never stood still.”
That understanding runs athwart of some readers and interpreters of history—e.g., Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas,
for one, who remarked that he was going to spend a summer
reading about the history of slavery, but “not the ‘revisionists.’ ”
It is the revisionists, however, who have given us the modern
and prevailing view that the Civil War was fought less over states’
rights than over slavery. That view morphed through the “Lost
Cause” theories of the Southern agrarians, which “were by no
means out of keeping with the general conservative intellectual
mood of much of the country,” and the anti-capitalist leanings
of Charles and Mary Beard, whose book, The Rise of American
Civilization, was required reading a century ago. Historians
today give primacy to slavery while allowing “many other, less
fundamental immediate triggers of the conflict” to the roster.
Other topics of revisionist dissection include the French Revolution, which has been attributed to “monarchical despotism”
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Fans of the author’s writing and collectors of
Texas literature alike will prize his homecoming.
fortunate son

FORTUNATE SON
Selected Essays From the
Lone Star State

Bass, Rick
High Road Books (192 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Mar. 15, 2021
978-0-8263-6245-2

The longtime Montanan returns to
his native turf to size up the lay of the
land.
Texas, writes Bass, is a place of pronounced duality: a land of promise and opportunity but also
“hell on horses and women,” a place where East, West, and South
converge to create a place that “almost always was one thing,
but it was also almost always that thing’s opposite.” For all its
supposed open country, Texas is full of fences. That was one
of the reasons, writes the author, that he pushed farther west,
extending his stride so that he didn’t have to hop over barbed
wire so often. One of his pieces, for instance, concerns a rare

bit of true wilderness, a boggy bayou south and east of his boyhood home of Houston, a place full of ibises and other birds.
“We have not yet traveled very far at all,” he writes, “skittering
across the shining, shallow water, before there rises suddenly
before us a howl of birds, a cyclone of birds—magnificent blackand-white birds with long legs, long bills, long wings.” That lyricism meets with sharp moments of disapproval (without public
land, he writes, Texans have a bond with these out-of-the-way
places) and disdain (of Donald Trump, every environmentalist’s
favorite villain, he proclaims, “It is my Texas parochialism, in
me since childhood, that tells him to keep his sorry New York
developer-ass out of the Lone Star state”). Mostly, though, the
author’s account is an evenhanded appreciation of a place that
mostly exists in his memory, the landscape ever more gnawed
and swallowed up by development and other artifacts of supposed progress. Repeating William Carlos Williams’ dictum
“No ideas but in things” at several points, Bass looks at the better angels of reality: “intelligent, beautiful-eyed dogs,” NASA’s
quests in space, roadless places, and, of course, football.
Fans of the author’s writing and collectors of Texas literature alike will prize his homecoming.

MEN WHO HATE WOMEN
From Incels to Pickup Artists:
The Truth About Extreme
Misogyny and How It Affects
Us All
Bates, Laura
Sourcebooks (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-72823-624-7

A leading women’s rights activist
explores online misogynistic communities and how they are increasingly infiltrating the real world.
For nearly a decade since founding the Everyday Sexism
Project, an online platform where individuals can share their
experiences with sexism and inequality, Bates has endured daily
messages from men “outlining their hatred of me, fantasizing
about my brutal rape and murder, detailing which weapons they
would use to slice my body open and disembowel me, describing me as a dripping poison.” In order to better understand this
violent hate, Bates infiltrated the “manosphere” under the guise
of “Alex” for more than a year. Here, the author exposes the disgusting online world of incels, pickup artists, and other hatefilled groups that have become misogynistic training grounds
for young, vulnerable males. Although each group is slightly
different in its approach, Bates rightly contends that they all
share a basic ideology: that “a feminist conspiracy has created a
world stacked against men” and that “men are the true victims
of inequality and abuse.” At first, her claims may seem exaggerated, but as she reveals her research and often uncomfortable
evidence, the true extent and ramifications of this disturbing
behavior become apparent. In addition to psychological damage, individuals adhering to these principles are causing career
disruptions, contributing misinformation that influences
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public policy, and creating barriers to free speech for both
women and men. In response to these threats, Bates advocates
for better education of children by parents and teachers, including challenging gender stereotypes and discussing the potential
dangers and misinformation presented by online communities;
increased moderation of social media outlets; continued public
support from feminist males; and “the adoption of misogyny
as a hate crime category.” However, she warns, “none of these
interventions will work unless we see the problem for what it
really is and take it seriously.”
An astute, shocking exposé that also offers practical
solutions.

THE WORLD FOR SALE
Money, Power, and the
Traders Who Barter the
Earth’s Resources
Blas, Javier & Farchy, Jack
Oxford Univ. (352 pp.)
$29.95 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-0-19-007895-9

Behind-the-scenes look at the world
of commodity traders, “essential cogs in
the modern economy.”
The work of commodity traders, write financial journalists Blas and Farchy, is shadowy—and the traders prefer it that
way. The authors open their anecdotally rich narrative with the
role of one firm in supplying oil to rebels against the regime of
Muammar Qaddafi. “Without $1 billion of fuel in their moment
of need, the rebels would have certainly been defeated,” they
write, adding that the incident was far from isolated in the history of oil trading in the region. That Libya later descended into
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In a diverse, impassioned book, these quick responders illustrate
the impact of the pandemic with work of lasting value.
covid chronicles

civil war gave a moment for pause before the traders went on to
their next task. As Blas and Farchy note, if anyone represents
Adam Smith’s vaunted “invisible hand,” it is those brokers who
move goods around the world. Without them, the authors hold,
the global economy would grind to a halt; thus, it’s interesting
that so essential an activity would be so little chronicled, making news “when prices surge or when scandals break.” Some
traders have become mega-wealthy in the bargain while others occasionally have to take a bath. It’s a long game of risk
and reward that sometimes plays out in surprising ways. In the
authors’ telling, the oil market during the pandemic has been so
topsy-turvy that some oil producers have actually paid traders
to take oil off their hands, with the traders storing it until prices
begin to return to something approaching normal. What makes
the system work is credit, “the lifeblood of commodity trading,”
which itself entails no small amount of risk. Some companies
and traders fail while some succeed beyond all expectation, as
with Glencore, which is “no longer just the world’s largest trader
of commodities, but also one of the largest producers of natural
resources on the planet.”
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A highly readable study in world economics and a valuable primer for would-be oil barons.

COVID
CHRONICLES
A Comics Anthology

Ed. by Boileau, Kendra & Johnson, Rich
Graphic Mundi (272 pp.)
$21.95 paper | Feb. 15, 2021
978-0-271-09014-6

Extraordinary circumstances inspire
a range of extraordinary artistic response,
as this anthology attests.
As the pandemic lengthened and
deepened, the response across the comics community intensified—first online, where many went viral, a turn of phrase that
tinged a few shades darker in light of the virus. This volume
launches the Graphic Mundi imprint from Penn State University Press. In the preface, Boileau, the publisher for the new
imprint, writes that these comics “are documentary, memoiristic, meditative, lyrical, fantastic, and speculative, offering a
view onto the countless ways the COVID-19 pandemic has
changed lives.” All of the entries share one defining quality: immediacy of the moment, a response to the crisis from
within it. A few are day-by-day diaries, including the opening
narrative, by Jason Chatfield, about testing positive, in which
he writes about his inability to meet his writing goal of trying
“to finish a sentence.” Hatiye Garip’s “Corona Diary” is brief
and wordless, achieving eloquence through a variety of shifting shapes and images. In “COVID Hardball,” Rich Johnson
and Eli Neugeboren lay out a series of baseball cards of significant figures of the pandemic era, including New Zealand’s
Jacinda Ardern; Singapore’s Halimah Yacob; Donald Trump,
who “repeatedly held large campaign rallies without requiring
masking”; and Anthony Fauci, the “M.V.P. (Most Valuable Physician).” The collection also includes superheroes battling evil
monsters and entries on the pandemic’s effects on Natives and
other marginalized populations. Of course, there is the tragedy of death but also the inspiring poetry of trying to come to
terms with what it all means. Boileau sums it up well: “Strange,
perhaps, for these emotions to resonate so clearly in a medium
that people often assume is either directed toward children or
there for our amusement. But comics have a history of tackling weighty and mature subjects—and doing it well.” Add this
book to that history.
In a diverse, impassioned book, these quick responders
illustrate the impact of the pandemic with work of lasting
value.

|

WORLD TRAVEL
An Irreverent Guide

THE WHITENESS OF WEALTH
How the Tax System
Impoverishes Black
Americans—and How We
Can Fix It

Bourdain, Anthony and Woolever, Laurie
Illus. by Allsbrook, Wesley
Ecco/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-06-280279-8

|

Black Americans endure endless
injustices and indignities—not least of
which are the inequities built into what is supposed to be a neutral tax system.
Brown went into tax law, she writes, because she imagined
that “as far as tax law was concerned, the only color that mattered was green.” Her effort to escape racism didn’t work as
expected. Over the years, she has worked to uncover biases—
both intentional and not—in the federal tax system. For
instance, the joint tax return system was the product of a ploy
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Posthumous selection of Bourdain’s
thoughts on places exotic and well
known, blended into a kind of Baedeker
for the hipster set.
There’s Frankensteining at work here, with Woolever, who
worked with Bourdain for nearly 10 years, surrounding his
pithy excerpts with the kind of dryly useful information of a
standard guidebook—e.g., “Buenos Aires is well served by bus
routes, along with a seven-line underground metro system
known as Subte, which links the downtown to the outer reaches
of the city.” When Bourdain kicks in, it’s of a different order:
“Argentina has the distinction of being home to more headshrinkers per capita than anywhere else in the world….It’s an
extraordinary thing, because in many cultures, to confess that
you need to even confide in someone is seen as a sign of weakness. Here, everybody does it, and in no way frowns upon it.”
That’s an interesting datum, the kind of thing you tuck away
for future reference. Bourdain went to see one of those psychiatrists, confessing, “I feel like Quasimodo, the Hunchback
of Notre Dame—if he stayed in nice hotel suites with highthread-count sheets.” Considering his sad end, the words are
revealing. Where Bourdain traveled, drink and excessive eating
were sure to follow. In Finland—a place full of people “tough
enough to fight off Nazis and Russians”—he ate mystery meat
that put “the self-loathing back into drinking” while in Hanoi,
Vietnam, for which he had “a deep, abiding love,” he taught
Barack Obama how to slurp noodles, with a belly-stuffing meal
and beer running about $6: “I’m guessing the president doesn’t
get a lot of state dinners like this.” Bourdain went nearly everywhere on the planet, eating and drinking prodigiously along the
way. It makes for an exhilarating whirlwind tour, complete with
charmingly impressionistic sketches by Allsbrook.
It doesn’t substitute for a true travel guide, but anyone
who loved and misses Bourdain will want this book.

Brown, Dorothy A.
Crown (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-525-57732-4
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Gabriel Byrne

THE AWARD-WINNING ACTOR WROTE A MEMOIR. HE DIDN’T WANT TO
DROP NAMES OR WORK THROUGH HIS LIFE FILM BY FILM BY FILM
By Eric Liebetrau
Patrick Fouque/Paris Match/Getty

I spoke with Byrne via Zoom from his home in Maine; the
conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

Why did you write this book?
It began with a casual remark: Somebody asked me, how do
you go from rural Ireland to Beverly Hills? That’s quite a journey.
I never thought about it in that way before, but yes, that is
pretty remarkable, because I never even thought I would get
to America. I started to look at the influences that formed
me and my generation—religious, societal, familial, cultural,
all those influences that go into the making of a person, apart
from the obvious hereditary stuff. How did those things influence who I became? I started to jot down a few notes, and I
thought, this might be an interesting way of examining a life.

It’s not your typical celebrity memoir, which I appreciate. Tell me about the process.
I didn’t want to just write about how I did this movie and
then I did that movie. There’s enough of those books out
there. I could have written that kind of a book and namedropped all over the place. I thought that if I could sensually recall details, in terms of sights and sounds and smells of
those times, and align those with the history of those influences, then there could be something there. So I tentatively
started that. I just kept doing it in bits and pieces; I didn’t sit
down for hours each day to write it.
A veteran of more than 70 films, including Miller’s Crossing and The Usual Suspects, Irish actor Gabriel Byrne has
also won global acclaim for his roles on stage and TV (he
won a Golden Globe Award for his work on HBO’s In
Treatment). Given his versatility and longevity, one could forgive the author if he turned in a paint-by-numbers celebrity bio. Thankfully, Walking With Ghosts (Grove, Jan. 12) is
no such animal. In this evocative, impressionistic narrative,
Byrne’s poetic memories shine through on every page, creating what our starred review calls “a melancholy but gemlike memoir, elegantly written and rich in hard experience.”
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Your prose is beautiful—lyrical and keenly observant.
Do you have a writing background? Did you ever think
about directing or screenwriting or another career?
I was a teacher for about seven or eight years in my 20s, and
I loved interacting with the students. I might have enjoyed
teaching. Directing? I could have moved in that direction.
Screenwriting, however is a particular kind of talent. I always admire people who can put screenplays together; it’s a
very different discipline than, say, writing a novel. I’ve tried
to write a couple of screenplays, but I don’t really have it. I
prefer working with images and words.
|

You’ve had success across the acting landscape. Can
you talk about the differences between stage and
screen acting?
With screen acting you have the knowledge, whether you
think about it consciously or not, that you can do it again.
If you make a mess of it, you can do another take. On stage,
you’re in direct contact with an audience. If you make a mistake in front of a group of people, you can’t say, let’s start from
the beginning. You have to keep going. So there’s an element
of tension involved in stage acting that’s not in film acting.

ous areas. One of them is a Chinese proverb: that every journey of 1,000 miles begins with a single step. What I had done
until then was concentrate on the 1,000 miles. How do I get
there quickly? Well, I realized that one step is better than
no steps—and two steps is better than one, and so on. So
I changed my thinking, and each small step gave me confidence to make another one. Quite honestly, since I stopped,
I have never thought, God, I wish I was still drinking. I had to
get rid of the heaviness and sickness and take my life back.

You mentioned that you want to write. More memoir?
What else?

Most memorable roles?

I’ve done the memoir thing. I’m working on a novel now,
which, of course, is a much different process. With the
memoir, you constantly have to struggle with deciding what
to put in and leave out. I kept thinking to myself, well if I put
that in, then it brings up a heap of other shit that I have to
write about as well. When you write a novel, you get to pull
the strings. I feel that the memoir was a very good training
ground for finding a voice that was my own. I would just like
people to read this book and not view it as an actor’s memoir but to assess it on its own merit. What you said means
a great deal to me when you talk about the writing. That’s
much more important to me than saying, I worked with Brad
Pitt. If somebody says the writing is good, that’s much more
interesting to me.
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The things that I remember tend to be around the film itself.
Where was I emotionally at the time? What part of the world?
For example, I did a movie with Gene Hackman [Enemy of the
State, 1998], and the day that I was due to start shooting it,
I heard that my girlfriend had died. Somebody mentioned
to me that they saw [the movie] on TV and enjoyed it, but I
just remember the horror of trying to work through it, knowing that when it was over, I was going to have to go back to
Ireland for the funeral. A pleasant memory: I made a movie
called The Usual Suspects, and for 26 days, we laughed all day
long. I thought, this can’t be good—but it is. I remember the
sound guy saying, you guys are a bunch of amateurs. We haven’t got
all night to be standing around here waiting for you to stop laughing.
So that was the general feeling on the set. When I saw the
movie, I thought, this is a really good film.

Walking With Ghosts received a starred review in the Nov. 15,
2020, issue.

Is there a calculation involved in how you choose your
roles?
I always start with the script. What is it trying to say? Will
this be something that will make people think? I’ve done big
Hollywood movies, but I haven’t enjoyed them, and I didn’t
like being in that system when I was in it. When you work
on a small-budget movie, there’s barely enough money to
pay for the catering; everybody’s doing it because they love
the project. Sometimes I’ll get a script and think, I don’t agree
with that. For example, a story about how it was a good thing
to invade Iraq in 2003. I don’t agree with the message, so it’s
not for me.

Are there roles that you regret turning down?
There’s a few. I turned down a role that another actor did,
and he won an Oscar. I’m sitting on my couch thinking,
damn, I should have done that role. This guy is now thanking his
mother and God and everybody else, and I’m sitting on the couch.
But that’s the way it goes.

On a more personal note, would you talk about being in
recovery?
It’s a daunting thing to think about it in absolute terms. I’m
not religious anymore, but I steal bits and pieces from vari|
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An endlessly engaging cultural history that
will resonate with anyone alive in 1974.
rock me on the water

on the part of Henry and Charlotte Seaborn, a wealthy White
couple who filed a suit that went all the way to the Supreme
Court. They lived in a community property state, and when
Henry declared that half of his income was his wife’s and their
marginal tax rate should be half what it was, the IRS rejected
the claim until the justices ruled in the Seaborns’ favor. But
what of states where community property was not the law?
“This was a violation of the horizontal equity principle underpinning the progressive tax system,” Brown writes, and it penalized Black married couples who, unlike Whites, earned roughly
equal pay and could not lower their tax burden by transferring
it to their partner. Similarly, notes the author, mortgage interest deductions benefit White holders disproportionally, in part
because home values are lower in marginalized communities.
“Homeownership is not a straightforward wealth builder for
black families,” writes Brown, “because the only guaranteed
return on their investment is to buy in a community where
they will be a small and vulnerable minority.” School loans are
another realm of difference, leading Brown to propose that
wealthy institutions such as Yale be taxed to fund scholarships.
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Among her other remedies are taxing inheritances and, more
daringly, eliminating exclusions so that “all income is taxable,”
thus doing away with inequitable shelters that favor White over
Black taxpayers.
An eye-opening look at race-based economic biases, with
reasonable steps to undo them.

ROCK ME ON
THE WATER
1974—The Year Los
Angeles Transformed Movies,
Music, Television,
and Politics
Brownstein, Ronald
Harper/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$29.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-06-289921-7

Atlantic senior editor Brownstein
recounts the annus mirabilis that produced some of the most
memorable songs, films, and TV shows in pop-culture history.
In a book that neatly brackets William McKeen’s Everybody
Had an Ocean (2017), Brownstein conjures up the Los Angeles
of 1974. It was a time of endless possibility, marked by countless highlights: Chinatown, Linda Ronstadt’s album Heart Like
a Wheel, the completion of the first draft of the screenplay that
would give birth to the Star Wars franchise, and the political
rise of former seminarian Jerry Brown. In TV, Norman Lear had
cornered the market on socially conscious, sometimes controversial comedy, as when the lead character of Maude got pregnant at age 47 and got an abortion. “Though the city was not
yet the liberal political bastion it would grow into,” writes the
author, “Los Angeles emerged as the capital of cultural opposition to Nixon.” Some of this opposition was seemingly innocent: The Mary Tyler Moore Show was funny, but it advanced the
thesis that women could work, live single lives, and be happy
while Jackson Browne proved himself a pioneer of painful selfintrospection. But that innocence is illusory. As Brownstein
writes, 1974 also saw a tidal wave of cocaine wash over LA, the
favorite party appetizer of the film set, the music crowd, and
celebrities alike. Brownstein also takes in a wide swath of the
world outside LA, from the denouement of the Patty Hearst
kidnapping to the emergence of Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda
as a political power couple. There’s some nice dish, too, as
when Carroll O’Connor demanded artistic control of All in the
Family because the Jewish writers wouldn’t understand the mind
of a working-class Christian; and shrewd cultural analysis, as
when Brownstein chronicles the transition by Browne and his
contemporaries “from celebrating the freedom that revolution
unlocked to tabulating its cost in impermanence and instability.”
An endlessly engaging cultural history that will resonate
with anyone alive in 1974.

|

SONIC BOOM
The Impossible Rise of
Warner Bros. Records, From
Hendrix to Fleetwood Mac to
Madonna to Prince
Carlin, Peter Ames
Henry Holt (288 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-250-30156-7

The author of biographies of McCartney, Simon, and Springsteen delivers a
fast-paced, overstuffed history of the storied record label.
In 1958, Warner Bros. Records began as a kind of joke, with
records by pseudonymous artists and titles like But You’ve Never
Heard Gershwin With Bongos. Jack Warner’s only rule was that
“the company made money—and that nothing they released
sounded anything like rock ’n’ roll.” Never mind that Elvis
was the king of the charts. When Frank Sinatra took up with
Reprise Records—whose name, writes Carlin hinted not just at

the musical reprise but also at reprisal, “which appealed to Sinatra’s desire to exact revenge on Capitol Records”—the rule held
until Mo Ostin and a handful of A&R men and producers seized
the reins. Though Ostin’s guiding principle was “Let’s stop trying to make hit records,” everyone involved was won over by
the success of a slate of 1960s acts, including the Grateful Dead,
Neil Young, Frank Zappa, and Jimi Hendrix, for whom Ostin
“offered a fifty-thousand-dollar contract for three albums, a
pretty rich deal for an untested artist.” Pressing records became
like minting money. In February 1973 alone, writes the author,
“Of the sixteen albums Warner Bros. Records uncorked that
month, ten of them had climbed onto Billboard’s best-selling
album charts by April.” The good times continued long past the
hippie heyday up until the era of MTV and video-friendly artists like Madonna. Alas, Ostin’s hands-off attitude, willingness
to share the spoils, and demand for independence increasingly
fell athwart of corporate executives as the record business conglomerated, with one particularly obnoxious corporate exec
gloating, “We’re coming after all the cowboys.” Ostin and his
cowboys rode off into a sunset that grows ever darker as the
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A welcome, well-considered contribution to ecological thought.
how to be animal

record business declines, but Carlin captures their glory days
without sentimentality or untoward nostalgia.
Not as much fun as Almost Famous, but fans of LP–era rock
will enjoy Carlin’s knowledgeable deep dive.

HOW TO BE ANIMAL
A New History of What It
Means To Be Human
Challenger, Melanie
Penguin (272 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-14-313435-0

A searching examination of our intellectual divorce from the natural world.
Humans, wrote scholar George
Kateb, are “the only animal species that
is not only animal, the only species that is partly not natural.”
Challenger, a British environmental philosopher, takes the

idea and runs with it, noting that we are now the world’s dominant animal species, but one that dismisses its animal-ness and
regards its human status “as if it is a magical boundary.” Yet recognition of our roots in nature is essential to a healthful relationship with a world that we have treated poorly for most of
our history. Much as we might wish to separate ourselves, writes
the author, there are definite aspects of animal behavior at work
among our kind. “That we give each other love and support is a
condition not of our rationalising,” she writes, “but of our compulsions as animals.” Challenger’s book is full of asides that beg
for development—her observation, for instance, that “culture’s
achievement is to store information outside the body” and that,
whereas ants, as ubiquitous as humans, have diversified into
more than 14,000 species, our species has speciated through
cultural means—but she is convincing in her argument that
we suffer from our divorce from nature. “Many of the tensions
we experience derive from the dissonance inherent in being a
predator with a rich moral faculty,” she observes, wanton killers
of nearly every other being on the planet while knowing that we
are doing wrong. Challenger proposes ways to retool our thinking, including recognizing the emerging fact that animals possess consciousness (whales dream, wolves carry mental maps in
their heads, and so forth) and acknowledging that human consciousness is just one aspect of “a spectacle of richness before
us all the while.” Throughout the book, the author invites us
to accept our animal nature and the responsibility toward the
world that comes with it.
A welcome, well-considered contribution to ecological
thought.

CHURCH, INTERRUPTED
Havoc & Hope: The Tender
Revolt of Pope Francis

Cornwell, John
Chronicle Prism (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-79720-201-3

A contextual examination of Pope
Francis and his effect on the church.
Cornwell, a Vanity Fair contributor and
author of numerous books on Catholicism,
provides a comprehensive view of the current papacy through a
variety of issues, crises, and achievements. As the author notes,
“I have focused on a consistent feature of his papacy: a capacity to hold opposites in tension, his many paradoxes giving rise
to disruption.” Among other topics, Cornwell explores Francis’
attacks on Vatican gossip and “fake news,” his reforms of the
church’s finances, and his accepting attitude toward other faith
traditions. His liberalizing tendencies do not always win him
acclaim from reformers, however, who expect him to do more.
For example, regarding the pope’s views on women, “Francis
would be criticized every day of his pontificate for failing to
bring women forward in the Church; but the extent of his interruption was unprecedented. His initiatives would offer a significant alteration and hope for the future.” Cornwell views Francis
50
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in the context of his struggles against what many believe to be
an ossified institution, and he reports on his papacy in a largely
positive manner. He does focus a few chapters on Francis’ most
regrettable moments, namely his mishandling of the global sexual abuse scandal that has rocked the Catholic Church in recent
decades. Even here, however, Cornwell’s tendency is to excuse
the pontiff ’s missteps. Much of the narrative focuses on Francis’
particularly pastoral approach to his role and to Catholicism.
His emphasis on mercy is manifested in his nonjudgmental
statements about homosexuality, his call for an easier way forward for divorced and remarried Catholics, and his dedication
to fighting poverty. Cornwell’s study is useful and wide-ranging
but largely unobjective, displaying Francis as a great yet humble
man with much of the world poised against him.
An in-depth, less-than-critical study of the current pope.

LYING FOR MONEY
How Legendary Frauds
Reveal the Workings of
the World

Davies, Dan
Scribner (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-982114-93-0

An investigation of the world of scam
artists old and new.
Fraud is largely confined to the whitecollar sector, writes Davies, a former regulatory economist at the
Bank of England. For the most part, it operates “by manipulating
institutional psychology”—i.e., it all looks legitimate until it comes
crashing down, surprising those caught up in the scheme. Fraudsters, he adds, take advantage of systemic weaknesses as much
as the foibles of individuals, the kind of thing that could be remedied by due diligence, if only it were undertaken. Davies writes
intriguingly of a minor mobster in New England who perfected the
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Mountaineering and biography in expert hands.
a window to heaven

“bust-out,” by which he would set up shop selling toys or other consumer goods, paying his bills on time until December—then up his
orders for the holidays, sell what they could, fence the rest, declare
bankruptcy, and burn down the warehouse from which they’d been
operating. That scam isn’t new, and to this day, it and related ploys
are extremely profitable, embroiling people in burns such as the
Silk Road scam—which, by selling illegal drugs via cryptocurrency,
effectively shielded itself from consumer complaints when the
goods never arrived. You need not be a drug lord, of course. One of
the author’s case studies is Charles Keating, who took his savingsand-loan business through an elaborate scheme that involved a
“clever means of cash extraction” that played on a systemic weakness built into capitalism: the demand to grow, grow, and grow.
“The problem was, if you use fast growth to create the illusion of
success, eventually the new loans get old and the problems catch
up with you,” writes Davies in an entertaining narrative—and of
course they did with Keating, Silk Road, and just about every other
scam artist in the end.
Readers who like their true-crime stories laced with economics will enjoy these forays into the dark side.
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A WINDOW TO HEAVEN
The Daring First Ascent of
Denali: America’s Wildest
Peak
Dean, Patrick
Pegasus (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64313-642-4

A gripping account of the 1913 ascent
of Denali (formerly Mount McKinley),
North America’s highest mountain.
Though Denali’s summit, 20,310 feet, is 9,000 feet lower
than Everest’s, “the topography, and its position so far north
(Everest, by contrast, is on the same latitude as Miami), produce some of the rawest, coldest, windiest conditions on Earth.”
Environmental journalist and outdoorsman Dean combines a
grueling mountain-climbing chronicle with a revealing life of
the co-leader of the first successful Denali expedition, Hudson Stuck (1863-1920), an impressive figure who deserves to be
better known. Born in England and fascinated by the outdoors,
Stuck moved to Texas in 1885, working as a ranch hand and
teacher before entering the ministry. Within a few years, he was
dean of St. Matthew’s Episcopal Cathedral in Dallas, the largest
church in Texas. A liberal churchman, he supported progressive
causes such as ending child labor; however, in Texas, reforms
came slowly. Growing restless, he accepted an appointment as
“Archdeacon of the Yukon and the Arctic, with responsibility for
250,000 square miles in the interior of Alaska.” Arriving in 1904,
he maintained a fierce pace, traveling by river or dogsled to
establish missions, hospitals, schools, and libraries while writing
on Alaskan life and lobbying against exploitation of the Indigenous population. Still in love with the wilderness, he yearned to
climb Denali. Assembling a team that included a veteran adventurer, a mission volunteer, and a young Alaskan Native, they set
off on the three-week trek by dogsled to the mountain. All four
kept journals, enabling Dean to deliver a detailed account of the
two months of torment that followed. Unable to pull his weight
the 50-year-old Stuck often seemed on the verge of collapse,
but he persisted. Those not captivated by climbing will puzzle
over the misery these adventurers embraced, but they will keep
reading. The event made Stuck a national celebrity; he traveled,
lectured, and wrote popular books but also continued his good
works in Alaska and died with many honors.
Mountaineering and biography in expert hands.

|

WASHINGTON’S ENGINEER
Louis Duportail and the
Creation of an Army Corps

Desmarais, Norman
Prometheus Books (424 pp.)
$28.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-63388-656-8

A biography of the French general who
established the principals on which the
Army Corps of Engineers was founded.
Desmarais, a prolific writer on the
American Revolution, draws much of his material from reports
that Louis Duportail (1743-1802) and his fellow officers delivered
to George Washington. Born in a small town near Orleans, France,
Duportail was a younger son of a minor noble. At age 18, he enrolled
in a college for military engineers. Promoted to captain at age 30,
he was chosen by the minister of war to compile a new edition of
the training manual for the Royal Corps of Engineers. Impressed
at the result, the minister recommended him to Benjamin Franklin,

who sought to recruit French engineers for the Continental Army.
In 1777, with the king’s approval, Duportail sailed to America, where
he reported to Washington’s headquarters. He quickly proved his
worth; in November, Congress promoted him to brigadier general.
He oversaw the defenses of Valley Forge, advised on a number of
proposed actions, including an attack on British forces occupying Philadelphia, and helped construct the plans for what became
the Army Corps of Engineers. Duportail was also instrumental in
designing the defenses at West Point and in the preparations for
the siege of Yorktown, which effectively ended the war. Following
the French Revolution, he returned to America and bought a farm
near Philadelphia. He died while returning to France after Napoleon recalled exiled officers. The author gives a solid picture of
Duportail’s career—about which many readers may be unfamiliar—
but there is little sense of the man himself other than in formulaic
commendations from Washington and other colleagues. The narrative is also repetitive, citing some documents almost verbatim
several times.
For Revolutionary War die-hards and those interested in
the history of military and civil engineering.
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Memoir as confession—a powerful, psychologically
astute work of self-examination and remembrance.
the copenhagen trilogy

SIDELINED
Sports, Culture, and Being a
Woman in America

DiCaro, Julie
Dutton (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5247-4610-0

A sports journalist for Deadspin
reflects on the perils of being female in a
toxically male-dominated field.
DiCaro, who segued from a career
as an attorney into public relations and then, at age 40, into a
position in sports talk radio, focuses primarily on the many difficulties of working at the radio station. After she lost her job during the pandemic, she realized that she was “far from the only
woman who had run smack into a brick wall, unable to rise above
a part-time, after-hours show.” Drawing on her own experience,
as well as those of other women in sports media, she discusses in
appalling detail the corrosive effect of the ongoing personal criticism of her voice and appearance by predominantly male callers
to the show and, even more distressingly, the multiple attacks by
Twitter trolls, including “death threats, rape threats, attempts to
get me fired from my job.” DiCaro notes that as a woman sports
reporter, it’s far easier to get a job reporting objective facts from
the sidelines than one where the journalist is allowed to express
her opinion. The author insightfully analyzes the hidden biases
involved in sports reporting, most notably that her co-hosts
seemed all too willing to dismiss claims of sexual or domestic
violence against players, in part because the shows depend on
sponsorship by local teams. DiCaro aims much of her anger
at Barstool Sports, the online media company that “definitely
engages in advanced-level trolling.” Some may assume the author
is just settling scores, but Barstool has a long reputation of harassment. The first chapter, about women sports journalist who came
before, the “smashers of glass ceilings,” condenses material from
other sources, and DiCaro occasionally veers off topic. Still, she
provides enough solid evidence to convince readers that sports
media remains a bastion of male privilege.
An eye-opening and dispiriting account of biased
behavior.

THE COPENHAGEN
TRILOGY
Childhood; Youth;
Dependency

Ditlevsen, Tove
Trans. by Nunnally, Tiina &
Goldman, Michael Favala
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (384 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-3746-0239-0
The noted Danish novelist and poet
delivers a rueful, self-excoriating account of a life of self-doubt,
misery, and addiction.
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“I do whatever I can to please him, because I’m so thankful
he married me. Although I know something still isn’t quite right,
I carefully avoid thinking about that.” So writes Ditlevsen in
the third part of this autobiographical trilogy, written between
1969 and 1971. It’s not so much that she was dependent on the
men in her life, none of them quite right for her, but instead
on the drugs and alcohol that overtook her. One partner who
injected her muttered that her veins were clogging up, adding, “Maybe we can find one in your foot.” Ditlevsen traces an
unhappy present—much of the later narrative is set at the time
of the German defeat in World War II, the streets of Denmark’s
capital full of child soldiers in Wehrmacht uniforms—to a childhood of discouragement (her father insisted that “a girl can’t be
a poet”) and a youth in which she was convinced that she was
“condemned to loneliness and anonymity.” For all the self-doubt
and later chemical abuse, however, she did rise as a poet even if
getting published was full of the usual roadblocks—and more,
as when she writes that an editor who accepted her work “pats
me on the behind, absent-mindedly and mechanically.” A rare
humorous moment comes when, after drunkenly choking down
a fistful of methadone pills, she asks the visiting English writer
Evelyn Waugh what brought him to Denmark: “He answered
that he always took trips around the world when his children
were home on vacation from boarding school, because he
couldn’t stand them.” Given the mostly grim revelations in her
book, it’s small wonder that Ditlevsen came to an unhappy end,
though not before publishing some of the most memorable
works in modern Danish literature.
Memoir as confession—a powerful, psychologically
astute work of self-examination and remembrance.

EVERY DAY IS A GIFT
A Memoir
Duckworth, Tammy
Twelve (320 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5387-1850-6

Heartfelt memoir from the senator
and Iraq War veteran.
Duckworth was born in Thailand in
1968, the biracial daughter of an enlisted
American-born father and Thai-Chinese
mother. As a child, she struggled with feeling “self-conscious
about being different.” Her family also relocated frequently,
which contributed to feelings of uncertainty about her future.
In 1984, they moved to Hawaii. Due to her family’s financial
situation, Duckworth held down numerous jobs while finishing
high school. Although her life was stressful, she never gave up
and was accepted to the University of Hawaii, where she got
a bachelor’s degree in political science. “With all the moving
around we’d done,” she writes, “and seeing up close the work
my dad did with United Nations programs, I had developed a
fascination with international affairs.” After earning her master’s degree in international affairs from George Washington
University, she joined the Army ROTC and “fell for the Army
|

like no one ever fell for the Army before.” Though she began
a doctorate program, she interrupted her studies to serve (she
later completed her Ph.D.). Defying the odds, she became one
of the few female pilots to fly a Black Hawk helicopter. In 2004,
while on a mission in Iraq, her “world exploded” when a rocketpropelled grenade hit her helicopter and “detonated in a violent
fireball right in my lap.” She lost both legs and severely injured
her right arm. During her long recovery, she met Sen. Dick
Durbin and shared her thoughts about the desperate changes
needed for women in the military, veterans, and their families.
Durbin encouraged Duckworth to run for Congress. Feeling “a
responsibility to be a voice for…young warriors,” she became an
advocate for veterans and held numerous public offices before
becoming a senator in 2016. Despite the scars of discrimination,
poverty, and war, her commitment to the service of others has
never wavered, and her moving story demonstrates that “healing is always possible, and that the low moments can lead to the
greatest heights.”
An inspiring example of the power of determination.

became a technological and financial capital par excellence, “a
‘Luxury City’…more upset when a Chanel store has its windows
broken than when police murder a man.” Dyja is no fan of the
authoritarians and plutocrats, clearly, but he does not spare
more liberal mayors like David Dinkins and Bill de Blasio, who
“let the city go adrift.”
Morally and politically charged, an urgent, readable story
of Gotham’s fortunes.
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK,
NEW YORK
Four Decades of Success,
Excess, and Transformation

Dyja, Thomas
Simon & Schuster (544 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-982149-78-9

The fall and rise of today’s New York
City—for better and worse.
It wasn’t long ago, writes novelist
and historian Dyja, when NYC, or at least parts of it, was held
up as “a ruin so apparently complete that the rest of the falling nation could say that at least they weren’t there.” That was
when Jimmy Carter was president, after Gerald Ford had told
the city to “drop dead,” when South Bronx alone experienced
63,000 arsons in two years and the rest of the city was grim and
gritty. Thirty-odd years later, the city had undergone “the most
dramatic peacetime transformation of a city since Haussmann
rebuilt Paris.” The result is a theme park for the conspicuous
consumer, a place very different from the “workers’ paradise”
of public housing, schools, transit, and other public goods
promised by Fiorello La Guardia not long after the five boroughs joined. The low that preceded the high was profound; in
the 1970s, the city “lost control…not just because of debt, but
because it couldn’t effectively manage its information,” requiring an overhaul of its budgeting and reporting processes. But
getting to emerald-city status took more than making the city’s
finances transparent. It also involved the rise of Rudy Giuliani,
who, long before he became Donald Trump’s latter-day Roy
Cohn, divined that “the Irish, Italians, Catholics, and Jews
were…all part of White Western Civilization, which needed
no explanation or defense,” and used this insight as cause to
crack down on non-White populations. Under Michael Bloomberg, money became ascendant. The industrial New York of old
|
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Social and sports history meet capably in this
eventful account, a boon for baseball fans.
our team

OUR TEAM
The Epic Story of Four Men
and the World Series That
Changed Baseball
Epplin, Luke
Flatiron Books (400 pp.)
$29.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-250-31379-9

A vigorous history of a little-known
episode in the integration of professional sports.
Jackie Robinson came first, of course, signing with the
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947. For that reason, writes Epplin, “it
is perhaps inevitable that the second team in Major League
Baseball to integrate in the twentieth century would be overshadowed by the first.” But in that season and the next, that
second team, the Cleveland Indians, brought on two Black
players. The first, renowned pitcher Satchel Paige, is well
known today; by that time, he was already in his 40s and had
been knocking around in the Negro Leagues for more than two
decades, “someone who was incongruously both a major-league
rookie and a baseball legend.” Paige did not disappoint, striking fear in the hearts of those who faced him on the mound.
The second player, Larry Doby, is less well known, but Epplin
brings him vividly to life. The author provides an indelible portrait of the duo galloping across the season, giving the Indians
a World Series win in 1948. In this deeply researched account,
the author also chronicles the contributions of two White
men: team owner Bill Veeck and pitcher Bob Feller, who once
could “throw a fastball that some major leaguers deemed the
swiftest they’d ever encountered.” Feller had been having a bad
time of it, but Indians fans flocked to Paige. Not only did Veeck
integrate Cleveland stadium—at one game against the Dodgers, “one out of every six Black residents in Cleveland was in
attendance”—he consistently demonstrated his skills as a showman. Quite apart from his role in bringing Black players into the
game (Doby considered him a second father), Veeck also pioneered between-innings giveaways, pregame shows, postgame
firework displays, and other standard tropes of modern pro
baseball, contributions that have been largely unsung.
Social and sports history meet capably in this eventful
account, a boon for baseball fans.

BRAVE GREEN WORLD
How Science Can Save Our
Planet

Forman, Chris & Asher, Claire
MIT Press (256 pp.)
$29.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-262-04446-2

How future technology can clean up
the environment.
Physicist Forman and science writer
and biologist Asher note the interesting
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datum that each day, a human “expends eight times the amount
of energy released when a single stick of dynamite explodes”—
but at a much slower rate. Slowness allows living organisms to
metabolize with superb efficiency and produce waste products—
mostly water, carbon dioxide, heat, and organic matter—that
are not discarded but become energy sources for other organisms. In stark contrast, human creation and consumption dump
waste into landfills or the atmosphere. The authors propose an
alternative that replenishes resources and passes waste on to
other industries for further use—a “circular economy” instead
of our ruinous linear one. They emphasize that we must learn
to grow material organically, just as wood, bone, silk, and others
are grown in the real world: “How incredible would it be if a
smartphone could be grown like an apple on a tree?” Using many
dazzling illustrations, they deliver a capsule but definitely not
dumbed-down education on the biology and thermodynamics
that engineers must understand as they change the world. Skeptical readers will discover that two technologies that support
the circular economy are already well along in development:
additive manufacturing (3-D printing) and synthetic biology,
which reprograms DNA “to give us complete control over the
chemical tasks that biological cells can perform on our behalf.”
The end result of these advancements, write the authors, will be
a transformative, interconnected global system. Whereas the
internet connects us to information, this “synthernet” would
connect to the materials around us; allow us to recycle nearly
everything, including our out-of-date smartphone; and then
build the latest “biosmartphone” to order. Humans are superb
problem-solvers, and the authors make a convincing case that
technology will mitigate at least some of the devastation we are
inflicting on the Earth. Readers unfamiliar with heterotic comput
ing, photolithography, and other technical terms will appreciate
the glossary.
An ingenious, if highly speculative, save-the-planet proposal that emphasizes science over politics.

THE AOC GENERATION
How Millennials Are Seizing
Power and Rewriting the
Rules of American Politics

Freedlander, David
Beacon (240 pp.)
$26.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-8070-3643-3

A frontline report on millennial and
postmillennial politics, as exemplified by
the representative from the Bronx.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, aka AOC, was famously the
youngest person in her congressional class and “rose from
the life of an adrift twenty-something making her way in
New York to an overnight sensation…becoming an icon of
pop culture in the process.” AOC seems sui generis, but, as
journalist Freedlander notes, she came to office thanks to the
efforts of many allies and a changing political dynamic that
cast her entrenched, long-serving Democratic opponent as
|

an out-of-touch member of the political establishment—and
never mind that he had once been viewed as a party progressive. The chief impetus for AOC’s rise, writes the author, was
Bernie Sanders, who, as a democratic socialist, “ran one of the
most vocally left-wing campaigns in US political history.” Sanders also spurred a democratic socialist movement that, though
identified with AOC and fellow representatives Rashida Tlaib
and Ilhan Omar, is now widespread. Freedlander notes that
there are “democratic socialists in the Maryland legislature
and in the city councils of Denver, Philadelphia, and Seattle,”
among other places. Some of the other allies that furthered
the movement were the activists of Occupy Wall Street, the
protestors at Standing Rock, the Black Lives Matter organization, and Our Revolution, which Sanders’ backers founded
after he ceded the primary to Hillary Clinton. On the larger
scale, Freedlander examines underlying political and demographic trends, from an activist’s recognition that “we lose
elections because a lot of our ideas are not popular” to the
younger electoral cohort’s shift to the left. That shift is so pronounced that even if they become more conservative in later

years, they will still be well to the left of older people today—
which has countless implications for the politics of the future.
Both activists and prognosticators will find Freedlander’s
reporting valuable.

WE ARE NOT
BORN SUBMISSIVE
How Patriarchy Shapes
Women’s Lives

Garcia, Manon
Princeton Univ. (312 pp.)
$29.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-691-20182-5

A feminist scholar’s analysis of why
even the most independent women don’t
always resist being dominated by men.
In her first book, Garcia, a junior fellow at Harvard’s Society of Fellows, considers a question inherent in pop-cultural hits
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Fans of college roundball, parochial or not,
will enjoy Gasaway’s lively history.
miracles on the hardwood

like Fifty Shades of Grey, whose heroine relishes obeying a man’s
sexual commands: Is submission natural for women? Defining
submission broadly enough to include actions such as allowing
men to do less than their share of housework and going on a
starvation diet to reach size 0, the author argues that feminist
theorists avoid the topic for fear that they might look “right wing,
antifeminist, or even misogynistic” if they suggested that in certain situations, women enjoy men’s domination. Undeterred by
such risks, Garcia works diligently to refute the myth of the “eternal feminine,” or that women are submissive by nature, and the
contrasting view that female submission is “either a moral vice
or a pathology.” Garcia compares theories by Rousseau, Freud,
and Catharine MacKinnon, but she focuses on a sympathetic
close reading of the ideas expressed by Simone de Beauvoir in
The Second Sex, including that in many cases, “women’s decision
to submit is not, strictly speaking, a choice” given the social, economic, and other realities of their “situation” in life. The author
hopes to rehabilitate de Beauvoir among feminist theorists who
see her stance as outdated, and her effort may well succeed. But
de Beauvoir writes so clearly and vigorously in The Second Sex that
this narrowly focused analysis may put off the uninitiated with
arguments that are often less lucid than those of the original text.
For all her admiration for de Beauvoir, Garcia conveys little of
intellectual force of a feminist bible that has become “likely the
most read and best-selling philosophical text of the 20th century—maybe even in the history of philosophy.”
A tome for seasoned feminist theorists but not general
readers.

MIRACLES ON THE
HARDWOOD
The Hope-and-a-Prayer Story
of a Winning Tradition in
Catholic College Basketball
Gasaway, John
Twelve (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5387-1710-3

Of hoops, hopes, holy orders, and
habits.
“It is a truth universally acknowledged that Catholic schools are
good at college basketball,” writes ESPN basketball analyst Gasaway. It’s not so much that God is on their side but that over more
than a century, Catholic schools such as Gonzaga, Xavier, Seton
Hall, Villanova, and Georgetown have put their sports energies into
basketball, sometimes forgoing football in the process. Granted,
Loyola University Chicago had a 98-year-old nun named Sister
Jean to cheer on the players when they reached the 2018 Final Four.
“We pray hard,” she told the author, “and we pray before every game.
Sometimes it’s only a prayer. Sometimes I give the scouting report
then.” As Gasaway notes, there are some 250 Catholic colleges in
the U.S., and 20% play Division 1 ball. What distinguishes many
of these schools is consistent excellence in coaching, which, along
with the prowess of its players, is what took schools like Seattle
University to an unprecedented “four straight appearances at the
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NCAA tournament” in the 1950s and lands schools like Gonzaga
high in the running today. Gasaway covers the lows as well as the
highs, including a point-shaving scandal that shook Seton Hall in
1961, lending the school the nickname “Cheatin’ Hall” for some
time after, and rivalries between Catholic high schools that spilled
over into college, as when Georgetown froze out Washington’s
DeMatha High for four decades owing to a coach’s grudge. The
highs make up for those bad patches, and they’re appropriately
mysterious and sometimes miraculous. As Gasaway concludes at
the end of his survey of Catholic playing from the time of James
Naismith on, “If there is a specifically Catholic secret sauce for basketball success, it remains elusive.”
Fans of college roundball, parochial or not, will enjoy
Gasaway’s lively history.

TROUT WATER
A Year on the Au Sable
Greenberg, Josh
Melville House (176 pp.)
$24.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-61219-901-6

A narrative of time spent on a short
but challenging river in quest of the ever
elusive trout.
Trout fishing, writes Gates Au Sable
Lodge manager Greenberg, is a decidedly existential enterprise. “When a dog goes missing, you know
exactly what you’re looking for,” he writes. “But when in trout
water, I’m not looking for trout so much as the state of being that
the pursuit of trout gives me.” It’s a moment worthy of Jim Harrison, whose home turf lies not far from the Au Sable River, which
flows some 140 miles across Michigan. It’s there that Greenberg
contemplates matters of life and death, the inevitable but unexpected losses of friends and family. But more, he spends time in
the precise and near-scientific pursuit of his prey, trying to coax a
rising trout to take his fly. The near science comes in understanding fish behavior, for one, and the flow and turbulence and temperature of water, but also in trying to figure out what the fish will
deign to accept. Greenberg recounts negotiating with a hard-ofhearing master of fly-tying to find the magic ingredient. “We’d
stand in the fly shop and yell at each other,” he writes. “Finally,
with enough yelling and diagrams, an agreement was reached
on what the fly should look like, and how many he should tie.”
Things were always better on the water yesterday, the old-timers
would lament, but that doesn’t dissuade Greenberg from striving to “sneak in on those big, inconsistent fish,” realizing, upon
catching one, that the act “redeemed something I didn’t know
needed redeeming.” Nicely contemplative and featuring plenty
of tips for fellow anglers, the author’s account takes in other
waters besides the Au Sable—e.g., when he writes, in near-mystical appreciation, of the difference in the way the sun glints off the
surface there and in faraway New Zealand, where he has to learn
how to fish all over again.
Every angler will appreciate Greenberg’s adventures and
misadventures on shining waters.
|

HOT SEAT
What I Learned Leading a
Great American Company

Immelt, Jeff
Avid Reader Press (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-982114-71-8
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The former CEO of GE writes candidly about the successes and failures of
his tenure.
The son of a GE worker, Immelt
assumed the top position in 2001 after rising through the
ranks as the company was being reshaped by former CEO
Jack Welch. He opens his memoir by recounting a discomfiting couple of hours at the Stanford Graduate School of Business, where one student asked point-blank, “How could you
let this happen?” The “this” in question was a long decline as
Immelt tried to shift the culture and direction of a company
“where perception didn’t equal reality.” As the author writes
ruefully, ideas were scarce and inertia reigned. His leadership

lessons are both hortatory (“Leaders show up”) and critical.
He writes, for instance, that Welch had surrounded himself
with yes men and gotten bogged down in faddish management tools such as Six Sigma even as the company was overrun by finance types at the expense of engineers. By the time
he took over, the largest share of GE’s business came from its
insurance sector rather than from anything it made. “Transforming a big legacy company requires persistence,” writes
the author. It also requires the right aides and key staff, and
in this, Immelt was ill-served by ambitious managers—one in
particular he thinks he should have fired despite that person’s
being protected by the board of directors. He also opines that
his successor as CEO, whose tenure was brief, was the wrong
person for the job: “It seemed to me,” he writes, “that [John]
Flannery couldn’t make decisions.” In the end, Immelt writes
in an unforgivingly self-critical spirit, he took on too many
projects. “I did not develop a deep enough bench of rising
leaders” to help with these initiatives, he writes, adding, “I
wish I had said ‘I don’t know’ more frequently.”
A valuable book full of lessons for business students and
would-be leaders.
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An exemplary contribution to the recent
literature on the fraught history of the Shoah.
plunder

BRIGHT GREEN LIES
How the Environmental
Movement Lost Its Way and
What We Can Do About It

PLUNDER
A Memoir of Family
Property and Nazi
Treasure

Jensen, Derrick & Keith, Lierre &
Wilbert, Max
Monkfish (400 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-948626-39-2

A critical look at the modern environmental movement and the promises
of green, renewable technology.
All technologies come laden with costs that are never factored in, including damage to the environment in producing
the workings of machines and commodities. “No technology
is neutral,” write the authors. From that inarguable first tenet,
they go on the attack. Even so-called environmentalists, they
argue, are human-centered, and building things such as solar
energy cells and wind towers are ineffective stopgaps meant to
maintain wealthy lifestyles with minimum inconvenience. The
real object of saving the world should be…saving the world—
the spotted owls, the fish, the “last scrap of forest,” etc. As long
as the emphasis is on humankind and trying to salvage what
remains of civilization, the environmental movement will be
thwarted in its stated task of healing the planet of the wounds
industrial civilization has inflicted. Many of the authors’ points
are cogent and well taken: Renewable energy sources have yet
to do much to power the world, and producing solar cells and
wind towers requires numerous rare metals—lithium, cerium,
neodymium, yttrium, and the like—that are environmentally
destructive to secure and do not easily lend themselves to recycling. The authors dismiss the longing of futurists and engineers
for “technologies that haven’t been invented yet”—though by
other accounts, there is hope that such things as capturing the
energy from tidal flows and deep-sea thermal vents may bear
sustainable fruit. Unfortunately, the hectoring tone will likely
repel more readers than draw them in. The authors are knowledgeable on many of the most significant issues we face, and
there’s useful information here, especially for diligent activists.
However, the authors’ tendency to yell at the choir and curtly
dismiss any arguments advanced by “mainstream environmentalism” may dampen the appeal to general readers.
A dour assessment of the current state of green
technology.
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Kaiser, Menachem
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-328-50803-4
In a literate, constantly surprising
quest, the grandson of a Holocaust survivor returns to Poland to lay claim to the

things of the past.
Early on, Kaiser writes of the “pit stops in the obituary” of
his late paternal grandfather, who died in 1977. The author knew
that he was born in Poland, survived the Holocaust, and was
the sole member of his family to have lived through the terror.
Kaiser traveled to Sosnowiec, in south-central Poland, not just
to search out family history, but also to explore his grandfather’s
claim to family property seized by Nazis. The latter journey
took him deep inside the workings of the Polish legal system,
with numerous false leads and misinformation throwing him
off the trail. It didn’t help that the Kraków lawyer he hired,
nicknamed “The Killer,” wasn’t exactly deft with the requisite
paperwork. When the author located what he thought was the
family property, he encountered a longtime resident who told
him, “This is my family’s house.” Kaiser thought to himself, “it
wasn’t said defensively or threateningly, he only meant to show
off his English,” but it became clear to him that a successful
claim would displace others, presenting one of many moral
quandaries. Along his path, the author learned about his grandfather’s cousin, who also survived the Nazi occupation, working
as a slave laborer in a mysterious tunnel complex that the Nazis
had built even as World War II was turning against them. Kaiser’s parallel quest then took him into the concentration camps,
sometimes accompanied by treasure hunters who used his relative’s memoir as a guidebook to hidden Nazi loot. Of a piece
with Anne-Marie O’Connor’s The Lady in Gold (2012), Kaiser’s
story approaches the conclusion on an unsettled note that, he
laments, would be simpler to resolve if he were writing a novel
and not nonfiction—though it does end on a cliffhanger worthy
of a thriller.
An exemplary contribution to the recent literature on
the fraught history of the Shoah.

|

LEAVE OUT THE
TRAGIC PARTS
A Grandfather’s Search for
a Boy Lost to Addiction
Kindred, Dave
PublicAffairs (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5417-5706-6

UNDER A WHITE SKY
The Nature of the
Future
Kolbert, Elizabeth
Crown (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-13627-0

More top-notch environmental
reportage from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Sixth Extinction.
In the manner of fellow New Yorker
contributor John McPhee, every paragraph of Kolbert’s books
|
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A veteran sportswriter explores his
grandson’s addiction and how he became
“one of those wanderers whose lives are a
mystery and a bafflement, an undoable jigsaw puzzle.”
This is a love letter of sorts, from a grandfather whose work
made him a Hall of Fame sportswriter to a grandson who rode
trains to a form of freedom until he couldn’t ride anymore. Kindred had a soft spot for Jared since his birth, and he watched
him grow up as a sensitive kid from a broken home. As he got
older, Jared became “Goblin,” free-spirited train-hopper who
made a life riding the rails, “flying sign” (holding up a cardboard sign asking for money), and abusing alcohol and drugs.
Kindred writes with an impressive combination of journalistic
detachment and grandfatherly love. He shows genuine curiosity about the ways of the hobo code and growing alarm at the
hell through which Jared put his body as his trips to the hospital became more frequent. It’s clear the author wanted to help,
but he also wanted to understand, partly because that’s what
his training taught him but mostly because of his genuine love
for Jared. Like Kindred, readers may want to reach through the
page and tell Jared that he’s heading to an early grave, and they
will also be fascinated by Jared’s viewpoints on various locales—
e.g., “New Orleans is heaven for travelin’ kids. It’s practically
illegal to be sober on the city streets, and diners at fancy restaurants hand out their white-box leftovers.” Kindred also gets
introspective as he traces multiple generations of men in the
family, from the author’s father, a stoic veteran who died young;
to Jared’s dad, Jeff, who faced his own pressures as a parent; to
Jared, at home only when he’s crisscrossing the land in boxcars.
The book mostly leaves out the tragic parts, and the author
doesn’t sugarcoat the protagonist’s tale.
Kindred approaches a difficult story with love and curiosity rather than sentimentality.

has a mountain of reading and reporting behind it. In her latest, the author opens with a consideration of America’s most
important waterways, the Mississippi and the Great Lakes,
which meet near Chicago but “are—or were—distinct aquatic
worlds.” We learn the reason for the past tense via Kolbert’s
sharp account of the overweening engineering project that
reversed the flow of Chicago’s wastewaters to send them not
into the lakes but into the river. This created an artificial channel that has allowed invasive species from the south, such as
Asian carp, into the lakes and creatures such as the zebra mussel
from the lakes into the river. Things are no better down south in
New Orleans, where the author finds a Mississippi Delta inundated by rising seas. “If Delaware or Rhode Island had lost that
much territory,” she writes, “America would have only fortynine states. Every hour and a half, Louisiana sheds another
football field’s worth of land.” All of these processes feed neatly
into Kolbert’s overarching theme of human-caused disasters.
Her travels are wide and often challenging, as when she visited
remote waterholes in the Mojave Desert to examine isolated
populations of pupfish or when she interviewed ornithologists
and entomologists to better understand the staggering decline
in avian and insect species. “Even among insects, a class long
thought to be extinction-resistant, numbers are plunging,” she
writes, a process that extends across ecosystems everywhere.
Especially vulnerable are coral reefs, which Kolbert examines
in meticulous, exquisite detail. Can we and the world be saved
from ourselves? That’s an up-in-the-air question, but the author
holds out hope in a program that makes use of geoengineering,
which, though highly speculative, is something that must be
considered.
Urgent, absolutely necessary reading as a portrait of our
devastated planet.

THE UNREASONABLE
VIRTUE OF FLY FISHING

Kurlansky, Mark
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-63557-307-7

The prolific author returns to an old
love: angling for trout.
“Any day fishing on a wintry river is
a great day,” writes Kurlansky, refuting
Tolstoy’s grumpy assertion that angling
is “a stupid occupation.” His river of choice is the appropriately
named Salmon, in central Idaho, where the water flows so swiftly
that Lewis and Clark named it the “River of No Return.” It’s not
open in winter, notes the author, but there are other wintry rivers
where one can test “the only two rules of fly fishing that cannot
be broken: you cannot fall in and you must keep your fly in the
water as much as possible. Everything else depends on circumstance.” This being a book by Kurlansky, who never met a fact he
didn’t like, the narrative turns from his experiences as a fisherman to a more universal history. First come the fish themselves,
the salmonids, which people have been harvesting for millennia.
kirkus.com
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A cogent, hopeful contribution to an urgent issue.
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Only one of those species is a true trout, namely Salmo trutta, the
brown trout, with every other kind of trout so called only because
they resemble it. The author then moves on to the “acclimatization” projects of the French and the British, “an imperialist concept in an age of Empire,” whereby British anglers felt it was only
proper that the brown trout follow the course of conquest, which
explains why it can now be found in places such as New Zealand,
Chile, and South Africa, “to assure that anywhere a British colonist went, there would be good game for a fly rod.” As for rods
and flies, Kurlansky geeks out, reciting names that are known
to this day: Charles Orvis, for one, whose contributions to the
tackle box are legion; and Clarence Birdseye, the frozen-food
magnate whose automatically retracting reel when a fish struck
was a dismal failure since “hauling out the fish is part of fishing.”
Stuffed full of trivia, data, lore, and anecdote—a pleasure
for any fan of trout fishing.

GUILTY ADMISSIONS
The Bribes, Favors, and
Phonies Behind the College
Cheating Scandal
LaPorte, Nicole
Twelve (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-5387-1709-7

A Fast Company senior writer gives
a lively, soap-operatic account of the
Operation Varsity Blues college admissions scandal that led to charges against more than 50 celebrities and other high rollers.
Fans of Felicity Huffman and Lori Loughlin who hope to see
the stars vindicated will have to wait for another book. LaPorte
suggests that the Hollywood power players were easy marks
for the independent college counselor William “Rick” Singer,
who used fake athletic profiles, bribery, and other tactics to get
students into universities such as Yale, Georgetown, and USC.
The actors and their ultrarich peers moved in private school
circles that were “cesspools of insecurity about parenting”:
“These were families who had been hiring tutors and outsourcing instruction in so many subjects for so long—the personal
lacrosse coach, the Spanish tutor—parents were often loath
to trust themselves when it came to advising their children.”
Adding to parental anxieties were changing expectations at colleges, including that schools that once favored students with
well-rounded portfolios have come to prefer a “pointy” applicant who “takes his or her singular passion and turbocharges
it in creative ways.” Singer exploited status-conscious parents’
fears by claiming he could “guarantee” admission to high-prestige schools through a “side door,” which involved crimes such
as bribing coaches and laundering money through his private
“charity.” He also falsified applications after persuading students
to give him their passwords to the Common App site and paid
someone to take their SATs and ACTs at venues run by people he’d paid off. Though the narrative tone is largely gossipy,
LaPorte ably covers all the aspects of the scandal, including the
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unique atmosphere of LA, where “extreme wealth and ambition
collide, undercut by a shamelessly transactional attitude toward
business.” Her fast-paced book has much to interest parents
whose offspring are aiming for top-tier colleges.
An engaging tale of the lifestyles of the rich-and-felonious parents of college-bound students.

THE CONVERSATION
How Seeking and
Speaking the Truth
About Racism Can Radically
Transform Individuals and
Organizations
Livingston, Robert
Currency (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-23856-1

A thoughtful plan to combat racism.
Making his book debut, social psychologist Livingston distills his professional expertise as diversity consultant to Fortune
500 companies, police departments, hospitals, universities, federal agencies, and nonprofit organizations—and his own experience as an African American—to offer a pragmatic, generous,
and optimistic guide for confronting racism. “My hope,” he
writes, “is that The Conversation will bring people together to
talk honestly about race, with the goal of creating profound
and sustainable social change.” Lucidly interpreting theory,
data, and research from a wide range of scientific disciplines,
the author examines how individuals form their ideas about
race, identity, and morality; what forces shape their behavior;
and how changes might be effected. Tribalism—the need to
differentiate between “us” and “them”—is wired into humans,
Livingston asserts, contributing to the development of stereotypes and the perception of structural threats (which disrupt
the status quo) and psychological threats (which undermine
an individual’s sense of self-worth). He explains and illustrates
terms such as White privilege, anchoring bias, and implicit bias, and
he distinguishes between prejudice (what someone feels about
a particular group) and discrimination (how someone behaves
toward a particular group). Some people, he acknowledges,
deny that racism exists, behaving like fish that “may not notice
that they are immersed in water, let alone the dynamics of the
stream they live in, because they have become habituated to
swimming in a current that has always been there.” Perceptions
of fairness, he concedes, “can be based entirely on habit or history.” Livingston proposes what he calls the PRESS system to
inspire positive change: Problem awareness, Root cause analysis, Empathy, Strategy, and Sacrifice. This rubric informs the
discussion questions that end each of the sections, making the
book useful for business, social, or educational groups as well
as for individual readers. Racism, Livingston believes, is a “solvable problem.”
A cogent, hopeful contribution to an urgent issue.

|

BRACKETOLOGY
March Madness, College
Basketball, and the Creation
of a National Obsession

Lunardi, Joe with Smale, David
Triumph Books (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-62937-881-7

THE NATION OF PLANTS

Mancuso, Stefano
Trans. by Conti, Gregory
Other Press (144 pp.)
$21.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-63542-099-9

A renowned scientist delivers a simple yet urgent call to action on behalf
of Earth’s multitude of plants: Use us to
save humanity.
As leading plant neurobiologist Mancuso writes, “plants are what make Earth the planet we know.
|
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The doyen of college basketball
prognostication tells all.
“When I talk to school groups,”
writes ESPN analyst Lunardi, “I like to tell them that when I
was their age I was the nerd who was too small to play. Coaches
would hand me a clipboard to keep track of some stats.” Years
later, bracketology—a term that made it into the Oxford English
Dictionary—had become a highly followed form of basketball
divination. Drawing up brackets is an elusive art, and it takes
a lot of explaining. Suffice it to say that it requires constantly
refreshing team statistics as the season progresses in order to
predict the makeup of the NCAA playoffs. (Lunardi advocates
expanding the field to 72 teams.) There’s money to be made in
such learned guesswork. As Lunardi notes, when he published
the predecessor volume to the current form of bracketing, “the
first 500 copies we sold went to an address in Las Vegas.” Now
it’s a matter of complex calculus done by computers augmented
by the author’s unique intelligence, as he ponders, for example,
what a squad might look like if 70% of its offense returns for
another year of play. “What is a reasonable aggregate improvement based on the ages of the returning players?” he asks. “That
depends.” Knowing the variables is an art based on a formidable
body of data, one that involves studying “the transactions in
college basketball from all available sources” and then piecing
together the likely playing field. Lunardi admits that he guesses
wrong a couple of times per season, and he can’t always foretell
the future, but there’s an impressive science to the enterprise
that will enthrall fans of Moneyball and other number-oriented
sports books. In the foreword, Gonzaga head coach Mark Few
rightly praises the author for a “breadth of knowledge” that “is
beyond reproach.”
A treat for any fan of March Madness—and college basketball in general.

Without them, our planet would very much resemble the images
we have of Mars or Venus: a sterile ball of rock.” Sadly, the author
demonstrates how humans have inflicted unimaginable damage on
all varieties of plants during the short time we have controlled
Earth. From deforestation to underestimating the fullness
of plant life, humans “behave like children who wreak havoc”
because of their “total incomprehension of the rules that
govern the existence of a community of living beings.” In this
slim but powerful book, which advances similar arguments as
The Incredible Journey of Plants and The Revolutionary Genius of
Plants, Mancuso responds to this threat by imagining a constitution written by plants, complete with specific articles to serve
as the pillars on which plant life rests. Despite the author’s
sometimes tongue-in-cheek writing style, which most readers
will find refreshing and pleasant, the subject matter is dead
serious. Each article of the constitution builds on the idea that
plants have brilliantly evolved to thrive through symbiosis with
other ecosystems, as opposed to the human tendency to lay
waste to them. Mancuso concludes his elegant and cogent argument with straightforward advice accessible to anyone: “There
should be just one simple rule: wherever it is possible for a plant
to live, there must be one. Unlike many of the alternative proposals, this measure would require only negligible costs, would
improve people’s lives in myriad ways, would not demand any
revolution in our habits, and would have a great impact on the
absorption of carbon dioxide. Let’s defend our forests and cover
our cities with plants. The rest will not take long to follow.”
Insightful and arresting, this book offers an achievable
road map to a more “radiant future.”

ON BEING A BEAR
Face to Face With Our Wild
Sibling

Marion, Rémy
Greystone Books (248 pp.)
$24.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-77164-698-7

French explorer, photographer, and
writer Marion chronicles his fascination
with bears of all shapes and sizes.
The author opens with an evocation of the Baie de Seine, the delta where the river meets the
English Channel, favorite turf of impressionist painters for its
“temperamental skies, clouds, and waves.” Entranced by nature
at a young age, Marion has spent years visiting places such as
northern Japan, Siberia, and Finland and studying the beliefs
of hunting cultures about bears in the wild, often expressed
as a kind of kinship with them. Having seen hundreds of polar
bears in the wild, he professes a deeper fondness for the brown
or grizzly bear, which is “polymorphic, in that there are several
subspecies,” such as the brown bears of Hokkaido, light brown
in color and leaner and taller than other grizzlies. Marion
warns against “simplistic anthropomorphism,” but he doesn’t
always steer clear of sentimentalizing himself even as he ticks
off the basic facts about each ursine variety—one of the more
kirkus.com
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A must-read, fully-up-to-date report
on the holy grail of computing.
genius makers

interesting is the fact that bears are, evolutionarily speaking,
fairly new, appearing some 25 million years ago in the form of
“a long-extinct fox-sized carnivoran mammal” called the “dawn
bear.” From this basic form came three branches of bears,
including the pandas, the bears known to us today, and the longgone but particularly fearsome short-faced bear. Marion considers those modern bears in a kind of semantic domain occupied
by two other predators, the wolf and the wolverine. The gray
wolf, he writes, “shares its entire territory with the brown bear”
while the wolverine is more specialized. Interestingly, he notes,
human muscle cells that are treated with bear serum become—
well, superhuman, something a Marvel writer might want to run
with. As for the rest, there’s plenty of entertaining biology and
anthropology alike in these pages.
Those with a fondness for our shaggy fellow mammals
will enjoy Marion’s wanderings in the world of bears.

THE SUM OF US
What Racism Costs
Everyone and How We
Can Prosper Together

McGhee, Heather
One World/Random House (448 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-525-50956-1
A head-on consideration of the costs
of American racism.
Former Demos president McGhee
undertook her first project for the organization by studying
credit card debt—which, by the early 2000s, was far more likely
to affect Black and Latinx families than White ones. When the
subprime mortgage bubble burst, that problem became ever
more urgent. However, as the author notes, Congress made
it worse when it caved to the demands of the credit industry,
after which “many of my fellow advocates walked away convinced that big money in politics was the reason we couldn’t
have nice things.” One senator she overheard in the halls of
the Capitol railed that the cause was the irresponsibility of
minorities themselves, which set her on a diligent investigation of coded racism in the financial sector, which hinges on the
zero-sum assumption that any gain for Blacks, say, would mean
a concomitant loss for Whites. Not so. To this day, throughout
the old Confederacy, the counties most dependent on slavery
are the poorest today. “When slavery was abolished,” writes
McGhee, “Confederate states found themselves far behind
northern states in the creation of the public infrastructure that
supports economic mobility, and they continue to lag behind
today. These deficits limit economic mobility for all residents,
not just the descendants of enslaved people.” Compassionate
but also candid about the tremendous challenges we face, the
author clearly shows how Southern racism extends throughout
the country today. Those most opposed to unions, public education, and integration are mostly those at the top of the financial
ladder; those lower down, of whatever ethnicity, wind up paying
richly. In Chicago, McGhee estimates the cost of segregation is
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$4.4 billion in income and $8 billion in GDP. Restoring public
goods is only a start in addressing those costs; the larger task,
she writes provocatively, is getting Americans of all ethnicities
to believe that “we need each other.”
An eye-opening, powerful argument for working ever
harder for racial equity.

GENIUS MAKERS
The Mavericks Who
Brought AI to Google,
Facebook, and the World
Metz, Cade
Dutton (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5247-4267-6

Many books proclaim that true artificial intelligence is on the horizon, and
this expert overview makes a convincing
case that genuine AI is…on the horizon.
New York Times technology correspondent Metz tells his
engrossing story through the lives of a dozen geniuses, scores
of brilliant men (mostly), and an ongoing, cutthroat industrial
and academic arms race. He begins with a history of neural networks, an idea developed in the 1950s when it became clear that
sheer calculating speed would never produce a smart computer.
A neural network is an engineering system modeled on the
web of neurons in the brain. Such systems can be “trained” by
passing signals back and forth through multiple layers without
being programmed with specific rules. Vastly overhyped, the
concept led to few accomplishments—until the 21st century,
when massive computer power and breakthroughs by Metz’s
heroes have produced spectacular achievements. As the author
astutely points out, calling it “artificial intelligence” may be a
mistake. Today’s neural nets capable of “deep learning” don’t
think, but they’re superb at pattern recognition. They can identify photographs and handwriting and respond with modest
sophistication to verbal commands (Siri and Alexa). A computer
employing deep learning is not a brain; it requires access to a
titanic database and accomplishes a single task. The unbeatable
chess player can’t play Jeopardy! That requires a different computer. Despite massive challenges, a handful of mega-companies (Google, Facebook, Apple, Amazon) and one mega-nation
(China) have no doubts. For Elon Musk, “it was all wrapped up
in the same technological trend. First image recognition. Then
translation. Then driverless cars.” Then AI. Metz expresses
optimism for the next decade but does not pin his hopes on the
U.S. The Trump administration’s clampdown on immigration
has diverted foreign talent and American investment elsewhere.
Meanwhile, China has “built a domestic industry worth more
than $150 billion…treating artificial intelligence like its own
Apollo program.”
A must-read, fully-up-to-date report on the holy grail of
computing.

|

LOLITA IN
THE AFTERLIFE
On Beauty, Risk, and
Reckoning With the Most
Indelible and Shocking Novel
of the Twentieth Century

Ed. by Minton Quigley, Jenny
Vintage (448 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-984898-83-8

Nicholas, Kimberly
Putnam (320 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-593-32817-0

Lund University climate scientist
Nicholas delivers a user-friendly survey
of the current state of the knowledge on
climate change.
The bad news, she writes, is that the climate “is already
changing faster than ecosystems can naturally adapt.” As a
result, food production is endangered, and climate-based economic inequalities are sharpening. The good news is that “we
can fix it: humans have the capacity to stop dangerously destabilizing the climate.” The fix involves good science, and although
there are countless bloviators out there who deny the reality of
climate change, especially human-caused, the fact is that just
a small fraction of people “don’t believe the unequivocal fact
that humans are warming the climate.” It also involves plenty
of politicking, though Nicholas assures readers that the basic
framework is in place with existing international accords such
as the 2015 Paris Agreement. What remains to be done, on a
long to-do list, is to move from what she calls an “Exploitation
Mindset” to one devoted to regeneration, and this takes the
large-scale down to the individual level, with each of us responsible for adopting habits that contribute to environmental
healing. Interestingly, one good choice is to elect more women
to public office, which has “caused stronger climate policies
to be adopted, resulting in lower national carbon emissions.”
Another is to carve meat out of one’s diet: Converting plant
food to animal food is energy inefficient, and one study Nicholas cites shows that if all of us adopted a largely vegetarian diet
on the Indian model, “we could feed the world on less than half
of today’s cropland.” More immediately, citizens must reject
fast-fix, “pollute-now, pay later” promises on the parts of corporations and demand better solutions. Some of the author’s recommendations have been voiced by other climate activists, but
she writes with welcome clarity and little partisan cheerleading.
Readers looking to save the world—and humanity—
should take an interest in this harm-reducing program.

y o u n g a d u lt

A sparkling collection of essays about
the controversial novel.
Lolita is personal for Minton Quigley, a writer, editor, and
daughter of Walter Minton, the Putnam president who first
published the novel in the U.S. in 1958. Like many of the contributors, actor Emily Mortimer wonders if a novel about the
sexually explicit confessions of a middle-aged pedophile could
be published today. In “Véra and Lo,” Stacy Schiff incisively
explores the significant role of Nabokov’s wife, who “stood as
the firewall between” her husband and Humbert Humbert in
the book’s genesis and reception. Roxane Gay explores why
Lolita, with its “tension between the beauty of the novel and
the ugliness of its subject matter,” is a “book I love and hate in
equal measure.” Crime novelist Laura Lippman writes that she’s
“always approached Lolita as a detective story,” revealing Clare
Quilty as “our culprit, hidden in plain sight.” Lauren Groff considers the “ways in which Nabokov sets out to seduce his readers,” and Sloane Crosley considers Lolita’s impact on popular
culture. “In the new millennium,” she writes, “Lolita is a lazy
euphemism for any relationship between a younger woman and
an older man.” Jessica Shattuck gives voice to Charlotte Haze,
Lolita’s mother, and Mary Gaitskill confronts the thorny issues
of art, love, and morality. Zainab Salbi bemoans the situation
of women in Iraq, where “Humbert Humbert is not some fictional character but a living one, and his right to have sex with
underage girls is established both religiously and thus far politically.” Readers will also learn how Stanley Kubrick transformed
the novel into what Tom Bissell describes as a “ferociously psychological” film and why, as Christina Baker Cline explains, we
read Lolita for its language, characters, humor, pathos, and, yes,
“its unsettling depiction of a sociopath.” Other contributors
include Alexander Chee, Ian Frazier, Morgan Jerkins, Andre
Dubus III, and Aleksandar Hemon.
A compendious, wide-ranging collection of sharp,
thoughtful essays.

UNDER THE SKY WE MAKE
How To Be Human in a
Warming World

BELOVED BEASTS
Fighting for Life in an
Age of Extinction
Nijhuis, Michelle
Norton (320 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-324-00168-3

A fine history of the genesis of the
conservation movement.
Nijhuis, a project editor at the Atlan
tic and co-editor of The Science Writers’
|
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Handbook, admits that the sixth extinction shows little sign of
slackening, and people are still killing too many animals and
destroying too much habitat. On the bright side, modern conservation movements have many victories to their credit—and
even some political clout. The author delivers a vivid account of
the movements’ past and present along with compelling minibiographies of the lives of many brilliant and energetic if not
always admirable men and women. Without their work, there
would be “no bison, no tigers, and no elephants; there would
be few if any whales, wolves, or egrets.” Like many histories of
the natural world, Nijhuis looks at Carl Linnaeus and Charles
Darwin, but readers will encounter many other intriguing
names and factoids. For example, who saved the first animal
from extinction? William Hornaday, who almost single-handedly saved the bison and went on to become the director of
the Bronx Zoo. Other lively characters populating this illuminating narrative include Rosalie Edge, who established the
first reserve for birds of prey in 1934; and the well-known crusaders (Aldo Leopold, Julian Huxley, Rachel Carson) who converted environmentalism into a mass movement. The author
concludes with a review of current efforts to preserve wildlife
and wilderness, and she believes that in addition to ecological
concerns, “conservationists need to pay a lot more attention
to human complexity.” Despite progress in many areas, in 2019,
“a global assessment by an international panel of biodiversity
experts estimated that a million species were in danger of going
extinct within decades—including as many as a quarter of all
plant and animal species.” Compassionate yet realistic and candid throughout, Nijhuis makes a significant contribution to the
literature on environmentalism.
An engrossing history of conservation and its
accomplishments.

NIGHT ROOMS
Essays

Nutt, Gina
Two Dollar Radio (172 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-953387-00-4
A writer digs into the past “to retrieve
what was lost.”
Nutt follows up her debut poetry
collection, Wilderness Champion, with her
first book of prose, a spare gathering of 18
numbered, interrelated essays (a “personal canon”) comprised of
memories held together by fragmentary, epigrammatic thoughts,
images, and lists. Running throughout the text are references to
literary works, word etymologies, and films, in particular monster or horror movies—zombie, vampire, slasher, etc.—which
Nutt juxtaposes against confessional, often painful personal
reflections. “Horror is a reaction, recognition, a response to
a call,” she writes. Sorrow and death haunt her intimate “map
of the bereaved”—especially the suicides in Nutt’s family: her
father-in-law, uncle, and great uncle—and quiet ruminating and
somber musing abound. “If we attach ourselves to art,” writes
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the author, “maybe art can attach itself to us….I am making a
lineage of what lingers.” Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? lurks
in the background as Nutt ponders her experiences as a participant in child beauty pageants. “Each second,” she writes,
“tilted toward another chance to prove I was charming and
beautiful.” Wondering if anyone died in the house she lived in,
she thinks about visiting a website that provides such information but decides against it, “too afraid to know.” The author’s
descriptions of relationships—childhood, family, friends, sexual—weave in and out, like walking into different rooms to
experience what is there, try to understand it, feel it, question
it, and then move on to another room. She worries that “despair
is contagious and if I’m not careful I’ll infect everyone around
me.” Putting together her book, piece by piece, is an act of
belief, as Nutt tries “to write my own self back” from the dead.
Here, “survival is attached to telling.” Although obtuse and rambling at times, the strange, uncanny prose rhythms created in
these essays are affecting, like lucid dreams.
Offbeat, imaginative essays for fans of literary
experimentation.

FANS
How Watching Sports Makes
Us Happier, Healthier, and
More Understanding

Olmsted, Larry
Algonquin (320 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-61620-846-2

The author of Real Food/Fake Food
leads a book-length cheer for sports fans.
That so many of us care—often
intensely—about the outcome of games played by people we
don’t know is a decidedly good thing, writes journalist Olmsted
in this compelling if contrived effort. Among his winning arguments: Sports fandom offers mental health benefits, especially a
sense of belonging. To be a fan is to experience continual community. Also, watching and discussing sports can dissipate societal
tensions; barrier-breaking athletes like Jackie Robinson and Billie
Jean King changed not just their sports, but also the people who
watched them play. The author is less convincing when he suggests that watching sports promotes physical health. In a largely
anecdotal line of inquiry, Olmsted doesn’t adequately address the
obesity epidemic that has coincided with the increasing ubiquity
of sports fandom. Throughout the book, the author uses a foil in
the form of a conversation with a doctor friend. This approach,
in addition to ample use of pull quotes, creates a narrative that
never becomes dense despite Olmsted’s reliance on academic
studies. However, the conversation feels fabricated, and the
author is unlikely to make fans out of nonfans. Given the considerable human and monetary capital consumed by sports, an
examination of the watchers is certainly worthwhile. Olmsted’s
take could have been strengthened with further exploration of
what’s lost when people spend time buried in statistics or scrutinizing the fourth receiver on their fantasy football teams. While
|

TERROR TO THE WICKED
America’s First Trial by
Jury That Ended a War and
Helped To Form a Nation

many readers will agree about the positive effect that comes
from bonding with complete strangers over our favorite teams,
is our obsession with sports one of the reasons we don’t know
our neighbors as well as we should? Die-hard sports fans will find
some of the author’s stories entertaining, but the sociological
analysis could have been stronger.
For readers seeking support for their sports-watching
habits.

BRING BACK OUR GIRLS
The Untold Story of the
Global Search for Nigeria’s
Missing Schoolgirls
Parkinson, Joe & Hinshaw, Drew
Harper/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-293392-8

|

A seemingly open-and-shut murder
trial opens onto complex class and ethnic
relations in the early Colonial era.
In 1638, in the Plymouth Colony, a Nipmuc trader was
robbed and stabbed by a gang of colonists. Before he died, he
was able to tell the Colony’s governor, Roger Williams, enough
about the attack that authorities were able to arrest the culprits.
That arrest and the subsequent legal proceedings, writes former
attorney Pearl, are significant inasmuch as they represent “the
Plymouth Colony’s first significant murder trial.” The trial placed
several contending forces in motion, set against the background
of a war involving colonists and Native people—and, to complicate matters, Native people who fought among themselves, with
the trader likely one who “fought with his Narragansett allies in
the Pequot War on the side of [the] colonists.” That he spoke
English and was an intermediary did not spare him from the
assault perpetrated by a former soldier named Arthur Peach, who
had camped with three other outlaws in the territory between
the Wampanoag and Narragansett peoples in the hope of evading both, having fled from a servitude contract with a prominent colonist. In the end, the trial involved a cast of characters
straight out of the history textbooks, from Williams to Myles
Standish and the sachem Massasoit, who tried to intervene on
Peach’s behalf even as the jury also seemed inclined to take the
renegade’s side in the matter. Pearl sometimes overwrites (“His
elders passed down countless stories involving brave sojourners
unexpectedly tested by angered gods, tricksters, mischief makers,
or monsters—and the man coming toward him, Arthur Peach,
was a monster”), but her narrative makes a solid bookend to Jill
Lepore’s The Name of War in limning the complex relationships at
work in a fraught place and time.
A sturdy tale of Native-White relations in Colonial America that have echoes in Native legal struggles today.

y o u n g a d u lt

Two Wall Street Journal reporters
examine the geopolitics surrounding
the tragic 2014 kidnapping of Nigerian
schoolgirls by Boko Haram.
Bringing together years of investigative reporting and the
diaries of some of the victims, Parkinson and Hinshaw detail
the relationships among terrorism, geopolitics, social media,
local conflict, and American military intervention. In 2014,
Boko Haram, led by a deeply disturbed and avid YouTube user
named Abubakar Shekau, kidnapped 276 Nigerian schoolgirls
from their dorm in the middle of the night. What followed was
a uniquely 21st-century phenomenon tied to and distorted by
social media in novel ways. The authors describe how the international interest of the events on Twitter affected the reality
of hostage negotiations and prospects for release. In fact, the
millions of well-intentioned tweets to #BringBackOurGirls
actually endangered the girls further, emboldening Shekau to
keep them as prized hostages. This “hashtag activism,” write
the authors, impeded rescue efforts, as “the intense global focus
on whether the girls would be rescued was part of why they
couldn’t be.” The authors, both seasoned journalists, occasionally slip into overly detailed descriptions and spend more time
than necessary on secondary actors, which disrupts the narrative momentum established by the girls’ diaries. At times, the
text reads like a collection of articles. Ultimately, however, the
authors effectively distill the myriad experiences into an intricate portrait of an unprecedented global event. Parkinson and
Hinshaw recount the atrocities endured by the girls without
undue sensationalism, and they artfully explore the fascinating
relationship between social media and the girls’ testimonies.
They also offer an engaging analysis of how the #BringBackOurGirls campaign morphed into a full-scale American military
intervention. In light of the proliferation of hashtag activism by
individuals and corporations following the Black Lives Matter
protests in 2020, this exploration of the unintended impact of
social media activism is both poignant and relevant.
A nuanced investigation into the humanitarian realities
beyond the viral #BringBackOurGirls campaign.

Pearl, Tobey
Pantheon (288 pp.)
$28.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-101-87171-3

EVERY HUMAN INTENTION
Japan in the New Century
Richard, Dreux
Pantheon (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-101-87111-9

A portrait of a contemporary Japanese society beset by problems.
American journalist Richard, who
covered Japan’s African community for
the Japan Times from 2011 to 2016, offers
a penetrating look at contemporary Japanese society focused
kirkus.com
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The renowned author delivers a master class on the Russian
short story and on the timeless value of fiction.
a swim in a pond in the rain

on three areas: the plight of Nigerian immigrants; the nation’s
response to population decline, as represented by the northernmost town of Wakkanai; and efforts to regulate the nuclear
energy industry after the 2011 Fukushima disaster. In each section, the author creates animated portraits of several individuals who serve to illuminate these issues, advising readers that he
often depicts people and events as if “in a work of literature.”
Among Nigerian immigrants, Richard focuses on Prosper Anyalechi, who arrived in Japan in 1991 in the first wave of Nigerian
migration. He was typical of others who came from “a middleclass upbringing, membership in an ethnicity that lived in the
southeast or south-central part of the country (former Biafra),”
and, because they had some vocational training, “believed that
they could earn enough money in a year or two to capitalize
a small business in Nigeria, where they assumed they would
return.” Although Prosper found Japan relatively easy to enter
legally, it proved much more difficult than he anticipated to
earn a living. Richard chronicles Prosper’s frustrations in fitting
into and succeeding in his host country. Japanese culture, writes
the author, “is rarely comfortable with immigrants.” Conservatives and liberals alike agree that Japan’s immigration system is
broken. Based on Richard’s diligent reporting, it appears that
the economy is also broken. In Wakkanai, Richard found a community that had been declining for decades because of deindustrialization and the collapse of the crabbing industry, among
other reasons. Efforts to repopulate the area have repeatedly
failed. Inertia, too, characterizes the nuclear energy industry,
where Richard found that “research institutions and corporate
patrons…conspired to maintain industry control of nuclear
safety,” leading to deception and mismanagement.
An eye-opening, unique look at a bleak set of circumstances in a troubled nation.

A SWIM IN A POND
IN THE RAIN
In Which Four Russians
Give a Master Class on
Writing, Reading, and Life

Saunders, George
Random House (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-984856-02-9

The renowned author delivers a master class on the Russian short story and
on the timeless value of fiction.
Though Saunders is known mainly as an inventive, awardwinning writer—of novels, short stories, cultural criticism—he
has also taught creative writing at Syracuse since 1997. “Some
of the best moments of my life…have been spent teaching that
Russian class,” he writes. This is the book version of that class,
illuminating seven stories by the masters: three by Chekhov,
two by Tolstoy, and one each by Turgenev and Gogol. All stories
are included in full, and readers need not be familiar with Russian literature to find this plan richly rewarding. Opening with
Chekhov’s “The Cart,” Saunders shows just how closely we’ll be
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reading—a page or two of the original text at a time followed by
multiple pages of commentary. The author seeks to answer “the
million-dollar question: What makes a reader keep reading?” As
he shows throughout this thrilling literary lesson, the answer
has little to do with conventional notions of theme and plot; it’s
more about energy, efficiency, intentionality, and other “details
of internal dynamics.” Saunders explains how what might seem
like flaws often work in the story’s favor and how we love some
stories even more because of—rather than in spite of—those
flaws. Saunders is always careful not to confuse the internal
workings of a story with authorial intent. Once we become
accustomed to reading like he reads, we proceed through the
stories with great joy, anticipating even further delights with his
explications to follow. “The resistance in the stories,” he writes,
“is quiet, at a slant, and comes from perhaps the most radical
idea of all: that every human being is worthy of attention and
that the origins of every good and evil capability of the universe
may be found by observing a single, even very humble, person
and the turnings of his or her mind.”
A master of contemporary fiction joyously assesses some
of the best of the 19th century.

POINT OF RECKONING
The Fight for Racial Justice
at Duke University
Segal, Theodore D.
Duke Univ. (400 pp.)
$29.95 paper | Feb. 5, 2021
978-1-4780-1142-2

In-depth examination of the first
years of integrated education at a prominent Southern university.
Trinity College, in Durham, North
Carolina, became Duke University in 1924 following a huge
endowment from a tobacco tycoon. For the next four decades,
writes local attorney and Duke graduate Segal, the university
was a reliable bastion of Jim Crow law. As late as 1957, a Black
pastor asked to complete coursework begun in New York for a
master’s degree in theology and was firmly declined by Duke’s
president, who wrote, “No doubt you are familiar with the traditional admissions policy at Duke University. [Since] there has
been no change in this policy…I am unable to give you a favorable reply.” In 1963, the school admitted Black students—not
many, and not enthusiastically—meanwhile continuing a policy
of hiring Black blue-collar workers at wages far below the federally established minimum. Thanks to a forward-looking president, Duke eventually “eliminated most of the school’s de jure
discriminatory policies and practices” even if the school’s most
formal social events were held at a Whites-only country club
off campus. Following the death of Martin Luther King, writes
Segal, Black students at Duke, as everywhere, were radicalized
and became more militant; in 1969, they occupied a campus
building only to be brutalized by campus police. Earlier, the
majority of Duke’s Black enrollees had written, “We, as a group
of Negro students, are fairly convinced…that our sole purpose
|

here at the University is confined to being conspicuous.” Their
point was well taken, and even if “on matters of racial progress, Duke was at best reactive and at worst highly resistant,”
racial progress did eventually follow. Segal closes his doggedly
researched narrative with a list of the accomplishments of some
of the occupiers of 1969, including “Brenda Armstrong, the
second Black woman in the United States to become a boardcertified pediatric cardiologist.”
A candid view of institutional resistance to social justice
and its dismantling by determined activism.

HOLLYWOOD EDEN
Electric Guitars, Fast
Cars, and the Myth of the
California Paradise

Selvin, Joel
House of Anansi Press (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-4870-0721-8
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Ed. by Settersten Jr., Richard A. & Elder Jr.,
Glen H. & Pearce, Lisa D.
Univ. of Chicago (392 pp.)
$26.00 paper | Jan. 29, 2021
978-0-226-74812-2

Americans of a century ago were
much like those of today, facing an uncertain future while trying to make sense of the present.
In the late 1920s, behavioral scientists Settersten, Elder, and
Pearce recount, an enterprising psychologist at the Berkeley
Institute of Child Welfare formulated a longitudinal study that
would take a sample of those born between 1885 and 1908—the
“1900 generation”—and track them and their children throughout their lives. By 1929, about 200 couples living in the Berkeley area were involved. “Foreign birth stood out as the most
pervasive cultural feature of the couples’ family backgrounds,”
the authors write, with only a third having two parents born in
the U.S. Being foreign-born often entailed certain social and
economic disadvantages, especially if the foreign-born person
was from southern Europe and Catholic. Still, some of today’s
verities held then. Education, for example, was a key predictor
of economic success in a time when economic inequality was
becoming more pronounced. Interestingly, the authors write,
the Depression affected people of different educational and
economic backgrounds differently. Middle-class and professional workers were often furloughed for one day of the week
and welcomed the chance to spend the extra time with their
families, discovering that the loss of income was also matched
by a decline in consumer prices, whereas working-class people
carried a more difficult burden. “The good times made their
hard times more difficult to bear,” the authors write of workingclass men, and the hard times were worse, so that the setbacks
of the Depression left a “deep imprint on their life records.”
Most were uplifted economically by the booming war economy,
though of course many had sons who served in combat. They
felt tremendous social change that was continuing to accelerate,
reminding us, the authors write sagely, that “our lives are not
our own but are embedded in family relationships and interactions that shape us.”
A rewarding account that supports the adage that what’s
past is prologue.
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Vivid look at the burgeoning Los
Angeles rock-and-roll scene of the late
1950s and early ’60s.
The exuberant music created by groups like the Beach
Boys with upstart record producers like Phil Spector reflected
“a time and place [that] felt like it had been made for teenagers,” asserts veteran rock writer Selvin. Far from the established
music-business center in New York City, kids barely out of
high school basically stumbled into the record-making process
through their love for rhythm and blues and the growing sense
that they were part of a special culture. Avatars of this culture
identified in the first chapter include blond, handsome Jan
Berry, a rebellious rich kid whose taste for fast cars would later
be voiced in the songs of his duo, Jan and Dean; and his University High School classmate Kathy Kohner, whose ecstatic
diary entries about breaking into the male-dominated world of
surfing inspired her screenwriter father to write a bestselling
novel (later made into a movie) titled with her nickname: Gidget.
Berry and Kohner were among those who created a “modern
mythology…unique to the inspirations and aspirations of California,” writes Selvin. Unfortunately, they are also only two of
the deluge of names he showers on readers in the first few chapters—fly-by-night record companies, songwriters, A&R men,
shady managers, et al.—in such abundance that only the most
fanatical rock history aficionado could keep them all straight.
The confusion eases as the narrative progresses through such
paradigm-setting hits as “Surf City” and “He’s a Rebel,” and
Selvin’s less-than-elegant prose works well to capture the seatof-the-pants brio of California record production. As the political and cultural mood darkened in the mid-’60s, songs like “Eve
of Destruction” reflected a new seriousness and curtailed the
sun-and-fun phase of California rock. The author uses Berry’s
cataclysmic 1966 car crash, followed by recovery to an altered,
more limited life, as an emblematic finale.
Could be more lucidly presented, but Selvin’s depth of
knowledge is impressive and his enthusiasm contagious.

LIVING ON THE EDGE
An American Generation’s
Journey Through the
Twentieth Century
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RECLAIMING PATRIOTISM IN
AN AGE OF EXTREMES

Smith, Steven B.
Yale Univ. (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-300-25404-4

A penetrating examination of the
meaning of patriotism.
“To be an American,” writes Yale professor and political scientist Smith, “is to
be continually engaged in asking what it
means to be an American.” This question, he asserts, has made
patriotism a contested term in debates between the political right and left, conservatives and liberals, main streets and
campuses. In an erudite study, drawing on philosophers, scholars, political figures, and popular culture (Casablanca, Hamilton,
Bruce Springsteen), Smith argues for the centrality of patriotism in American life. Defining patriotism as “a form of loyalty
to one’s own, one’s people, one’s community, but especially to
one’s constitution or political regime,” he distinguishes patriotism from nationalism, which he deems “a deformation of the
patriotic spirit” that “holds an absolute attachment to one’s
own way of life—one’s country, one’s cause, one’s state—as
unconditionally good and superior to others.” The political
right, he claims, “has weaponized patriotism, turning it into a
litmus test for determining who is a real American,” while the
political left sees patriotism as anachronistic, often co-opted
by illiberal democracies, arguing instead for cosmopolitanism
and multiculturalism. However, “a citizen of the world is a citizen of nowhere,” notes the author, and multiculturalism “has
turned our national narrative into a cacophony of conflicting
voices.” American patriotism, Smith argues over the course of
a text geared toward intellectually sophisticated readers, is not
based on ethnicity or loyalty to blood and land but instead is “a
form of civic faith” in the tenets of constitutional democracy,
the nation’s foundational texts, and in what Lincoln called the
“political religion of the nation.” That “constitutional faith,”
Smith asserts, involves a commitment to equality, rule of law, a
government restrained by checks and balances, pluralism and
respect for diversity, and a celebration of America’s culture, arts,
economic opportunity, scientific progress, and individualism.
“American patriotism,” writes the author, “is aspirational.”
A well-argued call for civic renewal.

THE NATURE OF OAKS
The Rich Ecology of Our Most
Essential Native Trees
Tallamy, Douglas W.
Timber (200 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-64326-044-0

Affectionate yet scientifically rich
look at an essential ingredient of the
environment.
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When he and his family moved to a 10-acre spread in
southeastern Pennsylvania, writes Tallamy, he noted that after
decades of hay mowing, there were just a few trees and a concomitant shortage of wildlife. Enter the oak, 500-odd species of
which cover the world, trees that “produce enormous root systems over their lifetimes, and these help make them champions
when it comes to soil stabilization, carbon sequestration, and
watershed management.” Humans need as much help as they
can get in such matters, but that doesn’t keep them from felling
vast forests of oaks for pasturage, fuel, and other uses. In this
guided tour of a year in the life of the oaks around him, Tallamy
enumerates all the useful and interesting work that they do.
Homeowners, for instance, are likely to cut down oaks on their
property because they’re such messy trees, leaving great piles of
leaves underneath in season. Yet those leaves form an ecosystem of their own, sheltering insects, seeds, fungi, mycorrhizae,
and other desirable things. When they are in mast, oak trees
provide “unlimited food for acorn predators,” and oak litter
helps battle invasive species on forest floors, such as Japanese
stiltgrass. As the author makes clear, preserving oaks and other
native tree species is an essential act in supporting migratory
bird species, for those tree species, to varying degrees, produce
great populations of caterpillars on which the birds feed. “Any
birder worth her salt already knows where to look for spring
migrants,” he exults, “look to the oaks!” There’s a biology textbook packed away inside these graceful, appreciative essays, full
of notes on marcescence, the mating habits of katydids, and the
urgent work of saving oaks, once “ancient cornerstones of ecosystems throughout the United States”—and indeed the world.
A welcome addition to any tree hugger’s library.

NEW YORKERS
A City and Its People
in Our Time
Taylor, Craig
Norton (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-393-24232-4

A lively portrait of a city in constant
transformation.
“Even if, statistically, New York was
now smaller than Baoding and Tianjin
and Hyderabad and many others, it still overwhelmed in its
old familiar ways.” So writes Canadian transplant Taylor in this
fine and fearless follow-up to Londoners (2013)—fine because
it’s so thoughtful and revealing, fearless because the author’s
method is to engage strangers in conversation that quickly
becomes oral history. “So, are you looking for boldface names?”
asks one woman, to which another interlocutor says, “No, he’s
looking for the lightly italicized.” No matter the typeface and/
or whether rich or poor, New Yorkers have a common fixation:
money. One rapper exalts, “I mean, New York, New York, man,
dollar slices.” If one could live on dollar slices alone, that’d be
fine, but as a personal assistant to a chain of idle-rich people
remarks, “The wealthy in New York—what they’re buying
|

A masterful memoir by a pioneering
researcher and incisive thinker.
the empathy diaries

is time and so they don’t care,” particularly about how others’ time is spent waiting on them. A well-to-do worker in the
financial sector says he wouldn’t want to raise a family in the
city, citing a boss who says it costs him $25,000 per month to
live comfortably there. One of Taylor’s subjects recounts time
on Rikers Island; a blind man tells him about the smell of sex
that used to pervade the air around the Port Authority bus terminal; a car thief instructs him in the art of evading police; and a
sometimes-homeless man teaches him about the “three to four
degrees of homelessness” that beset those down on their luck.
“New York isn’t a real place,” complains one weary soul, while
another, recently arrived from Arkansas, says, “I feel like I’m in
a movie….I feel like it’s going to be a happy ending.”
Altogether, a compelling portrait of New York and a
must-read for residents and visitors alike.

FEELINGS
A Story in Seasons

A U.K.–based mixed-media illustrator offers a pictorial representation of
her experiences with stress, anxiety, and

depression.
Thapp creates a character portrait of a woman whose emotions she charts through six seasons, inspired by the “calendar
used by some countries in South Asia.” Her protagonist is a
nameless professional artist whose life and inner world she
depicts through hand-drawn and computer-rendered illustrations arranged in single units or in multiple-unit tiles. She
employs few words to render this portrait, and those she does
use serve as descriptive captions or clarifiers to tie together
sequences of images. In the first section, “High Summer,”
Thapp represents the narrator’s carefree emotional phase with
warm-colored images and symbols of life (blooming flowers,
butterflies). “Summer is good to me,” she writes. “I am powered
by a thousand suns. Charged with confidence—a fickle friend
that only comes out to play in the sun.” In “Late Summer,” the
author reveals the hyperactivity of the previous season giving
way to “a worry of not making the most” of opportunities. Here,
the colors are brighter and harsher, and an inner voice awakens to torment the narrator with doubts, especially about her
productivity as an artist. “Monsoon” brings grayer images and a
narrator who is more lethargic and isolated. She charts her continued struggle with the voice of doubt, increasing moodiness,
and the “blue light” of depression through autumn and winter, which Thapp represents with subdued colors and striking
images drawn on black backgrounds. The narrator eventually
emerges from her “cocoon” of loneliness in “Spring” and begins
to gradually add “color back into my days.” Though narratively
spare, the woman narrator and the subject matter she tackles—the cyclicality of emotion—work together to create an
|

THE EMPATHY DIARIES
A Memoir
Turkle, Sherry
Penguin Press (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-525-56009-8

A beautifully wrought memoir about
how emerging technology makes us
think and feel.
In her latest, renowned MIT professor Turkle achieves something unique: a
near-perfect melding of personal and intellectual memoir. The
author digs deep into her childhood to understand where her
lifelong thirst for understanding the interface between technology and humanity was born. She begins with a reunion
with her long-vanished father and then moves into a crystalline recollection of her upbringing in postwar New York. The
author was much loved by her grandparents and her aunt, who
instilled in her a confidence in her gifts. Her relationship with
her mother, who married again after divorcing Turkle’s father,
was more fraught, but in a series of slow reveals, readers come
to understand her mother’s behavior. The story only gets more
interesting as Turkle chronicles her years at Radcliffe and blossoming as a researcher and intellectual. A clinical psychologist
with a doctorate in sociology and personality psychology from
Harvard, she faced stiff resistance to her determination to study
as an ethnographer the impact of technology on humans. Once
she moved to MIT, many colleagues weren’t interested in—or
disbelieved—the evidence she gathered on how technology
changes and isolates us. Denied tenure, she appealed, forcing
open the door to the inner sanctum of MIT professors. In the
final chapter, Turkle writes that our immersion in the digital
world is causing us to lose true solitude, “where the capacity for
empathy is born.” Her book was finished before the pandemic
both heightened our isolation and increased our dependence on
digital tools. What a gift that this brilliant scholar is still at MIT,
writing and studying; perhaps her next book will investigate the
current age. Anyone who studies, develops, or produces technology—and anyone who uses it—will gain crucial insights from
this profound meditation on how technology is changing us.
A masterful memoir by a pioneering researcher and incisive thinker.
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Thapp, Manjit
Illus. by the author
Random House (144 pp.)
$21.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-12975-3

engaging personal story that, through subtle symbolism, makes
for a rewarding reading experience.
A colorfully heartfelt evocation of thought and emotion.
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THE POLITICS OF
VULNERABILITY
How To Heal MuslimChristian Relations in a
Post-Christian America:
Today’s Threat to Religion
and Religious Freedom
Uddin, Asma T.
Pegasus (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64313-662-2

A religious liberty lawyer delves into the thorny political,
social, and cultural issues that divide Christians and Muslims
in America.
In this follow-up to When Islam Is Not a Religion, Uddin
once again draws on her years of experience with interfaith
dialogue. In the first of four sections, the author asks, why do
many—though certainly not all—White evangelical Christians
fear and/or resent Muslims? As she demonstrates in the second
part, the answer hangs on “monumental demographic and cultural shifts,” especially a long-term secularizing and “browning” of America. Feeling left behind by these trends, many
conservative Christians react with “a fusion of faith and patriotism” that sociologists Andrew L. Whitehead and Samuel L.
Perry dub “Christian nationalism.” Along with divisive political bluster and conspiracy theories, Christian nationalism
arouses feelings of in-group solidarity and out-group hostility.
These feelings frequently target Muslims as the out group, a
fact that Uddin interprets using a concept from political scientist Lilliana Mason: “mega-identities,” meaning that “a single
vote can now indicate a person’s partisan preference as well as
his or her religion, race, ethnicity, gender, neighborhood, and
favorite grocery store.” In this view, defending Islam—and, by
contrast, ignoring or even disparaging Christianity—signals a
liberal mega-identity and is therefore to be resisted by conservatives. Uddin’s primary solution involves challenging such
mega-identities and welcoming partisan realignment despite
the risk of “the black sheep effect.” It’s important to note that
the author’s message is not just for conservatives or evangelical Christians: “The same intergroup dynamics [that explain
why conservative Christians feel threatened] likely also apply
to the Left’s hostility toward the Right.” Uddin is coolheaded
and sympathetic throughout, refusing to take sides and insisting that listening to the grievances of conservative Christians
could be helpful in preventing anti-Muslim anger.
A potent challenge to prevailing thoughts on politics and
culture, with the goal of bringing Muslims and Christians
closer.
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HORIZONTAL VERTIGO
A City Called Mexico

Villoro, Juan
Trans. by MacAdam, Alfred
Pantheon (368 pp.)
$35.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5247-4888-3

A deeply learned appreciation of the
author’s native Mexico City.
Trained as a sociologist but well
known to Spanish-speaking readers
as one of Mexico’s most acclaimed novelists, Villoro writes
appreciatively of a city that is constantly changing—and whose
landmarks are different for each generation, if they haven’t
been torn down in the course of rebuilding or destroyed by
earthquakes. For him, the “outstanding sign of the times is the
Latin American Tower,” built in 1956, the year of the author’s
birth, and then one of the rare buildings in Mexico City to be
more than a few stories tall, since the plateau on which the
city sits is both tectonically active and so sandy that building
collapse is a real danger. In his lifetime, Villoro notes, the territory embraced by the city megalopolis “has spread out like
wildfire” and “grown seven hundred times.” Growth, he adds,
“meant spread,” so much so that to find Villoro’s house, located
on a street named for the revolutionary figure Carranza, you
would have to know which one of 412 streets and avenues
named for Carranza it was on. Natural and cultural landmarks
are matters of memory and nostalgia, he writes, and since
“Mexico-Tenochtitlán buried its lake, and the smog blotted out
the volcanoes,” there are few points of orientation. As such,
memory has to make up for the destruction of the environment. Along his leisurely, illuminating path, Villoro delivers
an essential update of Octavio Paz’s The Labyrinth of Solitude
(1950). He can be both brittle and funny, as when he dissects
the overstaffed and bureaucratized retail sector. “Although
overpopulation is one of our specialties,” he writes, “we have
an abundance of stores where there are few customers and
an excessive number of workers,” one of whom, the manager,
serves as “a final potentate, a Chinese emperor in his Forbidden City.” Celebrating food, wandering through earthquakestruck ruins, reflecting on literary heroes, Villoro makes an
excellent Virgil.
An unparalleled portrait of a city in danger of growing
past all reasonable limits.

|

The book has countless pieces of wisdom
for anyone confronting death.
a matter of death and life

HUNGRY HEARTS
Essays on Courage, Desire,
and Belonging

Ed. by Walsh, Jennifer Rudolph
Dial Press (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-22962-0

ALREADY TOAST
Caregiving and Burnout in
America

Washington, Kate
Beacon (224 pp.)
$26.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-8070-1150-8

A Gen-X writer’s memoir melds a harrowing account of her efforts to help a seriously ill husband and a biting critique of
how America is failing its unpaid caregivers.
At the age of 42, Washington was thrust into the role of
the primary caregiver for her husband, Brad, after he was
diagnosed with a rare form of T-cell lymphoma. The couple’s
|
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Personals essays from diverse
storytellers.
The book stems from Together Live,
an on-stage event that ran from 2016 to
2020, bringing together storytellers to share their most vulnerable moments with the audience. The goal of the program was
to encourage others to share their stories and pave the way for
healing. Unable to continue during the pandemic, Together
Live evolved into this book, in which 16 contributors open their
hearts on the page. “We have all experienced similar feelings of
heartbreak, failure, betrayal, longing, triumph, and joy,” writes
editor Walsh. “Bravely sharing our truth and encouraging others
to share theirs creates a type of magic that has the power to heal
and connect us more deeply to one another.” Sue Monk Kidd
writes about how she learned, as Emile Zola wrote, “to live out
loud,” replacing her restlessness with a sense of direction. Tanya
Blount-Trotter examines her feelings of fear and the events that
led her to discover that she was the only one holding herself
back in life. Looking back at high school, Priya Parker demonstrates how the power of a group (“a mix of brainy-but-irrelevant band nerds like me and popular, cool girls”) helped her find
her own beat, and Natalie Guerrero explores the importance
of speaking her truth despite the risks involved: “Here’s what
I didn’t know about silence until I popped the lid open: once
you’re through with it, years of unexpressed rage bubble to the
surface….I never knew how addicting it could be to stay small
until I saw a glimpse of being bigger.” Each essay is infused with
sincerity and introspection, creating a connection with readers
as the contributors reveal their vulnerabilities with candor and
emotion. Other contributors include Luvvie Ajayi Jones, Austin
Channing Brown, Maysoon Zayid, and Geena Rocero.
A cathartic collection with broad appeal.

situation got worse when, after his transplant, Brad developed
graft-versus-host disease and a new lymphoma and temporarily lost most of his sight, a complication that required tarsorrhaphy, which “involved sewing his eyes shut.” Medication and
enrollment in a clinical trial led to remission, but not before his
illness had taken a physical and emotional toll, which Washington describes in unsparing detail. Too debilitated to work, Brad
took a disability retirement from his job as an English professor,
and the author gave up “career, travel, sex,” and time with two
school-age daughters while spending a fortune on necessities
their health insurance didn’t cover. Washington evinces a righteous anger about the indignities she faced as a caregiver—from
burnout to “the clichés offered by the well-meaning: stay positive. You got this. I couldn’t be as strong as you are. You have to
stay strong for him. What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger”—
and her raw emotions can lead to rough-around-the-edges writing. Nonetheless, her experiences justify her moral outrage, and
she offers a welcome Gen-X perspective on a topic that mostly
focuses on boomer caregivers. Washington also acknowledges
the challenges of Black, Latinx, and LGBTQ+ caregivers by citing academic studies and books like The Color Purple and Like
Water for Chocolate. The result is a bracing antidote to “sentimentalized narratives” that cast unpaid caregiving as its own
reward when, the author makes clear, better Family and Medical Leave Act benefits would be far more useful.
A startling, hard-hitting story of a family medical disaster
made worse by cultural insensitivities to caregivers.

A MATTER OF DEATH
AND LIFE

Yalom, Irvin D. & Yalom, Marilyn
Redwood Press/Stanford Univ. (240 pp.)
$24.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5036-1376-8
A collaborative memoir that provides an honest reckoning with the end
of a long, fruitful life.
After being diagnosed with multiple myeloma in 2019, Marilyn Yalom
suggested to her husband, Irvin, that the two of them, both
writers, should write a book documenting her death from the
perspective of a couple who had been together and happy for
more than 50 years. She believed that it might have something
to offer “other couples with one member facing a fatal illness.”
As it turns out, she underestimated: The book has countless
pieces of wisdom for anyone confronting death. As the two
authors alternate chapters, the love between them manifests
on the page through their mutual care and sense of togetherness. What emerges is an uncommonly tender portrait of what
a strong marriage feels like on the inside. The Yaloms have the
advantage of having lived charmed lives—healthy children, rich
social lives, meaningful and successful work, deep love—and
so face Marilyn’s death without the kinds of life regrets that
make the prospect of death even more difficult for those who
have a sense of an unlived life. This particular insight is drawn
kirkus.com
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from Irvin’s previous work as one of the most well-known and
influential therapists of the past several decades. Among his
other specialties he is a leading figure in existential psychology,
so death is not a new subject for him. Indeed, readers familiar
with his writing will notice repeated material from his previous books. However, considering the circumstances here, the
author achieves new depth and poignancy, qualities that are
matched by Marilyn’s grace as she hopes to follow Nietzsche’s
advice to “die at the right time.” The Yaloms’ distinct voices are
complements to each other and gifts to readers.
A profound love story with lessons for how to live as well
as how to die.

SPILT MILK
Memoirs

Zoffness, Courtney
McSweeney’s (165 pp.)
$22.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-952119-14-9
A series of essays cohere into an evocative memoir.
In her first book, Zoffness, winner of
a Sunday Times Short Story Award, gathers thoughtful pieces on themes that
include motherhood, anxiety, and Jewish identity. Raised by
extraordinarily fearful parents and worried about bequeathing
her own anxiety to her son, the author studied medical journals and textbooks “to learn parent-child transfer.” She tries
to assuage her 6-year-old’s fears, she tells her therapist, by putting up “a shield of faux calm.” The therapist referred her to a
nearby doctor: “Maybe,” she suggested, “if you talk to her you
can respond to him with real calm instead of faux calm.” Her
4-year-old son, too, incites her worries because he is obsessed
with becoming a police officer. Zoffness is dismayed by “the
heraldry of dominance and toughness that my boys can’t help
but inhale,” and she finds it difficult to talk about injustice
and brutality with such young children. She comes to realize,
though, that the child is not drawn to violence; as the younger
sibling, he just wants to exert some power. In “Ultra Sound,”
Zoffness reflects on her tense relationship with her own mother,
a deeply private woman who refuses to share details about her
past as a performer. “Holy Body” merges the theme of motherhood with Jewish identity: Zoffness chronicles her mikveh, or
ritual bath, intended, in part, “to help Jews of all stripes honor
life transitions or commemorate occasions.” Zoffness acknowledges her momentous transition from childbearing in contrast
to a friend, a mother of three, who has become a gestational surrogate, an act of altruism the author finds both selfless and mystifying. In other sharp pieces, the author recounts teenage angst
and a friend’s betrayal; a visit to an astrologer recommended by
a therapist; and confronting evidence of the Holocaust in the
idyllic city of Freiburg, where Zoffness was teaching.
A graceful debut.
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let’s read native in 2021
Leah Overstreet

It’s a smidge late for a New Year’s
resolution, but there are 50 weeks
left in 2021 for folks to take advantage of a very cool reading initiative created by the American Indian Library Association. Called
Read Native 21, it is a game that
asks readers to seek out books and
other resources in a variety of categories. The kids’ challenge is laid
out like a bingo game, with a grid
of 25 squares promising a great deal of variety for readers.
“A Book by a Native Author,” for instance, opens up all
sorts of possibilities. Probably the dean of Native American literature for young readers, Joseph Bruchac (Abenaki) has written well over 100 books for children and
teens over a 40-plus–year career that’s still going strong.
Then there are Tim Tingle (Choctaw), David Bouchard
(Métis), Joseph M. Marshall III (Lakota), and Carole
Lindstrom (Ojibwe). Cynthia Leitich Smith (Muskogee
Creek), herself an author with decades of experience, is
doing her best to ensure more Native voices reach children’s shelves with her new imprint at HarperCollins,
Heartdrum, founded in partnership with her longtime
editor, Rosemary Brosnan.
The “Historical Fiction Book
With a Native American Protagonist” square can be easily satisfied
with Louise Erdrich’s (Ojibwe) The
Birchbark House (Hyperion, 1999)
and its sequels, for instance, which
present the saga of an Ojibwe family as it is forced by the pressures
of White settlement to move west
in the 19th century. The “Mystery
by a Native Author” square may
well send readers to The Case of the Missing Auntie (Second Story Press, 2020), by Michael Hutchinson (Cree),
in which four cousins from Windy
Lake First Nation solve a mystery
about a great-aunt who was taken
by Canada’s residential school system decades ago. Genre readers
who want to mark off their “Science
Fiction/Fantasy Book by a Native
Author” square might delight in exploring The Barren Grounds (Puffin/
Penguin Random House Canada,
2020), in which David A. Robertson
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(Cree) creates a wholly Indigenous fantasy with the feel
of the Chronicles of Narnia.
One obvious choice for the “Book About Native
Food” square would be Fry Bread (Roaring Brook, 2019),
by Kevin Noble Maillard (Mekusukey Seminole) and illustrated by Juana Martinez-Neal (not Native). Winner
of the 2020 Sibert Medal for the most distinguished
informational book of the year, it’s an effervescent celebration of the foodstuff that’s become a shared tradition among many of the 573 recognized tribes within the
United States.
Speaking of award winners,
two squares can be filled with
books that have won or been
nominated for the American Indian Youth Literature Awards.
The 2020 picture-book winner,
Bowwow Powwow (Minnesota
Historical Society Press, 2018),
by Brenda J. Child and illustrated by Jonathan Thunder (both Ojibwe), tells the story
of Windy Girl and her pup, Itchy Boy, and the fantastic
dream dog powwow they attend. The 2019 middle-grade
winner, Indian No More (Tu Books, 2019), by Charlene
Willing McManis (Umpqua) with Traci Sorell (Cherokee),
gives young readers a glimpse
into the effects of tribal termination on one Umpqua girl whose
family moves to LA in 1954. Picture-book honorees that year include, among others, Fry Bread,
Julie Flett’s (Cree-Métis) picture
book Birdsong (Greystone Kids,
2019), and two more by Sorell:
We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga
(Charlesbridge, 2018), illustrated by Frané Lessac, and At
the Mountain’s Base (Kokila, 2019), illustrated by Weshoyot Alvitre (Tongva).
Other squares might be very difficult. “A Book About
Your Tribe” might be hard to find if, for instance, you’re
a member of the Houlton Band of Maliseet. Or, obviously, if you’re not Native. But the challenge is doable
and promises to expose a whole lot of kids to some great
books by Native creators. Let’s go!
Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor.
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A bighearted adventure.
the memory thief

KIDSTORY
50 Children and Young
People Who Shook Up the
World

Adams, Tom
Illus. by Walsh, Sarah
Atheneum (112 pp.)
$21.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-8515-0

THE MEMORY THIEF

Anderson, Jodi Lynn
Aladdin (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4814-8021-5
Series: Thirteen Witches, 1
A girl uncovers family secrets and
faces off against a witch called the Memory Thief.
Sixth grader Rosie wishes her cold,
neglectful mother loved her—readers
know from the prologue that her mother’s under the Memory
Thief ’s powerful curse—and copes by writing fairy-tale–esque
stories. But when Rosie’s bold best friend, Germ, starts growing
up faster than Rosie, she worries she’ll be left behind. Deciding to set aside her childish things, she burns her stories; in
doing so, she awakens her sight, which allows her to see all the
|

MY BEST FRIEND IS EXTINCT

Barrett, Rebecca Wood
Illus. by Li, Cornelia
Orca (240 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-4598-2442-3
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Explore the lives of young people who have changed our
world.
Readers will recognize a few names in this collective biography that samples from a range of backgrounds and disciplines,
including visual arts, science, activism, drama, and music. The
book is divided into five topical sections. Within, each young
subject is profiled in a double-page spread that delves into their
life and accomplishments. Colorful illustrations are scattered
across each spread, often joined by photographs when possible.
The diversity in passions is matched by the diversity in geography, time period, and race; several had or have disabilities.
Readers will discover contemporaries (Greta Thunberg and
Marley Dias) as well as young people who made an impact long
ago (Pocahontas and Blaise Pascal). The language throughout
is straightforward, and analogies and explanations are written
with an age-appropriate tone. For example, when explaining the
Great Pacific Garbage Patch in a piece on Dutch environmental activist Boyan Slat, the text relates, “Ocean currents constantly move the waters in the seas around the world. Rubbish
gets carried by these currents but ends up gathering together
in a few calm spots on the planet, a bit like all the rubbish in
your bedroom ending up under your bed”—a simple and childfriendly explanation. Sadly, some facts, such as Pocahontas’ real
name, Matoata, are omitted. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 11.5-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Enjoyable and educational. (timeline, glossary, index) (Col
lective biography. 9-12)

ghosts in her house. Friendlier ghosts lead her to her mother’s
hidden witch hunter’s manual and educate her on her family’s
long, tragic quest against the 13 evil witches who counter the
good Moon Goddess. But the sight also draws the attention of
the Memory Thief ’s servants, bringing the witch directly up
against Rosie. With help from Germ and a ghost friend, Rosie
must learn how her mother protected her as a baby and obtain
a weapon to use against the witch. The will-they-grow-apart
friendship storyline is handled with love and nuance. The magical plot requires lots of exposition but reads quickly. At times,
development of the themes—for example, the magic and
power of stories—can be a little heavy-handed, but readers who
connect with Rosie likely will benefit from such reassurances.
After the resolution, the stakes are ramped up to tease sequels.
Whiteness is situated as the default.
A bighearted adventure. (Fantasy. 8-13)

In the middle of a blizzard, a young
boy helps an injured prehistoric animal.
This is the story of 10-year-old Henry,
who has moved with his mother—his
father died when he was small—to a
snowy mountain town where it has been hard to make friends.
Making matters worse is a concussion he sustained when bullies
collapsed a snow tunnel onto him. When Henry finds an injured
prehistoric short-faced bear, he names him Yarp and, in secret,
nurses him back to health. But what creature injured Yarp in
the first place? Henry is determined to keep his new friend
safe, but this proves to be a difficult challenge with no assistance from adults. There are two distinct modes for this title,
which combines the simple reality of loneliness with the fantasy of befriending extinct animals. Fans of prehistoric animals
will gobble up the exciting sections with saber-toothed cats,
although the reason these creatures are milling about is not
explained. A different rhythm is created around the story elements that address trying to make friends and telling lies, which
gets Henry into trouble. Unfortunately, supporting characters
are less well developed than the lead, but, ultimately, the story
comes to a dramatic and tidy end. Soft pen-and-ink illustrations
throughout add charm to the story.
A good choice for lovers of animal and friendship stories.
(map) (Fiction. 8-12)
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A stirring defense of a child’s right to
like—and read—what they like.
all of the factors of why i love tractors

BECKY AND KAIA’S
NEW ADDITION
A Tale of Penn State
Children’s Hospital

Barry, Lindsay C.
Illus. by Szecsi, Susan
Santa Fe Writers Project (40 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-951631-11-6
Two golden retrievers are important
staff members at Penn State Children’s

Hospital.
The well-trained dogs are part of the Child Life program,
and one day in their busy lives is thoroughly described—in fact,
too thoroughly described. A very wordy text overwhelms this
picture book as the dogs meet child after child throughout
the hospital: in the lobby, patient rooms, the group play area,
the crafts space, and the MRI area. Children and staff in the
colorful but stiff illustrations are racially diverse. These dogs
exhibit exceptional intelligence and emotional understanding,
but sometimes the text stretches credulity. When Kaia meets a
young patient, the dog looks confused when a nurse mentions
“the balloon that helped Stella get here.” The nurse explains to
the dog (and readers) that a colorful hot air balloon is the symbol of the Children’s Miracle Network. “Kaia was impressed.”
The book seems to be trying to appeal to young children but
is constantly promoting both the hospital and the charities
supporting its important work. Episodes when one of the dogs
demonstrates how her training helps with patients are sweet
and informative, but they are simply surrounded by too much
verbiage. The title refers to a newly opened additional floor
and a third dog, introduced on the final page. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9-by-12-inch double-page spreads viewed at
39.5% of actual size.)
Of potential use to children entering a pediatric hospital.
(Picture book. 6-8)

ALL OF THE FACTORS OF WHY
I LOVE TRACTORS

Bell, Davina
Illus. by Løvlie, Jenny
Greenwillow Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-301918-8

A boy’s love of tractors knows no
bounds.
Little, bespectacled Frankie McGee proudly informs readers in rhyming verse that instead of the park, Frankie and Mom
are bound for the library, which is presided over by blue-haired
Miss Squid. To Mom’s chagrin, Frankie has eyes only for yet
another tractor book, and her child is only too happy to enumerate their charms. As Frankie does, Løvlie presents drivers
in a diverse range of races and genders, all gunning their tractors through mud or up steep hills. When Mom tries diverting
78
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Frankie’s attention to alternative modes of transportation,
Frankie is uninterested. Her protestations are quashed by Miss
Squid, who assures Frankie, “Well, you know yourself best. /
When you want something different, just come and find me. /
A kid who likes books is a nice thing to see.” As Frankie tells
Mom, “I like books—that’s what matters. Not what they’re
about.” Caregivers of similarly tunnel-visioned offspring will
identify closely with Mom’s objections to more of the same,
and those children will be happy to receive Miss Squid’s support. For fellow tractor lovers, Frankie’s systematic explanation
of everything from their interchangeable parts to their brands
will legitimize their love. Løvlie’s art exemplifies a halcyon
world of tractors coupled with an idyllic children’s library filled
with nooks, bright light, and a loving librarian. Characters present White. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9.5-by-19-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 33.5% of actual size.)
A stirring defense of a child’s right to like—and read—
what they like. (Picture book. 3-6)

WHERE WE USED TO ROAM

Bishop, Jenn
Aladdin (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5344-5729-4

Emma’s happy life starts to fall apart
when her older brother is injured and
prescribed opioid painkillers.
As sixth grade begins, Emma is
excited to make new friends that really
get her. While she navigates the pitfalls
of new and old friendships, she also finds out that her brother,
Austin, is addicted to opioids. Bishop combines a coming-ofage story with an issue story, creating a novel that teaches lessons without being preachy and honestly depicts the confusion,
fear, and anger that arise when a sibling struggles with substance
abuse. This book contains valuable lessons about both friendship and drug addiction, but they could bear to be stated more
plainly. Much of Emma’s emotional growth is shown and not
told, with the result that her later understanding, for example
of her brother’s struggle, is not stated as clearly as her earlier
feelings that he selfishly did not care about his family. While
this may make the book more readable, depending on readers’
maturity and awareness, they may benefit from further discussing the issues with teachers or guardians. Though the story ends
on a positive note, there is no unrealistically neat happy ending.
The author instead offers a brief and engaging introduction to
the disease model of addiction and the benefits of medicationassisted treatment. Main characters are cued as White.
An enjoyable book that is a starting point for young readers to understand the opioid crisis. (Fiction. 10-13)
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ONCE UPON A
DRAGON’S FIRE

Blue, Beatrice
Illus. by the author
Clarion (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-358-27242-7

SAIL

Brouwers, Dorien
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-316-49548-6
Sailing the ocean as a metaphor.
Using a rhyming text, this bolstering picture book presents life’s journey as setting sail on the
unknown ocean and exploring and facing the challenges therein.
There’s very little originality in the text: “Seek and you will find”;
“Powerful wisdom is found in the deep”; etc. Despite—or perhaps because of—this, it all rings true. And as a book to encourage young readers to face life’s challenges and have the courage
to explore, it presents its case well and does deliver unmitigated
encouragement. But just as the narrative lacks originality, the
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Once upon a time, a long time ago,
Freya and Sylas lived in a village in a
magic kingdom where everyone feared a dragon.
Although it isn’t clear if any villagers have actually met the
dragon, rumor has it that the beast is heartless, ruthless, and
cruel. Unlike their fellow villagers, Freya and Sylas find the
dragon fascinating as well as terrifying. The children spend
hours together reading stories about the dragon, becoming
dragon experts, each reassuring the other that they are interested but not afraid. When an enormous snowstorm freezes
the village, Freya and Sylas are sure that the dragon is to blame.
Together, they decide to scale the mountain near their village
where the dragon supposedly lives—something that, in their
entire village, only they are courageous enough to attempt. But
when they finally reach the dragon, Freya and Sylas get a surprise: It turns out that the dragon is nothing like what anyone in
their village imagined. Could it be, Freya and Sylas wonder, that
the dragon isn’t evil at all? This sweet tale of adventure, courage,
and compassion is a warmhearted reminder of the dangers of
stereotypes and the power of perspective and hope. The mangastyle illustrations are colorful and detailed—full of whimsical
touches—perfectly complementing the fairy-tale–inspired
prose. The story’s moral, while clear, is more lighthearted than
preachy, rendering the happy ending entirely satisfying. Freya
has light-brown skin and poufy brown hair; Sylas has pale skin
and black hair in a topknot. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10.3-by-18.6-inch double-page spreads viewed at 32.1% of actual size.)
A page-turner of an adventure story about challenging
preconceived notions and building empathy and compassion.
(Picture book. 3-8)

illustrations have their own limiting factor, and that is their
visual sameness. All are full-bleed, double-page spreads with
the exception of the final page, and the palette is predominantly blues and weak browns—cool colors that visually keep
readers at a distance. The diluted red color of the shorts of the
protagonist (portrayed with light skin and brown hair and eyes)
isn’t enough to liven up the overall coolness. A welcome exception is the two-spread sequence illustrating the treasures of the
deep: Strong reds and oranges provide lively contrast to the
dark background, and their warm colors are effective in bringing readers in visually. The last page, headed “Some Things To
Think About,” feels like an afterthought, with a list of bromidic
questions, such as, “What are you grateful for?” (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at
actual size.)
Encouragement abounds; originality doesn’t. (Picture book.
3-6)
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THE AGE OF DINOSAURS
The Rise and Fall of the
World’s Most Remarkable
Animals
Brusatte, Steve
Illus. by Marshall, Todd
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(272 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-293017-0

A comprehensive look at the when,
where, and why of dinosaurs.
Introducing the predecessors of true dinosaurs, which lived
250 million years ago in the early Triassic Period, and moving
forward to the middle Triassic, when true dinosaurs evolved,
and then to the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, 200 million-66
million years ago, the narrative contains, in its first five chapters alone, a dizzying amount of information regarding dinosaur
fossil species, their skeletal characteristics, and the geographic
locations where they have been found. This rather dry information is, happily, interspersed with boxed segments that recount
more personal stories of fossil digs by the author and male and
female paleontologists from many different countries working
in many parts of the world, leaving readers with a yes-you-toocan-do-this feeling. Ensuing chapters offer interesting in-depth
stories about ever popular dinosaurs like the giant Brontosaurus
and the fierce Tyrannosaurus rex and then go on to explore the
ways dinosaurs evolved in different geographic areas, introducing the science of plate tectonics and various climate changes
along the way. The mass dinosaur extinction from an asteroid
impact and the evolution of birds as today’s dinosaurs are presented with comprehensive scientific evidence in an upbeat,
kid-friendly way. Photographs and realistic drawings help bring
the science to life.
Not necessarily casual reading but for the enthusiast, a
treasure trove of information. (further reading, glossary, pronunciation guide, index) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

SPI-KU
A Clutter of Short Verse
on Eight Legs
Bulion, Leslie
Illus. by Meganck, Robert
Peachtree (48 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-192-8

A celebration of spiders in poetry and prose.
The team that produced Superlative Birds (2019) and other
highly regarded science poetry collections has selected 35 from
the more than 48,000 species to introduce the order Araneae—
spiders. An opening poem concludes, “Let’s spy spiders!” and
that’s what follows. An early spread shows and tells readers what
distinguishes spiders from other arachnids. The text is organized
topically, covering special spider abilities (like silk spinning),
80
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sensory mechanisms, and a wide variety of behaviors including locomotion, capturing prey, eating, courting, and child care.
Some spider predators and a few species that live socially are also
introduced. Each spread includes the topic, a few paragraphs of
exposition, and one to three cheerfully illustrated poems describing particular species or behaviors. As always, Bulion uses both
evocative vocabulary and a variety of poetic forms; these are chosen with care and defined in the backmatter. The peacock spider,
which raises a colorful flap in a courtship dance, is celebrated
with a “Hoe-Down,” recalling a traditional song: “Spider gal,
won’t you signal you’re mine, / And we’ll dance by the light of the
sun!” The golden silk orbweaver gets a haiku: “sun-shimmer silk
/ calls six-legged web guests— / dinner!” The impressive backmatter also includes identification, with scientific names, for every
spider shown; instructions for spider hunting; and relative sizes
gauged against a familiar No. 2 pencil.
Engaging and information rich, this is wonderfully well
woven. (glossary, resources, acknowledgments) (Informational
poetry. 7-12)

WILBUR WRIGHT MEETS
LADY LIBERTY

Burleigh, Robert
Illus. by Minor, Wendell
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-62779-368-1
Two American icons “met” high above New York Harbor
one morning in 1909.
On Sept. 29, 1909, Wilbur Wright, co-inventor of the airplane, piloted his Wright Flyer around the Statue of Liberty for
six and a half minutes. Awestruck spectators, most of whom had
never witnessed a flight, included journalists, photographers,
and 10-year-old Juan Trippe and his parents. Adding to the spectacle were numerous boats in the harbor, including the Lusitania.
Though confident, Wright nevertheless attached a red canoe to
the bottom of his plane—just in case—before rising to circle
the pale-green Liberty and make the first-ever flight over New
York City. Afterward, the crowds roared. Burleigh relates this
exciting, little-known event from two perspectives. Children
read/hear the voices of Juan and his parents (set in italicized
type), making their presence immediate. This punctuates the
dramatic third-person narration, expressed in a terse present
tense that adds suspense. Minor’s splendid illustrations offer
numerous grand perspectives and are rendered in lush watercolors, providing appropriate airiness and lending nostalgia; the
scenes depicting Juan and his parents are sepia toned. Wright
and the Trippes appear White. Front endpapers reproduce a
newspaper account of the event; the backmatter contains excellent additional information, including a map. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at
83.8% of actual size.)
This high-flying book will send readers’ imaginations soaring. (author’s note, illustrator’s note, bibliography, source
notes) (Informational picture book. 6-9)
|

Chodosh treats issues like religion,
ethnicity, and language with care.
the elephant doctor of india

COW SAYS MEOW

Call, Kirsti
Illus. by Scott, Brandon James
HMH Books (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-358-42334-8
Series: Peep-and-See Book

THE ELEPHANT DOCTOR
OF INDIA

Chodosh, Janie
Chicago Review Press (208 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64160-307-2

Throughout his career, Dr. Kushal
Konwar “KK” Sarma has treated a variety of animals, but his first love has
always been elephants.
Growing up in a village in Assam,
India, he was particularly close to an elephant named Lakshmi,
who died an untimely death at least partly because there were
no doctors available to recognize and treat her symptoms. The
loss of his favorite childhood companion inspired Sarma to
|
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The titular cow’s not the only mixedup animal.
When the cow says, “Meow,” the kid
who hears it, a brown-skinned child with
a perfectly round head and shock of straight, black hair, remarks,
“What a copycat!” The cat on the next page has something to
say about that. It’s not what readers might think. The cat says,
“Neigh,” prompting the kid to note, “The cat sounds hoarse!”
That makes the horse growl. The kid “can’t bear it,” which summons a bleating bear. Each observation by the increasingly frustrated youngster mentions, sometimes punnily, the big-eyed
animal across the gutter. And the animal never says what the kid
expects. The whole ball of confusion culminates with a pig saying
“Hi!” And when the kid protests, “Pigs don’t say ‘hello’!” a young
human (a kid with light-brown skin, freckles, and long, straight
brown hair) on the next page brings the story full circle by saying,
“Mooo.” This prompts the cow to ask, “Can I say meow again?”
Children will giggle over the absurdly wrong sounds the animals
make at each page turn as well as the kid’s growing exasperation;
all dialogue is presented in speech bubbles. The front and back
covers feature eyeholes that allow readers to peer out of the cow
face on the front and the cat face on the back; the front endpapers feature animals making the incorrect sounds and the back
endpapers have them speaking their own languages. Scott’s textured cartoon illustrations have the look of chalk to them, and
their bright silliness is a good match for Call’s wordplay. With
its brief text, limited vocabulary, and onomatopoeia, this is also
friendly to emergent readers. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 9-by-13-inch double-page spreads viewed at 90.8% of actual size.)
A solid addition to the muddled-animal-sounds bookshelf.
(Picture book. 2-6)

become a veterinarian, determined to prevent any more unnecessary elephant deaths. His passion for elephants led Sarma
to become a pioneer in the field of veterinary science, developing a technique for chemically sedating elephants before
anyone else in Assam and gaining a reputation as the person to
call whenever an elephant is in danger. In Chodosh’s account,
Sarma’s adventures take him all over the state of Assam. His
experiences healing India’s elephants—and, in the process,
protecting human lives—are sometimes dangerous, sometimes
heartbreaking, and always thrilling. This engaging and deeply
researched book intersperses fascinating information about
the lives of Assamese elephants with vivid scenes of Sarma’s
veterinary life. Chodosh treats issues like religion, ethnicity,
and language with care, providing readers with insight not only
into elephant science, but also into northeastern Indian culture
and tradition. The book’s afterword is an empowering call to
action sure to create a generation of local ecological activists
well aware of the global ramifications of their work.
A charming and informative work of nonfiction. (elephant
facts, glossary) (Biography. 9-14)

THE BOY IN THE
ORANGE CAPE

Ciccio, Adam
Illus. by Volant, Emmanuel
Clavis (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-60537-599-1
A story about bullying and overcoming it.
Corey, a bipedal, anthropomorphic rabbit, wears an orange
cape to school every day in this Dutch/Flemish import. While
all of the other kids stare at Corey, a bullying bulldog named Billy
goes a step further, actually taking Corey’s cape every day and not
giving it back. Corey puts on a new orange cape each day. The
narration describes the other children at school as bystanders
who notice the bullying but don’t intercede. Then, “one boy got
curious.” The illustrations depict this child as a raccoon who sits
next to Corey and asks him why he wears an orange cape each day.
Corey explains that orange is his sick mother’s favorite color, and
he wears the cape as a sign of support for her. This revelation creates a turning point in the story. The curious boy wears a striped
cape to school, and word spreads until all of the others wear capes,
too. Eventually only Billy goes capeless—until Corey gifts him
one of his spare orange capes. This act of kindness prompts Billy
to apologize, concluding the book on a note of forgiveness and
reconciliation. (What’s happened to all the capes Billy’s stolen
goes unaddressed.) The rather staid, pastel-hued watercolor illustrations depict the characters as human-shaped creatures with
fairly realistic-looking animal heads. Compositions are stable,
even unexciting, but that lends an air of matter-of-factness to the
surreal images on display. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10.2-by-19.6-inch double-page spreads viewed at 28.9% of actual size.)
A warmhearted conversation starter of a book. (Picture book.
5-8)
kirkus.com
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Alicia D. Williams & Jacqueline Alcántara
A PICTURE BOOK FOR CHILDREN CELEBRATES THE LIFE AND WORK OF
LEGENDARY STORYTELLER ZORA NEALE HURSTON
By Vicky Smith
Jasiatic Photography

Alicia D. Williams

Did your publisher put a wall up between you?
Alicia D. Williams: It’s so interesting how publishers
[keep the authors and illustrators separate]. They take
our words, give them to the illustrator, and we just have
to trust them. There were a few times that questions
arose, and Jackie would send them to the editor, and the
82
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Can you give us an example?
JA: Oh, my gosh, there’s so many, she just has metaphors
everywhere, right? Her whole life is just like the [book’s]
title. The sun, and jumping at the sun—they just kept popJacqueline Alcantára

In Jump at the Sun (Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum, Jan. 12),
author, teacher, and Kirkus Prize finalist Alicia D. Williams
teams with illustrator Jacqueline Alcántara to bring the life
and spirit of Zora Neale Hurston to a picture-book audience. The text sings with Southern character, and the visuals incorporate images from the African American folktales that the legendary novelist (Their Eyes Were Watching
God) and ethnographer collected. Playful speech bubbles
allow these folktale characters to present bits of their stories alongside the narrative of Hurston’s life. The creators
spoke with Kirkus via Zoom, Williams from her home in
Charlotte, North Carolina, and Alcántara from hers in Detroit. It was the first time the two had met in real time. The
conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

editor would bring them to me, just about historical accuracy; other than that, no [contact].
Jacqueline Alcántara: I figured with a nonfiction book
that there would be a little bit more sharing of information
[and] research, but it was not at all so. After the fact, I realized why they do that. I think the process of making the
discoveries on your own and putting the pieces together is
really such a big part of figuring out how you want to create a book: what story you want to tell, Alicia, [and] what
story I want to tell.
ADW: That’s interesting. You said there was the story I
wanted to tell and the story you wanted to tell. Did you
feel like they were different?
JA: No, [there wasn’t] something [else] that I wanted to
bring to it. But reading [Hurston’s] biography, reading her
novels, [I found] visual things that I felt were such beautiful metaphors that could be included in the illustrations.

Jacquline Alcántara
|

ping up. When she was a little kid [she was] obsessed with
the horizon, thinking her house was at the center of the
universe. So that made me think of the sun and Zora and
the horizon—just to play with that in the compositions.
That’s the biggest metaphor, but there are so many little
ones that I could go on for an hour. She gives you so much
to work with.
ADW: I didn’t have the pleasure of negotiating who I
wanted to illustrate it. So when my editor presented the
name, I quickly Googled her. And from her website, I
knew that she was the perfect person. She captures movement, and Zora’s life was all about movement and transitions. I have to be honest, I stalked [Jackie] on Instagram.
Jackie, you have to tell her that you did more than I did:
You went down to Florida and looked at the Everglades to
capture the precise look of what Zora would have seen.
JA: It’s a much more fun way to do research if you can go to
a place and take it in with all of your senses. Zora had been
brave enough to go on huge road trips by herself during
this pretty dangerous time in history for a Black woman
traveling by herself in the South. I can’t at all compare, but
[traveling alone] puts you in a bit of a vulnerable state, and
you’re just kind of more aware of things.

Alicia, how long did it take you to get each beat just so?
ADW: To the last copy edit at midnight, we worked on it.
The pictures were done. We were getting the speech bubbles correct. But then I read it aloud. And I’m like, Oh,
that should go there, because I hear something different.
I think the hardest part was the dialect—making sure the
dialect was consistent and wasn’t overboard. And what
should be in dialect, what should not be, should the ending
be dropped, or should the beginning be dropped?
I just am in awe of Zora because of her courage. I wish
I had that for myself. I wonder if I could have done that, to
gather this beautiful treasure trove of stories and tales. She
did that for us.

y o u n g a d u lt

Alicia, how did you come to the story?
ADW: When I was in college, I had a friend [who] was giggling over a Zora Neale Hurston book. I didn’t see what
was funny about it. I grew up in the Midwest, and she was
from the South, and that was the difference for me. My
love grew later, because I started doing oral storytelling
with Brer Fox and trickster tales. And then I read Their
Eyes Were Watching God, and I fell in love completely. I think
as I became a writer, that story was in my spirit. So one day
I was just tinkering with a phrase, and that was the first
sentence of this story. I had to really immerse myself in her
world. But piecing together her life was just—I was like,
why did I even do this? I had books galore sitting on my
table, just books upon books, trying to figure out what is
vital for little ones. [The manuscript] was probably 3,000
words long until we revised it.

Jackie, I love the way that you use those speech
balloons.
JA: Actually, that was written into the manuscript, and I
loved it. As I was reading Of Mules and Men and [Hurston’s
other] anthologies, in my sketchbook I just did whimsical little drawings, whatever came to mind. I used [what I
drew] as the characters.
ADW: There were some things that you did that I didn’t
anticipate, but it worked so well. [There’s] a reference to
anthropology, and you have to explain what anthropology is,
and it takes you out of the story for a moment. But you did
this wonderful thing.
JA: That came from one of her folktales, [about] a snail.
I just drew a sketch of this guy crouched over, talking to
this little snail. Later, when I was thinking about why Zora
loved anthropology, it was because it gave her a reason to
take a magnifying glass to people. And [I remembered
that] sketch, and I thought, “Oh, this is perfect.” Her
bending over with this magnifying glass and just kind of
studying these little people singing and playing guitar and
chatting.

Jump at the Sun received a starred review in the Dec. 1, 2020
issue.

How did you decide what to present?
ADW: I do biography projects [with my students], and I
know that what’s important is, Why do I need to know this
person? Those 3,000 words had to be whittled down to
what was important, and that’s that she loved stories. Zora
collected these stories for us to have. [People] pick up her
work, her novels, but [not necessarily] the storytelling of
the African American tradition. That was the one trait I
needed kids to know.
JA: I love the way you weave the little bits of stories
throughout. I was like, I have to know the rest of the story!
|
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The deceptively simple illustrations are
dynamic and engaging all on their own.
it was supposed to be sunny

CONFESSIONS OF A
CLASS CLOWN

Costner, Arianne
Illus. by Yong, Billy
Random House (288 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-11870-2
978-0-593-11871-9 PLB
A middle school jester jockeys with
real-life friendships and internet fame.
Despite seventh grader Jack Reynolds’
confident demeanor, he suffers from a paucity of pals—a crisis
belying his reputation as Franklin Middle School’s resident comedian and his thousands of MyTube subscribers. When fair-weather
friend Zane ditches him for a jock, Jack attends an after-school
speed friendshipping session, seeking free doughnuts and fresh
acquaintances. He connects with Mario, fun yet phoneless due to
an uber-strict mother; Brielle, who’s pretty, smart, and motivated;
and Tasha, a brainy, reserved fashionista. The first spark fizzles
when Mario’s mom objects to their joint MyTube appearance.
When Jack loses his smartphone privileges, a viral video he made
with Brielle catches the eye of a MyTube superstar—but Jack drops
the ball, leaving Brielle feeling used. Time with Tasha boosts Jack’s
math grade, but a Slurpee mishap threatens this relationship, too.
When Jack reunites with his phone—and Zane—he makes a final
misstep, forcing him to reflect upon and adjust his approaches to
humor and other people. Can he find a way to mend his fledgling
friendships—or is he destined to become a sad clown? Costner’s
nondidactic exploration of digital technology and social media sustains a quiet insistence that lasting connections are sweetened by
humor but leavened with sincerity. The book features occasional
expressive cartoon-style illustrations. Jack reads as White; there is
diversity in the supporting cast.
A kindhearted, authentic outing. (Humor. 9-13)

IT WAS SUPPOSED TO
BE SUNNY

Cotterill, Samantha
Illus. by the author
Dial Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-525-55347-2
Series: Little Senses

Laila is a planner—she has charts for everything.
As the story opens, she’s planning for her birthday party.
What will she wear? What games will everyone play? When
should the cake be served? Wait....Lightning! Clouds! Her birthday party is ruined!!! “A sparkly SUNSHINE celebration” was
guaranteed for all! Before a meltdown takes control of everything, Mommy has some great ideas. Change doesn’t have to
mean disaster. The indoor unicorn obstacle-course race is a
success—until whoops—there goes the cake! A nervous tummy
doesn’t have to mean the party’s over. Laila’s mom has her child
take a few minutes of regroup-time with service dog Charlie. And
84
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guess what? The birthday kid realizes that unexpected surprises
aren’t all bad. Unicorn ice cream cones, a jar full of colorful paper
wishes, and a cutout smiling sun save the day. Cotterill’s Little
Senses series, addressing anxiety and challenges faced by children
with sensory processing disorder and/or on the autistic spectrum,
is so upbeat and helpful that parents everywhere can employ
these coping mechanisms with any child. The deceptively simple
illustrations are dynamic and engaging all on their own—from
the little details of Laila soothing herself by foot-petting Charlie
to Laila’s look of triumph when she overcomes her disappointment. Laila and Mommy present Black, as does one of her two
guests; the other presents White. On-point closing suggestions
provided by a children’s mental health expert round out the positive experience. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
A nonjudgmental approach for gently teaching how to deal
with life’s setbacks. (Picture book. 4-7)

TRILLIONS OF TREES
A Counting and Planting
Book

Cyrus, Kurt
Illus. by the author
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-250-22907-6
A sequel to Billions of Bricks (2016)
follows one family’s never-ending tree-

planting project.
“We never meant to plant a tree,” says a brown-skinned
kid with straight dark hair. Sister Lizzie, apparently White
with light brown hair, asked for “a trillium, please,” but the
plant store employee misheard her, dooming the siblings and
their parents (who look like older versions of Lizzie) to a hopelessly huge arboreal job, planting the first shipment of 1,000 in
batches of 100 wherever they can find room. While the narrator first appears oddly disembodied against a white background,
the following full-bleed illustrations are detailed and dynamic.
Unfortunately, it’s difficult to count 100 trees in a spread, no
matter how well the illustrator spaces them out. The text also
doesn’t make it totally clear that 10 hundreds add up to make “a
thousand” by the end. Rather than a counting exercise, this book
might better serve as an introduction to tree types: “Spruce and
hemlock. Cedar, too. / A fir for her, a yew for you.” As in Bil
lions, the kids join a multiracial group of neighbors, planting in
parks, along roadsides, and even amid the remains of a fire. Turn
the book vertically for one spread showing a full-grown sequoia.
The rhymes aren’t quite as snappy as the ones in Billions, but
they’re still fun. With any luck, the note that “there are more
than three trillion trees in the world” will give readers enough
of a sense of the 999,999,999,000-tree gap between a thousand
and a trillion. (This book was reviewed digitally with 8.5-by-11-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 45% of actual size.)
Endearing, engaging, and environmentalist. (tree facts)
(Picture book. 3-6)
|

48 GRASSHOPPER ESTATES
de Waal, Sara
Illus. by Medina, Erika
Annick Press (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-77321-484-9

WILD POND HOCKEY

Domm, Jeffrey
Illus. by the author
Nimbus Publishing (32 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-77108-941-8

An anthropomorphic take on a possible origin of hockey.
On a frozen Canadian pond, two ravens chip away at a block
of ice. Startled by a pack of wolves, they fly away, leaving the
wolves to discover the slippery pond on their own. Finding their
way on the slippery surface, the wolves start their own game,
pushing the ice to one another using muzzles and paws. Before
long the game becomes animated, and the wolves chase one
another. Eventually the ice chunk is too small for wolves’ paws
and they leave, so the ravens resume their game using twigs
as sticks. Domm’s straightforward text depicts these animals’
antics as part of this icy play, positing that perhaps hockey was
invented by these animals. The inspiration for this tale seems
to have been the fact that both ravens and wolves are playful,
elucidated in the spare backmatter (though without sources).
|

WONDER WOMEN
OF SCIENCE
How 12 Geniuses Are
Rocking Science, Technology,
and the World

Fletcher, Tiera & Rue, Ginger
Illus. by Comport, Sally Wern
Candlewick (208 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5362-0734-7

y o u n g a d u lt

A girl spreads cheer through her
apartment building, then finds a new
friend who’s just right for her.
Sicily Bridges, a brown-skinned girl with puffy hair, can
“make almost anything”: a snack, a musical instrument, a dragon,
a boat. Sicily’s mum leaves early for work; as the smell of Mrs.
Rubenstein’s oatmeal wafts in, Sicily sits in bed jotting down
ideas for inventions in her journal. When Mrs. Rubenstein, a
gray-haired White woman, comes knocking and asks what Sicily will make today, Sicily decides each of her inventions would
be better with a friend, so she adds “a friend” to her list. On a
wordless spread, Sicily collects items from the recycling room
and giveaway boxes in the hall, then returns to her apartment—
without noticing the Asian boy who is also gathering supplies.
Sicily makes a bunch of “friends” with her finds while the boy,
pictured on alternate pages or in the same view, makes a large
rocket ship that he dangles out his window. While Sicily visits
neighbors, several of whom are elderly, offering her creations
to them, the boy’s project breaks. The children discover each
other just in time to fix his “blaster-offer” together. De Waal’s
rhythmic prose and cyclical storytelling are delightful, and
Medina’s energetic characters and warm palette are charming.
Though a few of the visually split scenes are a bit awkwardly
handled, readers will enjoy putting two and two together before
the characters do.
A cute meet-cute. (Picture book. 4-8)

Domm’s blunt juxtaposition of apparently digitally collaged elements is often jarring, with an often disorienting flattening of
perspective. The illustrations represent both wolves and ravens
realistically, with no anthropomorphization of expressions or
postures. They neither expand upon the text nor offer visual
details to entice readers to look more closely. Nicholas Oldland’s Hockey in the Wild (2020) is a far more entertaining spin
on hockey-playing animals.
A rather dry story with disappointing illustrations ultimately leaves readers unsatisfied. (Picture book. 4-7)

Brief, inspiring biographies of 12 female scientists are
accompanied by interesting information on an array of scientific topics.
Aerospace engineer Fletcher and novelist Rue combine
forces to craft an engaging series of biographies of current
female scientists working in a variety of fields. Each biography begins with a “Fact File” that includes birthplace, education, current position, and honors the subject has received.
Comport’s full-page portraits are complemented by snapshots
of the subjects in childhood. The narrative includes information about each woman’s field, what sparked her career choice,
a note of advice to her childhood self, suggestions to guide
STEM-focused readers, and finally, “Words To Live By”—a few
last pithy bits of advice. The women run the gamut, including
a forestry engineer, a computer science engineer, and a paleoclimatologist. Each chapter is followed by a couple of pages of
additional science background related to the woman’s work. A
slightly flippant, breezy, and amusing writing style makes this
an easy and engaging read. Each biography includes plenty of
information about the scientist’s childhood experiences, making it that much more pertinent for young readers; women of
color are well represented. Altogether, it offers an invaluable
and highly plausible road map from youthful ambition to future
success. Outstanding backmatter rounds out this excellent
presentation.
A fine choice for inspiring future scientists. (glossary, tips
on success in STEM, further reading, index) (Collective biography.
10-14)
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THE ACCIDENTAL
APPRENTICE

Foody, Amanda
McElderry (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5344-7756-8
Series: Wilderlore, 1

An orphaned boy discovers belonging and friendship.
Eleven-year-old Barclay Thorne is an
apprentice to the mushroom farmer in
the town of Dullshire. He’s worked diligently to prove himself
since his parents perished in an attack by an otherworldly Beast
seven years prior. Dullshire prides itself on rules and prickliness, and its citizens abhor all notions of Lore Keepers, those
who bond with Beasts and practice Lore magic. So, when Barclay accidentally stumbles upon—and bonds with—a wolflike
Beast in the forbidden Woods, the town banishes him. Left on
his own, he teams up with the headstrong Viola, a local Lore
Keeper with a dragonlike Beast named Mitzi. Together they
seek a way to remove Barclay’s magic Beast Mark so he can one
day return to Dullshire, a goal contingent upon his finishing
first in the Exhibition, a dangerous competition where budding Lore Keepers prove their worth. As Barclay spends more
time in the fantastical town of Sycomore, he bonds both with
human allies and his own Beast. The worldbuilding calls forth
the atmosphere of classic fantasy worlds while invoking fun
and whimsy every step of the way. In addition to pale-skinned
Barclay and brown-skinned Viola, casual, naturally integrated
diversity is found throughout. Barclay’s journey reignites the
wonder and discovery of childhood, culminating in a warm and
sincere message about embracing who you are.
Wholesome, delightful, and jam-packed with adventure.
(encyclopedia of beasts) (Fantasy. 9-13)

BEAR AGAINST TIME

Fromental, Jean-Luc
Illus.by Jolivet, Joëlle
Norton Young Readers (48 pp.)
$18.95 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-324-01135-4
A bear’s life is in shambles until he
learns to tell time.
Bear, large and orange, oversleeps on
the top bunk. On the bottom bunk, an
orange-haired child wakes and stretches. Bear’s human family
(all of whom present White) has a morning routine, but Bear’s
constantly late. He misses breakfast and the school bus; at
school, he misses classes and lunch. Bear “will never learn how
to read, count, or write,” warns the text. “The problem…is that
Bear cannot tell time.” He’s so hungry from missing meals that
he steals pastry and goes to jail. Family love is conditional: “If
you do that again, we will not be able to keep you,” threatens Dad. Nitty-gritty clock-reading lessons from Dad in two
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10-paneled spreads do succeed—after a terrifying double-page
spread of Bear’s clock-dominated nightmares (including visual
references to Harold Lloyd, Charlie Chaplin, and Salvador
Dalí). Now able to tell time, Bear deserves gifts and fabulous
extracurricular activities, the latter ultimately leading to burnout, a vacation in the mountains (or maybe it’s a sanatorium?),
and—bafflingly—Bear’s return with a spouse and children of
his own (was he not a child in the original family?). There’s a
difference between simply not having learned yet to tell time
and struggling with a sense of time, but here they blend, hitting
neuroatypical readers hard with threats of banishment and conditional rewards. Jolivet’s comics-style illustrations highlight
orange, blue, and yellow with black outlines.
This French import is meant to be funny, but beneath its
lightheartedness beats a cold heart. (Picture book. 5-8)

THE SEA-RINGED
WORLD
Sacred Stories of the
Americas
García Esperón, María
Illus. by Mijangos, Amanda
Trans. by Bowles, David
Levine Querido (240 pp.)
$21.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-64614-015-2

Tales from 18 Indigenous cultures portray how the first peoples of the Americas have seen their world and their place in it,
beginning thousands of years before Europeans arrived.
The Indigenous cultures highlighted here range from the
Arctic to the southern tip of South America. Creation stories
describe the births of Sun and Moon and life-sustaining lakes
and rivers. Stars fill the Hopi sky when Spider Grandmother
casts her web to the heavens. Great floods cover the Earth. Some
narratives suggest ancient migratory journeys. Human survival
is often a struggle as people cross deserts or endure drought,
heat, and ice. Cautionary tales, like the Alutiiq warning against
needless hunting, offer guidance. Tales of war and conquest,
famine and exile, reflect the rise of empires. In a Mopan (Maya)
tradition, a prince and a god fall in love, and in an Inuit story,
sea and weather goddesses are partnered. A Nahua two-spirit
story unites genders in one being, manifesting completion and
wholeness. These retellings, most three to four pages in length,
are generous in spirit. García Esperón, a lauded Mexican poet,
evokes a harshly beautiful world, and Bowles’ finely rendered
translation begs to be read aloud. Mijangos’ exceptional blue,
black, and white digital illustrations, incorporating a variety
of design elements into a unified whole, reflects and enhances
themes and connections among the stories. Informative backmatter includes a pronunciation guide, cultural notes, a map, a
glossary, and a bibliography.
Spellbinding. (Traditional stories. 8-18)

|

Pairs lyrical, accessible poetry and vibrant watercolors
from an ever changing palette.
be a tree!

ABBY, TRIED AND TRUE

Gephart, Donna
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-4089-0

BE A TREE!

Gianferrari, Maria
Illus. by Sala, Felicita
Abrams (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-4197-4422-8
The titular exhortation is explained
and expounded upon in spare free verse
that teaches both well-established facts
about trees and new revelations about
their interlinked, supportive communities.
Peter Wohlleben’s The Hidden Life of Trees (2016) has
claimed yet another enthusiast among picture-book creators.
This book has the advantage of lyrical, accessible poetry and
vibrant watercolors from an ever changing palette. The book
consists almost entirely of double-page spreads, and each page
turn but one yields images of trees or parts of trees—and many
show gloriously diverse children and adults enjoying their time
with, under, and among equally varied kinds of trees. The initial spread repeats the book’s title on the verso as it adds on
the recto: “Stand tall. / Stretch your branches to the sun.” The
baobab trees that span the book’s gutter shade a small child of
|

EXTRAORDINARY ALBERT

Grubman, Bonnie
Illus. by van der Wel, S.K.Y.
Clavis (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-60537-592-2

y o u n g a d u lt

A quiet, poetry-writing, nature-loving tween learns to cope with changes
and challenges during a difficult year.
Twelve-year-old Abby Braverman
does not feel brave. Her best friend, Cat,
is moving away to Israel, and her older
brother, Paul, is diagnosed with testicular cancer. Abby and Paul
have their two moms, Mom Rachel and Mama Dee, for support,
and Abby has her turtle, Fudge, to talk to, but with Cat gone,
she doesn’t have anyone else to turn to. She suffers from social
anxiety at school and finds it difficult to make new friends;
however, when a cute boy moves into Cat’s old house next door,
Abby finds herself making tentative steps toward a new friendship with him. The whole family pulls together to support Paul
through surgery and chemotherapy, which is hard on all of them.
With each new challenge Abby surmounts, she learns that being
anxious and sensitive doesn’t mean that she can’t also be other
things: a supportive sister, a good friend, and a brave person too.
This quiet, steady story especially shines when destigmatizing
Abby’s social anxiety and Paul’s particular form of cancer. The
Bravermans are Jewish, and, as the school year goes on, they
observe holidays like Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Hanukkah,
and Passover. This representation of a close-knit modern Jewish family is authentic and warm.
A touching story about finding inner strength during a
challenging time. (author’s note) (Fiction. 10-13)

color, happily reaching out to the sky. The text continues to
advise its readers to be trees as its metaphors become increasingly complex. One imaginative spread shows an abstraction of
a tree’s pith, contrasted with a simple, representational illustration of the human circulatory system. After basic anatomy has
been covered, spreads on the wonders of the sustaining “wood
wide web” and the urgency of biodiversity segue cleverly into
the necessity of humans gathering in community. The ending
exhortation would seem sappy under less professional handling,
but instead it is a proper conclusion to an argument grounded in
facts and heartfelt artwork. The backmatter, including tips on
saving trees and engaging in community, is excellent, too. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11.3-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 55.3% of actual size.)
Strong heartwood. (author’s note, anatomy of a tree,
resources) (Informational picture book. 7-12)

A gorilla child learns to accept an
aspect of his physical appearance in this
Dutch/Flemish import.
A mother and father gorilla welcome their newborn son
into the world. Albert has large feet, something the entire family, even Albert, appreciates—that is, until he grows older and
starts to resent them, wishing he had “perfect feet” like his
friend Rex, a brown monkey. One day, the two friends get lost in
heavy rain while playing in the jungle, and it’s Albert’s large footprints that save the day and lead them home. The author drives
the message home when Rex tells Albert: “I wish I had feet like
yours. You’re my hero, Albert.” The illustrator, using a palette
dominated by the greens of a jungle, anthropomorphizes the
family’s world in every way: Baby Albert uses a bottle and plays
with human toys and, later, sleeps in a bed. It’s refreshing to see
two male characters display affection for each other in a time of
need: When Rex gets scared at one point, Albert wraps him in
a hug (using those big feet) and comforts him. But at the same
time, some readers may be dismayed to see anthropomorphized
simians, which have traditionally been used in the U.S. to dehumanize Black people, once again at play in a picture book. The
story lacks nuance; as a result, its message of self-acceptance
falls flat. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.2-by-19.6-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
A second-rate story in need of a visual overhaul. (Picture
book. 4-9)
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Smoothly blends a warmhearted, lovely
fantasy adventure with moral lessons.
darkwhispers

WHEN ELEPHANTS LISTEN
WITH THEIR FEET
Discover Extraordinary
Animal Senses

Grundmann, Emmanuelle
Illus. by Dupont, Clémence
Trans. by Woods, Erin
Pajama Press (40 pp.)
$19.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-77278-123-6

Grundmann and Dupont highlight the ways in which various nonhuman animals display extraordinary sensory capabilities that human bodies lack.
A clever title appears on each full-page section starter along
with appealing graphic art. For example, the chapter about the
sense of smell is entitled “On the Nose” and depicts a Black
child picking flowers in a field while, nearby, a fluffy dog appears
to sniff at a flower. (Human diversity appears throughout.) Each
of the eight chapters presents a wealth of information that
has been laid out in a way that encourages browsing. Negative
space surrounds small blocks of intriguingly headlined text
and numerous colorful, charismatic illustrations. Small lessons
in the science behind senses are interspersed amid the many
short paragraphs about animals all over the planet. The text is
graceful and often humorous, with an extensive vocabulary and
fairly complex sentence structure. However, both beginning
and struggling readers will likely enlist support rather than turn
away from such entertainment as the biggest eyeball on record
(the colossal squid) or the peculiar communication methods
of the Atlantic herring (passing gas). That said, only some
terms are defined, and rudimentary knowledge of evolution
is assumed. The three sections beyond the standard five deal
with vibration, electromagnetism, and a droll mélange entitled
“Superhero Animals.” Overall, the book thoughtfully and exuberantly excites wonder in its readers.
Sensational sensory stories. (glossary, index) (Nonfiction.
8-12)

DARKWHISPERS

Hardy, Vashti
Illus. by Ermos, George
Norton Young Readers (400 pp.)
$18.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-324-01595-6
Series: Brightstorm, 2
Two children and their stalwart chosen family sail a sky-ship beyond the
known lands in this sequel to Brightstorm
(2020).
Maudie and Arty Brightstorm, orphaned 13-year-olds, were
adopted into the crew of the Aurora after their adventure in
South Polaris. Now all the Lontown exploring families are
off on a quest to find a missing adventurer. If only the rescue
attempt weren’t led by the twins’ archnemesis: their maternal
88
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aunt Eudora Vane, who had their father murdered. Arty suspects there’s more here than a rescue mission. There’s a mysterious signet ring, odd triangle tattoos, and rumors of a university
secret society. He even keeps seeing an unusual word, Erythea.
But his beloved Maudie, usually interested in whatever Arty
does, is wrapped up in her new engineering projects and has
no time for the mystery. They eventually find their way to
the lost continent, a beautiful, tropical ecotopia led by scholars with extremely advanced technology who live in harmony
with nature. This entry smoothly blends a warmhearted, lovely
fantasy adventure with moral lessons inherent in discovering a
utopian secret. The Lontowners read as White while the people
of the Eastern Isles and the lost continent range from pale to
brown-skinned. Arty’s disability—he has one arm and no longer wears a prosthetic—is rarely mentioned, unlike in Book 1,
in which it’s beautifully and realistically handled. Final art not
seen.
A charming and thought-provoking sequel. (Steampunk. 9-11)

WHEN A DRAGON COMES
TO STAY

Hart, Caryl
Illus. by Beardshaw, Rosalind
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-4338-3448-6
What would you expect when a dragon comes to play and
sleep over?
Only the best-behaved dragon ever. This small green dragon
and her sibling companions, a small, Black-presenting child
and somewhat older Asian-presenting child, spend the day at
the siblings’ house. A pattern in the text emerges. “When a
dragon comes to” stay, play, eat, and get ready for bed, readers
are asked to evaluate the dragon’s behavior. “At dinner, does a
dragon slurp? / Or throw her food or moan or burp? / And does
she spill food on the floor? / Or bang her spoon? Or bellow,
‘More!’?” Even the youngest listeners will soon know the answer
and chime in. “Why, no! Dragons don’t do / that!” Then, in the
text that follows, the dragon models good manners and helpful
behavior. But even this dragon isn’t perfect. “[I]f she’s overtired
or sad, / that’s when a dragon might turn bad.” Describing the
dragon, and not her behavior, as “bad” for the sake of a rhyme is
distressing, but the text also offers several suggestions to turn
the dragon’s mood around. Beardshaw’s illustrations, largely in
a saturated pastel palette, depict a cute, snubby-snouted, and
not-at-all-scaly dragon, and they add quietly humorous details
to enhance a calm but never boring read. Both concept and
pattern are reminiscent of Jane Yolen and Mark Teague’s How
Do Dinosaurs…? series, but this title has a much more domesticated feel. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by-21-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 51% of actual size.)
A mostly compassionate primer on manners that also recognizes that no one, not even a dragon, is perfect. (Picture book.
3-5)
|

GRADUATION GROOVE

Heling, Kathryn & Hembrook, Deborah
Illus. by Sonda, Addy Rivera
Little Bee (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4998-1065-3
Myriad books talk about the first
day of school; few address the other
end of that rite of passage: kindergarten

THE LOST PACKAGE

Ho, Richard
Illus. by Lanan, Jessica
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-23135-2

A lost package finally arrives where it
was intended to go.
An elementary-age New Yorker sends a gift to a friend in the
Bay Area. Ho and Lanan skillfully describe and depict, respectively, the procedures of the U.S. Postal Service as the box begins
to make its way to its destination. Alas, a pothole in the road to
the airport causes the box to fall out of the truck. It lands in a
puddle and is ignored until another kid finally spies it. Curious,
the child picks it up, noting not only the recipient’s address, but
also a drawing of the Golden Gate Bridge that the sender inked
on it. Luckily, the box’s finder is moving to that place along with
mom and dog! Guess what they’ll personally deliver when they
get there? So the USPS doesn’t deliver the box, but this family does—and makes new friends. This sweetly simple, understated story is emotionally rich, a warm paean to the power of
connections. Ho’s text places the box as its protagonist, giving
|

MY MONSTERPIECE

Hoffman, Amalia
Illus. by the author
Yeehoo Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-953458-01-8

An unseen first-person narrator tries
to draw scary beasts.
“I want to make the scariest monster
ever!” opens the protagonist, planning to
give the creature “a long, green tongue” so it will be “a monster
masterpiece—MY MONSTERPIECE!” The first spread shows
paints, brushes, and the abstract beginnings of the monster. The
second spread shows the finished piece of art. What go unseen,
though the text mentions them, are the human characters. The
protagonist tries to spook Mom with the picture, but instead
she’s enchanted: “I love this chubby kitty,” she says. Three more
iterations use the same structure: Protagonist draws a monster
with a seemingly scary feature (pointy horns, sharp teeth, claws)
and fails to frighten loved ones, who all cheerfully misidentify
and mischaracterize the images (“Great job painting an owl!”
says Dad; “It’s so cute!” says sister). No humans appear visually until the end, and even then they are child-style stick figures, and a concluding twist in which monsters draw scary kids
is more confusing than compelling. Due to these factors, the
appeal of this book lies in Hoffman’s portrayal of artistic media.
Backgrounds are graph paper, patterned papers, and (perhaps)
a lilac-painted board; crayons, paints, pencils, and collages are
shown lushly mid-use; scissors, fabrics, and pompoms make
vivid cameos. The monster-creation plot is fun, but this is more
an invitation to make art.
Have the art table and smocks ready. (Picture book. 4-8)
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graduation.
Combining scenes of the kindergarten students as their
day progresses toward that fateful moment onstage with mentions of body parts in the rollicking verses, Heling and Hembrook really maximize the beat. “Got the graduation groove /
in my kindergarten hands. / I’m putting on my cap, / making
first-grade plans.” Though not all the verses scan so well, they
give readers/listeners an idea of what graduation looks like, a
look back at all the things they learned in kindergarten that will
serve them well in first grade, and some of the things they might
miss as well as a few they have to look forward to. “Got the firstgrade jitters / in my kindergarten skin. / What if I don’t like it?
/ My insides start to spin.” Sonda’s bright, pastel-hued illustrations show a diverse class; many of their family members are
in the audience and at the celebratory party afterward. Though
body type is largely similar, there’s a wide range of skin tones.
One child uses forearm crutches, another a wheelchair, and a
third sports pink glasses. The kids’ exuberance can barely be
contained on the pages. (This book was reviewed digitally with
9.8-by-16.6-inch double-page spreads viewed at 28.2% of actual size.)
A solid pick for the end of a momentous year (though not
this Covid one). (Picture book. 4-7)

Lanan ample space to develop the story around it. Her delicate
watercolor illustrations provide clues to both cities, though
interpretation requires sharp eyes and some prior knowledge
(or a helpful caregiver). Engaging perspectives and effective
uses of type add drama. The box’s sender and recipient both
present Asian; the intervening kid and mom present Black. An
afterword describes the author’s family’s moving connection to
the U.S. Post Office. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 103% of actual size.)
Quietly, beautifully told and deeply satisfying. (Picture book.
4-7)
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SOPHIE JOHNSON, UNICORN
EXPERT, IS A SPORTS
SUPERSTAR

Hood, Morag
Illus. by Okstad, Ella
Aladdin (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-6752-1
Series: Sophie Johnson, Unicorn Expert
Sophie Johnson is a triple threat!
In previous outings, readers learned of her unicorn expertise and her detective genius. As this third Sophie Johnson tale
opens, the multitalented, bespectacled protagonist is preparing
for the biggest race anyone has ever run. Mom’s training for a
marathon and offers help, but Sophie doesn’t need it; Sophie
has confidence. She’s got a banner and a plan. She knows she
needs to eat right (readers will note that her cart at the grocery
is full of fast food and candy while Mom’s has veggies). Sophie
knows rest is important too (far more important than cleaning
up). On race day, Sophie knows she shouldn’t be distracted by
the spectators even if they are happy to see her—or are they
there for the marathon rather than the “Fun Run” for kids
Sophie has entered? Eyes closed in concentration, Sophie is first
to the finish line…of the wrong race. Never one to be distracted
by facts and reality, Sophie knows she is a true sports superstar.
Sophie’s self-assurance will appeal to young listeners, who will
also enjoy finding the truth behind her boasts in Okstad’s colorful, squiggly-lined illustrations. Sophie and her mom have
paper-white skin and black hair; her friends who come to cheer
her on are a diverse trio. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 27.5% of actual size.)
A fun and funny read for the sporty and the self-confident.
(Picture book. 4-8)

PALM TREES AT THE
NORTH POLE
The Hot Truth About
Climate Change
Horst, Marc ter
Illus. by Panders, Wendy
Trans. by Watkinson, Laura
Greystone Kids (192 pp.)
$19.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-77164-682-6

Earth’s climate has changed before, but science shows us
that now it’s changing more quickly and with serious consequences—what can be done?
The team that produced Hey There, Earth Dweller! (2019)
returns to explain “the big story of climate change.” In 10 neatly
organized chapters, Horst provides historical background,
describes research, discusses causes and consequences, and
presents a variety of present-day and potential remedies. He
refers to current debates as “squabbling” and emphasizes the
point that most scientists agree there’s a problem. Each chapter
90
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begins with a summary and list of topics; a line reminding readers of the chapter subject appears along one edge of each spread.
The writer addresses his young readers directly in a reassuring, conversational tone. He talks about the origin of fossil
fuels, the Industrial Revolution, and bovine methane emissions.
He includes a story from First Nations Australians reflecting knowledge of the sea level rise that created the Coral Sea
as well as the “hockey stick” graph showing the rise in Earth’s
temperature over the last thousand years. Panders’ lighthearted
illustrations offset the weight of the substantial text. Sadly, the
opening map wildly distorts the size of Northern Hemisphere
continents and islands. All the measurements in this Canadianpublished Dutch import are metric; this is appropriate in a
science book, but U.S. readers unaccustomed to this world standard may find themselves confused. A mordant “climate bingo”
game concludes the book.
A comprehensive account engagingly presented. (acknowledgments, index) (Nonfiction. 9-15)

CLOSE YOUR EYES
A Book of Sleepiness

Houran, Lori Haskins
Illus. by Hanson, Sydney
Whitman (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-0-8075-1271-5

What to do when even the usual cure for insomnia—views
of small, fuzzy animals drowsing off—doesn’t work.
It’s a new suite of impossibly fuzzy, cute, photorealistic baby
animals of the sort that continue to render readers of Houran
and Hanson’s Next to You: A Book of Adorableness (2016) helpless.
A tableau of yawning, cozy goat kids with peepers shuttered or
at half-mast accompanies the suggestive line: “I bet you can’t
wait to / close… / your…”—but the book immediately upsets
expectations with the page turn, offering a contrasting view of
a tiny tarsier with huge, bright eyes and the surprised observation: “Oh! / You are WIDE awake.” How about reverse psychology then? “Let’s stay up!” Just try to ignore the “baby ape with
the blankie,” the snoozing little fox, and, if at all possible, the
bunny and the guinea pig snuggled together. “Come on! / That’s
not even FAIR!” the unseen narrator protests indignantly. But
the toughest challenge is saved for the end: “PUPPIES. / Argh!”
There’s only one way to keep from seeing them. Houran and
Hanson once again manage a delicate balancing act, both poking fun at the soft-focus cutesy-animal books that crowd shelves
and at the same time unapologetically bathing readers in their
gauzy glow.
A truly compelling ticket to slumberland for even the most
wakeful nappy-clad night owl. (Picture book. 1-3)

|

With sweet pictures that show how things can change,
this accessible tale will empower children.
my monster and me

BUSTER

Huett, Caleb Zane
Scholastic (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-54188-5

MEGABAT AND THE NOTHAPPY BIRTHDAY

Humphrey, Anna
Illus. by Reich, Kass
Tundra (176 pp.)
$12.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-7352-6604-9
Series: Megabat, 4

Megabat goes overboard at Daniel’s
birthday, causing a bit of trouble.
Daniel’s birthday is coming up, and he’s throwing a party.
All of his friends are excited and ask Daniel what he wants for
presents. Megabat wants some too, but when Daniel explains
that only the birthday person receives gifts, Megabat thinks it is
unfair. As Daniel prepares for his All-You-Can-Eat Sugar Cereal
Pig-Out Party, going shopping and making a piñata, Megabat’s
excitement starts to grow. But Megabat notices Daniel and their
friend Talia keeping secrets, causing Megabat to feel left out.
On the day of the party, Megabat has to hide under Daniel’s hat,
can’t play the party games, and is scolded a few times. When
Megabat loses his temper, he breaks one of Daniel’s birthday
presents and decides to run away. Megabat soon finds out being
alone with nowhere to go is not easy or fun. This fourth installment of the series is another funny, quirky story about personal
|

MY MONSTER AND ME

Hussain, Nadiya
Illus. by Bailey, Ella
Viking (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-35076-8

A child learns to manage the monster
that has overwhelmed them.
Narrating in first person, a small, brown child introduces
readers to their monster: a large, yellow, furry creature with
horns and a wide-eyed smile. The monster has always been
there—always big and loud. The monster hides when family
members come around, so the child can’t get help getting rid
of it. The monster gets “bossier,” telling the child what to wear
and preventing them from going outside to play with friends.
One day, the monster is waiting for the child after school, and
the child can’t take it anymore. Telling Gran all about the monster…suddenly makes the monster shrink. After that, the monster isn’t so scary anymore. British cooking personality Hussain
personalizes this tale with a note about her own panic disorder,
which inspired her to write this story to support children in
naming and understanding “worries, anxiety and panic.” The
direct-address narration and Bailey’s illustrations work together
remarkably well to provide a poignant tool to do just that. With
sweet pictures that show how things can change, this accessible
tale will empower children to identify and speak about their
worries, taking control away from their “monsters” and letting
them enjoying their lives. (This book was reviewed digitally with
9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 78% of actual size.)
Charming and effective. (Picture book. 3-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Buster Pulaski has committed the
worst of all dog crimes, and now he must
defend his actions in Dog Court and face
grave consequences.
Dogs are strictly forbidden from
revealing to humans their true intelligence, which is extremely high, under any circumstances.
Buster, a mutt of unknown origins, knows this—he’s been in
court before—but will also do anything to help Tonio, his new
master, work through his anxiety disorder to gain self-confidence and make new friends. Buster deftly explains the phenomenon of anxiety to a group of dogs by using the comparison,
“Anxiety is like if you smelled a cat, all the time, even if there had
never been a cat anywhere near you. Your brain would always be
yelling, Cat! Cat! Cat! Even though you knew there wasn’t one
around.” Plenty of comic relief in the form of dog humor and
puns (the dogs surf the Bark Web on computers, for instance)
balances the heaviness of a tween grappling with paralyzing
anxiety and struggling to fit in. Some young readers will recognize their own anxiety being portrayed while others will gain a
better understanding of their anxious peers through this sensitive and amusingly written story. Tonio is assumed White; there
is some diversity in the supporting cast.
A good dog with a good story. (Fiction. 8-12)

insecurities and friendship. Megabat here comes off as whiny
rather than sympathetic, with behavior that may alienate readers. The familiar black-and-white drawings are adorable, however. Megabat’s idiosyncratic English can be difficult to read
and understand at times. Daniel is of Japanese heritage; Talia
presents White.
Fans of the series will enjoy this amusing fourth book, but
newcomers may have a hard time warming up to the title character. (bat facts) (Fantasy. 7-10)

BEYOND PLATFORM 13

Ibbotson, Eva & Pounder, Sibéal
Viking (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-20417-7

A case of mistaken identity will
either be the salvation of a magical island
or hasten its downfall in this sequel to
the late Ibbotson’s The Secret of Platform
13 (1998).
Accessible only through magical portals called gumps which open for a period of nine days every nine
kirkus.com
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John’s text perfectly pitches the jokes to a
strong conclusion at just the right pace.
something’s wrong!

years, the Island has long been a haven for magical beings and
humans who still believe in magic. Immediately before the most
recent gump opening, however, a group of prejudiced harpies
seized control of the island and forced many of its inhabitants
to leave. With only two days until the gumps close—stranding
trolls, witches, wizards, ogres, and fairies in the human world
for nine years—Odge Gribble, the now-teenage hag heroine
from the previous volume, recruits Lina Lasky, a human girl
from Vienna, to help reclaim the Island for all. In this somewhat contrived addition to the original fantasy classic, Pounder
expands the world Ibbotson established and introduces questions of identity, community, and belonging, though emotional
exploration takes a back seat to the action. In true Ibbotson
fashion, the narrative generously applies appropriately childlike
humor to each interaction Odge, Lina, and their friends have
with the rather unglamorous mystical beings they encounter on
their quest to defeat the harpies. A White default is assumed.
An entertaining companion to Ibbotson’s canon. (Fantasy.
8-12)

SOMETHING’S WRONG!
A Bear, a Hare, and
Some Underwear

John, Jory
Illus. by Kraan, Erin
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-374-31388-3

A chatty bear causes a stir in the forest by leaving the house in an embarrassing pair of white underwear.
When Jeff the bear runs down a checklist of things to do
before leaving the cottage in the morning, one big item is forgotten: taking off the tighty whities that Grandma sent. As Jeff
encounters pal after pal (none of whom wear underwear, nor
indeed any human clothing), the bear has a sense that something is very wrong. But what could it be? Finally, after many
animals break the fourth wall to ask readers, “Why is that bear
wearing underwear?” Jeff goes to a rabbit friend named Anders
who explains. And while there’s a huge moment of awkwardness when all the animals show up, Anders and Jeff are able to
seize the moment. The underpinnings of this charming picture
book are already strong (underwear is inherently funny), and
the babbling small talk Jeff engages in while trying to figure
out what’s wrong adds a lot to the increasingly silly situation
(“Am I right or am I right? I think I’m right”). John’s text perfectly pitches the jokes to a strong conclusion at just the right
pace while Kraan’s energetic illustrations, with hardly a straight
line in the entire book, add to the sense of ultimately harmless
cringe. The book is also a clever primer on handling embarrassment and how it can sometimes be dealt with by simply changing the perspective of what’s happening. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
This underwear affair is wise, witty, and just brief enough.
(Picture book. 3-6)
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BLUE FLOATS AWAY

Jonker, Travis
Illus. by Snider, Grant
Abrams (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-4197-4423-5

The water cycle gets the anthropomorphic treatment.
When Little Blue breaks off from
his parents—a single iceberg with two
heads—he’s swept away by the surrounding waves. Unsure if
he’ll ever return, Blue drifts farther and farther away, witnessing snow and eventually finding companionship: fish, the moon,
and boats, which help him learn about winds and currents. But
Blue discovers he’s changing. As the sky warms, he grows ever
smaller until he melts into the surrounding water; unable to
help him, his friends leave. Then Blue evaporates, condenses,
and becomes a cloud. In the sky, he meets new friends who help
orient him toward home; on the way, Blue changes again, bringing about a happy reunion. This tale is told in easily comprehensible terms for the youngest readers and listeners. Blue is an
accessible, sweet character who brings emotional depth to an
important science concept. Dazzling illustrations, created with
cut paper, colored pencil, and white ink, will hold kids’ rapt
attention while they hear, wide-eyed, about Blue’s destiny. Illustrations aptly feature shades of vivid blues, but eye-popping
pinks, reds, oranges, yellows, and purples also emblazon these
pages. Blue and his parents are expressive even though their
faces are depicted merely with light-blue dots. An author’s note
explains the water cycle and climate change, and it offers tips to
protect the planet. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 48.7% of actual size.)
A splendid springboard to both STEM and art activities.
(Picture book. 3-6)

THE LADY OF THE LIBRARY

Karcher, Angie
Illus. by Sanson, Rachel
Sleeping Bear Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 15, 2021
978-1-5341-1102-8

What’s a ghost to do when her usual
haunting ground is slated for demolition?
A ghostly apparition’s normal haunt,
a multistory rural library, is currently closed and will be knocked
down for reasons unknown. The spirit, who presents as White,
is out of sorts until she makes an unlikely ally in a young girl who
isn’t frightened of the ghost and wants to save the building. The
girl, who has light tan skin and brown hair, works with the Lady
to devise a series of plans that will draw attention to the library,
including stacking up a winding line of books and then toppling
them like dominoes, creating a spectacular slide from unused
shelving, and holding ghost-story–telling sessions. Their work
pays off, leaving everyone happy. Backmatter connects the
|

story to the Willard Library in Evansville, Indiana, and while
the book will most likely be haunting the shelves of Willard for
many years to come, it most likely will gather dust elsewhere.
The internal logic of the story will have astute readers scratching their heads: Can the girl see the ghost but no one else can?
Why are the construction workers who are tasked with demolition terrified of the ghost while other people are not? It’s all
related in rhyming couplets that strain for scansion. The illustrations do a lot of heavy lifting, giving the book heaps of visual
appeal, but that may not be enough. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Shaky rhyme and illogic earn this ghost story a boo.
(author’s note, resources) (Picture book. 7-10)

BIXBY TIMMONS AND THE
DRAGONTHORP RIDDLE

A shy teen stumbles upon a lucrative
puzzle.
Bixby Timmons is less than thrilled
about moving with her family—mom,
dad, and younger twin brothers—as they become caretakers
of the Pinnacle Manor, one of a group of former Dragonthorp
estates. A decade ago, the billionaire tech genius Cody Dragonthorp, half of a team of brothers behind holographic technology designed to allow children to attend school digitally from
home, disappeared. He left behind a small empire and a series
of clues to his whereabouts. It doesn’t take long for Bixby to
stumble across the breadcrumbs left behind in her new home,
thus activating a race against four other puzzle solvers to solve
the riddles, follow the clues, and claim the $100 million prize.
This riff on Ready Player One replaces the pop-culture references with logic games, making this a slightly interactive read
that nevertheless never truly pops. While the premise is appealing, the characterization is slim, the pacing is poor, and the
novel comes to such an abrupt halt that rather than feeling like
a typical cliffhanger ending designed to whet appetites for the
next entry, it will likely leave readers frustrated. Whiteness is
situated as the default.
A series opener that misfires. (Thriller. 9-12)

|

Khan, Hena
Salaam Reads/Simon & Schuster
(288 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-5988-5
Series: Amina’s Voice, 2
Amina develops her musical talents
and her identity in this follow-up to
Khan’s popular middle-grade novel Ami
na’s Voice (2018).
A monthlong family trip to Pakistan wraps up as summer
ends. Although the trip was dotted with moments when she
didn’t feel Pakistani enough, as Amina returns home to Wisconsin it’s as though she’s leaving a piece of her heart behind.
Seventh grade brings new activities and a new friend, Nico.
While she settles back into routines with community service,
time with friends, and FaceTime with family back in Pakistan,
Amina works on writing song lyrics to capture her feelings about
being attached to two places, and Nico teaches her to mix music
on the computer. Is the excitement she feels around him about
the music and having a new friend, or is it something more? And
how can she keep her promise to her uncle to show Americans
the beauty of Pakistan when her project about Malala Yousafzai
only makes her classmates pity girls in Pakistan? Readers will
enjoy being along for the ride as Amina sorts through mild middle school turbulence and finds satisfying ways to express and
share her true self. A diverse cast of characters (Nico is French
and Egyptian; Soojin is Korean; Emily is, presumably, White)
situates Amina in a realistic small American town, and her story
offers a hopeful example for young readers who are figuring
themselves out, too.
A sweet sequel. (Fiction. 9-13)

y o u n g a d u lt

Karkan, Dwight D.
Tiny Fox Press LLC (284 pp.)
$14.63 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-946501-27-1
Series: Bixby Timmons, 1

AMINA’S SONG

BUCK’S TOOTH

Kredensor, Diane
Illus. by the author
Aladdin (64 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5344-8107-7
Sometime the characteristic one’s
the most self-conscious of can be the
source of their greatest talent.
Buck the beaver has one oversized front tooth dominating the left side of his mouth, and it’s a major hassle to daily
life. That doesn’t stop him from being excited for the upcoming Beaverton Talent Show now that he and his friends are
finally old enough to participate. But what is Buck’s talent?
Even Buck doesn’t know, since every attempt to develop one
ends disastrously when his tooth gets in the way. He takes
some comfort in the success of his uncle Henry, a famous
sculptor, whose dentition is just like Buck’s, but Buck wants
to find his own talent. He tries to eliminate his problem with
“Operation Tooth Pull.” After several failed plans, including the
kirkus.com
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string-tied-to-a-doorknob method and cracking open a bunch
of nuts, Buck becomes dejected. His bluebird friend tries to
cheer him up, attesting that Buck’s talent may be “right under
[his] nose.” Meanwhile, the talent show is underway, and Uncle
Henry plans to unveil his latest masterpiece at it. In a moment
of classic slapstick, Buck causes an accident with the sculpture
and frantically works to remedy it. What results is an unveiling
of Buck’s amazing talent! This short chapter book is formatted
like a graphic novel, combining a low word count with the heavy
use of narrative illustrations to make it appropriate for very
early readers. The lively cartoon style pairs well with effects like
speech balloons for dialogue.
Readers will cheer to see Buck’s talent brought to light.
(Fiction. 6-8)

RED ROVER

Krovatin, Christopher
Scholastic (256 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-62909-5
Hell’s hound comes home to torment
a girl and her family in this gruesome,
dread-filled slow burner.
On the side of the road sits a German shepherd, blindfolded and muzzle
duct-taped shut. For the Tanners—Mom,
Dad, sixth grader Amy, and her 6-year-old sister, Katie—such
an act is reprehensible. They wonder how anyone could be so
cruel. The Tanners rescue the dog, whom Katie immediately
names Rover. Soon enough, Rover and Katie grow inseparable, and surrendering him to a shelter becomes unimaginable.
Amy, however, notices that odd things happen around Rover. A
bully suddenly experiences a nasty bout of sickness, the Tanners’ other dog is deathly afraid of the new arrival, and strange
tech disturbances abound. After a disastrous incident at the
school science fair, Amy becomes the target of Rover’s ire. She
is plagued by nightmares, doors and drawers slam shut on their
own, and before she knows it, Amy’s dad falls prey to a kitchen
“accident.” Rover’s getting bolder. Can Amy protect her family from one hellish creature? Krovatin piles on the terror, one
incident after the other, with seeming ease, slowly unfurling the
extent of the trouble the Tanners find themselves in. It makes
for an enthralling read, and the author gamely raises the stakes
with each chapter. Though a little longer than needed, this tale’s
nonetheless sure to entice fans of canine horror. The book follows a White default.
All bite, no bark. (Horror. 8-12)
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ONE SPRINGY, SINGY DAY

Kurilla, Renée
Illus. by the author
abramsappleseed (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4197-4572-0

Page after rhyming page, playful
words dance from beginning to end in
this read-aloud for the very young.
“Stretchy / yawny / wide awake at dawn-y.” Waking with a
morning stretch, one child starts the action as different children are shown throughout a day full of inside and outside activities. According to the second-person text, each child is “a buzzy,
busy bee” until they fall into bed, “comfy, cozy” at the end of
the story. The diverse cast of young children interact with one
another in scenes brimming with exciting details. As the day
moves from morning to evening, the journey includes a summertime backyard garden, a cheery, toy-filled playroom, a makebelieve theater complete with an audience of stuffed animals,
and the craft room in a library. Children will enjoy the singsong
pace of the text as they follow the characters from place to
place. Little ones can point out familiar events (pre–Covid-19,
that is) such as going to the market and stopping at the playground on the way home. The endpapers are just as much fun as
the book. Seventeen colorful miniscenes are packed with whimsies of their own. This bonus gives extra material for making up
even more stories to entertain wiggly preschoolers. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 75% of actual size.)
Lively illustrations give oodles of discussion topics, making this a book young children will love listening to over and
over. (Picture book. 2-5)

SOUL LANTERNS

Kuzki, Shaw
Trans. by Balistrieri, Emily
Delacorte (176 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-593-17434-0
978-0-593-17435-7 PLB
Nozomi and her friends find a way to
share heartbreaking survivor stories of
the Hiroshima bombing.
Every Aug. 6, in Hiroshima, Japan,
colored lanterns are set afloat down the river, shining in the night.
Twenty-five years after the bombing, 12-year-old Nozomi and her
family release lanterns honoring the souls lost to it: two for her aunts
who never grew up, one for her father’s first wife, and a fourth one.
For the first time, Nozomi questions whom her mother releases
the unnamed lantern for. A few days later, when she sees her art
teacher at the cemetery, she learns his fiancee died in the bombing.
Nozomi’s curiosity grows, and she begins to hear the heartbreaking
stories of those lost to the bomb as well as those left to grieve them.
Nozomi and her friends decide to share the survivors’ experiences
|

Halberstadt’s cartoon illustrations are filled
with energy and emotion.
soosie

through their art. Bringing these little stories to light creates a significant impact, helping others learn and remember what happened
and find peace and compassion. Kuzki pens an honest look at the
tragic effects and aftermath of the atomic bomb, whether it be one
day or 25 years after. Even though they are fictional, the stories of
loss, regret, loneliness, and grief are powerful and emotional. Scattered throughout are haunting tanka, Japanese poems, that were
published in newspapers following the bombing. Originally written
in Japanese, it is beautifully translated, with Japanese words woven
in throughout.
An evocative story that will move your soul. (author’s
notes) (Historical fiction. 10-14)

AGNES’S PLACE

A new resident changes the comforting rhythm of life in a young girl’s

apartment.
Five-year-old Agnes knows absolutely everything about the
inhabitants of her bustling apartment building. She’s attuned to
the smallest sounds and slightest smells that tell her what someone is baking, building, cleaning, or celebrating. Then Agnes’
perfectly orderly world is turned upside down when Anna
moves into the building. Agnes loves the idea of a new friend,
but what if Anna doesn’t want to be friends? What if Anna’s
presence means Agnes becomes less important in her world?
Translated from Norwegian, the third-person narration is compelling and understandable for American audiences while visual
cultural markers are glimpsed here and there. The complexity
of Agnes’ emotions is communicated with small details in her
here and now. With the exception of a couple small storytelling hiccups (readers will wonder why Anna never reaches out
to Agnes), the text and illustrations work in tandem to bring
the magic of apartment living and new friendship to life. Shapes,
lines, and colors create movement and a strong visual throughline, helping readers’ eyes navigate detailed illustrations full of
the messy, vibrant elements of life. Patterns and textures add
another layer of cozy charm. Agnes is depicted with black hair
and light brown skin while Anna has pale skin and blond hair.
The apartment residents appear mostly White with the exception of one Black neighbor. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 73.8% of actual size.)
A love letter to new friendships and apartment living. (Pic
ture book. 4-7)

|

Lehman-Wilzig, Tami
Illus. by Halberstadt, Menahem
Endless Mountains Publishing (32 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-9988527-7-5
Blessing the challah at the Friday
night dinner signals the beginning of

Shabbat.
In the early 20th century, the city of Jerusalem is still a small
town. Bakery owners Esther and Ezra bake the challahs before
dawn on Friday mornings to be ready by daylight for delivery to
Jewish families. Jacob, their reliable delivery boy, loads the cart,
hitches up their horse, clicks his tongue to her, and off they go.
Jacob and Soosie make several stops along the road for people
waiting to select their loaves and place payment in a little tin
bank affixed to the side of the cart, exchanging greetings of
“Shabbat Shalom” as they go. One memorable Friday, Jacob is
very sick, but he and the bakers are confident that Soosie can
do the job on her own. After all, she knows the routine very
well. They put a note under the tin bank so their customers
will understand the unusual change. It works perfectly, and the
exhausted Soosie arrives home with a full bank and an empty
stomach. She is given the trio’s gratitude, a meal, and a wellearned rest. Halberstadt’s cartoon illustrations are filled with
energy and emotion, vividly depicting characters and important
objects in bright colors, with some backgrounds in gray, and just
enough detail to set the scene. Diverse townspeople are seen
with many different skin tones and a wide variety of dress indicating the scattered places from which they migrated to Palestine/Israel. A detailed author’s note explains the tale’s origins, a
bit of Jerusalem’s history, and the rituals of Shabbat.
A heartwarming tale with an abundance of kindness, love,
and tradition. (Picture book. 4-11)

y o u n g a d u lt

Larsen, Marit
Illus. by Løvlie, Jenny
Trans. by Dickson, Kari
Amazon Crossing Kids (44 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2675-8

SOOSIE
The Horse That Saved
Shabbat

GAME, SET, SISTERS!
The Story of Venus and
Serena Williams
Leslie, Jay
Illus. by Glenn, Ebony
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-250-30740-8
Series: Who Did It First?

The latest book in the Who Did it First? series focuses on
the lives of tennis-star sisters Venus and Serena Williams.
As one would expect, the book spotlights the tennis greats’
major successes and challenges in the sport, but it places an
equal focus on the relationship among all the Williams sisters: Venus, Serena, Isha, Lyndrea, and the late Yetunde. Leslie
moves through her account efficiently, enabling young readers
to glean important information about the subjects without
kirkus.com
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Soft, textured illustrations expertly pair
with the understated text.
i am a bird

bogging them down in details. The book begins with their early
days on the tennis court in Compton, California, and continues
through 2016, when they opened the Yetunde Price Resource
Center in honor of the oldest of the five sisters, who died due
to gun violence. In chronicling Venus’ and Serena’s professional
lives, the book does not shy away from the racism that the
two faced from other players and tennis fans. Glenn’s illustrations represent the subjects well and capture the sisters’ signature beads and braids from their early years in the sport. The
text falters a bit, failing to reveal why Venus refers to Serena
as “Meeka,” nor does it locate geographically the Indian Wells
tournament the sisters boycotted after receiving racist jeers.
Dialogue is unsourced, but the backmatter includes a timeline
and additional resources. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 56.3% of actual size.)
An inspiring biography of athletes, friends, partners, and
sisters. (Picture book/biography. 4-8)

THE MYSTERIOUS
DISAPPEARANCE OF AIDAN S.
(AS TOLD TO HIS BROTHER)

Levithan, David
Knopf (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-984848-59-8

A missing boy returns from another
world. Will anyone believe his story?
When 12-year-old Aidan goes missing, his family and community members
search everywhere in their small town. Things progress from
worrying to terrifying when Aidan doesn’t turn up. No note. No
trace. Not even a body. Six days later, Aidan’s younger brother,
Lucas, finds Aidan alive in the attic they’d searched many times
before. Aidan claims he was in a magical world called Aveinieu
and that he got there through a dresser. While everyone around
the brothers searches for answers, Lucas gets Aidan to open up
about Aveinieu. Lucas, who narrates the story, grapples with
the impossibility of the situation as he pieces it all together. Is
any part of Aidan’s story true? YA veteran Levithan’s first foray
into middle grade is a poignant tale of brotherly love and family trauma. The introspective writing, funneled through a precocious narrator, is as much about what truth means as about
what happened. Though an engaging read for the way it makes
readers consider and reconsider the mystery, the slow burn may
deter those craving tidy resolutions. Bookish readers, however,
will delight in the homages to well-known books, including
When You Reach Me and The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. The
cast defaults to White; the matter-of-fact inclusion of LGBTQ+
characters is noteworthy.
A thought-provoking title for sophisticated readers. (Mys
tery/fantasy. 10-13)
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I AM A BIRD

Lim, Hope
Illus. by Yum, Hyewon
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5362-0891-7
True understanding comes from a
willingness to look deeper.
In an idyllic seaside community rendered in soft colored
pencil and bright paint, a young child flies to school on the back
of Daddy’s bike. Both present Asian. Arms stretched wide, the
child expresses joy and exclaims, “I am a bird.” Singing an exuberant bird song—“CA-CAW! CA-CAW!”—the smiling and
waving narrator spreads happiness along the way. Along their
route, passersby smile and wave in return, and even the birds
sing back. One day, the child spots an older, White woman in
a blue coat and carrying a big bag; she is walking past a mural
painted with toothy animals and does not wave and smile. The
predatory animals depicted in the mural openly gape at the
woman throughout the story, manifesting the child’s growing
dislike as they see her again, day after day. Soon, the child’s bird
song stops whenever the woman is spotted. One day they are
running late, and the child does not see the woman until catching a glance of her in a park. She is surrounded by birds, whispering her own bird song, and the child has an epiphany. In the final
double-page spread, the child and woman reflect each other
with raised heads and closed eyes as they find they are the same:
“We are birds.” The soft, textured illustrations expertly pair with
the understated text and its beautifully simple, implicit message to look closer before jumping to conclusions. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9.1-by-19.6-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 25.2% of actual size.)
A gentle story about connection that will connect with
readers of all ages. (Picture book. 4-8)

ALLERGIC

Lloyd, Megan Wagner
Illus. by Nutter, Michelle Mee
Graphix/Scholastic (240 pp.)
$24.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-56891-2
A 10-year-old’s world is upended by a
diagnosis.
Maggie Wilson believes her birthday
will be the best one ever since her parents are letting her get a dog. Although
technically it would be the entire family’s dog, Maggie knows
deep down that since her younger twin brothers are completely
absorbed in one another’s company and her parents are distracted by preparing for the new baby who is arriving in a couple of months, the dog will basically be hers. However, she’s in
for a sad surprise when she has a severe allergic reaction while
cuddling a puppy at the shelter. After being tested, Maggie is
diagnosed as being allergic to multiple species of animals. The
|

doctor recommends that she stay away from anything with fur
or feathers. Unwilling to give up her dream of owning a pet,
Maggie begins a quest to find the perfect creature. Her allergies
are only the start of the troubles Maggie encounters, as entering a new school and her changing family dynamics bring more
challenges. Maggie’s inventiveness as she overcomes these trials
is showcased through Lloyd’s captivating narrative and Nutter’s
bright and dynamic illustrations. The story provides insight
into the lives of those with allergies and the accommodations
needed to avoid serious episodes. The children’s father reads as
White; their mother is brown-skinned.
A heartachingly enjoyable tale of resilience. (Graphic fiction.
8-12)

CARS, SIGNS, AND
PORCUPINES!

Porcupines on the run lead to some
seriously prickly problems.
Beloved characters return in this, the third in Long’s Happy
County series, after Hello, World! (2020) and Sun and Moon
Together (2020). When the local water tower springs a leak, Pauly
and Polly’s Porcupine Playground floods, causing the frolicking
little porcupines to scatter. Now it’s up to the County Mounties to save the day by rounding them up amid much alliteration.
Trouble is, they have no idea how to entice porcupines back
into the fold. Nothing appears to lure them back (not even
Parmesan pimento parfait) until Miss Beverly, the bookmobile
librarian, arrives at a prickly pear solution. Supplementing this
action are both silly scenes and informative sections (an introduction to “Types of Signs” covers regulatory, guide, and warning signs, for instance) that give the book a distinctly Richard
Scarry–esque vibe. Long appears to be steering away from the
information-rich text of Sun and Moon Together, however, preferring to unabashedly embrace the series’ silliness and sight gags.
Even gags for adults sneak their way in, like the Buckstars coffee-chain ad featuring an antlered mascot and the You Knighted
airplane that’s full of folks in armor. Colorful cartoon art guarantees that young eyeballs will stay enthused. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 12-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at
28.4% of actual size.)
There’s never a dull moment in Happy County, and that’s
just the way kids like it. (Picture book. 4-7)
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Luyken, Corinna
Illus. by the author
Dial Books (56 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-593-11259-5
A celebration of humankind’s connection to the natural world, as a child
joyfully observes how a tree—and all the
elements that allow it to flourish—lives
on in people.
A brown-skinned child with short, curly black hair plucks
an apple from a tree. As it’s eaten, the fruit’s rosy glow is
reflected in the youth’s cheeks as the text reads, “The tree in
me / is part apple.” And so the poetic text, with the tree refrain
starting each stanza, continues. The wise child, with the help
of a multiracial cast of friends, plays among glorious trees—
climbing, swinging from, and reading on branches; jumping
among leaves; and resting in their cool shade. With each spread,
the link between the trees and the children strengthens. The
soil, sun, and rain that nourish the trees are also parts of the
child, as are the bee that pollinates, the squirrel that regenerates, and the worm that decomposes and enriches the ground.
The cycles of the tree and of the larger natural world, including
humans, are honored. Luyken captures the splendor of nature
in her brushwork and patterns. Done in gouache, pencil, and
ink, her simplified designs are layered with energy and skillfully
composed. Warm pink and yellow hues create a soft radiance,
cooled by the middle spreads of predominant blue patterns for
rain and sky, which create endless delight for the children. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-14-inch double-page spreads
viewed at actual size.)
A visual feast. (Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Long, Ethan
Illus. by the author
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-76598-7
Series: Happy County

THE TREE IN ME

CHAMP AND MAJOR
First Dogs

McCullough, Joy
Illus. by Abvabi Best, Sheyda
Dial Books (24 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-40714-1

Two German shepherds take on the very important job of
keeping their newly elected “dad” from working too hard.
As the Bidens’ dog since vice-presidential days, Champ
knows his duties well and readily assumes new ones when Major
arrives—first teaching the rambunctious shelter pup how
to behave at home and in public and then, after the election,
taking him on a tour of the White House. The low-saturation,
generic, sparsely detailed cartoon illustrations look as whipped
out as the blandly minimal narrative, which is so simple caregivers may need to fill in quite a lot for little listeners—like what is
the job Champ and Major’s dad does that’s so tiring. Only one
scene, of Biden addressing reporters with Vice President–elect
Kamala Harris at his side, includes human figures wearing face
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coverings to prevent the spread of Covid-19. Still, the newest
first family is at least recognizable, and Abvabi Best also gets the
dogs’ coloring right as well as populating the backgrounds with
a diverse cast (including an Obama-era flashback of the African
American first couple next to the White vice-presidential couple). If her final view, of the canines snuggled down in the Oval
Office, is a bit speculative (not to say idealized), it does bring
the double tribute to a cozy, companionable close. A closing
timeline of U.S. presidential pets and a note on the histories of
the two dogs and information about shelter pets in general add
a few morsels of fact to chew on. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 79% of actual size.)
A superficial tail wagger, but it’s good to see the White
House going to the dogs literally again rather than otherwise.
(Picture book. 5-7)

HUMBLE AND KIND

McKenna, Lori
Illus. by Blackmore, Katherine
Akashic (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-61775-852-2
Series: LyricPop
The lyrics of the multiaward-winning
country song become captions to describe acts and moments in
the lives of a loving biracial family.
Blackmore visually elaborates on cues and values in
McKenna’s unchanged verses to create a loosely connected storyline in which three biracial children, with their White mother
and Black father, attend church (“ ’cause your momma says
to”), visit their grandpa (who is Black), share a root beer Popsicle, and wave American flags as a small-town parade goes by,
among other activities. In line with the chorus—“Always stay
humble and kind”—they treat their neighbors and particularly
one another with (usually) unforced courtesy and respect. The
line “Know the difference between sleepin’ with someone, / and
sleepin’ with someone you love” is rendered innocuous with a
picture of the parents snoozing in a hammock as their children hang out contentedly below. Some of the lyrics are likewise stretched, though to benign purpose, in the co-published
(Sittin’ on) The Dock of the Bay, written by Otis Redding and Steve
Cropper, illustrated with stylized, geometric San Francisco
scenes by Kaitlyn Shea O’Connor, and featuring here a solitary
cat whose hunger and loneliness both end when a young Black
child arrives with a fish and companionably stays to watch “the
tide roll away, ooh yeah.” Music is not supplied, but spoken or
sung, the words in both outings make better fits with the pictures than in most pop-song crossovers.
A harmonious outing. (Picture book. 6-9) ((Sittin’ on) The Dock
of the Bay: 978-1-61775-850-8)
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THE LITTLE LIBRARY

McNamara, Margaret
Illus. by Karas, G. Brian
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-525-57833-8
978-0-525-57834-5 PLB
Series: Mr. Tiffin’s Classroom
A school librarian helps their student
succeed as a reader and grow as a community member.
While there are many picture books about libraries, librarians, books, and reading, this fifth installment in McNamara
and Karas’ series about Mr. Tiffin’s class is a standout. Not only
does Librarian Beck offer Jake compassionate encouragement
through careful reader’s advisory and reassuring comments
about his reading preferences, they also present as nonbinary
with they/them pronouns and clothing and hairstyling that
resist strict gender norms. The matter-of-fact inclusion of this
character is groundbreaking, especially since Librarian Beck’s
gender is not a focus of the story. Instead, Jake’s early resistance
to reading and then his immersion in Woodworking for Young
Hands define the earlier parts of the plot. Jake renews this favorite book many times and is saddened to learn the school library
will be closed at the end of the school year. The story culminates
with him working with his grandfather to build a Little Free
Library for Librarian Beck, who installs it outside the school for
students to enjoy. A closing moment may warm hearts (though
it risks undermining core principles of librarianship) when Jake
receives a package from Librarian Beck with Woodworking for
Young Hands inside, its title page stamped with the word WITH
DRAWN. All main characters present as White. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10.5-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at
37% of actual size.)
This little book could make a big difference. (Picture book.
4-8)

RAINDROPS TO RAINBOW

Micklos Jr., John
Illus. by Chua, Charlene
Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-22409-0

A young child names colors and finds
ways to pass the time before a rainy day

finally becomes sunny.
Children likewise stuck inside will surely empathize with
the protagonist as they await the sun: “I want a calm, clear,
BLUE sky day, / so I can go outside and play. / I miss the YELLOW summer sun. / I miss the laughter. Miss the fun.” Gray,
green, brown, white, blue and gray (both repeats), and orange
each make an appearance as Mom helps the child pass the time
and calms them during the thunder and lightning. Finally, the
rain stops, and the duo don red rain boots and head outside,
where they discover a rainbow. The child names each color,
|

Seasoned beginning readers will enjoy the silliness.
ducks run amok!

starting with violet, and then it’s time to head inside for bed.
The rhyming text mostly scans well, with just a few stumbles
in meter. The names of each color are capitalized and printed
in the appropriate hue, and the pictures will give readers clues
as well; the yellow rug in front of the couch, for example, looks
just like the sun. The child wears large white glasses and has
long brown hair with a giant bow on the top of their head. Their
skin is slightly darker than their redheaded mother’s pale skin;
a family portrait on the bedroom wall hints at a multiracial family. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 29.6% of actual size.)
Practice for those who are learning colors or patience on a
rainy day. (Picture book. 2-6)

STRANGE NATURE
The Insect Portraits of Levon
Biss

An elaborate photographic process that brings out every
bizarre detail and shimmering nuance of color turns 14 insects
into lambent “miniature monsters.”
Culled from the photographer’s book for adults Microsculpture
(2017), the photos of the preserved specimens could just as well
have been chosen as much for their subjects’ names—branchbacked treehopper, splendid-necked dung beetle, orchid cuckoo
bee—as for their fantastically baroque features and oily hues.
The original portraits, stitched together from thousands of
photos and blown up to 10 feet (tall or wide, depending on orientation) for a traveling museum exhibit, must be jaw-dropping.
Even here they seem to glimmer with thrillingly menacing,
heavily armored elegance on their solid black pages, undisturbed by the labeled side views and details that accompany
them. Along with describing Biss’ process and marveling at the
sheer numberof insect species in the world, Mone offers succinct observations about each selection’s features and habits,
tucks in a mini-disquisition on insect setae (“hair-like bits”),
and tries (a little too hard) to lighten the mood: “If [potter wasp
males] were human dads, they’d probably just sit around watching football and belching.” His suggestion to dazzled readers
that after viewing these “fast, creepy, sneaky, smart, and sometimes a little nasty” creatures “you’ll never look at the insects in
your backyard the same way again” is well taken, though. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 75% of actual size.)
Art meets biology, with weird and beautiful results. (glossary) (Informational picture book. 7-10)
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Moon, Emily Kate
Illus. by the author
Dial Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-8037-4144-7

An anthropomorphic drop of water takes readers through
this basic explanation of Earth’s water cycle.
The initial pages predict the perfectly chosen medium
of watercolor art throughout. The verso is fully packed with
attractive, wavy lines of blue that contain random blotches of
the same hue. The white recto shows the same small, round
splash of blue shown on the cover, with dots for eyes, a simple
smile, and spindly limbs. The main text reads, “This is water.”
Black ink lettering nearer to the water droplet allow the droplet
a comment: “Hi! I’m Drop!” The next set of pages uses the figure 4,500,000,000 as well as the spelled-out words for the number to show the probable age, in years, of water on the planet.
Benign cartoon dinosaurs in upbeat colors add emphasis. Careful design throughout shows all forms of water storage—and
release—on Earth. When Drop is warmed by the sun, “she gets
all warm and wiggly.” She is invisible for a while, after which
some friends join her so they can create clouds and, finally,
precipitation—a word never mentioned. Nor are evaporation or
condensation. This implies a fairly young audience, as does the
cuteness of Drop and her friends. However, the text is a tad too
garrulous and pedantic for the youngest readers. In addition,
the narrated text—and especially Drop herself—often uses
humorous, sophisticated wordplay that further muddies the
readership waters. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 20.8% of actual size.)
A striking but somewhat slushy concoction. (Informational
picture book. 5-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Mone, Gregory
Illus. by Biss, Levon
Abrams (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-4197-3166-2

DROP
An Adventure Through the
Water Cycle

DUCKS RUN AMOK!

Morris, J.E.
Illus. by the author
Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-22291-1
A flock of flying ducks descends for
a splash-filled break—to the complete
surprise and dismay of a turtle peacefully
swimming alone in the pond.
A fast-paced rhyming text describes
the scene in omniscient narration, which is supplemented by
speech bubbles to relate the afflicted turtle’s reactions. “A flock
of ducks / flies in a row. / They look and see / a pond below.” As
they alight, the startled turtle asks, “Who are you guys?” As the
ducks grow more and more rowdy in their aquatic antics, the
incensed turtle exclaims, “Hey! Cut it out!” Another two groups
of ducks arrive, the first set the members of the rock-’n’-roll
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band the Screaming Ducks and the next the crew of a food
truck amusingly called Freddy Drake’s Pies and Cakes. Now “all
kinds of ducks / are on the scene. / Old ducks, young ducks, /
even green.” All the ducks are of the white, domestic variety;
the green refers to the vexed turtle, who protests several times,
“I am not a duck.” Cartoon drawings with thick, black outlines
add details to the zaniness, which eventually evolves into a piethrowing spectacle that completely frustrates the poor turtle
and forces everyone to “DUCK!” A thorough cleanup ensues
under the turtle’s watchful eyes before, much to his relief,
everyone leaves…but then a Camp Muckaduck school bus pulls
up and disgorges a (multiracial) slew of human children. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-13-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 75% of actual size.)
Seasoned beginning readers will enjoy the silliness and
empathize with the turtle’s wildly invasive predicament.
(Early reader. 6-8)

THE FRIENDSHIP BOOK

Moss, Wendy L.
Magination/American Psychological
Association (144 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-4338-3229-1
An introspective how-to guide for
kids and teens on how to make, keep,
and let go of friends.
Moss, a clinical and school psychologist, encourages readers to contemplate
what they are looking for in friendships and what kind of
friends they want to be as well as giving guidance on what it
can mean to be a good friend. Navigating aspects of friendship
such as peer pressure (good and bad), disagreements, and feeling alone, each topical chapter starts with a quiz to assess comfort level and understanding; quiz results gently point readers to
places where they may need to do some work. With interactive
tools and activities, the book sets readers up to better understand themselves and what they want and need, and it offers
strategies for handling difficult situations. Case studies involving both girls and boys are peppered throughout each chapter,
with questions asking what readers would do in that particular
situation, and each chapter ends with a call to action encouraging further reflection. It’s aimed at preteens and teens, but
the design can seem a bit dry and textbook-y. With each chapter
building on the last, it requires a linear rather than browsing
approach. Social media is heavily discussed, and due to social
media age restrictions, many in the intended audience may feel
it is not relevant to them. Race and culture aren’t addressed
except briefly in a discussion about exclusion.
Clinical but helpful overall. (Nonfiction. 10-13)
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WILDERNESS

Muir, John
Illus. by Manna, Giovanni
Ed. by Manaresi, Laura
Creative Editions/Creative Company
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-56846-347-6
Selections from the naturalist’s writings are paired with illustrations by Ital-

ian illustrator Manna.
Muir is introduced to readers in a one-page introduction
as a “Scottish-born naturalist, activist, and writer” who traveled across the United States and fell in love with the woods
of the West Coast. His writings on nature, his founding of the
Sierra Club in 1892, and his help establishing national parks
under President Theodore Roosevelt made him important in
the modern environmental movement. The selections of his
writings are culled from a handful of his many published letters,
articles, and books as well as field journals published after his
death. Each spread showcases a few lines of text with single- or
double-page illustrations that loosely visualize the text. Some
are realistic scenes of Muir as an old man gazing at mountains or
collecting plants; others present somewhat fantastical images,
such as plants growing out of his hands. Muir’s words invite
readers to walk, to camp, to climb mountains, to feel the sunshine and wind within; to wander, to rest, to observe, and to join
nature’s creatures. He describes the world and humans’ place
in it with inspired, loving words and phrases. Manna’s masterful illustrations bring wild places and beings to life on the page
using a simple palette of brown, green, and blue to blend Muir
right into his natural surroundings.
A sweet sip from a deep well. (Nonfiction. 7-14)

PEACE

Paul, Baptiste & Paul, Miranda
Illus. by Meza, Estelí
NorthSouth (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-7358-4449-0
A visually splendid primer on peace.
“Peace is on purpose. / Peace is a
choice. / Peace lets the smallest of us /
have a voice.” In this attractive package, lyrical, rhyming text explores various forms of peace. A
few usual laundry-list suspects are included: “Peace is a hello, /
a smile, / a hug.” But the co-authors manage to slip in emotive
twists: “Peace can be bold / or quiet and snug.” Extra attention
is paid to inclusivity: “Peace is pronouncing / your friend’s name
correctly. // Peace means we talk / to each other directly.” This
imperative is found in the illustrations as well, in which a multiracial cast of children includes two who wear eyeglasses and
one who walks with forearm crutches. Luscious scenes in warm,
comforting hues show the children mixing with plump, pillowy
|

animals in a variety of habitats (in one scene a snoozing lion acts
as a literal pillow); an authors’ note takes an extra step: Peace
means humans living in harmony with one another and living in
balance with nature too. During war and conflict, wildlife is also
affected. That note also explains that animals from Mozambique—war torn but recovering—grace the pages along with
other national symbols of peace. The Pauls offer strong, bold
words, hoping they’ll land in the hearts of children everywhere.
The lulling text will work well to soothe young activists, but the
tricky concept of peace requires an older understanding. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 15.8% of actual size.)
Poignant, broad strokes invite a deep delve. (Picture book.
3-10)

WHAT’S SILLY HAIR DAY WITH
NO HAIR?

A bald girl faces a school festival that
requires hair.
Bea was born with a full head of hair, but before she turned
4, it had all fallen out. Nobody knows whether her hair will
grow back, and it’s not part of another medical condition, so
Bea just needs to cope. Sometimes she’s teased or envies best
friend Shaleah’s hair clips; sometimes she’s fine. But Silly Spirit
Week is coming up at school, culminating on Friday with Silly
Hair Day. Loyal Shaleah is present every step of the way, comforting Bea and trying to help solve the looming Silly Hair
Day problem. Hats won’t do the trick; Bea usually wears them.
The girls try and reject both wigs and home-crafted yarn hair
that resembles “a nest of gummy worms.” There’s only a vague
sense of help from adults. Bea’s mom provides transportation
to the wig store—but only after Shaleah suggests it—and then
she seems to disappear. Ms. Chambers—the principal, perhaps?—approves a definitional change to Silly Hair Day upon
Bea’s request; a bit oddly, even though Bea seems to be an olderelementary–age student and therefore someone Ms. Chambers
has known for a while, the woman seems never to have noticed
the celebration’s exclusionary element herself. Carrossine’s
matte texture, soft colors, and gentle edges cushion Bea’s (and
readers’) anxiety about this social plight. Bea, her parents, and
Ms. Chambers are White; Shaleah is Black.
The lack of proactive adult support is dispiriting, but child
self-empowerment helps to counter that. (author’s notes)
(Picture book. 3-7)
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Penfold and Kaufman team up again
to show children how to navigate overwhelming feelings.
The diverse group of kids from All Are Welcome (2018) this
time gathers in a vacant lot with tools in hand to clear the debris
and make something new. But therein lies the rub: What should
the something new be? While the exact nature of the disagreement is unfortunately not made clear to readers, the big feelings that the children exhibit are very clear (and for readers who
need practice reading facial clues, there’s a labeled chart of 15 in
the frontmatter). This book’s refrain is “How can I help? / What
can we do?” And the answers, spread over several pages and not
spelled out in so many words but rather shown in the illustrations, are: talk it through, compromise, and see things from
another perspective. As a guide for dealing with feelings and
problem-solving, the book is a bit slim and lacks a solid story to
hook readers. But, as with its predecessor, its strength is again
the diversity on display in its pages. There’s a rainbow of skin
tones and hair colors as well as abundant variation in hair texture, several children exhibit visible disabilities, including one
child who uses a wheelchair, and there are markers of religious
and cultural diversity. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 29.6% of actual size.)
The story’s slight but allows kids to practice identifying
and dealing with their own big feelings. (Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Paulson, Norene
Illus. by Carrossine, Camila
Whitman (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-0-8075-0608-0

BIG FEELINGS

Penfold, Alexandra
Illus. by Kaufman, Suzanne
Knopf (42 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-525-57974-8
978-0-525-57975-5 PLB

THE THIEVING COLLECTORS
OF FINE CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Perry, Adam
Yellow Jacket (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4998-1124-7

In this metafictional romp, a boy is
trapped inside his favorite book.
In the near future, the ubiquitous
alternative reality goggles invented by
one Edmund R. Pribble have rendered
children’s literature obsolete—except to 10-year-old Oliver
Nelson, who copes with poverty and grief by hiding in a nighabandoned library and stealing his favorite volumes. But when
Mr. and Mrs. Pribble discover that the last extant copy of an
obscure book resides only in Oliver’s memory, they use the
goggles to force him into the story, intending to steal it from
his mind. This kicks off a delightfully gruesome over-the-top
race to derail the original plot while still aiding the deliberately
shallow, clichéd protagonists as they complete their ridiculously
derivative, trope-laden quest, eventually dragging the snarky
Had-He-But-Known–style narrator, miscellaneous background
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characters, and even possibly the Author himself into the effort.
While the main actors in the endangered narrative completely
lack personality, archetypically nice Oliver and the cartoonishly
evil Pribbles are all likable in their ways. Short chapters with
deadpan titles and manufactured cliffhangers add to the fun,
but an unexpected twist ending and an affecting (if self-styled
“mildly sappy”) epilogue highlight the complex relationship
between authors and readers and the power of stories to change
lives. All major characters are White; there is diversity of skin
tone in both the real and fictional worlds.
Exactly the sort of thing you’ll like if you like this sort of
thing. (Fantasy. 8-12)

MY FIRST DAY

Phùng Nguyên Quang & Huynh
Kim Liên
Illus. by the authors
Make Me a World (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-593-30626-0
978-0-593-30627-7 PLB
A child braves floodwaters and embarks on an adventure.
The Mekong Delta is home to the young Vietnamese narrator anticipating a big day: “I wake up with the sun creeping
into the sky and wait for tide and time to bring to me my little
open boat.” Venturing on a familiar trip—yet alone for the first
time—the child stands and paddles into the waves, steadied by
a backpack, cautious confidence, and words of parental encouragement. Panoramic illustrations with the feel of animation create a magical cinematic effect that renders scenery and motion
through multiple perspectives, capturing atmospheric weather
patterns and magnificent tropical flora and fauna—some highly
dangerous and threatening. The self-aware text draws astute
metaphoric parallels between the landscape and the classroom
the child journeys to. Anxiety over “a thousand” prying eyes and
“scary” places dissipates as courage and knowledge prompt the
child to “turn the unfamiliar into family...write my name across
the blackboard of the river.” Sumptuously textured landscapes
detailing lotuses and inky swells create vivid contrasts while
reminding viewers of the ecosystem’s fragile balance. This solo
voyage concludes as the child approaches the school on dry land,
greeted by friendly water buffalo “galumphing near the shore”
and other children, many with gap-toothed smiles that match
the narrator’s. The book closes with further information about
the Mekong River and its delta. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Enthralling, uplifting: a celebration of everyday heroes’
journeys in the quest for education and learning. (Picture book.
5-7)
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SHOE WARS

Pichon, Liz
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (448 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-65474-5
Can the Foot family win a footwear
design competition against the terrible
Wendy Wedge and win the Golden Shoe
Award?
Ruby and Bear live in the Shoebox
neighborhood in Shoe Town with their Dad, Ivor Foot, in a
house shaped like a shoebox. Ivor ran a shoe shop making amazing footwear designed by his wife, Sally, but after Sally died in a
mysterious accident, Ivor became the victim of the evil Wendy
Wedge, a jealous rival shoemaker and de facto owner of Shoe
Town. Wendy made Ivor sign over the rights to all their property and designs, then demolished the shop—although Dad
secretly managed to save a pair of Sally’s flying shoes. Aided by
his plucky kids, resourceful Dad develops a plan to foil Wendy
and win the coveted Golden Shoe Award. Complex hijinks
ensue ad nauseam. Although the cartoony, black-and-white line
illustrations and funky use of typography lend visual variety to
the pages, the book is, fundamentally, too long. The introduction of shoemakers Betty Boot and Bert Brogue, who offer support to the children and help with the competition, does not
alleviate the monotony of the thin plot and repetitious shoe
humor. The Foot family and Wendy appear to be White; Betty
and Bert read as Black.
Silly shoes and villainous caprices fail to sustain a book of
this length. (Fiction. 8-12)

HOW TO PROMENADE WITH
A PYTHON (AND NOT
GET EATEN)

Poliquin, Rachel
Illus. by Durst, Kathryn
Tundra (84 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7352-6658-2
Series: Polite Predators, 1

A colorful, zany how-to book from a
Canadian author-illustrator pair with scientifically informative instructions for an excursion one should
never take.
Narrator Celeste, a dapper, bow tie–and–red boot–wearing
Madagascar hissing cockroach who promotes “very bad ideas,”
declares herself particularly qualified to advise others on survival techniques since her species has persisted for 300 million
years. To offer advice on how one can safely promenade with
Frank, a 300-pound reticulated python, she chooses a brownskinned boy, whom she dresses in knickerbockers and a top
hat, as the python’s victim—a stand-in for “you,” the reader.
As Celeste progresses through many scenarios to help this kid
|

Focusing primarily on the sea, the book’s earth-toned illustrations,
created with hundreds of stamps, carry the compelling plot.
the old boat

survive Frank’s adaptations for killing and eating prey, readers
learn lots about pythons: their types, their physical characteristics, their adaptations for swallowing prey many times their
size, fun facts about the smallest, longest, and heaviest pythons,
and more. The vibrant, action-packed illustrations add both
detail and humor. Problematically, though, this capricious cockroach plays with the life of a Black boy for her own entertainment while he has no agency: He never speaks or pushes back
but executes all of Celeste’s directives despite clear danger to
himself. Animal prey does finally enter the story, but it’s too bad
animal rather than human prey wasn’t the choice throughout.
A humorously illustrated convergence of fantasy and science but a disappointing tale in the era of #BlackLivesMatter.
(Nonfiction. 8-12)

THE OLD BOAT

A multigenerational tale of a boat’s
life with a Black family, written by two
brothers who loved similar boats.
In the opening spread, a smiling, brown-skinned adult
dangles a line from the back of a green-and-white boat while
a boy peers eagerly over the side at the sea life. The text never
describes years passing, but each page turn reveals the boy’s
aging, more urban development on the shore, increasing water
pollution, marine-life changes (sea jellies abound on one page),
and shifting water levels. Eventually, the boy, now a teenager,
steers the boat, and as an adult, he fishes alone but must go farther and farther out to sea to make his catch. One day, the man
loses his way, capsizes in a storm, and washes up on a small bay
island, with the overturned, sunken boat just offshore. Now a
“new sailor” cleans up the land and water with others’ help. The
physical similarities between the shipwrecked sailor and the
“new sailor” suggest that this is not a new person but one whose
near-death experience has led to an epiphany that changes his
relationship to water. As the decaying boat becomes a new
marine habitat, the sailor teaches the next generation (a child
with hair in two Afro puffs) to fish. Focusing primarily on the
sea, the book’s earth-toned illustrations, created with hundreds
of stamps, carry the compelling plot.
A quiet, thought-provoking story of environmental change
and the power humans have to slow it. (Picture book. 4-7)

|

An African American tween with a
gift for rhyme turns a school project into
something bigger.
Simon Barnes is entering fifth grade
at Booker T. Washington Elementary
School. He has supportive family and friends but still worries
about being the shortest in his class and all the teasing that
brings. One thing he holds onto is his ability to create raps, a talent that earned him the nickname Rhymin’ Simon and sparked
his dream of becoming a famous rapper. His best friend, Maria
Rivera, shares information about their new teacher that makes
him a bit anxious, but Mr. James turns out to be a high-energy
presence with infectious enthusiasm. He even raps his welcome!
However, he then announces their first assignment: an oral
report on a topic of their choosing. Simon’s reluctance to speak
in public overshadows everything and consumes his thoughts.
When he decides to make the subject of his presentation Sunny,
an older homeless man who is a fixture in the neighborhood, the
compassion his parents cultivated in him emerges. Reed draws
on his experience as a teacher who went viral with his classroom raps to tell an upbeat story about a tween grounded in his
community of Black and Latinx families. Simon is a likable protagonist, and his relationships ring true. The lively narrative is
enhanced by Simon’s rhymes; cheerful illustrations contribute
to the buoyant tone.
A heartwarming tale that combines Black boy joy with
community connection. (Fiction. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Pumphrey, Jarrett & Pumphrey,
Jerome
Illus. by the authors
Norton Young Readers (56 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-324-00517-9

SIMON B. RHYMIN’

Reed, Dwayne
Illus. by Paul Jr., Robert
Little, Brown (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-316-53897-8

LITTLE DANDELION SEEDS
THE WORLD

Richardson, Julia
Illus. by Howdeshell, Kristen & Howdeshell,
Kevin
Sleeping Bear Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 15, 2021
978-1-5341-1053-3
Dandelion seeds travel the world.
The story opens on an urban scene (possibly Cape Town)
of a Black child whimsically blowing a dandelion, one fluffy
seed floating “far, far away” to an undisclosed African plain.
The book continues to describe the manner in which the seeds
travel with the repeated refrain “swish, swirl, one hundred seeds
fly.” The seeds are carried far and wide: one on the ear of a cheetah, another hitchhiking on a pant leg across the sea, a third in a
bird’s droppings. The Howdeshells’ art is vibrant and engaging,
taking care to include a diverse array of human racial presentations and details that establish each setting, the textured images
focusing on indigenous fauna as the seeds fly. Of particular note
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The premise is not new, but the family structure, the cooperative
community, and the quality of the art combine for a riveting read.
on the other side of the forest

is the lovely cover depicting a Black girl with natural hair. The
seeds travel to Asia, Australia, North America, South America,
and Europe. The entire globe is covered, including Antarctica,
stretching a bit to match the conceit. An author’s note claims
that “even chilly Antarctica has dandelions on the shoreline
of South Georgia Island” as evidence for the plant’s reach to
all seven continents. Whether South Georgia Island is part of
Antarctica is arguable; it’s too bad the book makes this bland
assertion. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 20.8% of actual size.)
A cool concept a tad undermined by geographical overreach. (Picture book. 3-6)

ON THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE FOREST

Robert, Nadine
Illus. by DuBois, Gérard
Trans. by Ayer, Paula
Greystone Kids (72 pp.)
$18.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-77164-796-0

This French Canadian import features a single father and son who undertake an ambitious project.
The two brown rabbits live with their dog on a farm in a village surrounded by evergreen forest: A wordless spread captures
its density with distinct trunks visible at the silhouetted composition’s base, spires stretching to the tops of the pages, and the
merest hints of light in the center. With young Arthur narrating,
a minimalist text builds suspense: “People say that wolves live
in the forest, and ogres, and giant badgers. No one ever goes in
there!” His father, however, wants to know what’s on the other
side, and a “magnificent” idea forms. Baking mounds of bread,
he arouses curiosity in the villagers (and readers). Neighbors
follow their noses and soon find themselves exchanging large
stones for loaves; the construction of a tall tower will provide
a vista. Selected details—clothing, wheat, the wagon—are rendered in red, yellow, and turquoise, contrasting with the setting’s earth tones and cream-colored pages. This orderly world
turns into a scene out of a Brueghel painting when the villagers
celebrate with games after a storm delays—but does not derail—
the dream. The premise is not new, but the family structure, the
cooperative community, and the quality of the precisely inked
and colored art combine for a riveting read.
Fear of the unknown, neighborliness, and an attentive dog
are just the start of conversational possibilities. (Picture book.
4-7)
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THE AMAZING BEEF SQUAD
Never Say Die!

Ross, Jason
Delacorte (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-593-12475-8

In trying to save a favorite teacher
from being fired, a tight quartet of seventh grade pranksters and a newbie
uncover a web of small-town chicanery.
Keying off a traditional middle-grade
fiction trope, the new kid, motorcycle-boot–wearing, hip urban
kid Karla Woo, is both a girl and smarter than her four classmates combined—as she demonstrates by not only beating
them repeatedly in the video game “Dynamus,” but hacking several phones and security systems…almost in time to save them
from being caught in a bit of nighttime breaking and entering.
In their defense, though Hogue, Jared, Pratchett, and Nick (the
narrator) aren’t above concocting fiendishly clever schemes to
drive a succession of substitute teachers nuts, they are decent
sorts at heart, and it’s really their high regard for unconventional science teacher Mr. Easton that fuels most of their shenanigans. Discovering that he’s being railroaded out of town by
certain prominent local citizens eager to cash in on some suddenly valuable real estate, the middle schoolers do ultimately
stumble their way to an improbable but devastating exposé that
puts Easton back in the classroom and the villains in deep legal
soup. This amiable caper features a young cast that is as smart
as it is smart-mouthed, mildly caricatured grown-ups, and comical pratfalls aplenty on the way to a triumphant close. Everyone presents as White excepting Karla, who is cued as Korean
American.
More belly laughs than surprises, but a well-buffed debut
novel. (Fiction. 10-13)

WALUK
The Great Journey
Ruiz, Emilio
Illus. by Miralles, Ana
Magnetic Press (128 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-951719-05-0

Human and polar bear worlds collide on melting ice in this
Arctic odyssey, a reworking and expansion of Waluk, published
by Graphic Universe in 2013.
The chemistry between a weary, wise, worn-down bear
named Eskimo and his frisky younger bear companion, Waluk,
animates a series of adventures and misadventures. These
include negotiating a détente with a mother bear fiercely protective of her two cubs, amicable visits with a team of mindlessly
loyal sled dogs, and less-friendly brushes with their viciously
abusive human owner, a White man named Castor. (He later suffers a deservedly gruesome fate.) The two wandering bears pad
and swim through vast icy expanses, searching for seals or other
|

food made ever more elusive due to climate change. As they do,
their encounters often take comical twists as, for instance, they
come upon a shipping container fallen from a passing cargo vessel that turns out to be full of plush bear stuffies, or, later on,
prove that an experimental observation drone isn’t made to be a
polar bear toy. To go with the colloquial cast that Ruiz gives the
dialogue (“Are we gonna walk there?” “Don’t worry, little buddy.
Bears are born swimmers!”), Miralles gives the animals subtly
human expressions but otherwise depicts both figures and settings with such a deft mix of naturalism and otherness that even
the occasional supernatural animal fits right in. Human figures,
rare on the ice, seem to be either White or Arctic Native. The
questionable choice to name the older bear with what many
consider a derogatory term for Arctic Natives threatens to distract from his otherwise strong characterization, and appropriations from Arctic Native cultures go unparsed and uncredited.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 8.5-by-22-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 55% of actual size.)
An immersive ramble across a changing, yet somehow
timeless, icy wilderness. (Graphic animal fantasy. 10-13)

Saunders, Merriam Sarcia
Capstone Editions (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68446-281-0

What happens when you mix ADHD
with actual magic?
Eleven-year-old Westin feels like
his ADHD brain is always on vacation,
which is why fifth grade is a struggle
both socially and academically. His parents, contentiously divorced, compound the tension; mom is
supportive but frustrated while dad thinks West should just
try harder. When West finds a mysterious velvet pouch in his
beloved missing uncle’s possessions, he finds out magic is real—
and accidentally summons a tiny Tyrannosaurus rex, launching
a week in which he must solve problems both magical and
mundane, navigate a difficult old friendship and a positive new
one, and accept his ADHD brain as a gift as well as a challenge.
Saunders, a licensed family therapist, ably describes ADHD’s
hyperactivity and distractibility through West’s slightly-tooobservant first-person narrative, although unfortunately the
text centers a deficit model wherein ADHD is presented as a
problem; West is in a group at school for kids with adjustment
issues, and his teacher frequently reprimands him for behaviors
consistent with a learning disability diagnosis (strikingly, there
is no reference to IEPs or accommodations, and the brief medication reference is negative). Nevertheless, this title fills a need
for books about learning differences, although it leaves a major
plot thread dangling. Limited physical descriptions indicate a
White default.
Ultimately empowering. (Fantasy. 8-12)

|

Schottenfeld, Annette
Illus. by Kirkham, Jennifer
Endless Mountains Publishing (32 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-735-0875-1-1

Opening this picture book is like
opening a photo album.
Every page of this story has the character of a snapshot. On
one page, Savta is showing her grandchildren, Max and Emily,
how to juggle apples. On another page, Emily is pretending to
blow a ram’s horn as practice for the Jewish new year. In the pictures, Max doesn’t look like he’s having much fun. He’d rather
be at home, making caramel apples for the holiday, but Emily
and Savta want to spend the day picking apples in the orchard
beforehand. Kirkham’s illustrations, however, look less like
actual photographs than like children’s drawings. Fall leaves are
zigzag lines on top of patches of red and orange. The two children have large, round heads that make them look a little like
candied apples. (All the family members are White and Jewish.)
Readers may understand why Max is so impatient. The scenes
sometimes feel more like isolated snapshots than like parts of a
larger story—the book is episodic enough to make some people
fidgety. And readers without a Jewish background may be lost.
They’ll have to read the glossary at the back to find out that
Savta means grandma in Hebrew. And the word Tekiah!—the
sound a ram’s horn makes—is never explained. But the apple
recipes on the closing pages are worth waiting for.
Readers will be anxious—happily and otherwise—for the
book to end. (Picture book. 4-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

TROUBLE WITH A TINY t

NOT SO FAST, MAX
A Rosh Hashanah Visit
With Grandma

THE BOY WHO LIVED
WITH DRAGONS

Shepherd, Andy
Illus. by Ogilvie, Sara
Yellow Jacket (240 pp.)
$13.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-4998-1178-0

Growing dragons cause mischief to
flourish.
Young Tomas guards an important
secret: a dragon fruit tree in his Grandad’s garden sprouts fruit that hatches into actual, living dragons.
Tomas’ dragon, Flicker, is his small, constant companion and can
change into a dazzling rainbow of colors. His best friends—Ted,
Kat, and Kai—also have dragons that possess their own special
abilities, like breathing ice. While the kids try to keep their wily
winged pets concealed, the dragons cause silly mayhem. But
soon, as more strange events occur, the group begins to wonder: Could their nemesis, Liam, also have a dragon? Once Liam’s
ulterior motives are uncovered, Tomas and his friends must stop
him before his ego threatens the safety of their own dragons.
kirkus.com
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Shepherd’s feel-good friendship tale has an endearingly nostalgic feel as the gang adventures, hangs out, and cracks jokes
with nary an electronic doodad in sight. The outdoors factors
in prominently, with gentle warnings about the harm done by
pesticides. This follow-up to The Boy Who Grew Dragons (2020)
is an accessible jumping-in point for new readers, providing
enough worldbuilding (and well-timed potty humor) to be inviting. Ogilvie’s black-and-white illustrations are absolutely adorable and, coupled with the clever marginalia (such as pages that
appear singed), make for heightened visual interest. Most characters read as White; Ted has darker skin and curly black hair.
Silly and sweet, with a throwback feel. (Fantasy. 8-12)

NEVER SHOW A
T. REX A BOOK

Sirdeshpande, Rashmi
Illus. by Ewen, Diane
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-159-8

When a little girl checks out a book
about dinosaurs from the library, she
starts to wonder what it would be like if she shared her book
with a T. rex.
The protagonist, a girl of color, assumes that the T. rex will
fall in love with books and, consequently, will ask to learn how
to read. In the protagonist’s imagination, this leads to an If
You Give a Mouse a Cookie–like series of humorous situations in
which the T. rex becomes a bookworm whose obsessive reading
habit leads her to explore careers ranging from architecture and
art to medicine. Eventually, the T. rex is elected prime minister. Her ascent to the United Kingdom’s highest office (this is
a British import) results in a flurry of changes, including a campaign to educate all of her dinosaur friends. Suddenly, dinosaurs
take over the entire country—and all because the protagonist
showed one T. rex one book! This whimsical picture book’s
illustrations burst with color, movement, and detail, and are a
true delight. The wacky storyline, related in the second person,
is great fun to read out loud. That said, the plot is more silly
than suspenseful, and the narrative arc falls a bit flat at the end.
Human characters depicted have a variety of skin tones and hair
types, and the protagonist has dark skin and textured hair.
An entertainingly zany endorsement of the power of reading. (Picture book. 4-6)
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DOG TRACKS

Slipperjack, Ruby
Fitzhenry & Whiteside (240 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 28, 2021
978-1-927083-59-8
Abby’s priorities drastically shift
when she moves away to a small reserve
in this rerelease of a 2008 title.
Twelve-year-old Abby lives with her
grandparents in Nibika, a small Canadian town. She speaks a mixture of English and Ojibwe with her grandmother, Goom, and grandfather,
Choom. After her grandfather has a health scare and needs
more support than her grandmother can provide, her grandparents move into her Aunty Gilda’s small house, and Abby is
sent north to Bear Creek First Nation to live with her mother,
stepfather, and little half brother. Abby’s stay gets off to a rocky
start, but she settles in as she slowly learns more about her family and culture. She helps her community as they set up and run
what they dub “the Real Anishinawbe Experience,” through
which tourists can experience life as it was during the 1800s.
Shortly after coming to the reserve, Abby gets a puppy they call
Ki-Moot, who brings into her life all the joys of a canine companion. The heart of the story is the Ojibwe culture that readers
learn about along with Abby. She is given a new name by the
Medicine Man and tries to learn skills like sewing and embroidery. Slipperjack’s (Ojibwe) quiet, gentle story of a girl moving
to a smaller place and getting the chance to connect with her
community is accentuated with values of family and friendship.
A tale of new beginnings in a place with deep roots. (map)
(Fiction. 9-12)

HUGO AND THE
IMPOSSIBLE THING

Smith, Renée Felice &
Gabriel, Chris
Illus. by Hanson, Sydney
Flamingo Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-593-20463-4

Seemingly impossible tasks can be completed—with a bit of
motivation.
The titular Impossible Thing—a dizzying labyrinth of
thorns, boulders, rapids, and heights—stands near the edge of
the forest and is so named by the woodland creatures because
everyone assumes that traversing it is out of the question.
This can’t-do attitude prevails until Hugo, a French bulldog,
appears and asks the question: “How do we know the Impossible Thing is impossible if no one’s ever tried to get through
it?” In his quest for answers, Hugo seeks out the experts: Mr.
Bear is strong, Little Fox is clever, Miss Otter is an excellent
swimmer, and Old Mr. Goat is a mountain climber. Although
their answers express pessimism, Hugo’s determination
inspires them to try, and together the animals work to beat
|

Soontornvat’s complete lack of exposition
lends the story a classic, old-time–y feel that allows
readers to focus on more important things.
the ramble shamble children

the Impossible. The story’s flow is smooth and begs to be read
aloud; children and caregivers will enjoy Hugo’s can-do attitude
and his unjudgmental reception of the initial skepticism shown
by the forest crowd. The lush, soft-edged illustrations will display equally well in a lap or at the front of a room. Hanson dials
the cuteness level down a bit from her illustrations in Close Your
Eyes (2021) and other collaborations with Lori Haskins Houran,
but the animals’ expressive features, especially cheerful Hugo’s,
are winning. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
The perfect story for goal-oriented readers (as well as
those who need the occasional nudge). (Picture book. 6-10)

AN EGG FOR SHABBAT

Snir, Mirik
Illus. by Snir, Eleyor
Kar-Ben (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-5415-9664-1

|

Soontornvat, Christina
Illus. by Castillo, Lauren
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-399-17632-6

Five children live a shabby but idyllic
life on their own, caring for their home,
their garden, and one another.
Merra, Locky, Roozle, Finn, and Jory, children of varying
sizes and skin tones, all charmingly illustrated in Castillo’s signature style, live by themselves in a colorful “ramble shamble
house.” Each has their own responsibilities: Merra, the oldest,
who presents Black, tends the garden and tells bedtime stories. Others take care of chickens, shoo blackbirds, and pull
carrots. Jory, the baby, sits on the ground in his onesie pajamas
and, adorably, “look[s] after the mud.” (His pale face is smudged
with it.) One day, however, they discover a picture of a “proper”
house in a book. It doesn’t look like theirs at all. So they set out
to “proper up” their home, replacing the carrot patch with roses,
creating a fancy henhouse, fashioning a chandelier out of stinkbugs, and raking over the mud puddles. The result is a home that
certainly looks more proper, but nothing works smoothly. And
worst of all, what’s happened to Jory? Soontornvat’s complete
lack of exposition, with no explanation of how five diverse children came to live this way, lends the story a classic, old-time–y
feel that allows readers to focus on more important things: what
it means to contribute to the well-being of others, what makes
a family, and what love looks like. Hint: It doesn’t look like diamond chandeliers. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 64.5% of actual size.)
Readers will surely want to join this sweet family. (Picture
book. 3-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Can a frolicsome boy carry an egg
from the coop to the kitchen?
As the book opens, readers are greeted by a picture of a
happy hen with a just-laid egg beneath the word Sunday. Mom,
busy in the kitchen that morning, sends Ben to the chicken
coop for that egg. Alas, Ben plays ball with the egg, and his cat
licks up the mess. Understanding Mom responds: “Oh, Ben, my
dear. Oh, son of mine. / You learned a lesson, and that’s fine.”
Monday comes, and now two hens with two eggs are depicted.
Ben sets off; again collecting one, he attempts to balance it on
his head. (There is no seeming relation between the number
of hens and eggs seen on pages announcing the days and the
number of eggs Ben collects.) Alas, it falls, and the cat enjoys
it. Mom repeats her mantra. The rest of the week follows, with
one more hen and one more egg added to the mix each day. Each
time, Mom stays busy in the kitchen, and Ben gets too adventuresome as he runs, skips, and trips with those easily breakable
eggs. Finally, Friday arrives and Ben successfully brings home
one egg, which Mom uses to brush on her braided challahs to
“make them shine.” Both sit down to a festive Shabbat dinner,
and on Shabbat they rest. The humorous tale is told in rhyming couplets with lots of verbal repetition; some dialogue is in
speech bubbles. Reds and blues are featured in the paneled
illustrations. Mom and Ben have pink-tinged round faces with
round red cheeks. The hens are colorfully adorned. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 10.6-by-17.8-inch double-spreads viewed
at 28.9% of actual size.)
A celebration of Shabbat for the very young. (Picture book.
3-6)

THE RAMBLE SHAMBLE
CHILDREN

AMELIA & ME

Stemp, Heather
Nimbus Publishing (280 pp.)
$11.95 paper | Mar. 31, 2021
978-1-77108-824-4
Series: Ginny Ross, 1
Ginny must overcome a number
of obstacles if she wants to become an
aviatrix like Amelia Earhart—the biggest
one being her own mother’s resistance to
her dream.
Set in early 1930s Newfoundland, this novel is based on the
author’s own family history. Twelve-year-old Ginny has been
learning everything she can about engines and planes from her
Uncle Harry. What she really wants more than anything is to
fly. Her Papa supports her goal, as do her friends. Her mother,
however, forbids it. Not only is there no money for lessons as
the family struggles through the Great Depression, but her
Mom believes that flying is for men. She’s barely swayed by the
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Di Giorgio interprets Sterer’s wordless tale in a rich, soft palette,
with dramatic full openings and multiple detailed frames.
the midnight fair

example Earhart is setting. After Papa’s sudden death, Mom
tells Ginny she must quit school and go to work. Desperate,
Ginny journeys from Newfoundland to Boston, then New
York, to find her hero. After finally meeting Earhart, Ginny
plans her path forward, building up to an illuminating heartto-heart with her mother. The characters and events are richly
drawn and ring authentic; the dialogue is enriched by regional
and period expressions. The hurdles faced by Ginny, a girl who
wants to live outside the accepted gender norms of the day, are
well illustrated. Readers will be eager for the next chapter in
Ginny’s story. Characters default to White.
Highlights a plucky role model for the ages. (map, glossary,
photos, photo credits, author’s note) (Historical fiction. 8-12)

THE MIDNIGHT FAIR

Sterer, Gideon
Illus. by Di Giorgio, Mariachiara
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5362-1115-3
What happens after the midway closes and rides shut down
for the night?
Forest animals—deer, bears, squirrels, a stoat, a badger or
two, a wolf, a fox, rabbits, mice—peer from the shadows of
trees by the field where trucks arrive to set up the county fair.
They watch from the edge of the woods as the fairground fills
with humans who stay late into the evening. The families leave,
the caretaker pulls a large switch, and the fairground is, for a
moment, dark and empty. Only the silhouettes of the creatures
can be seen against the dark forest, along with many pairs of
glowing eyes, moving toward the now-quiet fairground. A lively
after-hours adventure follows. Two raccoons flip the switch on
as furry fairgoers bring mushrooms, wildflowers, pine cones,
and acorns for payment. Di Giorgio interprets Sterer’s wordless tale in a rich, soft palette, with dramatic full openings and
multiple detailed frames conveying the excitement, the lights,
the smells of popcorn and fairground foods, the sounds of rides
and riders. Even the harmless flames of the Dante’s Inferno ride
seem fun. Animals whirl in teacups, ride the roller coaster under
the moon, and leave at dawn, tired, happy, and a bit sticky. The
wolf, at the edge of a lake, releases a goldfish won at the ringtoss booth. (This book was reviewed digitally with 8.1-by-22.6-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 21.5% of actual size.)
Gorgeously whimsical and utterly convincing. (Picture book.
3-8)
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BIRD SHOW

Stockdale, Susan
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-128-7
Birds strut their stuff in a feather
fashion show.
Using rhyming couplets set on clean, bright pages, Stockdale introduces 18 spectacular birds from around the world,
imagining their plumage as clothes. The opening couplet
reminds readers that all birds are “decked out in feathers.” A
concluding paragraph reinforces the concept—only birds have
feathers. Even the endpapers show feathers. From the European bee-eater (found in Africa, Europe, and western Asia) to
Central and South America’s scarlet macaw, these striking birds
pose in acrylic paintings, each resplendent in saturated colors
and accompanied by its own imagined self-description. A suit,
a scarf, an apron, even a fan, a crown, a train—these birds wear
18 different pieces of clothing or fashion accessories. The clever
comparisons suggest a new way to see and remember these species. Some are familiar to U.S.–based readers (starling, cardinal,
flicker) and some less so (marvellous spatuletail and resplendent
quetzal). Three different birds of paradise show off astonishing
tails. While some vocabulary might be challenging for a fledgling reader, the smoothly written couplets follow a predictable
pattern (one long sentence, two short) and are set in a large font.
As in Fantastic Flowers (2017), Bring on the Birds (2011), and other
earlier works, the writer supplies thumbnails in the backmatter,
with text identifying each bird, noting generally where it might
be found, and explaining a bit more about its remarkable features. There’s even a match-the-colors-and-patterns puzzle.
A posh performance to read aloud or alone. (Informational
picture book. 2-7)

AFRAID OF THE LIGHT
A Story About Facing Your
Fears
Strasser, Albert
Illus. by Sorrentino, Flavia
Bala Kids/Shambhala (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-61180-814-8

A phobic rabbit faces his fears.
In the first sentence, readers learn that “there once was a
chap called Ditter von Dapp / who lived deep inside of a cave.”
The second sentence explains that “he couldn’t stand sunlight—
‘It’s too blinding and bright!’— / so always he stayed in the
shade.” The rest of the lesson expands on this central conceit:
The monocled, tuxedoed white rabbit frets that the light “could
blind me, unwind me, it could drive me insane! / Or illuminate
things I don’t like.” The blue-toned spreads show all the predicaments his phobia lands him in. When a Buddhist-monk mouse
runs away with his left shoe, Ditter von Dapp must face the fact
|

that “looking is tough. / When you’re looking in darkness—all
you see is dark stuff.” So he capitulates, illuminates his home,
and discovers that good lighting, shown in color-filled illustrations, is an aesthetic delight. As a metaphor, this is overwrought
for adults and impenetrable for kids, and the attempt at rollicking rhyme is consistently uneven and strained; many lines
incorporate ridiculous expostulations for the sake of rhyme and
meter. For some reason the saffron-robed mouse “had not taken
his shoe simply for play” but rather “to show Von Dapp the way.”
She even holds her hands in a little namaste to end the lesson.
Ultimately Ditter’s such a lackluster hero that the question of
why overwhelms the story.
A fable without staying power. (Picture book. 4-7)

FATIMA’S GREAT OUTDOORS

Fatima’s first camping trip in America reminds her of life in India.
After a rough week at school, feeling different from all the White American children (she and
her older sister appear to be the only students of color at their
school) and doing poorly on a quiz, Fatima is eager to head off
to the woods with her family. Her father says camping is “a great
American pastime.” A spider outside their tent at night terrifies both her and her aapa, but it also reminds them of their
mother’s bravery, catching lizards in India and throwing them
out the window. In the morning, they are eager to cook their
bacon (it’s beef and therefore halal), but Fatima and Papa can’t
get a fire going. It’s Mama to the rescue again: In her small town,
she had to build fires in a wood-burning stove. Fatima remembers visiting her nani’s house as she watches and learns. As the
Khazi family packs up for home, Fatima is sad to leave the forest behind and go back to a life filled with busy parents and an
unwelcoming school. But she returns with stories to share and
more adventures to look forward to. All secondary characters at
school and the campground are White until a final spread shows
a multiracial group holding a “Brown People Camping” banner
(the author founded the movement), Fatima and her family
smiling next to it. This unique take on the family camping story
feels refreshing and new, with its layered inclusion of big feelings that children grapple with, from immigration and fitting in
to mixed emotions about siblings. Lewis’ bright illustrations are
heavily influenced by her animation background. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at
67.5% of actual size.)
Special. (Picture book. 4-8)

|

An imagining of an unlikely real-life
episode in the life of absurdist Franz
Kafka.
Theule follows the outline of the account: When Kafka
meets an unhappy girl in a Berlin park in 1923 and learns her doll
is lost, Kafka writes a series of letters from Soupsy, the doll, to
Irma, the girl. The real letters and the girl’s identity have been
lost to history; the invented letters describe a dazzling variety of
adventures for Soupsy. Unfortunately, as the letters increase in
excitement, Kafka’s health declines (he would die of tuberculosis in June 1924), and he must find a way to end Soupsy’s adventures in a positive way. In an author’s note, readers learn that
Kafka chose to write that Soupsy was getting married. Theule
instead opts to send the doll on an Antarctic expedition. Irma
gets the message that she can do anything, and the final image
shows her riding a camel, a copy of Metamorphosis peeking from
a satchel. While kids may not care about Kafka, the short relationship between the writer and the little girl will keep their
interest. Realizing that an adult can care so much about a child
met in the park is empowering. The stylized illustrations, especially those set in the chilly Berlin fall, resemble woodcuts with
a German expressionist look. The doll’s adventures look a little
sweeter, with more red and blue added to the brown palette of
the German scenes. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 23% of actual size.)
This reimagined telling has an engaging charm that rings
true. (biographical note, bibliography) (Picture book. 5-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Tariq, Ambreen
Illus. by Lewis, Stevie
Kokila (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-984816-95-5

KAFKA AND THE DOLL

Theule, Larissa
Illus. by Green, Rebecca
Viking (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-593-11632-6

THE HOW AND WOW OF THE
HUMAN BODY
From Your Tongue to Your
Toes and All the Guts in
Between
Thomas, Mindy & Raz, Guy
Illus. by Teagle, Jack
HMH Books (192 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-358-30663-4
Series: Wow in the World

An effervescent tour of the preteen “walking, talking, barfing, breathing, pooping body of wow!”
The hosts of NPR podcast Wow in the World lose none of
their energy or comic timing in reeling off a highlights-style
swing through pubescent anatomy from brain (“it’s what makes
up your mind”) to butt. Though the section on the reproductive
system is conspicuously sparse on specifics, care is taken to discuss the complexity of sexual identity, and a Let’s Play Puberty!
board game features the appearance of “lumps” on throats and
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chests. Any readers yearning for poop on poop, not to mention
boogers (and “eye boogers”), earwax, mucus, spit, intestinal
gas, body odors, and blood, will be well served, though. The
instructions for creating dental cavities and other dubious projects are justly labeled “Don’t try this at home!” Amid the laffs
the authors deliver a solid load of accurate basic information
about organs and body systems. Teagle follows suit with cartoon
scenes of animated body parts and of the White authors with
a racially diverse cast of other humans (some who use wheelchairs) all looking dismayed or excited and often associated
with splatters of green gas or goo. Maris Wicks’ unsurpassed
Human Body Theater (2015) caps a select but audience-friendly
reading list at the end, next to a set of QR codes leading to relevant episodes of the podcast.
A clever, high-energy crowd pleaser well founded in facts—
the grosser the better. (glossary, source notes, index) (Nonfic
tion. 8-11)

THE BIGGEST THING OF ALL

Thurman, Kathryn K.
Illus. by Galotta, Romina
Upside Down/Trafalgar (32 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-78956-117-3

The greatest lessons come from the
smallest moments.
Lily helps Grandma maintain her garden alongside her
parents and Grandpa. As they work, Grandma and Grandpa
quietly teach Lily that everything is part of something greater,
from one ant being part of a colony to one star being part of
the universe. The lesson is learned but not considered until
after Grandma has grown ill and died. The family mourns her
loss, especially Lily, who initially takes her grief out on the dead
autumn garden. While healing starts in winter, it’s not until the
early days of spring that Lily appreciates how lives and spirits
are also part of something greater. A summertime party celebrates Grandma, her memories, and love. The story’s message is
gentle but poignant, and adults looking for ways to explain loss
to children will find comfort and help within these pages. The
delicate, pastel-hued illustrations have a warm glow that further
enhances the message. A very brief backmatter note to adults
may have some who are struggling to help children through loss
wishing for more guidance, but readers will still appreciate the
story and its message. Lily’s mother and grandparents present
White while her father has dark hair and tan skin; Lily herself
has skin a shade lighter than her father’s and straight, dark hair.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 9.1-by-19.6-inch double-page
spreads viewed at actual size.)
An elegant pairing of words and images gently tackles a
difficult concept. (Picture book. 6-8)
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MASTER OF HIS FATE
Roosevelt’s Rise From Polio
to the Presidency

Tobin, James
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (272 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-62779-520-3
Biographer Tobin examines how polio
shaped Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s path
to the United States presidency.
In 1921, at the age of 39, the always
active Roosevelt suffered mysterious pains, weakness, and paralysis in his legs. After some investigation, he was diagnosed with
poliomyelitis, which threatened his political career as well as his
body. Polio, thoroughly and accessibly explained, grounds this
biography. Chronicling Roosevelt’s recovery as well as his campaigns—for governor of New York in 1928 and 1930 and finally
for president in 1932—the author details the intricate physical
and political maneuvering Roosevelt’s disability required. Sympathetically and sensitively, he reveals that Roosevelt’s obsession with walking unaided and appearing nondisabled stemmed
less from vanity than desperation. Accounts of pitying and
skeptical bystanders and rumor-spreading political rivals illustrate the fact that prejudice, as much as paralysis, jeopardized
his career. Though the author emphasizes Roosevelt’s determination and optimism, he doesn’t ignore their drawbacks; occasionally, Roosevelt’s stubbornness undid his progress, and his
intense focus on politics and walking left his children lonely and
stifled his wife’s own ambitions. Nor does Tobin glorify “overcoming” disability; only by working with his limitations could
Roosevelt finally move forward. An epilogue details the debate
surrounding a statue of Roosevelt in his wheelchair and summarizes Roosevelt’s presidency until his death in 1945.
A nuanced, engaging, and thought-provoking blend of
biography and disability history. (source notes, index) (Biogra
phy. 10-14)

GOLDILOCKS AND
THE THREE LITTLE PIGS

Turner, Tracey
Illus. by Macon, Summer
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-160-4
Series: The Wrong Fairy Tale

In a mashup of two iconic fairy tales,
Goldilocks finds herself in the middle of the Three Little Pigs’
battle with the Big Bad Wolf.
When Goldilocks spots an unfamiliar brick house in the
woods, she must satisfy her curiosity and barge right in. The
three pigs living there are hiding in a closet, frightened by the
probable reappearance of their archenemy, the Big Bad Wolf.
Goldilocks, brazen as always, heads straight for the porridge,
trying each one and enjoying the one that is just right. At that
|

Vaeluaga Smith skillfully balances the joy Sofia
experiences when she tastes McDonald’s for the
first time or is learning Māori songs and games.
dawn raid

point all three pigs realize Goldilocks has involved herself in
the wrong fairy tale, and they tell her so. But here comes the
wolf, who, failing to blow down the brick house, tries to come
down the chimney. Goldilocks and the pigs work together to
build a fire that will get rid of him once and for all. (He is singed
and scared but otherwise unharmed.) Thus the wrong fairy tale
still leads to a happy ending, with Goldilocks and the pigs best
friends forever. Little readers who know both tales will find
great joy in pointing out the anomalies while newcomers to the
fairy-tale world will love the silly adventures. Turner has created
a fun-filled romp greatly aided by Macon’s very brightly hued
cartoons depicting a wild-haired, big-eyed Goldilocks (who
presents White) and pink pigs whose every emotion is seen in
exaggerated facial expressions and body language. Pair it with
Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith’s fractured fairy tales or Turner
and Macon’s own Jack and the Three Bears (publishing simultaneously); either way the fun increases.
Lots of giggles in this delightfully goofy tale. (Picture book.
3-7) (Jack and the Three Bears: 978-1-68464-161-1)

Sofia Christina Savea shares what life
is like during times of political unrest in
1970s Wellington, New Zealand.
Through diary entries, readers are
introduced to vibrant Sofia, who is growing up biracial—pālagi (White) and Samoan—as she turns 13 and
starts to consider the shifting world around her. Protests against
dawn raids, as police hunt for Pacific Islanders who have overstayed their visas, and activism to encourage Māori land and
language reclamation start to frame her perspectives around
equality. Sofia’s developing awareness bridges her transition to
becoming a teenager as she takes on a job to be able to buy her
own things but also contributes to her family’s financial wellbeing. She is invited into conversations around civil rights in her
community, particularly through her family’s involvement with
the Polynesian Panthers, modeled after the Black Panthers. Vaeluaga Smith skillfully balances the joy Sofia experiences when she
tastes McDonald’s for the first time or is learning Māori songs
and games with thoughtful considerations of state violence
against Pacific Islanders and how it intimately affects her family
and friends. The accessible language allows space for Sofia, and
readers, to tip in and out of complex ideas and politics that hold
present-day relevance. Hunkin’s charming illustrations provide
visual insight into the world presented so vividly in the text. A
comprehensive historical note presents real-life heroes whose
humanity is well-emphasized through the diary format.
Well crafted and wonderfully fresh. (historical note, glossary, bibliography) (Historical fiction. 8-12)
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Animals disregard, and then learn
about, consent.
Daisy, a yellow chick who “happen[s]
to be very fluffy,” endures attention familiar to anyone growing
up little and cute. Other animals grin in her direction, squeezing: “Aren’t you the cutest thing?” and “I could just eat you up”
(that inherent threat is more pronounced in the animal kingdom). “They [squeeze] her” and “[kiss] her” and “[pop] up out
of nowhere and [try] to hug her,” and that “ruffle[s] Daisy’s
feathers.” She tries avoiding the unwanted affection by covering
herself in mud, running, and hiding, until she eventually loses
her temper, pecks a turtle on the nose, and yells “I AM MORE
THAN FLUFF!” This powerful beginning quickly pivots to a
wooden emphasis on polite behavior, as Mom encourages Daisy
to try “telling them how you feel…nicely.” Daisy then starts saying things like “Actually, it’s time for you to give me some personal space,” and “I don’t want a hug. But thanks for offering.”
And she apologizes for pecking the turtle (who, quite frankly,
deserved it). The strong emotions evoked in the beginning of
this story move aside in favor of the idea that it’s important to
be nice to people who are exerting power over you. Boundaries and consent are important for young readers, but the conclusion here disappoints. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 19.1% of actual size.)
Potentially appropriate as bibliotherapy but otherwise
unsatisfying. (Picture book. 4-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

DAWN RAID

Vaeluaga Smith, Pauline
Illus. by Hunkin, Mat
Levine Querido (224 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64614-041-1

MORE THAN FLUFF

Valentine, Madeline
Illus. by the author
Knopf (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-593-17905-5
978-0-593-17906-2 PLB

THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
A Tour Through Your Guts

Viola, Jason
Illus. by Ristaino, Andy
First Second (128 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-250-20404-2
Series: Science Comics

An illustrated adventure through the
human digestive system.
The subtitle says it all—no organ or,
seemingly, molecule goes unexplored, from the oral cavity all
the way to the rectum. The protagonist is a bacterium in the
oral cavity named E who accidentally leaves the comfort of its
natural habitat (where some 50 billion to 100 billion other bacteria reside) when it’s swallowed along with a bolus (or blob of
chewed food—one of many vocabulary words defined in context and in a closing glossary). E meets new bacteria, enzymes,
and sentient organs along the way who explain their roles in the
digestive tract. “My dominion,” explains H. pylori, “is the thick
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Wang’s moving poetry is paired with—and precisely
laid out on—Chin’s masterfully detailed illustrations.
watercress

gastric mucosa, or mucous membrane.” As E moves through the
digestive system, a diagram that appears periodically continues to grow. Viola’s text clarifies the concepts with the help of
Ristaino’s illustrations, which also provide humor, and much of
what is introduced is reiterated at other points in the graphic
novel, aiding retention. While Viola works hard to break down
information, he still packs a lot in: “Saliva contains an enzyme
called amylase. Amylase breaks down starch, a complex carbohydrate, into simple sugars….And some saliva carries an enzyme
called lipase that starts breaking down triglycerides.” Magic
School Bus graduates ready for a busy, heavy informational load
will find this just the ticket. The backmatter also includes brief
introductions to the digestive systems of cats, dogs, whales,
cows, birds, and cockroaches.
A fun and challenging introduction. (Graphic nonfiction. 9-14)

WATERCRESS

Wang, Andrea
Illus. by Chin, Jason
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-8234-4624-7
A Chinese American family pulls their car over to gather
wild watercress growing by the roadside.
As the family sheds their shoes and rolls up their pants to
wade into the gully, the narrator of Wang’s poignant free-verse
text is anything but happy. Mud squelching between toes, holding a soggy brown bag full of what looks like weeds, the preteen
ducks down as a car passes lest their family is recognized. But
for Mom and Dad, the moment is emotional. In one exceptional double-page spread Chin paints the faded red 1960s-era
car parked on the left, with cornstalks bordering the road transforming into bamboo stalks and a soft-focus sepia-toned image
of rural China on the right. “From the depths of the trunk / they
unearth / a brown paper bag, / rusty scissors, // and a longing
for China,” reads the text. In another, Mom and Dad praise the
watercress for being both fresh and free, but to the next generation, “free is / hand-me-down clothes and / roadside trashheap furniture and / now, / dinner from a ditch.” It isn’t until
Mom finally shares the story of her family in China that her
child understands the importance of this simple dish of greens,
this “delicate and slightly bitter” watercress. Wang’s moving
poetry paired with—and precisely laid out on—Chin’s masterfully detailed illustrations capture both an authentic Midwestern American landscape and a very Chinese American family,
together infusing a single event with multiple layers laden with
emotion, memory, and significance.
Understated, deep, and heart-rending—bring tissues.
(author’s note, illustrator’s note) (Picture book. 5-10)
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SOMEONE BUILDS
THE DREAM

Wheeler, Lisa
Illus. by Long, Loren
Dial Books (48 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-984814-33-3

A loving ode to folks who get their hands dirty doing nittygritty jobs.
It’s all well and good that visionaries—authors, illustrators,
scientists, illustrators, architects, and engineers—plot ideas
on paper, easels, blueprints, computers, and blackboards, but
thoughts, designs, and plans remain figments until pipe fitters,
diggers, solderers, construction workers, carpenters, welders,
miners, electricians, plumbers, and countless others get down
to business and bring dreams to fruition by actually making what
creators envisioned. Skyscrapers and houses don’t rise on their
own, and bridges don’t span waterways by themselves. And
books don’t get published by magic, either! Who gets those
words and pictures—as in this very book kids are reading/hearing—onto pages? Why, typesetters and workers who run the
presses and load the paper machines! This is a gorgeous, respectful tribute, expressed in jaunty rhymes that read well, to the dignity and beauty of industry and the pride and pleasure derived
from doing one’s best. The word build is repeatedly italicized for
emphasis. Crisp, definitively lined illustrations superbly suit the
robust theme. They reveal many future-job possibilities to kids
and, happily, depict multiple genders and persons of various
races plying various blue-collar and professional trades, including a Black woman reading to kids at a library storytime; one
character appears in a wheelchair. Tool and vehicle aficionados
will feel at home. (This book was reviewed digitally with 8.9-by22.8-inch double-page spreads viewed at 35.4% of actual size.)
Marvelous as a read-aloud and as a springboard to maker
projects in classrooms and libraries. (Picture book. 4-8)

HIDDEN WONDERS!

Wick, Walter
Illus. by the author
Cartwheel/Scholastic (40 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-68671-5
Series: Can You See What I See?
Rich in wonder, hidden and otherwise.
The best place to hide something, the saying goes, is in plain
sight, and the devil, they say, is in the details. Photographer
Wick exploits both principles in this gorgeous and captivating
challenge to the observational abilities of young and old alike.
Wick collaborated on the popular I Spy series with the late Jean
Marzollo and continues the tradition in his own Can You See
What I See? books. Here, 12 different set pieces of great detail
and complexity offer readers hours of enchantment, searching
for a menu of objects hidden within each tableau and discovering a great deal more in the process. These dioramas are so
|

richly detailed that the longer one looks, the more one finds
to amaze and amuse. Each scene spans roughly five-sixths of a
spread, with the remaining strip bearing its title and a rhyming
list of items to find within the picture. Mirrors and impossibleobject illusions add to the visual complexity. For example, “Costume Ball” takes place in a hall of mirrors while “Space Station
Impossible” is designed as a Penrose triangle made up of three
right angles. “Wacky Workshop” features perpetually climbing Escher stairs and “a house that’s / impossible / in 3 different
places,” and “Flatland” blends 3-D optical illusions with strategically placed objects that make it hard to know what’s flat and
what’s not.
Brain-bending exercise for eyes and minds of all ages.
(Picture book. 4-8)

IF BEES DISAPPEARED

Learn about the importance of keystone species in this
buzzworthy book.
Honeybees are an important species—but how many people know just how important? Readers will after reading this
bee-dazzling book that explains their essential role in the food
chain. Three beekeepers (a White adult and two children, one
Black and one White) are inspecting their beehives and discover
a potential case of colony collapse disorder, a relatively new
phenomenon in which an entire colony of bees dies off quickly.
The book then delves into the logical events that would follow if all honeybee colonies collapsed, showing how many species—plant and animal, including humans—would be adversely
affected. Each double-page spread presents one or two small
paragraphs explaining the links in the chain of consequences
in moderately simple language. The text is supported by lush
cartoon illustrations that will pull in readers with each new
page. The book ends with a brief glossary, suggestions for starting honeybee-related conversations at home and with friends,
and a full-page bibliography for readers who have been stung
with curiosity. It’s a fun and engaging read for nonfiction fans
and will also pull double duty during science project festivals,
as the resources and information will be invaluable for projects
on ecology, animal husbandry, or food webs. An added bonus for
beekeepers is that all three humans are observing sensible beekeeping practices as they work. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Sweet as honey. (Informational picture book. 6-10)
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Two very different kids who need the
same dog realize they both sometimes
feel like they’re walking around on Mars.
Parker and Sven, two White 13-yearolds, are both nervous starting a new year
at their school in the Netherlands. Parker’s recovering from a
traumatic experience, and Sven hasn’t adapted to his epilepsy
diagnosis. The first day of school begins badly for both of them:
Sven, trying to impress people, gives Parker a mean nickname,
then closes the day with a very public seizure. He frequently
experiences generalized tonic-clonic seizures and can no longer
bike or swim, and he has a service dog, Alaska, whom he resents.
But only four months ago, Alaska was Parker’s pet. In alternating perspectives, Parker and Sven confront trauma, grief, and
how they feel like aliens at school. The premise that Parker’s
former house pet is now Sven’s skilled seizure dog after only
one month of training bends credulity to the breaking point in
a novel packed with little informational lessons about epilepsy
and service animals. The book was translated from the original Dutch into British English, and although the text has been
largely Americanized, it frequently uses the word fit for seizure—
considered ableist and pejorative phrasing in the U.S. (though
not in the U.K.). On the other hand, it’s wonderful to see a helmet normalized for a disabled protagonist who’s prone to falls.
A mixed bag for epilepsy representation; satisfying as a
friendship tale. (Fiction. 12-14)

y o u n g a d u lt

Williams, Lily
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-250-23245-8
Series: If Animals Disappeared

TALKING TO ALASKA

Woltz, Anna
Trans. by Watkinson, Laura
Rock the Boat/Oneworld (192 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-78607-880-3

BEAR OUTSIDE

Yolen, Jane
Illus. by Corace, Jen
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4613-1
A young girl narrates her daily experiences inside a life-size, diligently protective bear.
Referring to the inner lions and tigers of others, she avows:
“I wear my bear on the outside. / It’s like wearing a suit of armor.
/ She keeps out the howls, / the growls. / She keeps me safe.” In
school or a treehouse, at the grocery store or on a trampoline,
Bear appears to both shield the narrator from harm and eagerly
engage in activities. While they don’t always agree, their divergences are mild and equable: “When we do art projects, / Bear
paints blue. / I use red. / Sometimes we make / purple instead.”
Yolen’s quiet text, seasoned with occasional rhyme, suits this
tale of resilience. She gently celebrates how children build their
own competencies by adopting imaginary friends and imbuing stuffed toys with their own increasing social-emotional
kirkus.com
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fitness. Corace’s illustrations depict Bear as a huge stuffie, clawfree and benign; she seems more enveloping than protective—
hardly armorlike. The narrator has pale skin and wears her hair
in a black pageboy. Background characters are diverse, but all
have identically simple, stylized features: round dots for eyes,
D-shaped smiles, and rosy circles on their cheeks. Children are
depicted skateboarding, cycling, and roller-skating without helmets—a casual omission that contradicts the theme of safety
and well-being.
The art doesn’t rise to meet the worthy concept. (Picture
book. 3-7)

b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o k s

DAUGHTER OF THE
WHITE ROSE

Zahler, Diane
Holiday House (256 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-8234-4607-0

The life of a butcher’s daughter is
intertwined with those of the princes in
the Tower of London.
Born during the tumultuous years of
England’s Wars of the Roses, Nell, fictional daughter of John Gould, an actual historical royal butcher,
grows up as a companion and dear friend to Prince Edward. Ned
is the firstborn son of King Edward IV, but his uncle is Richard, Duke of Gloucester, portrayed here as grim and suspicious.
When Ned is sent to the Welsh Marches to learn kingship, he
writes to Nell in Latin and awakens in her a thirst for reading
and writing. In short order, the king dies, Richard seizes the
throne, and Nell and her little brother are given permission
to visit Ned and his brother, who are being held in the Tower
of London. The visit becomes a sojourn, and Nell acknowledges her love for Ned. Escaping to a nunnery after the royal
murders, Nell finds sanctuary, witnesses the death of Richard
in Bosworth Field, and finally understands that she can have
a fulfilling, independent life. Characters both real and imaginary inhabit this multilayered, dramatic interpretation of royal
intrigue. Nell has a keen eye for royal household details, adding
depth and warmth to the tale. The afterword and timeline are
essential reading for a full understanding of the story.
A quick-paced foray into English history and one girl’s selfdiscovery. (Historical fiction. 10-14)

I AM!
Affirmations for Resilience
Barbosa, Bela
Illus. by Rodriguez, Edel
Rise x Penguin Workshop (26 pp.)
$9.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-593-22279-9

Barbosa, an early childhood educator
who specializes in social-emotional learning, provides a series
of affirmations children can repeat like mantras when they
are ready to move on from emotions that are affecting them
negatively.
Acknowledging that negative feelings exist, the author asks
children to consider if they are ready to move on. All too often
children may in fact be ready but do not know how to do so.
The book aims to provide readers with the tools they need
to make themselves feel better. For example: “When you are
feeling scared of something new, stand tall, put your hands on
your hips, and say: I AM BRAVE!” The author suggests body
stances and affirmations for common emotions most children
will experience: lack of control, jealousy, anger, guilt, frustration, impatience, feeling ignored, low esteem, or loneliness. The
suggested postures and affirmations are simple and straightforward, encouraging mindfulness. The affirmations are presented
in bold, block lettering, stressing their importance. Equally
assertive, brightly colored illustrations reinforce the positive
message. The book is best read and practiced by children and
their adult readers together, but children on the upper end of
the target audience who are already readers may also find it a
valuable tool to read and repeat on their own.
A useful tool to help children become self-confident managers of their emotions. (Board book. 3-6)

I’M PROGRAMMED TO
LOVE YOU

Barks, Elias
Illus. by Román, Gemma
Hazy Dell Press (20 pp.)
$13.95 | Dec. 29, 2020
978-1-948931-15-1

A robot caregiver shows their love for
their tot bot.
In first-person narration, this parental unit describes
activities that human parents engage in, such as hugging, kissing, cuddling, teaching, and reading with their youngster. The
images show clever interpretations of said activities, with the
grown-up droid acting as a night light at bedtime, projecting
holograms to teach concepts, feeding Hex Nuts cereal to the
little automaton, and welding a knee that has a boo-boo. The
art is decidedly retro and recalls many mechanical creatures of
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Richly colored illustrations use vivid crimson,
sapphire, marble green, and copper hues.
counting creatures

COUNTING CREATURES

several animated movies; the rather surprising palette is dominated by pink, orange, turquoise, and metallic blue. A companion title, I Love You More Than Plunder, follows a similar formula
but from a pirate angle. Here a gray-bearded pirate expresses
their love for a Pippi Longstocking–esque preschooler with
blue, textured hair in four Afro puffs. On each double-page
spread this ruddy-complexioned duo engage in buccaneer
activities, from “swashbuckling tussles” with other pirates to
wrestling sharks underwater. The oversized trim of both titles
provides an immersive lap-reading experience for youngsters,
though many of the jests are more for grown-ups than the little
ones—and will grow old for them quickly.
While there are some clever moments, ultimately it’s a
one-joke offering. (Board book. 2-3) (I Love You More Than Plun
der: 978-1-948931-16-8)

Donaldson, Julia
Illus. by King-Chai, Sharon
Dial Books (58 pp.)
$20.99 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-0-593-32453-0

GOOD MORNING, FARM

Bijsterbosch, Anita
Illus. by the author
Clavis (18 pp.)
$12.95 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-60537-568-7

Wake up! It’s time to meet the farm
animals.
A rooster with boldly colored plumage begins the morning wake-up call against a sunrise-peach sky. The dog wakes—
“Woof, woof!”—and rouses the sheep: “Baa!” And so it goes,
with cow, horse, pig, and goat each taking center stage by turn.
Each animal gets full-spread treatment against clear blue skies
and uncluttered backdrops. The signature noise and name of
each animal are set in boldface within two sentences of descriptive text. Following this description, the narrator spies a tail,
ear, hoof, or horn on the right edge of each spread that hints
at which animal will appear next. On each spread, a tiny mouse
that’s hidden in plain sight sleeps through the noise, finally
waking on the penultimate spread, in which: “Shhh! The cat is
still sleeping.” The final-spread reprise of all eight farm animal
sounds finally wakens the cat. The smiling, large-scale animals
make it clear what toddler readers should focus on, the simple,
farm-scene backgrounds putting the animals in context without too many distractions. Guessing which animal is next and
searching for the hidden mouse provide just the right amount
of interaction for the target age group.
Toddlers will be ready to sing “Old MacDonald” after this
board-book guessing game. (Board book. 18 mos.-3)
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Readers count from one to 10 and
then jump from there to 15, 20, and 25 in
this picture book featuring creatures in
the wild.
Animals and their babies take the stage in this paper-engineered tale that allows young readers to make surprise discoveries. On the first spread, they meet a bat. Lift up the precisely
die-cut bat’s wing to see “1 baby / Holding on tight as they fly
through the night.” Page turns are propelled by the query that
concludes each and every spread: “Who has more babies than
that?” Continuing to count upward, readers meet leopard cubs,
owlets, fox kits, leverets, caterpillars, and many more animals.
Creatively designed flaps and die cuts, as well as pages with nontraditional trims, invite young hands to lift, peek, and search:
Lift leaf-shaped flaps to see “8 baby mice”; peek through treetrunk–shaped die cuts to see a forest with “15 poults”; and turn
pages shaped like verdant hills to see “2 lambs.” The rhymes are
unfussy, pleasingly rhythmic, and have unfailingly flawless meter
(“9 ducklings / Swimming and snacking, / Practicing quacking”).
Richly colored illustrations in vivid crimson, sapphire, marble
green, and copper hues feature realistic animals in their natural
habitats, though most are given sleek, wide, stylized eyes. The
final spread throws readers a curveball with “LOTS of spiderlings,” depicted as die-cut holes with eight legs each on the
previous page—and, it turns out, many of the pages before that.
Engaging, rewarding, and utterly delightful. (Picture book/
novelty. 3-6)

ANIMALS
Discover Incredible Animal
Homes

Illus. by Forshaw, Louise
B.E.S. Publishing
$10.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-4380-8916-4
Series: Where in the World

A simple and fun zoological atlas for young readers.
This solid, durable board book is die cut into the shape of
a semicircle on a pedestal. Each turn of the page opens on to a
circular map of a part of the world. The front cover and back
cover have mated Velcro patches, enabling the book to be held
open in the shape of a globe (but, unfortunately, without the
functionality). The opening tableau, “Animals Everywhere!”
depicts the seven continents (representing one as Australia
and not Oceania) and the four traditionally designated oceans.
Each ocean and continent save Antarctica—perhaps because
of its relative size?—is labeled, with a representative denizen
pictured in or atop it. It seems a mistake not to capitalize on
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Prompted by changes in facial expressions and posture, young
children will readily act out the feelings on display.
feelings

the appeal of penguins by naming Antarctica and depicting one
of the iconic, tuxedoed fowl next to it, although a “lost” penguin appears with the inhabitants of the Arctic in a later spread,
with a note clarifying its proper habitat. Below each pictured
location, in the pedestal section of the globe, a representative
sampling of local fauna appears along with an invitation to readers to find each one in the pictures appearing above. Each scene
includes a round map showing the featured region’s location
relative to neighboring parts of the world. Featured habitats
include the Amazon rainforest, the African savanna, Australia,
the Arctic, the Rockies, the ocean, forests, and deserts; in all,
54 different animals appear. Companion volume My Big Round
World features denser geographical information.
Not a bad start for young explorers. (Board book/novelty. 1-6)
(My Big Round World: 978-1-4380-8898-3)

LOVEBLOCK

Franceschelli, Christopher
Illus. by Peskimo
abramsappleseed (84 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-4197-3153-2
Series: Block Books
A hefty board book filled with ruminations on the nature of love.
While love is the topic of this board book, it’s the inventive
gatefolds and charmingly vintage illustrations that readers will
fall for. Brimming with sweeping declarations along the lines of
“Love is / strong. // You have my back and I’ll always have yours,”
the text sounds like a series of greeting cards strung together.
It’s benign enough, but are most toddlers interested in generic
proclamations about love? Some statements, like the ones on
“unsinkable” hippos or a panda parent holding a cub “steady,”
could introduce new vocabulary. At least there’s plenty of winsome critters to fawn over as the surprisingly sturdy flaps tell
dramatic little ministories for each cartoon-style animal species.
A downcast baby giraffe looks longingly up at a too-high tasty
branch; lift a flap to bring an adult giraffe—and the delicacy—
down to the baby, or watch an adventurous young fox retreat
into a fold-down–flap burrow to learn that “my heart will always
be home with you.” At points, the pages are tricky to turn in the
correct order, but clever touches, like a series of folds that slow
readers down to a sloth’s speed, make up for it. The book concludes with a gatefold revealing a vibrant playground populated
with racially and ethnically diverse humans; two are wheelchair
users.
Fun format; bland text. (Board book. 2-4)
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Jaramillo, Susie
Illus. by the author
Encantos (20 pp.)
$12.99 | May 4, 2021
978-1-945635-35-9
Series: Canticos
Translating feelings into simple pictures and words is a challenge in one language; this book does it in both English and
Spanish.
Eleven emotions are named in English and Spanish opposite
a cheery cartoon animal. Lift the almost-full-page flap to find a
question (in both languages) above the creature demonstrating
the emotion. Happy and sad are straightforward, so the sentence
under each flap asks, “Can you show me a happy [or sad] face?”
With more complex, nuanced emotions, the question becomes
a variation on “How does feeling excited look? / ¿Cómo estar
emocionado/a?” (An anthropomorphic star demonstrates.)
Gender variants of the Spanish words are consistently indicated by ending the word with o/a. Prompted by changes in
facial expressions and posture, young children will readily act
out the feelings. A cartoon chick demonstrates happy/feliz, sad/
triste, brave/valiente, and afraid/asustado while an angry/enjado
elephant, surprised/sorprendida spider, confused/confundido bunny,
proud/ogulloso frog, and tired/cansada chicken also make appearances. A brown-skinned human child with a Troll-like shock of
orange hair models shy/timido. There is no pronunciation guide,
but the publisher’s YouTube site (referenced on the back cover)
includes a bilingual reading.
All in all, a cheerful bilingual introduction to familiar emotions. (Board book. 18 mos.-3)

BEAUTIFUL EGGS

Illus. by Lindstrom, Alice
Scribble (20 pp.)
$12.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-950354-43-6

For centuries, birds’ eggs of all kinds
have been turned into works of art; this
book introduces children to some of the
traditional egg-decorating styles of a few
cultures around the world.
Eggs, an ancient symbol of new life, have been decorated
in different cultures using distinct techniques and styles; some
of the more elaborate designs come from Eastern Europe. In
beautiful cut-paper illustrations, Lindstrom presents eggs from
Ukraine, Latvia, the Czech Republic, Greece, and Slovakia.
Also mentioned are cascarones from Mexico and washi eggs
from Japan. Each style is presented in a double-page spread that
has the name given to these eggs printed in display type. Brief,
poetic descriptive text about the decoration media follows,
concluded by a guide to pronunciation: The phonetic rendering of kokkina avga from Greece reads, “koh-kee-nah ahv-gah.”
Despite the board-book format, this is not a book for toddlers.
|

It will appeal to children who have reached the sophistication
necessary to appreciate these expressions of folk art. It also
requires fairly developed small-motor skills; even though children may not re-create the gorgeous eggs on the pages of this
book, surely they will still be inspired to come up with their
own creations. To this end, the last page is a fold-out stencil in
the shape of an egg, to get them started.
A visual treat. (Informational board book. 4-7)

buyers. Inside is a pitch-perfect toddler tale chronicling Little
Duck’s mild adventures, from splashing into a pond, spotting
a dragonfly, greeting a friendly frog and fish, and briefly losing
(and then immediately relocating) her siblings to “cuddles [from]
Mama” at the end. A direct, matter-of-fact narration recounts the
list of activities, striking the perfect balance between sentences
concise enough to hold little ones’ attention while adding a smattering of rich vocabulary: “Little Duck is curious and swims
closer. The dragonfly’s wings glitter brightly in the sun.” Collagelike illustrations composed of rounded, unlined shapes make
the main character look rather like a cheery rubber ducky while
minimal and coarsely textured natural environments are pleasantly atmospheric. Because of the unbleached paper, the colors
are rather dull, and the lack of contrast gears this for somewhat
older readers. A companion book, Little Fox, is equally gentle but
suffers from a static main character and an unfortunate typo that
confuses the book’s timeline.
An environmentally conscious charmer. (Board book. 2-4)
(Little Fox: 978-1-4598-2693-9)

GETTING DRESSED

Oud, Pauline
Illus. by the author
Clavis (10 pp.)
$14.95 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-60537-564-9

Young children select seasonally
appropriate clothing in this lift-the-flap board book.
With both written and illustrated context clues, readers are
encouraged to predict what clothes the depicted children will
wear. Each layout features several different pieces of clothing and
accessories along with a flap on which a child looks out the window, ready to get dressed. The window scene gives clues about
the weather outside, and beneath the flap, the fully clothed child
enjoys the outdoors. Oud introduces weather, seasons, clothing, colors, and, perhaps most skillfully, she naturally encourages
young readers to make predictions about the story. All of the seasons include specific text about each outdoor activity except for
summer. This means that readers might think a dress, for example, is an appropriate choice until they see that Mika is swimming.
Oud’s figures are boldly outlined in black with soft colors. The
pale pastel palette ties each layout together into a cohesive whole,
culminating in a group birthday party. Rafi’s walk through the
rain shows movement in the splashed puddle droplets, his windblown hair, and a flick of his dog’s tail. There are lovely details
in the print on the bathing suits and the plaid of the dress shirt.
Each child is drawn with different colored skin, from Tom’s dark
brown to Liv’s peach tones.
Sweet illustrations and efficient text deftly reinforce early
learning concepts. (Board book. 18 mos.-2)

Five flat dolls nesting matryoshkastyle in a shaped plywood holder present
opportunities to count and play.
More durable if, being separate
pieces, also more fugitive than in their
previous appearance (as “sisters” rather than “friends”) in the
board book Masha and Her Sisters (2017), the five White, kerchiefed figures are decorated with folk art–style painted cues
to interests. These are unchanged from the original book: Olya
the chef appears with cookware, for instance, and Galya the
budding naturalist with diverse flora and fauna. That’s on the
fronts of the figures; turning each over reveals an animal companion (also kerchief-clad) rendered in the same heavily stylized
way along with a numeral 1 to 5 and a legend such as “Olya &
Rabbit cook with 3 carrots,” or, with a compass rose, “Galya &
Owl explore in 4 directions.” The back of the holder is slotted
so that the dolls can be stood up and rearranged at will. Parents of teething toddlers may want to exercise caution, because
though the outer wrapper includes a claim in tiny type that the
toy conforms to various international safety standards, there are
no plain-language reassurances to allay fears about splinters or
toxic chemicals in the paint. Still, preschoolers not quite ready
for a thinner-walled 3-D set of nesters can treat these as roughly
as they wish while mixing, matching, and spinning out scenarios.
Sturdy stand-ins for the more traditional—and more fragile—folk toys. (Novelty. 2-4)

LITTLE DUCK

Teckentrup, Britta
Illus. by the author
Orca (14 pp.)
$10.95 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4598-2694-6
Series: All Natural
Follow Little Duck as she frolics in her pond.
Pick up this board book and immediately notice the pleasing
matte, cardboardlike texture of the paper. On the book’s cover,
an illustrated leaf proclaims the materials to be “all-natural,”
which the publisher attributes to the use of eco-friendly inks and
all-recycled paper, a fact that’s sure to delight eco-conscious book
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MASHA AND HER FRIENDS

Ultman, Suzy
Illus. by the author
Chronicle Books (6 pp.)
$22.99 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-4521-8164-6
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young
adult
QUEST TO BE THE BEST

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Barnes, Rodney
Illus. by Espiritu, Selina & Fitzpatrick,
Kelly & Napolitano, Tom
Oni Press (144 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-62010-878-9
Series: Quincredible, 1

MY LAST SUMMER WITH CASS by Mark Crilley...........................119
YOUR HEART, MY SKY by Margarita Engle....................................122
WHEN WE WERE INFINITE by Kelly Loy Gilbert.......................... 123
A QUEEN OF GILDED HORNS by Amanda Joy............................... 127
FAT CHANCE, CHARLIE VEGA by Crystal Maldonado..................128
THE MIRROR SEASON by Anna-Marie McLemore........................128
THE HAZARDS OF LOVE by Stan Stanley........................................ 131

A Black teen uses his extraordinary
abilities to protect his neighborhood.
High school freshman Quin is invincible, at least on the outside. After a meteor shower hit New
Orleans, it left a lucky few with enhanced abilities. Thus, a new
class of superheroes was born. Quin looks up to these brave
beings, but his own powers have not stopped him from being
targeted by bully Caine or made bright, high-achieving classmate Brittany Barnes see him as more than a friend. He meets
Brittany at a rally led by Dr. Davis, a local Black activist, and
soon the crowd and the police are clashing in the street. After
superhero Glow saves him from a cop, Quin is inspired to use
his invincibility to put a stop to the crime in his neighborhood.
But when criminals attack his home, Quin will need his friends,
enhanced and ordinary, to help save the day. This graphic novel
is a classic superhero origin story with a wide-eyed, earnest teen
trying to redefine justice. Quin’s parents are models of support
and acceptance and, like Quin, understand that the world isn’t
black and white. This new universe of heroes and villains packs
a punch with commentary on the ills of society and the people
who shape it. The illustrations, featuring bright, saturated colors, pop, adding to the drama of the story.
A fun, fresh adventure. (character designs, concept
sketches) (Graphic fantasy. 12-18)

BRUISED

Boteju, Tanya
Simon & Schuster (336 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5344-5502-3
Eighteen-year-old Daya tries to navigate life after the sudden deaths of her
parents in a car accident.
Daya Wijesinghe is familiar with
pain and finds comfort in it. Pain is how
she copes with her feelings, and the
bruises she gets from skateboarding are her way of keeping the
hurt on the surface. Upon being introduced to roller derby by

FAT CHANCE, CHARLIE VEGA

Maldonado, Crystal
Holiday House (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4717-6
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her friend Fee, Daya is fascinated by the sport that to her seems
driven by brute strength—until she ventures in further. While
roller derby gives Daya the external bruises she wants, she discovers a place of deep reckoning and healing through this sport
as well. Boteju writes with acumen about the roller-coaster ride
of being a teenager. Daya is both a highly frustrating and deeply
engaging character, with a strong character arc. Readers get to
see her many shades, both in terms of her personality (hard shell
plus vulnerability) and her bruises (physical, including from selfharm, and psychological). Daya is of Sri Lankan descent and
queer. Some secondary characters are gender-nonconforming
and queer; Fee uses they/them pronouns, and their girlfriend is
deaf and uses ASL. The backmatter includes a fascinating brief
history of roller derby, focusing on the strong and inclusive
community that has grown up around it.
A searing portrait of self-discovery; soulful and captivating. (Fiction. 14-18)

THE HILL

An isolated group of girls is threatened when outsiders learn of their
existence.
Wren lives on the Hill on an island
off the Mainland. The Hill was created
by the Colony, an organization that has
existed in secret for 67 years, training girls in survival skills using
the Manual. The oldest resident acts as Head Girl, and each
must leave when she turns 15. With a fresh Departure Ceremony
over, Wren becomes Head Girl. Almost immediately, one of the
girls under her watch goes missing. After learning she may have
been taken into one of the forbidden forests, Wren decides to
go after her, disregarding the Manual’s warning that no girls
can survive outside the Hill’s boundary. She brings Quinn, who
is the Lead Hunter and her best friend. As they move deeper
into the forest, they discover more than they anticipated: They
aren’t alone on the island, and the Manual has been misleading
them. Worse still, the Hill has been ambushed in their absence—
and Wren’s willing to give her life for her home. Lyrical writing
and deep worldbuilding make for an immersive reading experience. A later shift toward constant action dampens the intrigue
as character development falls off, but readers will be drawn
back in by the promise of a sequel unraveling more secrets of
the Colony. Wren is assumed to be White, and Quinn is Black.
A captivating start with uneven follow-through. (Fiction.
14-18)

|

Crilley, Mark
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$24.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-7595-5546-4

Two lifelong friends have a summer
in Brooklyn that alters them and their
friendship forever.
Every summer until the girls were 13,
Cassandra’s and Megan’s families vacationed in the same Michigan cottage, where the two early on discovered their artistic
talents. That last summer Cass’ father didn’t show, and Megan
worried about how different Cass seemed since they used
to be so much alike. A few years later, an ecstatic Megan has
convinced her controlling parents to let her visit Cass and her
now-divorced mom in Brooklyn. Cass shows Megan around her
version of New York, highlighting the stark contrasts between
the two girls. Cass seems determined to shock sheltered, Midwestern Megan into becoming as bold and hardened as she is.
Despite Cass’ intensity, Megan opens herself to the excitement
of the city and begins her journey of finding out who she is
separate from her parents’ wishes. Near the end of Megan’s trip,
the girls collaborate on a piece that pushes Megan’s boundaries,
causing her to make a decision that could cost their friendship.
Through subtle, realistic lines and nostalgic, watercolor-style
art, including several charming full-panel landscapes, the
author creates an immersive story that will resonate with readers. Although the story is told from Megan’s perspective, Cass
is very much a fully realized character in this tribute to honest,
authentic, creative expression. Megan and Cass read as White,
and there is diversity in background characters.
A beautiful coming-of-age story about art and friendship.
(Graphic fiction. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Bryan, Ali
Dottir Press (296 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-948340-32-8

MY LAST SUMMER
WITH CASS

I’M A WILD SEED

De La Cruz, Sharon Lee
Illus. by the author
Street Noise Books (96 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-951491-05-5
A graphic memoir about the forming
of one woman’s queer identity.
De La Cruz tells the story of growing
into her queerness, illustrating moments
of adolescent confusion and repression
leading up to eventual confidence in her adult self. The author
not only explores how her queer identity formed, but also how
the intersection of her other identities—for example, race and
gender—compounded the struggles she experienced. A Black
woman from a Caribbean Latinx family, De La Cruz delves into
her juggling of many forms of internalized oppression, from
the shame caused by familial, community, and internalized
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reviews: what are they for?
Recently a memory popped up
on my Facebook timeline from my
school librarian days. I’d had to mediate a heated conflict between two
kindergarten boys. One of them
said a book was “the best book ever”
while his classmate felt it was “just
a little bit OK.” These types of disagreements are not entirely unfamiliar in my current role as a reviews
editor.
Book reviews from journals such as Kirkus Reviews
guide individuals in deciding what to pick up next or in
finding an ideal gift for a particular person. They help
shape purchasing decisions by librarians and booksellers as well as aiding them in making recommendations
to readers. They are akin to reviews by professional critics of theater, film, music, TV, and restaurants: They contribute to broader conversations about works created for
public consumption and serve as part of a documentary
record of societal shifts (both what is produced and how
it is received). They also help audiences situate individual
creations within a greater context. These reviews are fundamentally different in scope and purpose from personal
consumer reviews or blog posts because they are not written with the goal of reflecting individual reviewers’ tastes
(although no human activity is ever free from subjectivity); this distinction is precisely what gives them value.
Here are excerpts of Kirkus’ reviews of recent and
forthcoming YA titles that reflect the many roles reviews
can play:
Some reviews clearly indicate the ways in which
books appeal to different tastes or reading needs. It
is common to see a low rating of a book on Goodreads
with a reader’s explanation that they just don’t like
some intentional, intrinsic element of the book. This
is fine from a personal preference standpoint but
raises the question of evaluating the title’s quality on
its own terms.
City of the Uncommon Thief by
Lynne Bertrand (Dutton, Feb. 9):
“The rich, dense prose is studded with
lists of names, products, artifacts,
even smells, constructing a mosaic
world from fragments of languages, a
kaleidoscopic narrative from legends
and myths, which dazzles, confuses, and exhausts—until suddenly the
pattern shifts and coheres into a ma120
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cabre marvel of a tale. Requires extraordinary patience
and attention but pays off with an immersive reading experience that will linger.”
Time Travel for Love and Profit
by Sarah Lariviere (Knopf, Jan. 26):
“Lariviere revels in math and science,
unabashedly celebrates science fiction and romance novels, and anchors the story in a realistic, comfortably cozy coastal Californian
setting. The lack of catastrophic, explosion-riddled scenes, evil overlords,
or alien invasions renders this a gentle, grounded read, reminiscent of A
Wrinkle in Time.”
Some reviews offer valuable information about
relevant topical matters at the time the book was
published, positioning the book in the setting of the
contemporary publishing landscape or wider news
events. This is valuable since the review may be read
long after the book was published by someone unfamiliar with the controversies of the time.
Muted by Tami Charles (Scholastic, Feb. 2): “Charles, herself a former young R&B artist, draws upon
themes from the still-unfolding criminal investigation of R. Kelly. The
powerful, smoothly flowing text will
drive readers to seriously challenge
the societal vulnerabilities and toxic ideologies that leave girls of color
open to sexual violence and harm.
Themes of friendship, family, cultural inheritance, and taking a stand are strong throughout.”
This Is How We Fly by Anna Meriano (Philomel, Dec. 15): “Melissa and
Ellen join a local Quidditch team and
Ellen finds herself amid a fiercely inclusive, all-gender, full-contact sport
that allows her to explore different
sides of her identity. The story fortunately does not avoid painful, relevant conversations about art, fandom,
and problematic creators while showcasing fans who fully love yet critically engage with art.”
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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Reads like a rom-com film distilled into book format.
i think i love you

racism to the discomfort and stress of strict gender binaries
and their impact on her feelings about clothing. As De La Cruz
contended with surviving stressful external realities while also
deconstructing harmful ideologies, her journey to being out was
a long but rewarding one. She also educates readers on queer
and racial history, as in a section that illustrates the background
to the Stonewall uprising. The book expects readers to already
be somewhat familiar with terms like patriarchy and heteronor
mative to get the most out of the text’s more advanced concepts.
A sketchy, zinelike art style combined with the interesting framing of panels and gutters effectively portrays both the fears and
joys of discovering one’s marginalized identity and vividly and
effectively conveys the author’s changing understanding.
This potent memoir assuredly navigates the complicated
intersections of identity. (Graphic memoir. 16-adult)

NANCY DREW AND THE
HARDY BOYS
The Death of Nancy Drew

Joe Hardy investigates Nancy Drew’s
death and the corruption within River
Heights.
Joe, confronted by the apparently accidental death of his
childhood friend and crush Nancy, believes she was murdered,
and he begins tracking whomever is responsible, starting by
retracing her obsessive investigation to destroy the Syndicate,
an organized crime group. Nancy’s hometown of River Heights
is struggling economically, with closed factories, high unemployment, and rampant crime and corruption. With his brother,
Frank, focusing on college, Joe is left alone to follow up potential leads—including information from Nancy’s friends and family and the place where she was last seen—leading to shocking
discoveries. While elements of family, love, trust, and grief will
feel familiar to fans of the young detectives, themes of revenge
and obsession fit the noir tone. The pages reimagining Nancy’s
past are terse in composition and work well. Unfortunately, the
story meanders from clue to clue with only sporadic scenes that
hit the right emotional and dramatic notes. With a muted color
palette, minimal linework, and simple backgrounds, the atmospheric art clashes with the overuse of narration from multiple
characters who sound too similar to one another. Clunky panel
flow and awkward action sequences detract from the sense of
danger in otherwise dramatic scenes. The main cast is White;
there is minor background diversity.
A grim, noir modernization of childhood classics that
doesn’t quite hit the mark. (Graphic mystery. 12-16)

|

Hopeless romantic Emma butts
heads with cynical Sophia over love and
filmmaking.
Emma and her friends enter a short
film contest in the hopes of winning
college scholarships. The only issue is
Sophia—who, before moving away, was the only other out queer
girl in their grade. She’s back in town, and everyone seems to
expect them to end up together. They are resistant, but the film
and their mutual friend group keep dragging them together.
Tensions rise, as Emma wants to make the gay rom-com of her
dreams while Sophia thinks an avant-garde piece is the way
to go. Emma is the quintessential romance enthusiast while
Sophia has soured entirely on the concept of romantic love.
The interplay between these two attitudes serves to form the
bulk of the plot as the two find their ideas about love growing
closer to a middle ground in tandem with their growing feelings for one another. In terms of style and plot beats, the novel
reads like a rom-com film distilled into book format; it is easy
to imagine these characters acting out their lives on screen. The
queer romance and the narrative’s determination not to shy
away from discussing attitudes of entitlement distinguish this
title. Emma and Sophia read as White.
One to read on a rainy day when nothing but chocolate and
a (mostly) lighthearted romance will do. (Romance. 14-18)
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Del Col, Anthony
Illus. by Eisma, Joe
Dynamite Entertainment (132 pp.)
$19.99 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5241-1914-0

I THINK I LOVE YOU

Desombre, Auriane
Underlined (320 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-17976-5

THE FOLLOWER

Doughty, Kate
Amulet/Abrams (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-4197-4801-1
It’s a home-renovation–turned–
haunted-house nightmare for triplet
social media stars and their family.
Seventeen-year-old Cole triplets Cecily, Amber, and Rudy are bona fide influencers. With sponsors, hashtags, and their
online fan base the Cole Patrol, they pull in enough money to
keep their parents’ high-end property business afloat. Their latest house-flip project comes with a deadly past and earns them a
suspicious new Instagram follower, one who seems determined
to threaten and even harm them. Doughty’s warnings about
social media are obvious, touching on the ways in which people
strive for curated perfection, the addiction of online feedback,
and even the swift cruelty of cancel culture. The story uses
plenty of spooky tropes, familiar to fans of The Haunting of Hill
House and complete with a creepy doll. The central mystery of
who is tormenting the Cole family keeps the plot moving even
if the social media cautionary tale is heavy-handed and at times
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Will stay with readers long after they turn the last page.
your heart, my sky

WHEN DOGS HEAL
Powerful Stories of People
Living With HIV and the Dogs
That Saved Them

slows the pace. Untangling the whodunit takes some effort
(and the forgiving of some plot holes), and the book ends with
potential for a sequel. Amber is a gorgeous, size 18 lesbian who
is confident in herself, no weight loss necessary. All major characters are cued as White; there is some diversity in secondary
characters.
Checks all the teen thriller boxes. (Thriller. 14-18)

YOUR HEART, MY SKY
Love in a Time of
Hunger

Engle, Margarita
Atheneum (224 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5344-6496-4

A young Cuban couple finds love
while surviving desperate times of lack
and longing.
It’s the summer of 1991, and people
are experiencing hunger and malnutrition in Cuba. Fourteenyear-old Liana and 15-year-old Amado live in a town well away
from the bustle of Havana, where the Pan American Games
are taking place, and away from observation by foreign visitors. When the story opens, neither knows of the other despite
enduring the same risky fate of opting out of the supposedly
voluntary (although opting out brings consequences) teen farm
labor program. Instead, they are roaming the streets searching
for any form of sustenance to make up for insufficient government rations. Liana happens upon a stray dog and takes him
home. Her canine companion eventually becomes a matchmaker, connecting the young couple. Their relationship feeds
their drive to survive and gives them reason to dream of different, better days. Engle uses free verse poignantly to express
the devastation of constant hunger and the ever present fear of
punishment while trying to survive life under a harsh regime.
The theme of hunger is central to this story—literal hunger due
to starvation as well as hunger for connection and hope. Engle’s
words masterfully convey an evergreen human truth: that, in the
end, we want to be able to live and love to our hearts’ content.
A deeply touching read that will stay with readers long
after they turn the last page. (author’s note) (Verse novel. 12-18)

Garofalo, Robert & Stafford, Zach &
Garofalo, Christina
Illus. by Freidin, Jesse
Zest Books (152 pp.)
$19.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-8676-5

Learn how dogs were lifesaving companions to people living
with HIV.
This compilation of 36 personal essays features stories of the
love, hope, and acceptance that HIV-positive individuals felt
when a dog came into their lives. The interviewees are a diverse
group in terms of age, gender identity, race, and life experiences,
but their stories all have a similar thread wherein their lives
were at a low ebb until they adopted a dog. The dogs provided
a sense of purpose, a reason for living, and, in some cases, the
motivation to improve the interviewee’s situation. Each human
subject and their canine companion are shown together in a
full-page color photograph against a clean, white background
followed by three pages of first-person text describing their
stories. Queer, dog-loving photographer Freidin reflects in his
introduction on the unconditional love he received from dogs,
something that stood in contrast to negative judgment from
humans, and his hope that these photo essays will overturn
stigmatizing narratives about people living with HIV. Although
the stories are uplifting and well written, the uniformity of the
theme may become monotonous for readers who read it cover
to cover, making it more suitable for dipping into and browsing
by those seeking a compilation of true narratives that show the
possibilities of life after an HIV diagnosis.
Stories connecting a range of HIV-positive queer experiences with dog ownership. (resources) (Nonfiction. 15-adult)

DEAREST JOSEPHINE

George, Caroline
Thomas Nelson (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7852-3618-4

An epistolary novel featuring two
individuals separated by centuries, each
pining for the one they can’t have.
In the present day, Josie De Clare
hopes to use the months before university to figure life out. Recently broken up
with her selfish boyfriend, estranged from her best friend, and
mourning the death of her father, she is headed to Atteberry, a
northern English village where her father secretly purchased a
small estate. There she finds a box of unsent letters from 1821
written by Elias Roch, illegitimate son and heir of the late Lord
Roch. While reading the letters Elias wrote to one Josephine
De Clare, a girl he met once and became increasingly besotted
122
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with, and his unfinished novel imagining what could have been,
she sees similarities between herself and Josephine and starts to
fall in love with Elias. It takes Josie months to read through the
letters and manuscript, and the progression of her feelings feels
forced. The characterization is choppy; Josie, who has suffered
bouts of isolating grief, is never fully rounded or meaningfully
developed. Elias’ obsession with Josephine, whom he only met
once, seems tenuous, as does Josie’s in turn falling in love with
him. Fortunately, she does meet local boy Oliver, a promising
real-life alternative. Main characters are White; Josie’s ex has a
Muslim name.
An attempt to bring Regency romance into the present
that fails to gain momentum. (author’s note, discussion questions) (Romance. 12-18)

WHEN WE
WERE INFINITE

High school senior Beth Claire knows
what it’s like to lose someone you love.
Ever since her White father left, after
her parents’ divorce, Beth has blamed her
Chinese American mother for the end of
their marriage. Striving not to repeat her mother’s mistakes,
Beth does her best to be someone who is wanted and needed by
those around her, especially her four closest friends, Brandon,
Grace, Jason, and Sunny. She cherishes the closeness of their
group and wants nothing more than for them all to stay tightly
bonded through the year and even beyond graduation. Then
Beth and Brandon accidentally witness Jason’s father assaulting him. Jason brushes off the violence, but Beth is devastated
by the realization that she was unaware of her friend’s family
situation. She becomes anxious when she and her friends are
unable to devise a way to help Jason. The story is told retrospectively by an older Beth, whose tenderness toward her younger
self contrasts with high school Beth’s critical and self-effacing
demeanor. Her desire to be enough—competent enough, Chinese enough, accommodating enough—is described with the
clarity of hindsight and vivid emotion, particularly when it
comes to Jason, who was able to see past Beth’s carefully cultivated mildness to understand her in a way that the others do
not. Brandon, Grace, Jason, and Sunny are all Asian American;
Sunny is pansexual.
Beautifully, achingly cathartic. (resources) (Fiction. 13-18)

|

A teen with Tourette syndrome
works through a list of life-altering
actions, including possible suicide.
When Troy’s Tourette syndrome
emerged at age 6, a therapist suggested
counting to 10 to ease his anxiety. The
therapist also unknowingly instilled the number 10 into Troy’s
comorbid obsessive-compulsive disorder thoughts and rituals.
To recognize the 10th anniversary of his diagnosis, the high
school sophomore has created a List of Ten with action items to
take back his life from the disorder that controls it. This story
by an author with Tourette syndrome delivers a painfully realistic depiction of living with chronic conditions, trying to fight
them, and being bullied for them. Some of the items on Troy’s
list even elicit pain, from meeting someone else with Tourette
to seeking the mother who abandoned him, a Tourette sufferer
as well. However, other goals, like driving a car and experiencing his first kiss, emerge from newfound friendships and tender
scenes of first love and budding sexuality with girlfriend Khory.
As Troy begins living on his own terms, he also approaches the
last item on his list—commit suicide. Although the hopeful ending feels too quick and tidy, Troy’s first-person narrative shows
understanding of neurodiverse individuals. Troy and Khory are
White by default; some mutual friends are racially diverse.
An authentic and compassionate look at the ups and downs
of teenage life and living with Tourette syndrome. (discussion
questions, author’s note) (Fiction. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Gilbert, Kelly Loy
Simon & Schuster (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-6821-4

LIST OF TEN

Gomez, Halli
Sterling Teen (368 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4549-4014-2

STAR WARS: THE HIGH
REPUBLIC
Into the Dark

Gray, Claudia
Disney Lucasfilm (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-368-05728-8

When sudden disaster shuts down
hyperspace travel across the galaxy, four
Jedi and the crew of a shipping vessel
find themselves stranded on an ancient
space station haunted by the dark side.
Unlike many Jedi who long for danger, Reath, a 17-yearold human Padawan, thrives in the Archives. However, when
an unexpected assignment calls him to the frontier, he has no
choice but to follow orders. This unwanted adventure takes
a treacherous turn when Reath and his traveling companions
make an emergency exit from hyperspace to a remote sector
of the galaxy with intense solar flares and an abandoned space
station. To make matters worse, the survivors from other ships
who are also seeking refuge have little interest in cooperation,
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Angie Thomas
THE AUTHOR’S PREQUEL TO THE HATE U GIVE IS AN EMOTIONAL FAMILY
REUNION FOR HER CHARACTERS—AND FOR READERS
By Laura Simeon
Imani Khayyam

ally his? That’s one challenge with huge repercussions that
Maverick was not expecting to face. Thomas spoke with
Kirkus over Zoom from her home in Jackson, Mississippi;
the conversation has been edited for length and clarity. She
will be on a virtual book tour this month, discussing the
book with noted actors and YA authors.
I have to say that I think this is your best book yet.
You know, it’s the one I love the most as well. I feel like a
bad parent saying that, but yeah, definitely my favorite.

With a phenomenal four years on the bestseller list and
a major feature film adaptation, The Hate U Give is a modern YA classic. It’s the story of Starr Carter, a Black teen
growing up between the embrace of her home community and the private school where she cannot express her
full self—especially after witnessing the police slaying of
a childhood friend. Now, with Concrete Rose (Balzer + Bray/
HarperCollins, Jan. 12), readers become reacquainted with
beloved characters, including Starr’s parents, Maverick
and Lisa, when they were teens themselves. Maverick is
trying to figure out his relationship to the King Lord gang
and how to help his financially struggling mother while balancing an uncertain future against his ambitious girlfriend
Lisa’s plans to go to college—and her expectations for him.
Finding out that his best friend’s girl Iesha’s baby is actu124
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Out of all the stories you could have told, why a prequel
centering Maverick?
He’s one of the original characters that made his way from
a short story I wrote in college to The Hate U Give. I knew
so much about him already; past Angie had put down a lot
of things to help present Angie. Originally when I wrote
The End on The Hate U Give, I thought it literally was the
end of me with these characters, but Maverick kept finding his way back, from the kids who are like, “I wish my
dad was like Maverick” to the moms coming up behind
them going, “I love me some Maverick, I want to marry
Maverick.”
A lot of YA fiction keeps parents on the periphery or
makes them antagonists. This book bridges that gap.
It’s so easy for us to look at our parents and judge. I think
true growth comes when you recognize that your parents
are human beings who make mistakes. I started to write
Concrete Rose with the idea of what would it be like for Starr
or Seven to read this. What kind of view would it give
them? What is it like for Seven to see, this is what your
dad dealt with, this is why he is the way he is? But for the
most part I wanted to look at not these future parents of
teenagers but these still teenagers and what they’re dealing
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with. What’s in Maverick’s head at 17? How is he going to
process fatherhood? I wanted to show it’s not easy in hopes
that young people will look at the decisions they make and
say, you know what? Maybe I’m not ready for that. But [also
to] give their parents a little more wiggle room and a little
more grace.
This book gave you the opportunity to complicate and
humanize Seven’s mother, Iesha.
I know the real Ieshas: I grew up with some of them, or
they had Iesha as a mom and I witnessed how it affected
them, but I also got glimpses of how these women came to
be who they were. I see Iesha as a little girl being forced to
play a grown woman: There’s so much vulnerability in her,
but she hides it in such a harsh, brash way. It was important
for me to explore this character so we can recognize that
she’s a product of her environment and upbringing. Why
do we see her in The Hate U Give as so uncaring and cold? In
Concrete Rose she abandons her child; well, let’s look into the
why. She was one of my favorites to write.

Do you feel as if Concrete Rose is arriving in a different
publishing climate than The Hate U Give?
Would I have been as afraid to write Concrete Rose as I was
to write The Hate U Give? I would have been more afraid.
I wouldn’t have been bold enough to write it and wouldn’t
have thought that YA publishing would be accepting of
not just a Black boy and teen pregnancy—because we’ve
seen that before in The First Part Last by Angela Johnson,
which is a phenomenal book that gave me permission to
write Concrete Rose—but also gangs and stuff like that. Are
we where we should be? No. We have a whole lot more work
to do, but I’m thankful for where we are. I hope that we
don’t settle, because young people need as many mirrors,
windows, and sliding glass doors—in the words of Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop—as they can get, and we owe it to them
to provide a multitude.
Concrete Rose received a starred review in the Dec. 1, 2020,
issue.

What feedback have you received from teens that has
had the biggest impact or been most surprising?
The best messages are from teen readers who reach out and
say, “I hate reading but I read your stuff in a day.” I have
to tell them, you don’t hate reading, you hate what you’ve been
forced to read. There’s no such thing as a reluctant reader;
there are unimpressed readers. The messages that really get
to me are the kids who are like, “I decided to speak out because of Starr or Bri [from On the Come Up]. I was not happy
with an issue in my community and I’m going to do some|
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I understand that the writing of Mildred D. Taylor had a
profound influence on you.
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry was the book for me coming up:
I’m a Black girl in Mississippi, here’s a book about a Black
girl in Mississippi, written by a Black woman from Mississippi. It gave me the mirror I needed. I love the Logan family and the way they loved one another, the way they stood
by one another. They struggled a lot, but they had each other, and I wanted the Carter family to be a modern take on
that, to have that same love and affection and foundation
for Starr as Cassie [Logan] gets. I was reading the book to
refresh my brain, and [there’s] a line where Cassie describes
her mom as being “a disrupting maverick.” I was like, huh,
that’s what Starr’s dad is. Why not name him Maverick?
Maverick is a lot like Cassie’s mom: a force in the community who’s standing up for what he believes in.

thing about it. Your book empowered me.” That’s an honor
and a blessing.
The ones that surprise me the most are the kids who
come from worlds completely unlike those girls’ and yet
still they have connected with the books. I’ve heard from
kids in rural Texas who live in towns that are completely
White, whose parents have trucks with Confederate flags
on them, and they’re like, “I get why people say Black Lives
Matter now.” Or “I’ve read your book, and I’m gonna do
my best to be anti-racist.” I’ve had to check myself on the
assumptions I make about them. I’m grateful that they’re
making me change and evolve by [their] learning and growing from my work.

and an insidious dark-side presence looms aboard the station.
Within each chapter, third-person perspectives shift among
multiple characters, including interludes with flashbacks. The
plot (set in an era before The Phantom Menace) maintains a fast
pace with exciting twists, but jargon litters the worldbuilding
without much clarifying physical description or explanation,
requiring in-depth Star Wars knowledge from readers. Primary
human characters are assumed White or have tan or golden
skin. Queer representation appears in the background with a
same-gender couple and an asexual character.
A suspenseful adventure but a hollow expansion of the Star
Wars universe. (Science fiction. 13-18)

WITH YOU ALL THE WAY

Hand, Cynthia
HarperTeen (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-06-269319-8

Ada, a gifted teen artist, draws in
order to help see the world around her.
But art won’t help her answer the
questions she is struggling with the
most: Does she love her boyfriend? Is
she ready to have sex? How will she know,
and who can she talk to about how she really feels? Ada feels
stuck between pressure from her popular boyfriend, Leo, and
warnings from her older and more experienced sister, Afton. To
make matters worse, Ada senses growing tensions between her
mother, a successful, and increasingly unavailable thoracic surgeon, and her stepfather, Pop, an emergency room nurse. When
her mother whisks Ada and her two sisters off with her to a
medical conference in Hawaii, leaving Pop behind, Ada begins
to worry her family is falling apart. During the week away, Ada
realizes that sex can change everything: your family, your relationships, and your sense of self. The novel centers a multiracial blended family—Ada, Afton, and their mom are White;
Pop is Black; and the girls’ younger sister is biracial—with an
ambitious, often absent mother and a father who acts as the
central caretaker. These identities are named but not explored
in the story. The emotionally well-developed central characters,
smooth pacing, and frank and open discussions of sex, love, and
relationships make this a satisfying read for teens and adults
alike.
A tear-jerker about love, family, and learning to trust yourself. (Fiction. 13-18)
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MARTIAN GHOST CENTAUR

Heagerty, Mat
Illus. by Mided, Steph
Oni Press (192 pp.)
$19.99 paper | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-62010-849-9

A scrappy teenager dedicates her
summer to finding an elusive sasquatch.
The tiny town of Southborough,
California, became a hot spot for paranormal-seeking tourists after Gregory
Samuel O’Connor’s American Idol audition tape was videobombed by a sasquatch. Eighteen years later, the tourism boom
has nose-dived due to dwindling sightings of the sasquatch
and internet-driven skepticism. Seventeen-year-old Louie
O’Connor, daughter of the man who spotted the local cryptid,
worries her dads will lose their restaurant. Like other Southborough businesses, Squatch Burger is threatened by a rich tech
entrepreneur who wants to buy up the town for selfish purposes.
Louie and her best friend, Felix, decide to turn things around
by catching the sasquatch and returning Southborough to the
map. But when a paranormal investigator famous for debunking
cryptid stories shows up, everything changes. Can Louie find
her passion and save the day? Reminiscent of a campy ’80s film,
the eye-catching, full-color artwork highlights kooky schemes
and extremely expressive characters. While the visual design
is stunning, weak character development muddles a thematically overburdened story. The impetus for many plot points and
humorous gags turns out to be Louie’s air of entitlement and
general brattiness. An unbelievable change of heart leads to a
tidy conclusion. Louie and her dads read as White; Felix is cued
as Latinx, and residents of the town are ethnically diverse.
A snarky romp—just don’t think too hard about the holey
plot. (Graphic fiction. 12-18)

THE TEEN GIRL’S ANXIETY
SURVIVAL GUIDE
Ten Ways To Conquer Anxiety
and Feel Your Best
Hemmen, Lucie
Instant Help Books (208 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-68403-586-1

Being a teenage girl can be exhausting and stressful.
With stressors from school, social media, family, friends, and
more, navigating the teen years can be a lot to handle. Hemmen
presents 10 strategies to help manage anxiety, each addressed
in a separate chapter. The author, a clinical psychologist who
works with teens, has written an accessible and concise guide
in which she explains the scientific facts behind each suggestion, provides examples from young people dealing with various
issues, and encourages readers to explore their own feelings and
experiences. The information is broken up into easily digestible
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A thrilling puzzle.
good girl, bad blood

sections, making for a pleasant, informative, and quick read.
Among other subjects, Hemmen addresses both the benefits
and risks of screen time and social media, different strategies
for succeeding in school, and dealing with interpersonal conflicts, troubling feelings, and more. Many readers, especially
middle- and upper-middle-class teens, will feel validated by the
abundance of examples and success stories from other teens
and likely come away from the book with a convenient toolbox
for addressing anxious thoughts, practicing self-care, and finding balance in their lives. Readers are encouraged not to selfdiagnose but to seek assessment from a professional. While this
book specifically addresses girls, the tips that are presented are
helpful for all genders.
A thoroughly researched and comprehensive guide for
teenagers to manage their anxiety and learn to love themselves. (references) (Self-help. 13-19)

GOOD GIRL, BAD BLOOD

In this suspenseful follow-up to A
Good Girl’s Guide to Murder (2020), Pippa
Fitz-Amobi breaks her promise to give
up sleuthing when a friend goes missing.
Pip’s viral true-crime podcast detailing her successful investigation into the murder of Andie Bell
has earned her both fans and detractors and cemented her reputation as a notable young detective. She remains close to Ravi
Singh, whose older brother was under suspicion in that case.
When her friend Connor Reynolds begs for her help because
his older brother, Jamie, has disappeared, she declines to investigate but offers to speak to the police about it. College dropout Jamie, 24, has a history of leaving home without notice, so
the police write off his case, compelling Pippa to take matters
into her own hands despite her promise to her parents that
she would be more careful. From his strange internet search
history to his private conversations with a catfish, the truth
behind Jamie’s disappearance is darker than anyone expected.
Pip is haunted by the repercussions of her first case—including the ongoing trial of a serial rapist—and undergoes an
identity crisis that challenges her beliefs about what makes
a person good. Podcast transcripts, Instagram messages, and
news articles with time stamps marking the growing length of
Jamie’s absence piece together a thrilling puzzle that will keep
readers asking questions even after the story’s end. Most main
characters are White.
Psychologically stirring and truly modern. (Mystery. 14-18)
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Joy, Amanda
Putnam (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-525-51861-7
Series: River of Royal Blood, 2
Princess Eva returns in this follow-up
to the duology that started with A River
of Royal Blood (2019).
Picking up where the last book left
off, Eva’s on the run from her ruthless queen mother, with
her friends, guards, and kidnapped sister and rival heir, Isa, in
tow. As Eva continues to struggle with the knowledge that to
become queen she must kill Isa—or be killed herself—she also
contemplates what it means that both of her parents have lied
to her (in very different ways). New revelations, realizations,
and relationships have tempered Eva’s privileged upbringing,
shaking her foundations, and her growth is apparent. Though
she grapples with multiple problems—and further surprises
about herself—Eva chooses to focus on the grave injustices her
human ancestors have visited on her khimaer people, and she
creates a plan of action. Chapters alternate between Eva’s firstperson perspective and those of Isa and a few other secondary
characters (told in the third person). Themes of parental disappointment and abuse, sibling bonds, and speciesism are strongly
developed and well explored. Joy’s writing is exemplary; a strong
plot, even pacing, and character growth (not only Eva’s) all lead
up to an ending that should satisfy even the pickiest readers.
Eva and many secondary characters are brown-skinned while
Isa is light brown and some others are lighter skinned.
A strong and satisfying conclusion. (map) (Fantasy. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Jackson, Holly
Delacorte (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-984896-40-7
Series: A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder, 2

A QUEEN OF
GILDED HORNS

THE HUNT IS ON

Jun, Nie
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Gauvin, Edward
Graphic Universe (136 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-72842-021-9
Series: Seekers of the Aweto, 1
In a fantastical version of medieval
China, some seek the rare and valuable
aweto.
The trio at the center of the story are Xinyue, who can
control insects with his drum; his reserved older brother, Qiliu,
distinguished by his fiery red hair and wings; and their aged,
knowledgeable mother, Bu Ren Niang. In search of aweto, the
brothers attack the matriarchal Sanamo on whose land they
can be found. Prized for their powerful medicinal properties,
the aweto, which is plantlike in the summer and wormlike
during the winter, grow on the heads of chadolos, deities that
bring life to the land they inhabit. As Xinyue gets through the
Sanamo’s defenses and plucks an aweto from a particularly large
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Authentic and raw.
fat chance, charlie vega

chadolo, he is surprised when the chadolo asks him to watch
and care for its baby before it dies. Soon, rumors that this baby
may hold the elusive celestial aweto, which grants immortality,
threaten familial loyalties and reveal dark secrets, and Xinyue is
tragically forced to question his own motivations. This graphic
novel translated from Chinese bursts with color and adventure:
Each panel teems with movement artfully rendered in a bright,
saturated pastel palette. While the unrelenting pace will engage
readers, the story’s many moving parts, some of them insufficiently explained, occasionally lead to jarring surprises. Readers
will anticipate the sequel that may bring additional context to
both the story and characters’ motivations.
Packed with action and intrigue. (map) (Graphic fantasy.
12-18)

FAT CHANCE,
CHARLIE VEGA

Maldonado, Crystal
Holiday House (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4717-6
Debut author Maldonado brings
charming Charlie Vega to life as an
endearing rom-com protagonist.
At 16, Charlie, who has a White mom
and Puerto Rican dad, has never been
kissed. This is just one of the many reasons she views herself
as second fiddle to Amelia, her charming, confident, pansexual
best friend who is “the walking embodiment of Black excellence.” Another big reason is that Amelia is beautiful—and
Charlie is fat. Though Charlie is working to inculcate the bodypositive messages of the #fatfashion influencers she follows,
she cannot deny that classmates, especially boys, and even her
own mother seem to prefer Amelia to her. She cannot blame
them. To her, Amelia is perfect too, as well as being an amazing
best friend. When Brian, her Korean American co-worker and
classmate, begins to pursue Charlie, it is a dream come true. But
a dark seed of mistrust lies buried within her. Before Charlie
can truly love herself, let alone others, she has to address insidious self-doubt about her own worth caused in no small part
by the constant comparisons she makes. Though readers will
expect a happy ending, it is not a foregone conclusion. Charlie’s
struggles are authentic and raw while Maldonado’s bright prose
makes for a page-turner. Charlie inhabits an inviting, diverse
world in an unnamed Connecticut town.
An overdue and welcome ingénue. (Fiction. 14-18)
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FIVE WAYS TO FALL
OUT OF LOVE

Martin, Emily
Inkyard Press (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-335-14795-0

Love is put to the test.
As a self-proclaimed scientist, high
school senior Aubrey Cash is an antiromantic. Evidence like her parents’ failing marriage and her best friend Reese’s
long list of ex-boyfriends who were “the one” confirm her theory
that “the whole concept of true love is inherently flawed.” Holland Sawyer might just be the guy to test her observations thus
far, however. His optimism could balance Aubrey’s cynicism,
and their first meeting has the makings of an “epic meet-cute.”
Except there’s the fact that he’s Webster Casey’s cousin—the
same Webster who seemingly inexplicably stood her up at their
junior dance; the Webster who now is either at her throat or
completely shutting her out. Things get all the more complicated when Webster is assigned to be her Life Skills class partner
for the semester. Aubrey is self-aware of her M.O. and realizes
that she filters evidence through her own preconceived ideas;
nevertheless, she can’t help herself, and her tendencies start to
sabotage the relationships that matter to her even though those
around her are there to call her out and drive her self-reflection.
Readers will find Aubrey sympathetic as she struggles. The
romantic tension is not as strong as the more well-developed
friendship between Aubrey and Reese, whose ups and downs
have higher stakes. Characters are predominantly White by
default; Webster is bisexual.
Misunderstandings and miscommunication drive this
character-driven romance. (Romance. 14-18)

THE MIRROR SEASON

McLemore, Anna-Marie
Feiwel & Friends (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-250-62412-3

In the aftermath of an assault at a
party, the lives of two teens intertwine as
they struggle to find healing, lost magic,
and ways to move forward.
Like her bisabuela before her, Ciela
Cristales speaks “the language of flour
and sugar.” In her family’s pastelería, she is La Bruja de los Pasteles, who can sense exactly which pastry someone wants before
they know themselves, which flavors will give them courage or
help open their heart to love. Although her abuela warned her
that such gifts could be lost, she did not know this was true
until a shard of glass buries itself deep in her heart along with
the sharp, mirrored truth of what happened to her and a boy
she’d just met at a party she wishes she could forget. McLemore
reimagines Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Snow Queen,” or
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“La Reina de las Nieves,” in the weaving of an aching, vivid narrative about two young adults, a White boy and a queer, Mexican American girl, who are grappling with trauma from sexual
assault. The poetic and vulnerable prose illuminates the need
for more open conversation about sexuality, consent, and abuse
without the limits of the gender binary. Balancing raw honesty
and hope, McLemore does not shy away from depicting discomfort and injustice, but they also surround Ciela with a loving and affirming community of characters crafted with tender
detail in this contemporary novel brushed with fairy tale.
Piercing magic. (author’s note) (Magical realism. 14-18)

IT’S KIND OF A CHEESY
LOVE STORY

Morrill, Lauren
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-374-30621-2

|

A young woman intent on a position
in her father’s law firm plays sleuth in this
mystery reworking of Pride and Prejudice.
When Charles Bingley, head of a local
shipping firm, is accused of the murder of his brother-in-law, George Hurst, Lizzie Bennet inserts
herself in the case in an effort to prove her worth beyond her
potential success in securing a respectable marriage. Mr. Darcy,
Wickham, Mr. Collins, Jane, Charlotte, and the extensive cast
of source characters all appear here, altered and with different
roles though generally retaining their personalities and idiosyncrasies. Readers familiar with Jane Austen’s work will get the
most from this novel, but even for those who aren’t, the book
stands on its own as a solid, if at times plodding, whodunit.
Though not a modernization, there are modern sensibilities
at play, discussed by Price in an author’s note and expressed in
passages about class and sex roles that are much more expository than the original. This style of telling rather than showing
extends across Lizzy’s relationships with both Wickham and
Darcy, though descriptions of the former are also happily peppered with dryly witty dialogue. Most characters are White;
Charlotte is biracial, with a White father and Black mother
from the West Indies.
A slow-building tale of deception and struggle against societal bounds. (Mystery. 12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Sixteen-year-old Beck Brix has the
dubious distinction of having been born
on the bathroom floor of the Hot ’N
Crusty Pizza restaurant.
This accident of birth causes her
no end of unwanted publicity, not to mention making her the
butt of endless bad cheese and pizza puns. Despite being given
free pies for life and an offer of guaranteed employment by the
manager of the restaurant in return for the excellent publicity
Beck and her family unwittingly provided, she is thoroughly
tired of her ill-fated connection with Hot ’N Crusty. Beck
yearns to escape her mundane hometown existence and sees
her new friendships with popular, pretty people—including her
crush, Mac—as a way out. Her resentment at having to work
while her friends hang out is compounded by discovering a
painful personal betrayal. When disaster strikes the restaurant,
Beck’s unusual connection to her workplace gives her a unique
opportunity to help. Beck’s family’s dynamics, her self-deprecating personality, and her mental anguish around relationships,
together with some hilarious high school scenes, a priceless
dumpster fail, and the typical roller-coaster ride of teen drama,
all contribute to a heartwarming story that is a quick and thoroughly enjoyable read. Main characters are White.
Tasty and not too cheesy: all the ingredients for a satisfying
read. (Fiction. 14-18)

PRIDE AND PREMEDITATION

Price, Tirzah
HarperTeen (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-06-288980-5
Series: Jane Austen Murder Mysteries, 1

THE BRIGHT & THE PALE

Rubinkowski, Jessica
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(336 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-287150-3

An orphaned thief finds herself on an
unexpected journey to meet her destiny.
Seventeen-year-old Valeria has worked
as an operative for the Thieves Guild since
she lost her family in the Freeze of Ludminka. The freeze cut off access to lovite, the country’s most
precious mineral resource, and left everyone in the mining village frozen in place except for her. When a guild mission goes
awry, Valeria is intercepted by a man named Ivan who claims to
be harboring her best friend, Alik, whom she had presumed to
be dead following a mission a year before. Ivan promises her a
safe reunion with Alik if she will join his party on a quest back to
Ludminka to penetrate the mountain containing unharvested
lovite deposits. Little does Valeria know that she is the key to
entering the frozen environs of the mountain and that she will
have a pivotal role to play in the war of the Brother Gods, the
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Bright and the Pale, who have awakened from their slumber
to prepare for battle with one another. The icy atmosphere
of this Russian-inflected debut novel is vividly rendered, and
the briskly paced plot moves the story along through multiple
twists, turns, and betrayals. There is some queer representation
among White Valeria’s compatriots; unfortunately, the representation of the brown-skinned Adamanian people, adept with
explosives and ruled by a khan who takes concubines for his
harem, evokes Islamophobic stereotypes.
An atmospheric series opener well suited for a cold winter’s night but marred by careless tropes. (Fantasy. 14-18)

DOWN COMES THE NIGHT

Saft, Allison
Wednesday Books (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-62363-8

A healer who wields powerful magic
hopes to solve a terrible mystery and
save her country.
Magic is a recessive trait passed
down through families, and Wren Southerland’s magic can knit together sinew
and bone and return life to the mortally wounded, a vital talent as a lieutenant in the Queen’s Guard. After an impulsive
action lands Wren in hot water, she answers a summons to Lord
Alistair Lowry’s vast estate in the snowy mountains of Cernos.
If Wren heals Henry, his favorite servant, of a mystery illness
that has ravaged his staff, Lowry will attempt to broker an
alliance between neutral Cernos and hostile Vesria and Danu,
restoring Wren’s standing with her aunt, Danu’s Queen Isabel,
and Una, Wren’s commanding officer and the woman she loves.
But something is definitely off about Lowry; Wren keeps hearing strange noises; and she and her (dangerous) new patient
share a searing attraction. Wren’s magic relies largely on her
deep scientific knowledge of human anatomy, and she discovers
that, despite what she’s been told, her empathy and compassion
are not weaknesses. In an alternate world seemingly set in the
late 1800s, electric lights are new and people travel by horse and
carriage. The Gothic atmosphere includes echoing, candlelit
halls; a secret passage; and explosive secrets. Things get off to
a slow start, but patient readers who love slow-burn romances
will find much to enjoy. Wren is White; Una and Henry are
brown-skinned.
A promising debut. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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CAN’T TAKE THAT AWAY

Salvatore, Steven
Bloomsbury (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5476-0530-9

Genderqueer Carey seeks to become
the next Elphaba amid teenage struggles
with relationships and queerphobia.
Things haven’t been the same since
Carey came out: Their former best friend,
Joey, has been avoiding them, and they’ve
been dealing with constant microaggressions from school bully
Max and conservative teacher Mr. Jackson. It’s not all bad however, because they have their idol Mariah Carey; other best
friend, Monroe; and new crush, Cris, to help them out. Now
they just need to rock the auditions for the school’s production of Wicked. Pop-culture references abound, firmly rooting
Carey’s world in time, but this works in the narrative’s favor,
as it deals with topical issues. Scenes of targeted violence and
discussions of suicidal ideation make this a tough read, but one
shining light stands out: Carey will not be silenced. LGBTQ+
identities are prevalent, including bisexual, lesbian, gay, and
genderqueer characters in the main cast. Love interest Cris is
Filipino and Greek, and other characters are ethnically diverse;
Carey is White. Mental health is discussed often, particularly
issues caused by intolerance, and Carey is shown attending therapy sessions. While the narrative often reads like a tragedy, Salvatore takes great care to show that the lives of Carey and their
friends are anything but and clearly sends a message of support
for those striving to be their true selves.
A defiant love letter to queer youth; honest, brutal, and
more important than ever. (author’s note, resources, guide to
protesting, playlist) (Fiction. 13-18)

THE CASTLE SCHOOL (FOR
TROUBLED GIRLS)

Sheinmel, Alyssa
Sourcebooks Fire (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-72822-098-7

High school senior Moira Dreyfuss is
sent to a remote boarding school known
as the Castle.
After the death of her best friend,
Moira’s dismal school attendance and
late-night graveside visits coupled with a new tattoo push her
worried Jewish parents over the edge. Moira is banished to the
Castle, a school for troubled girls where psychiatrist Dr. Prince
believes removing young people from their current environments will help them confront their problems. A day at the Castle for the 12 girls in attendance begins with breakfast and group
therapy followed by low-effort classes and individual therapy.
Moira isn’t happy about being sent away and knows she’s disappointed her parents, but she also senses that the Castle is not
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Part adventure, part love story, all the way spectacularly creepy.
the hazards of love

what it seems. When she notices her window’s broken padlock,
she and her roommate, Eleanor, begin to sneak out and unravel
the secrets of the institution and its leader, the enigmatic Dr.
Prince. Moira’s character growth unfolds gradually and is satisfying to read; her fellow classmates prove that they’re far more
than their diagnoses. Told with an air of mystery and populated
with raw, struggling girls, this novel encapsulates themes such
as grief, mental illness, addiction, and the value of friendship
in times of suffering. It offers a haunting portrayal of the real
mental, physical, and emotional challenges that adolescents
struggle with. Characters are diverse in ethnicity, family background, and sexuality.
Mental health awareness wrapped in a captivating storyline. (Fiction. 14-18)

THE HAZARDS OF LOVE
Bright World

In an attempt at self-improvement,
Amparo makes a deal with a talking cat.
After being suspended for pulling
the fire alarm at school, Amparo Uribe struck out with their
crush, Iolanthe. When a mysterious talking cat appears in their
bedroom window promising magical assistance, they make a
deal. In exchange for a drop of Amparo’s blood and their name,
the cat promises to make them a better person. But instead
of assisting Amparo the way they expected, the cat becomes
Amparo, and Amparo is sucked into the Bright World. Amparo
tries to avoid being eaten by a number of creatures (including
their new master), hold tight to their memories (which are of
high value in the Bright World), and figure out how to get home.
The worldbuilding is magnificent; the Bright World is appropriately rich in color and full of macabre and creative details.
The characters are fully developed and intriguing, some complex and full of secrets, others that appear to be the creatures
of nightmares. Readers also get glimpses of Queens, where the
cat has almost everyone fooled that they are the improved version of Amparo. The pacing is well done, with the mysteries of
Bright World slowly revealing themselves, and the cliffhanger
ending will leave readers clamoring for the sequel. Amparo is
nonbinary, queer, and is cued as Latinx; Iolanthe reads as Black.
A noir fantasy—part adventure, part love story, all the way
spectacularly creepy. (Graphic fiction. 14-adult)

|

How does a beloved high school
basketball star with a seemingly bright
future disappear without a trace on the
very night he helps his team win a major
game?
Jake is that kid, perfect in almost
every way. Basketball star? Check. Great older brother? Check.
Caring boyfriend? Check. Kind to others? Check. He seems
to have it all. He also has secrets—many secrets, dark secrets,
secrets that could not only tear his world apart, but also the
lives of those he cares about the most. As his disappearance
is publicized, those closest to Jake—his mother and younger
brother, Luke; his best friend, Kolt; his teammate Seth; as
well as his coach—all have stories to tell and secrets of their
own. From the beginning, the police peg Jake’s disappearance
as a simple runaway case, but the more they learn from Jake’s
friends and family, the more the mystery deepens. Readers will
find the story easy to follow, as Vickers uses good storytelling
interspersed with poetry and police statements, with chapters written from different characters’ points of view. As Jake’s
secrets begin to unravel, so, to the surprise of many, do those of
the people closest to him, leading to a gripping final sequence
of events. This quick and engaging read, which deals with serious issues, has strong reader appeal. Most characters present as
White.
Will keep readers on the edges of their seats. (author’s
note, resources) (Mystery. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Stanley, Stan
Illus. by the author
Oni Press (272 pp.)
$19.99 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-62010-857-4

FADEAWAY

Vickers, E.B.
Knopf (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-593-18019-8

NAMESAKE

Young, Adrienne
Wednesday Books (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-250-25439-9
Series: Fable, 2
A young woman unravels her hidden
past and finds her true family and home
in this sequel to Fable (2020).
Fable had believed that the treasure
she salvaged for her crewmates would be
enough to free them from her father, the sinister trader Saint.
But now she’s a prisoner, delivered across the sea to an even
more ruthless adversary: her fabulously wealthy and powerful
grandmother. The only way out is to use her skill and magic
to locate a legendary gemstone that may not even exist. This
sequel barely pauses for breath before plunging immediately
into a convoluted plot dense with romance, political intrigue,
seafaring adventure, double- and triple-crosses, and graphic,
bloody violence. While all this should be gripping, it too often
fizzles into anticlimax. Still, the poetic, sensual prose creates a
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A short romp with big tech explosions.
the 27 run

richly imagined maritime world, grim and cruel but also occasionally wondrous, diverse in culture, class, and sexuality. The
first-person narrative is so deeply immersed in Fable’s perpetually angry, desperately affection-starved perspective that it is a
repeated shock to be reminded that those for whom she lies,
cheats, and betrays are objectively horrible people—powerhungry criminals and stone-cold murderers—indistinguishable from the putative villains. The resolution may be rather
trite, but it’s hard to begrudge a safe harbor after such a stormy
passage.
Fans of the first volume will be pleased with this duology
closer. (Fantasy. 12-18)

RED TIGRESS

Zhao, Amélie Wen
Delacorte (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-525-70783-7
Series: Blood Heir, 2
Ana sees the girl she once was and
the ruler she may become.
In this sequel to Blood Heir (2019),
Ana has finally moved past thinking of
herself as a monster because of her blood
Affinite abilities. This understanding is made easier when she’s
faced with the gross horror and cruelty people in power really
can inflict. Her motivation now is to find allies in her quest to
assume the throne as the Empress of Cyrilia. Her cadre includes
Ramson Quicktongue, a con man, and Linn, an imprisoned wind
Affinite. As they struggle to reunite, they make wary alliances
and face the ghosts of the people they left behind. Though the
book maintains an Eastern European–esque setting, as the cast
of characters expands and travels, so too does the exploration
of diverse countries and cultures. Knowledge of the first book
would be useful for full appreciation of this volume, but flashbacks, the map, and the glossary help readers understand most
of the plot points and terminology. The author also not-sosubtly repeats details and themes enough to, at times, lose the
impact of some reveals. Wringing every emotional moment for
all it’s worth, with villains reveling in their villainy and heroes
wallowing in their sacrifices, this book levels up the drama and
action.
An over-the-top tale that vacillates between engrossing
and tiresome. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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THE 27 RUN
Crush

Zimmerman, Justin
Illus. by Claunch, Ethan & Brown, Russell
A Wave Blue World (136 pp.)
$25.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-949518-10-8
Series: 27 Run
This next chapter of the 27 Run series
struggles to be accessible to newcomers
but packs a mecha-powered punch for

fans of the original.
Beti is a fearless, brown-skinned mecha pilot, and her telekinetic partner, E.K., is an elkhound who understands that being
woman’s best friend won’t always be easy but will consistently
bring thrills as the pair battle Crawlies, a mass of hungry alien
predators that have invaded Earth. Heavy-handed exposition
and clumsy dialogue catch readers up: 27 large monsters now
rule over the post-apocalyptic planet Earth. The Crawlies pose
a distinct threat that Beti takes on headfirst with an arsenal of
hand cannons, submachine guns, and light swords. Spreads of
sharp, vibrant coloring often immerse readers in the highflying and explosive fighting of the future that’s standard for the
Japanese-indebted genre, but clunky linework, sparse backgrounds, and less-than-expressive facial illustrations do little for
the limited character development and worldbuilding. When a
(contrivedly) blinded mecha pilot, a White man, and his talking
robot, Sid, are reintroduced to Beti, E.K., and readers, the climactic reunion between the human love interests falls painfully
flat both in terms of the visual and narrative stakes. References
to ’90s pop culture and Game of Thrones abound as the sequel
maintains a distinct personality that committed fans may be
glad to return to.
A short romp with big tech explosions that sets the stage
for sorely needed growth. (cast of characters, art gallery)
(Graphic science fiction. 12-18)
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Blake, Fanchon & Gross, Linden
Incubation Press (296 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 30, 2020
978-0-9998584-8-6

CHARM AND STRANGE by Linda Casebeer.................................... 135
BOY by Donny Jackson.......................................................................139
PREDATOR MOONS by J.H. Ramsay.............................................. 144
THE CHIEF REINVENTION OFFICER HANDBOOK
by Nadya Zhexenbayeva.....................................................................152

BOY
Poems

Jackson, Donny
Silver Star Laboratory (157 pp.)
$20.00 paper | Feb. 13, 2020
978-1-945681-42-4
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This memoir chronicles a policewoman’s historic legal battle with the Los
Angeles Police Department, challenging
institutionalized sexual discrimination.
In 1947, after serving in the Army
for five years—and attaining the rank of captain—Blake began
the application process to join the LAPD. She received her
acceptance to the Police Academy in May 1948 at the age of
27 and walked an LA beat for three years. In addition to the
hardship of having to patrol wearing a skirt and heels, women
were ordered to carry their guns in their black police purses
along with handcuffs. Still, the author liked being on the street.
In the ’50s, she was temporarily transferred “to work Lincoln
Heights Jail.” This was evidently retaliation for her refusing
to resign from the Army Reserves. According to Blake, the
LAPD assumed any woman in the military was a lesbian. This
was considered even worse than being a woman on the police
force. But not long after, all female officers were taken off the
street. The book describes the career consequences of this
decision: “Preventing women from walking a beat or going
out on patrol not only deprived women of that kind of active
duty, it deprived them of many job opportunities that required
precisely that kind of experience.” After 25 years of trying to
effect change from within, the author filed a landmark Title
VII lawsuit against the department. Blake’s memoir, heavily
edited and reorganized by co-author Gross, focuses primarily
on the professional side of the policewoman’s life as well as on
her extraordinary seven-year legal fight. That court battle led
to a change in police hiring and the promotion of women and
minorities throughout the country. But readers are given only a
peek into Blake’s tumultuous private life, which included three
marriages, alcoholism, and serious health issues resulting from
the stress of constant on-the-job harassment. As such, the final
product is less a memoir than a valuable—and at times, frightening—documentation of the accepted code of misbehavior
safely ensconced behind the “blue wall of silence.” Page after
page, readers see Blake enduring in-your-face hostility and
quiet snickering with resolve and courage. It makes her ultimate victory that much sweeter.
An inspirational, detailed, and informative police account
with current relevance.
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f is for fun
FOUR DOGS AND
THEIR TALES

Many alphabet books deliver rich lessons, a sense of wonder, and an abundance of joy. While these works frequently celebrate nature and wildlife,
the formats vary. In ABC works recently reviewed by Kirkus Indie, readers can relish charming reflections
about animals, a striking mosaic menagerie, or a scrapbook-style paean to
a New England island.
Mike Crowder mixes captivating
facts about creatures with exuberant exclamations in Wild
About the Alphabet! “S is for Salamander” tells readers that
the amphibian “can regrow lost limbs,
parts of its heart, and even parts of
its brain…its brain!” The author/illustrator also lobs amusing comments at
adults: “A group of kangaroos is called
a mob. It’s not a flash mob. Calm
down.” According to our reviewer,
“Wry wit, unusual choices, and pleasing
images make this an enjoyable, all-ages
ABC work.”
Z Is for Zebra uses colorful mosaics of various materials, including pebbles and glass, to illustrate letters. The “E”
entry shows a gray elephant amid
red, blue, yellow, and orange flowers. The rhyme by author/illustrator Judith Caseley reads: “E is for
elephant, / biggest and best. / With
big ears and a trunk, / it’s so hard
to get dressed!” The book features
“gorgeous images that capture one’s
attention, along with entertaining text,” our critic writes.
In The ABCs of Plum Island, Massachusetts, Jenn Bogard
presents short prose poems that evoke the place’s history
and ecology. The author, a descendant of a lighthouse keeper on
the island, employs a scrapbook
design that incorporates photographs, images of newspaper articles, and pages of a diary. The
poetry includes “Barrier Island”
(“Barrier Island / Fragile and narrow / Protecting the mainland /
Absorbing the force / Of the ocean and storms”). Our reviewer calls the work “an unexpectedly soulful and absorbing chronicle of regional history.”

Brooks, Marcella Bursey
Golden Ink Media Services (382 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Sep. 17, 2020
978-1-952982-13-2
In Brooks’ addictive novel, four
delightful canines and their human parents find joy and competition in dog
agility training.
On a sand pile in the Mexican town of San Miguel de
Allende sits a medium-large mixed-breed dog that looks like a
cross “between an Airedale and an Irish Wolfhound.” Sad and
hungry, he thinks he’ll never trust humans again. After the
abuse he suffered at the hands of the family that bought him
as a puppy from a local market, he was lucky to escape alive.
But Sarah Pullman, a vacationing American, gradually builds a
bond with him that turns into mutual love. For the first time in
his life, he is given a name: Michael Archangelo. Sarah returns
to Pennsylvania with Michael, who’s destined to become an
agility star. Also in Pennsylvania, two other couples are training
their own remarkable dogs. Topaz, a beautiful German shorthaired pointer, lives with Jeanette and Cole Bancroft. Although
Cole wishes the lovely purebred would honor her heritage and
chase the deer in their backyard, Jeanette and Topaz have a
special connection. Topaz has the perfect conformation to be
a show dog but is utterly uninterested in prancing around a circle. Jeanette decides to train her in agility, where her strength,
intelligence, and grace will shine. Finally, in a neighboring
town are two little rascals, small Tibetan spaniels—Kissy (the
adventurer) and Kawdje (the thinker)—and their human parents, Essie and Evan Kilmer. Steadfastly zigzagging back and
forth across the reality-fantasy line, Brooks amusingly shares
the thoughts of all four precocious pups as well as their often
lengthy “conversations” with one another, producing some
of the most entertaining portions of the narrative. She also
includes extensive detail about the rules and procedures for
dog agility contests, including routines, point systems, and
minutiae of each of the attended competitions. While this is
informative, after the first few shows, readers not specifically
interested in the sport may find themselves skipping pages
here and there to get back to the decidedly upbeat, personal
human and canine dramas.
A good agility primer—and an imaginative escape for
dog lovers.

Myra Forsberg is an Indie editor.
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CHARM AND STRANGE
Poems

Casebeer, Linda
Adelaide Books (134 pp.)
$19.60 paper | $7.99 e-book | Jul. 1, 2020
978-1-952570-61-2
These lyrical poems inhabit a world of
dreamscapes, enigmas, and the numinous.
In her second collection, following
The Last Eclipsed Moon (2008), Casebeer
brings together 51 poems, many previously published in literary magazines. The title poem refers to
two types of a quark, a fundamental subatomic particle. In 1990,
the year Robert Taylor won the Nobel Prize in physics for his
work on quarks, the speaker in this poem “had so little time to
wonder / about the heart of anything,” consumed with “children and work / dogs and cats lilies and irises,” that she didn’t
pay much attention to his achievement. Noting that the very
term quarks comes from James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, whose
opening line starts in the middle of a sentence, the speaker suggests that literature has the greater claim to what’s fundamental,
since a story—unlike matter—can begin anywhere. “Charm and
strange” also encapsulate the book’s sense of forces that are, like
the quark, elusive. Dreams and death, for example, figure in the
opening piece, “Imagine the weight.” The speaker has anxiety
dreams about time-pressured tasks she must perform, including some related to her (now dead) parents. They’re late in two
senses, and in the slowness of living, she can’t catch up. The
short, unpunctuated lines convey her breathlessness well. In all
these poems, Casebeer’s craft is evident in the lines’ precision
and economy. Similarly, in “Symbol,” the speaker’s fears for her
husband and his “deathrattle / crisis” aren’t stated explicitly but
are expressed instead by the disturbing image of shrikes, predator birds “that impale their prey / on thorns since they have no
talons / only a songbird’s delicate feet.” Other poems engage
with politics and social issues, but whatever the subject, the
author goes devastatingly to the heart of things.
Powerful, well-wrought poems that consider mystery with
discipline and nuance.
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of a friend. Although she’s still hurting from a recent breakup
with a man she thought was “the One,” she sees Hunter as a
kindred spirit. She offers him a ride to the cabin in the mountains where he’s staying, which leads to a romp between the
sheets. The next morning, Hunter, who’d been struggling with
writer’s block, finds new inspiration for his next project, but
Allison finds that the promised snowstorm has come to pass,
and there’s no safe way for her to get to work. As days go by,
Hunter writes and Allison finds herself with little to do without
internet access—until Hunter notes that Allison is free to sleep
with his two attractive best friends—editor Justin and manager
Chase—who are bunking at the cabin to ensure that Hunter finishes his book. At first scandalized, Allison soon eagerly forms
sexual connections with all three men—sometimes two at the
same time. However, what will happen when the snow melts is
anyone’s guess. It’s clear that the subgenre of “reverse harem”
romance, which features a single woman and multiple, nonjealous men, is author Cole’s specialty. In this book, she wisely adds
a snowbound setting to the proceedings, which allows for sizzling encounters in front of fireplaces and outside in the North
Carolina woods. Readers will also find that Allison is a smart
and relatable protagonist who’s eager to explore new sides of
herself as she has trysts with three men, and the book (and its
characters) encourages her erotic adventures without judging
them. There’s no talk of past sexual histories or contraception,
though, which would have grounded the romance a bit more in
reality without detracting from its sensuality.
A fun, snowbound romp featuring lots of steamy moments.

DESIGN TO ENGAGE
How To Create and Facilitate
a Great Learning Experience
for Any Group

Cougler Blom, Beth
FriesenPress (244 pp.)
978-1-5255-7287-6
978-1-5255-7288-3 paper

A thorough guide to the planning and
execution of learning experiences.
Canadian author Cougler Blom, a self-described “learning
designer,” prefers to consider herself a facilitator rather than a
teacher. Instead of simply imparting new information, she aims
to show her students “what they have inside themselves and what
others also have, and I encourage them to relish their similarities and
differences.” Fortunately, this vague and anodyne description is
not at all characteristic of the book as a whole, which is largely
precise and helpful. The author focuses her book on in-person
educational sessions and emphasizes the cultivation of an
engaging environment that encourages participation and collaboration, knowledge sharing, and inclusiveness. Further, she
ably discusses the mindset that’s most conducive to successful
facilitation—one that prioritizes flexibility and curiosity and
embraces humor and passion. With impressive comprehensiveness, she discusses possible learning outcomes, the formulation of lesson plans, and the collection and analysis of student

FROSTBITTEN

Cole, Cassie
Juicy Gems Publishing (205 pp.)
$0.99 e-book | Nov. 17, 2020
In Cole’s latest romance, a harried
accountant finds herself snowed in with
three sexy men.
It’s tax season, and certified public
accountant Allison is incredibly stressed
out. She hears that there may be a lateseason snowstorm, but since Asheville,
North Carolina, doesn’t usually get inclement weather in
springtime, she ignores the warnings. She accepts a blind date
with the handsome bestselling author Hunter Paxton, a friend
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feedback. Cougler Blom’s prose is lucid, informal, and relatable,
and she candidly shares her own past failures as a facilitator.
That said, the book too often indulges in facile, vague assertions:
“We need to bring our whole, authentic selves to this craft.” The
orientation of the guidebook is highly practical, though, with
illustrations of her principal points drawn from real life, and she
concludes each chapter with concise summaries. Her own experience is considerable—she’s worked as an academic, a community organizer, and an entrepreneur—and that expertise is
evident in her sound counsel. Over the course of the work, she
covers a remarkable swath of territory, including a discussion
of art-based activities, a sample lesson plan, and the bios of 30
facilitators whom she interviewed while researching the book.
It’s certain to be helpful to those interested in practicing the
facilitation craft, whether they’re novices or seasoned veterans.
A clear, practical, and well-organized education handbook.

and science-supported arguments. Concluding chapters offer
an update on the current state of more recent clinical trials and
an enlightening lesson on viral behavior and how the immune
system’s reaction to classic coronaviruses could prepare the
human body’s defense mechanisms against SARS-CoV-2. Cummins gets personal in the closing pages, admitting to suffering
from Parkinson’s disease and planning to relinquish his participation in the effort to reawaken interest in interferon usage. He
asserts that interferon has its share of detractors who believe
the drug “threatens to upend the pharmaceutical bottom line.”
Sound research and expert experience create an illuminating work on the potential benefits of interferon.

STILL MOVING
A Memoir

Durham, Linda
Mobius Pathways Press (252 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Dec. 28, 2020
978-0-578-72293-1

THE CASE FOR INTERFERON

Cummins, Joseph & Heckenlively, Kent
Skyhorse (200 pp.)
$26.99 | $17.99 e-book | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-5107-6550-4
A scientist advocates the revival of
an antiviral cancer treatment popular in
the 1980s.
Cummins, a microbiologist and veterinarian, has produced an astute, thoughtprovoking, and convincing testament to
the revitalization of low-dose interferon administration. The
goal of his book—written with former attorney Heckenlively—
is to renew clinical and public interest in the drug, which came
into prominence in the early ’80s. Despite proven antiviral
and anti-cancer properties in animals, the treatment failed to
surpass the scientific community’s lofty expectations for it in
human trials. Cummins, whose narrative perspective predominantly anchors the work, first charts his own interest and history in veterinary medicine and how his distinguished career
in immunological research science prepared him to become
a leading voice in interferon application advocacy for animals
as well as humans. The volume describes interferon as a naturally occurring protein found in the human body during a viral
infection that has been resoundingly beneficial for animals in
veterinary arenas as well as helpful in providing broad protection to humans by shortening the duration of viral shedding.
Although early Japanese and Russian studies bolstered low-dose
interferon as an influenza prophylaxis, its widespread usage
never materialized. Cummins embarked on a career researching
oral human interferon and authoring many articles on its efficacy in trials. This study-heavy work shares the wealth of more
than five decades of research backing interferon’s use, including controversial success stories, like a veterinarian who treated
himself with the drug after contracting HIV; case studies with
compromised patients; and media coverage. Parts of the narrative utilize scientific jargon that may confuse some lay readers,
though others will find themselves persuaded by the sensible
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In this lively memoir, a former gallerist reflects on a life of adventure and
self-discovery.
Durham spent the bulk of her professional career running a reputable
art gallery in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Founded in 1978, Linda
Durham Contemporary Art was a fixture of the Southwest
arts scene for decades and “helped launch an innovative contemporary art market in Santa Fe.” But Durham contends the
gallery’s impact extended far beyond the local; she writes that
the gallery “also opened doors of opportunity and recognition
for the vital New Mexico art scene through our participation
in top-tier international art fairs.” Due to financial pressures
and diminished interest, Durham decided to close the gallery.
“I have run out of steam, money, and time,” Durham wrote in
a 2011 journal entry. Durham uses the moment as a point of
access to trace her journey through life. In short chapters, she
looks back on various adventures—the first show she curated,
New Mexico in Toronto, which featured work from Georgia
O’Keeffe and Ken Price; a romp in Scotland; getting misled by a
wealthy investor; a visit to the “tranquility and ornate splendor”
of Myanmar; a long-anticipated voyage to Paris; the realization
of the dream to travel around the world. Durham’s memoir is
also full of childhood memories, such as the vivid scene of her
father introducing her to a Mobius strip, a seismic moment for
her: “That is where and when it all began, my fascination with
connections, with circles and cycles, with beginnings, endings,
and more beginnings.” Durham resists the urge to move linearly,
and, instead, she organizes the book associatively, discursively.
Tales of adventure and intimate reminiscences are punctuated
by quotes from artists and writers, and Durham threads in
excerpts from journal entries.
Durham’s strong, engaging voice overcomes any organizational qualms; the writing is dexterous enough to zoom in on
specific moments and zoom out to consider broad, existential
questions. She is careful not to present herself as someone who

Garrison takes what could be a simple tale of first love and gives it
depth by delving into the serious issue of alcoholism.
anchored together

figured out all the answers; rather, the writer here is still willing
and eager to ask the questions. Durham’s writing is often moving and honest. Here, she quotes one of her journal entries from
2012: “In my secret heart, I am beginning to embrace the notion
that I am a pilgrim, that I have always been a lonely, dedicated
seeker of something unnamed and not quite known.” Durham
is an earnest writer, but she is not humorless, and she uses selfdeprecating self-awareness to balance any existential heaviness.
Despite the vibrant, diverse settings she explores on her international travels, and despite the self-discovery she gleans from
these trips, the scenes set closer to home, in her beloved Southwest, are more revealing and more engaging. One of the book’s
main achievements is its loving portrayal of Santa Fe, a town
inextricably linked to the writer’s identity.
A ranging, rich collage of memory and reflection.

A MIND IN MOTION: THE ART
OF CHARLES H. FORRESTER

A daughter preserves her father’s
artistic contributions in this coffee-table
book that intersperses sculptures, drawings, and paintings with essays.
In 1960, Charles H. Forrester asserted that the duty of an
artist was “to seek meaning in chaos.” Born in 1928 near New
York City, he learned to understand disorder growing up in the
shadow of the Depression and World War II. He married the
politically engaged Dorothy Reese and moved to Seattle. There,
he changed his focus from engineering to fine arts and began his
influential career, working in a wide variety of materials, from
plywood and welded wire to bronze. The brief biographical
essay that forms the warm heart of this volume was written by
the artist’s son, John, and daughter, Winifred, the book’s editor.
They are perhaps best positioned to describe how Forrester’s art
emerged from and was expressed by his life. (He died in 2010.)
The other writings in these pages explore specific aspects of
Forrester’s oeuvre. The keynote essay by Guy Jordan, an associate professor of art history, describes Forrester’s abstract works
as “art forms which do not speak in words.” Jordan points out
the humor evident in such pieces as Running Abreast, a sculpture that combines the muscular leg of a runner with a woman’s
pendulous breast. Most of the volume is comprised of reproductions of Forrester’s wide body of work, with elucidating
commentary by Joe Nolan, a musician, writer, and artist. Nolan
points out the “voluptuous forms and stylized lines” that are
present even in Forrester’s representational pieces, such as his
expressive portrait busts. Works like The Voyage, an abstract
sculpture of two linked figures that evokes the uncertainty of
travel, and The Equestrian, a concrete monolith commissioned
for the Oregon centennial, are commanding on the page, inspiring a desire to experience them in person. Overall, this illuminating book provides a substantial and comprehensive overview

ANCHORED TOGETHER

Garrison, Renee
Documeant Publishing (168 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $4.99 e-book | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-950075-15-7
In Garrison’s YA sequel, a high
school girl falls in love and deals with an
alcoholic father.
This follow-up to The Anchor Clank
ers (2017) takes place in 1972, a year after
16-year-old Suzette LeBlanc moved from
Massachusetts to Florida. Her father is the commandant of
the Sanford Naval Academy, a private boarding school for boys,
and the family lives in an apartment below the midshipmen’s
dorm. The previous year, Suzette made friends with several
“Anchor Clankers,” as naval students are called. She finds herself
attracted to 18-year-old academy senior John Elliott, and they
share something in common: Their fathers are both problem
drinkers, and both teens understand what it’s like to walk on
eggshells, never knowing what might set off a tirade or cause
public embarrassment. As their romance heats up, Suzette and
John find a sense of refuge in each other. They pledge to stay a
couple when John goes off to college, but their love is threatened by his family’s disapproval and by the jealousy of John’s socalled friend Gary. Suzette must make some grown-up decisions
about what’s best for the relationship while also realizing that
she can’t be responsible for her dad’s actions. Garrison takes
what could be a simple tale of first love and gives it depth by
delving into the serious issue of alcoholism, particularly how it
can cause disturbing personality changes in loved ones. In one
scene, for example, Suzette’s father drunkenly insists on tickling
her foot, gripping her ankle tight enough to hurt her; although
the action isn’t floridly abusive, it understandably helps to
cement her desire to leave home. Unusually but realistically,
this isn’t a recovery narrative; by the end of the novel, Suzette
hasn’t followed through on her intention to attend a group for
children of alcoholic parents, for example. A few anachronisms
detract from the 1972 setting, such as the existence of videotapes and a snarky reference to the “circle of life” from the 1994
film The Lion King.
A coming-of-age novel that offers a sensitive take on familial alcoholism.
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Ed. by Forrester, Winifred
Folly Industries (138 pp.)
$45.00 | $24.99 e-book | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-578-67826-9

of Forrester’s philosophy and the place of his works in the pantheon of modern art.
A captivating examination of a creative mind in constant motion.
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IF THE DENTIST WERE
AN ANIMAL

past from him, Silbrey gets permission from Dahlia to leave
the city with him. But there’s a catch: Neither can ever return.
Years later, Silbrey doesn’t know how to tell her daughter and
husband they mustn’t go to Penderyn market. When they do,
disaster strikes, bringing Silbrey back to the city, where she
will not only face off against Dahlia, but also deal with her true
self. In his series opener, Hopkins writes graceful and sinewy
prose that vividly describes action, emotion, and inner life. His
thoughtful, captivating worldbuilding is less socially hidebound
than that of many fantasy sagas, as with Silbrey’s attraction “to
men, to women, and to people who didn’t fit into these crude
categories.” An open-content scheme means other writers may
use Hopkins’ setting and its rich ground for storytelling. Debut
illustrator Decena contributes lovely, intricately crosshatched
monochrome pictures that capture the book’s atmosphere.
An accomplished and well-written tale leaving readers
eager to keep exploring this intriguing world.

Grider, Rachel
Illus. by Morrison, Summer
Red Bow Books (24 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | Sep. 2, 2018
978-1-73215-680-7
A child’s active imagination demystifies a visit to the dentist.
In the first half of this delightful, reassuring, and informative picture book, a bouncy little girl with an upbeat attitude
about her impending dental appointment envisions what it
would be like if her dentist turned out to be an animal: “What if
I arrive and / I’m greeted with a smile / by a zebra /or a bear / or
a giant / crocodile?” Many picture books seek to allay a child’s
anxieties about going to a dentist or doctor; this deft mix of verbal humor, amusing illustrations, and dental hygiene tips joins
those that are a cut above the rest. In this series opener, Grider,
a dental hygienist, offers effervescent rhymes tailored to each
animal’s characteristics. (If the dentist were a turtle “green
from head to toe! / I’d bring a book to pass the time. / A turtle’s
always slow.”) Morrison’s polished acrylic images of animals and
diverse humans contribute charm and winsome energy. After
the girl imagines a menagerie (including an octopus, a kangaroo, a fish, a lion, a dinosaur, and a frog), she reassures readers
that dentists are “someone just like you and me.” She lists her
dentist’s advice for healthy teeth: regular brushing and flossing,
good nutrition, and checkups. The work ends with a dentalthemed puzzle page, a page for drawing, and weekly charts for
keeping track of flossing and brushing.
Funny and anxiety-calming; a well-crafted addition to a
helpful picture-book subgenre.

ALEZ LEARNS ABOUT GERMS

Howard, Karen Allen
Illus. by Hefke, Debbie
Empire Publishing (32 pp.)
$14.33 | $8.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jul. 27, 2020
978-1-73339-699-8
979-8-6669-5754-7 paper

A young rabbit learns about how to
stay safe in this pandemic-inspired pic-

ture book.
A humanlike bunny named Alez, who wears clothes, lives
in a house, and appears to be a preschooler, explains to readers that germs “are making the whole world sick,” so she has
to stay home. However, she doesn’t understand why the mail
carrier is wearing a mask or why she can’t give him a hug. Her
parents patiently explain new rules to her, which involve
such things as social distancing, wearing a mask to go to the
store, and thoroughly washing one’s hands. Alez’s dad, who’s
6 feet tall, allows Alez to measure him to show how far 6 feet
is. Debut author Howard’s recommendations reflect the most
recent advice of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and are explained in simple terms that even very young
readers will grasp. However, the narration awkwardly moves
back and forth between first- and third-person perspectives,
which may be difficult for newly independent readers to follow. Hefke’s cartoonlike images depict a cat mail carrier and a
pig grocery clerk as well as the three main rabbits, who are different shades of brown. When characters wear masks, they do
so correctly, covering both the nose and mouth. Overall, the
brightly colored illustrations pleasantly and effectively normalize safety practices.
Solid pandemic advice hampered by sometimes-confusing narration.

A SLOW PARADE
IN PENDERYN

Hopkins, David
Illus. by Decena, Daniel
Self (65 pp.)
$2.99 e-book | Dec. 8, 2020
A former soldier must confront her
past and the despotic plutocrat she once
served in this fantasy.
Timon, a priest of the god Taraki in
Penderyn, raises a foundling he names
Piper. A wild girl, Piper keeps running away to the city and
eventually stays there, making a modest living with odd jobs
and begging. In the wealthy quarter, Piper jumps a mansion’s
fence and is challenged by its owner, Dahlia Tulan. Dahlia is
the city’s guildmaster—fabulously wealthy, powerful, and ruthless—and though she intends to kill the trespasser, Piper fights
back valiantly. The guildmaster instead adopts the girl, renaming her Silbrey, and has her trained as a cold, brutal enforcer. But
Silbrey discovers her heart when she falls in love with Callis, a
handsome shepherd in the marketplace. Disguising her violent
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The poet’s words cut down oppressors with swiftness and vigor.
boy

A WRETCHED LITTLE
BOOK OF POEMS

Isom, Allen
Illus. by the author
Self (124 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Sep. 28, 2020
978-1-73565-190-3

BOY
Poems

Jackson, Donny
Silver Star Laboratory (157 pp.)
$20.00 paper | Feb. 13, 2020
978-1-945681-42-4
A debut collection of poetry that
stares down racial injustice and demands
immediate change.
These 55 poems unearth the emotion
beneath the surface of media reportage.
In an eponymous work about Kalief Browder, a Black youth who

y o u n g a d u lt

This debut illustrated volume of
rhyming verse explores nightmarish and
morbid things.
In his collection, Isom offers 85 poems that express the
darkest horrors in the rhythm and rhyme of light verse. The
subjects include madness, murder, terror, nightmares, and
death, and some pieces are very bleak indeed. In “Without End,”
the speaker describes anguishing punishments inflicted by
anonymous forces; he’s subsumed in “molten rock,” flayed, and
eaten alive by rats. Worst of all, his torturers fill his heart with
love only to break it. The poem’s old-fashioned iambic tetrameter quatrains rhyming aaaa seem to mock the speaker’s torment with their reassuring, familiar rhythms. In other poems,
a shocking subject is made more so through humor, calling to
mind Harry Graham’s cheerfully grisly Ruthless Rhymes (1898).
“Timmy’s Tummy,” for example, bears a family resemblance to
Graham’s “Little Willie” verses. Little Timmy eats dirt with a
bug in it, which grows inside until it splits his stomach open.
His concerned mother is too late to save his life but consoles
her son—now “soaked in red”—that at least “that bug is dead.”
Similarly, in “C’est La Vie,” the homicidal speaker gives a Gallic shrug to his victim: “I’m not sorry nor torn, / It’s just how
I was born, / And my killing you’s / par for the course.” Several
poems channel H.P. Lovecraft in their images of ancient, atavistic forces climbing up from the depths, as in “Other Worldly,”
in which, thanks to unwise inscriptions and incantations, a portal opens that admits evil into the world. Isom’s monochrome
drawings make his horrors even more vivid and sometimes add
commentary. In “Smiles Everyone,” for example, the illustration makes clear that a visitor’s smile is the open-mouth grin of
a head on a spike.
Light verse that celebrates the macabre with gruesome
ironies.

was held in jail for two years without trial and later committed
suicide, the poet pinpoints the 16-year-old’s echoing loneliness
and sense of uncertainty: “i am in an alone / 23 hours a day / while
they are waiting to see / if i am a guilty.” Meanwhile, in the poem
“train,” about the 2016 rape trial of Stanford University student
Brock Turner, Jackson writes from the perspective of sexual
assault survivor Chanel Miller, known during the case as “Emily
Doe”: “i cannot yet forgive my thighs for not becoming jaws and
/ crushing his thrust into powder.” Other poems address police
brutality and the murders of trans women. Jackson’s poetry is
devastating in its minimalism; for instance, in “mckinney,” he
deftly communicates the shocking absurdity of the violent 2015
arrest of Dajerria Becton: “how dare you know to tell that officer / he’s hurting you / for attacking him / with minding your
own business.” Similarly, in “jasmine,” a poem about “cowboys”
defending their “territory” against the unwanted arrival of Muslim neighbors, he writes: “a gun is a fist for a man with weak
hands and dead words.” In poems about victims, such as Kerrice
Lewis, a Black lesbian who was shot and burned alive in 2017,
Jackson urges readers to repeat the names of Black lives taken
unjustly. The poet’s words cut down oppressors with swiftness
and vigor, and they’ll remain with readers long after they finish
the book.
Powerful, stirring writing.

MR. PROSECUTOR
25 Years Fighting Crime in
the South: A Memoir: Former
Prosecuting Attorney in the
4th Judicial District
of Arkansas

Jones, Terry
Dorrance Publishing Company (552 pp.)
$33.00 | $29.84 paper | Oct. 10, 2019
978-1-64426-243-6
978-1-64426-242-9 paper

In this debut memoir, a former prosecutor recounts the various crimes and culprits he faced in Arkansas.
Jones had been an Arkansas lawyer for a quarter-century
before retiring. Most of the events in this book took place
while he was the prosecuting attorney in the 4th Judicial District, from 1993 to 2006. He writes about numerous cases he’s
seen, often contained within short chapters. These primarily
involve serious crimes, like murder and rape, as well as kidnap
victims who endured periods of torture. He discusses the cases
unflinchingly even when they entail such atrocities as animal
cruelty and the mutilation of human bodies. In a later chapter,
Jones explains that prosecutors need to keep their emotions in
check, suggesting those who regularly empathize with victims
“would probably suffer from a form of PTSD.” But the volume
offers amusing morsels, too. For example, the author provides
a list of people’s unconvincing excuses for speeding and tells
of a man who walked into his office with a box of dynamite.
Jones periodically focuses on one crime, the Billie Jean Phillips murder, which he describes as the “most frustrating” and
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“most intriguing” of the homicide cases he prosecuted. The killing, which occurred in 1994, spawned a bevy of suspects, one
of whom was the author’s deputy prosecutor, who had an affair
with Phillips. Years later, after little progress in the case and
heavy public pressure, a murder trial finally began. And the final
verdict, like those of so many other cases in this work, wasn’t
easy to predict.
While Jones’ memoir is generally chronological, it’s not
always cohesive. In one chapter, the author discusses juries and
jury selection and then, with no segue, moves on to crime scene
evidence and lie detectors. Similarly, information sometimes
appears randomly, as when Jones cites the death of Arkansas’
governor in the midst of cases unrelated to the leader. Still, the
author delivers breezy prose that eases readers into his accounts
of dark subject matter. “Every prosecutor has a sore spot,” he
writes. “My sore spot was any crime against very young children.”
At the same time, he spotlights a career filled with diverse cases,
including vengeful murders, accidental deaths, and money
scams. Along with those came unexpected legal results; sometimes the sentence was too light while other times a person
seemingly got away with murder. Jones occasionally abandons
individual cases to write about the law in general. Especially illuminating are a list of conditions juries must consider when the
death penalty is on the table and the abundant factors at play
in prosecutors’ decisions to file charges. He also includes more
personal stories, though sadly not many. He recalls that he “felt
like an outsider” for his entire duration as Madison County’s
prosecuting attorney. In what he calls a “hostile environment,”
locals typically answered a knock on the door with a loaded gun.
The author ends his book with a series of intriguing documents,
ranging from a letter praising him to a humorous internal memo
deeming him the “ring leader” of a “psychotic cult of gun nuts.”
An enriching and absorbing portrait of a life in law.

eternal praise of God.” Kaufman pulls together his arguments
about the nature of the Christian afterlife reward from an
exhaustive reading of Scripture; indeed, the book concludes
with an extensive set of appendices detailing text references for
readers to pursue on their own. He also interweaves this scholarship with a broad spectrum of Christian interpretations, some
of which may strike his readers as counterintuitive, as when he
tells readers to rejoice if they “are experiencing the joy of suffering with Christ!” For the most part, however, Kaufman’s prose
is strong and clear, and his biblical analysis and faith-related
insights are fluidly readable. In addition, the faith scenario he
describes, with Christians on a battlefield between the forces of
good and evil, often makes for dramatic reading. At one point
he assures readers that “God doesn’t need our prayers to accomplish His work: He invites us to participate in His work through
prayer.” Many Christian readers will find Kaufman’s book to be
a help in that participation.
A powerfully written analysis of the “treasures in Heaven”
that await the Christian faithful.

THE BLACK MARKET
A Guide to Art Collecting

Moore, Charles
Petite Ivy Press (204 pp.)
$29.99 | $19.99 paper | $14.99 e-book
Sep. 14, 2020
978-1-73517-080-0
978-1-73517-081-7 paper

A connoisseur offers advice for collecting African American works of art.
With an MBA in finance and a master’s degree in museum studies from Harvard (and a forthcoming doctorate in art education from Columbia), Moore has both
a keen artistic eye and practical know-how on the ins and outs
of the business of art collection. He acknowledges the structural barriers that have long confronted African American artists, but he believes that they’ve become “pillars” of today’s
art scene. Museums from Los Angeles to Atlanta have seen an
inclusive “curatorial shift,” he says, as “exhibitions rooted in
the Black American identity” have become commonplace. The
book’s first section offers guidance to novices interested in
African American art, including a brief history lesson regarding
important Black creators, from the early 20th century’s Norman Lewis and Jacob Lawrence to contemporary sensations,
such as Tschabalala Self. The book is full of practical tips, with
chapter topics that include general information on art museums and fairs, art schools, and auctions. The book’s second half
profiles a cross-section of modern collectors of African American art, including actor Hill Harper, former Cincinnati Bengals
linebacker Keith Rivers, and tech entrepreneur Everette Taylor.
The collectors discuss their love of varied aesthetics found in
Black art, but many also emphasize their “socially conscious”
approach to collecting. This book deals in a cultural realm that
many people associate with elitism, but Moore’s writing style is
always accessible and geared toward neophytes, and his advice

A GUIDE TO INVESTING
IN ETERNITY
God’s Conditional Promise
of Reward

Kaufman, Kevin W.
Westbow Press (412 pp.)
$27.95 paper | $3.99 e-book
Apr. 13, 2020
978-1-973687-47-4

A wide-ranging and biblically grounded
examination of Christian salvation.
Right at the start of this book, Kaufman, who was most
recently the president of the Foundation for Christian Stewardship, has stern words for fans of “prosperity gospel” who may
have misconstrued his book’s title. The Bible, he insists, does
not promise material rewards for adhering to one’s faith. Rather,
the brand of soteriology he explains in these pages is concerned
with the intangibles of faith and faithfulness and the reciprocal relationship he sees as being at the heart of the Christian
experience: “To seek honor from God is to seek to glorify God,”
he writes. “Our eternal reward of praise from God will produce
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Morris demonstrates a shrewd understanding
of what makes her characters tick.
lost girls

effectively emphasizes “economical…methods on which we can
educate ourselves in the art world.” However, many readers will
be disappointed by the lack of images of actual artworks in a
work devoted to art. Still, the book provides ample, useful reference materials, including a detailed glossary of art terms and an
annotated bibliography of introductory texts on art criticism
and theory as well as on African American history and culture.
An essential primer on collecting Black art that expertly
blends the passion of an art student with the expertise of
an insider.

pushed at each other, not seeing the smile on the other’s face.”
The author also excels at shorter stories; most collected here
are fewer than 10 pages in length. Morris has an ability to wring
a lot of emotion out of a few scant details, giving the feeling of
a much longer work. Many share settings and characters, which
contributes to a sense of interconnectivity and added meaning.
There are a few tales that lead to predictable places—moments
when the reader may wish that Morris had veered off the beaten
path or committed more fully to the outcome she chooses—
but overall, she demonstrates a shrewd understanding of what
makes her characters tick. In the end, readers will leave the collection feeling as though they’ve lived pieces of several real lives.
A varied set of tales from a skilled practitioner of the
short form.

LOST GIRLS
Short Stories

Morris, Ellen Birkett
TouchPoint Press (140 pp.)
$13.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jun. 24, 2020
978-1-952816-01-7

LES AMBULANCIÈRES
The French Army
at Belvedere
y o u n g a d u lt

Myers, Paul A.
Self (367 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Sep. 1, 2020
979-8-68-188887-1

Morris plumbs the depths of fraught
relationships in this debut short story
collection.
Certain connections leave their marks,
and in these 17 stories, the author explores
the experiences of women who can’t completely sever old ties,
whether they’re with lovers, crushes, friends, relatives, or even
enemies. In “Inheritance,” a young woman works as a “sin-eater”
following the death of the wealthy Mrs. Alma Cabot, ritualistically consuming a cake containing all the dead woman’s transgressions. She plans to use the money to escape her draining
relationship with the Cabots, but her own family—who rely
on her income to survive—will not let her go willingly. “Life
After” follows Beth as she grieves her college-aged son following his death in a diving accident at a local quarry. The tragedy creates a distance between Beth and her husband, which
she fills by pursuing a questionable new friendship with her
son’s best friend, Ethan. In “Skipping Stones,” a bookish high
school girl named Terri comes to the attention of two very different boys. Unnerved by her parents’ recent separation, she
fumbles through a series of alarming events involving each of
them. “Fear of Heights” tracks a school counselor named Allison Conti’s reaction to the death of her ex-husband, Tony. She
and Lydia—whom Tony left Allison for—must drive to their old
hometown to attend the funeral, sparking difficult memories.
Whether these stories’ characters are haunted by the disappearance of a neighbor girl or harassed by an employer at an
apple orchard or confused by the mysterious death of a mother,
they must all figure out ways to exist in a world that seems bent
on taking things from them. “Some people are born to sin;
others inherit it,” begins “Inheritance.” The question of when
one becomes responsible for one’s own suffering recurs, and
the answer isn’t so easy. Morris’ prose is full of vibrant detail,
whether the tale is set decades in the past or in the present day:
“I watched a father and son sit side by side on a bench, both staring at their phones. After a while, the son nudged the father, but
he never looked at him. The father nudged the son back….They

This second installment of a historical fiction series focuses on the hardfought Battle of Belvedere, in which the
Free French African forces distinguish themselves—especially
the ambulance drivers, all women.
It is late January 1944 during World War II. Italy has surrendered but the Germans have occupied that country. The
Allies are marching up the peninsula, determined to take Rome.
The Germans have dug in at the so-called Gustav Line, halfway
between Naples and Rome. The Americans, British, and French
are determined to break that all but impregnable line. The battle
rages for two weeks until there is a temporary stalemate after
hundreds of French soldiers are killed or wounded. The weather
is horrible: cold and rainy, with the roads becoming sluices of
mud. And everywhere there are mines. The battle involves valor
writ large. A subplot explores the passionate affair between SousLt. Madeleine Sauveterre, the officer in charge of the ambulances,
and Lt. Jean-Paul Morane, a company commander. Some of these
characters, like those French lovers, are fictional, but other figures and most of the events, such as the attack on the Gustav
Line, are all too true. Myers is a keen student of history (this is
Book 2 of the author’s Fighting France Series). The battle, which
takes up most of the work, is described in wrenching, gory detail.
Most of all, Myers makes readers feel the sheer fatigue. One battalion has been without food, water, or sleep for nearly 24 hours.
But when told to attack yet again, the soldiers obey without question. Another strong theme concerns women proving themselves,
showing that they can be as tough as the men, even standing up
to a chauvinistic officer, who backs down. The women, many of
them quite young, are a brave bunch. They are also sassy and not
shy with the available soldiers. Life is a heightened proposition
when death is always just a few inches away. Readers know that
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the battle will be resumed in the spring when perhaps there will
not be so much mud. These are indefatigable people. Myers is
clearly awed by them, and readers will be too.
A gripping war tale with a romance as a lagniappe.

Pantanella, Jeff
Ever Hero Productions (518 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-73560-250-9

FIGHT BACK
End the Cycles of Anxiety
and Depression

A singular hero rises to face both
militaristic and demonic enemies in this
epic fantasy series opener.
In the realm of Hanna, House Conrad rules Baroqia. But Duke Gerun
Shiverrig, descended from Baroqia’s original conqueror, insists
that Mortimer Conrad sits on a stolen throne. Further, Shiverrig believes that military might can keep the kingdom safer
than entangled mercantilism, especially where barbarians
are concerned. If court allies can’t help him overthrow Mortimer and House Conrad, then perhaps the sorcerer Maugris
Hennerstrum and the Archdevil Sekka will. Meanwhile, 17-yearold Kasai Ch’ou is a monk of the Four Orders studying the mysteries of the Boundless under the Three Masters of Ordu. While
Kasai seeks a life of balance, his 18-year-old friend Daku revels
in displays of power. The Masters want all students to abide by
the teachings of Aetenos, the monk who became a demigod. A
prophecy says that Aetenos will return to Hanna as the Ever
Hero, wielding a weapon called the Ninziz-zida, a “three-sectioned staff ” with “ancient power.” Currently, the demigod is a
captive on Gathos, Sekka’s home world. Sekka, inhabiting the
form of a human seductress, plans her return to Hanna with the
help of Maugris. With war imminent, where will Desdemonia, a
Sunnese mage, go to start her new life? Pantanella pours a dark,
cinematic foundation in this first volume of his series. Chapters that rotate through the sharply contrasting perspectives of
Shiverrig, Kasai, and Sekka (Desdemonia joins the cast later)
move the plot along. Vivid prose offers monkish philosophy,
as in the line “The Path of Ease will ensnare the undisciplined
mind.” The author is equally capable of portraying demonic sex
and eerie abominations, such as the envoys of Maugris (“They
were physically wrong as if their bodies had been stuffed into
human skin a size too small”). Readers won’t have to wait long
before war breaks out, and nicely rounded characters, like
Daku, get satisfying arcs. Concepts like xindu energy and Sekka’s rivalry with the Red Devil, Zizphander, prove this series
can only get wilder.
A propulsive fantasy that brings revenge, raunchiness, and
heroism to the forefront.

Oglesbee, Mike
BalboaPress (176 pp.)
$30.95 | $13.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
May 22, 2020
978-1-982246-47-1
978-1-982246-45-7 paper
A guide offers a pragmatic approach
to overcoming anxiety and depression.
Plagued by his own anxiety and depression, life coach Oglesbee, author of My Success Journal (2016) and other self-help titles,
developed a method to aid himself and others “through knowledge,
understanding, and practicality.” This book is a how-to manual of
sorts, divided into three parts. Part I begins with a general overview
of the ailments along with two standardized, self-administered
tools—the Burns Anxiety Inventory and the Burns Depression
Checklist—which give readers the opportunity to measure current
levels. This first part provides a brief yet highly informative examination of the various aspects of the mind, including the conscious,
subconscious, critical, and primitive minds, as well as right and left
brain and neural pathways. In Part II, the author employs a meaningful analogy of “the mind as a garden” to explain his approach. He
writes that it is necessary to “remove the weeds” of old belief systems and replace them: “The new seeds that I work with to replace
the weeds are seeds of truth.” Part II lays out a number of ground
rules, discusses the “mental training” necessary for proceeding, and
explores several strategies Oglesbee uses to make changes. One
useful concept is the “Model of Power,” which depicts the interrelationship of past, present, and future and demonstrates why
living in the present helps create a positive mental focus. Specific
tools and techniques to fight anxiety and depression are the focus
of Part III. Here the author presents relevant client examples to
demonstrate “Discernment and Self-Regulation,” problem resolution, and how to surmount “intrusive thoughts.” Each situation
is thoroughly described and includes numerous statements and
questions for readers to reflect on. A particularly engaging exercise
is creating “truth cards,” written affirmations designed to “reprogram your mind and align your thoughts with truth for a better,
more effective outcome.” The material is not necessarily unique,
but Oglesbee diligently explains his method in clear, uncomplicated language and carefully guides readers through each chapter.
What’s more, he conveys a feeling of hopefulness sure to have a
calming effect.
Self-affirming and uplifting advice without attempting to
be a panacea for depression.
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Peláez uses relevant cases, based on his own experiences,
and offers actionable, valuable advice.
the new human resources management

THE NEW HUMAN
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Leading Change Amid
the Business World’s
Emotional Tides

FRONT PORCHES TO
FRONT LINES
One Small Town’s
Mobilization of Men, Women,
Manufacturing and Money
During World War One

Peláez, José Javier
CreateSpace (298 pp.)
$14.00 paper | $5.19 e-book
Sep. 30, 2020
978-1-5406-4272-1

A collection of old family letters
forms the core of this historical tour of a
small town during World War I.
In 2015, debut author Perlsweig stumbled upon a box in the
attic that contained letters that were exchanged between his
great-grandparents Lawrence Reed and Gladys Steere during
two of the nation’s most daunting challenges: the First World
War and the 1918 flu epidemic. Both correspondents were born
in and lived in the vicinity of Springfield, Massachusetts, but
even before the war started, the pair largely conducted an epistolary courtship; Lawrence’s work as a machinist compelled
him to move 95 miles away from Gladys to Springfield, Vermont,
a small town in Precision Valley that was undergoing a manufacturing boom and, as a result, a population boom, as well. However, the international military conflict loomed threateningly
over their happy relationship; Lawrence only narrowly avoided
conscription, as machinists were considered essential for the
war effort back home. Nevertheless, the war demanded sacrifices from everyone, and he was compelled to work much longer
hours than usual and see Gladys rarely. The author, with poignancy and scholarly precision, details the impact of the Great
War on New England and the rest of the country: “There was no
family in the United States for whom the war in some way did
not raise the level of stress within it and one of the ways many
American families coped with this stress was through writing
letters to each other.” The attempt to return to normalcy after
the war’s end was waylaid by the onslaught of a flu pandemic that
“chose to rear its ugly head.” Perlsweig also looks at the period
from the perspectives of American soldiers sent off to war and
diligently scours historical records, including local newspapers,
for letters sent from the front lines to the homefront.
The author’s brief account can be cacophonously diverse;
one learns, for example, of Thanksgiving meals enjoyed by
American soldiers in France, the nature of modern courtship,
and homemade antidotes for the flu as well as the personal
details of the romantic arc of Lawrence and Gladys’ relationship. However, out of this patchwork of information emerges
a rich tableau of American life during the period—one of great
fear and uncertainty but also one of sacrifice in many aspects of
day-to-day life. And although the author’s account focuses on
positivity, he acknowledges darker aspects of the era, including
fierce anti-Polish and anti-Catholic bias in Springfield—even
among family members: “when another house on Furnace
Street came up for auction…the Reeds’ upstairs neighbors, the
Dashners, bought it….Lawrence, at the time, was overheard
saying that Mr. Dashner deserved a gold medal for buying it and
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A practical guide that makes an effective case for raising the corporate profile of human resources
management.
In this excellent book, Peláez suggests his model, called “key
results areas in human resources,” will help human resources
management evolve and excel, benefitting the entire company. Using this model to anchor the book, the author divides
the content into three parts. Part I offers an overview of the
ways HR can be an integral part of corporate strategy. Here the
author discusses how to develop an HR–management action
plan and introduces the KRAHR concept. In Part II, Peláez
breaks down KRAHR into five component parts, illustrating
each. For example, to explain organizational structure simply
yet meaningfully, the author details the responsibilities of a
waiter, an executive chef, and a manager/owner in a gourmet
restaurant; he relates them to operation, coordinator, and middle-manager roles in a small business. In discussing personnel
safety, Peláez recounts a fatal accident at Cirque du Soleil and
shows the importance of wearing personal protective equipment in farm work. Part III outlines how several companies
employed change management using the KRAHR model.
Peláez uses relevant cases, based on his own experiences, from a
wide variety of businesses and offers actionable, valuable advice.
For example, he explains how to classify and assess the levels
of an organization, shares a competencies-based process for
creating an employee development plan, and details a methodology for conducting an “Organizational Climate Analysis.”
Every chapter opens with an anecdote or case that introduces
the topic. Each chapter ends with four “learning tools,” which
include “Transition”; a chart that reinforces the text by contrasting “Do More” with “Do Less”; and “Reflection,” where
the author sometimes uses movies to cleverly illustrate the subject matter. Emphasizing strategy but also providing a wealth of
practical case studies, Peláez’s work contributes to a valuable
purpose: “to manage the human aspect in companies.”
High level, pragmatic, and richly detailed.

Perlsweig, Simon I.
Husky Trail Press (264 pp.)
$24.99 | Mar. 30, 2020
978-1-935258-72-8

143

keeping a Polish family out of the neighborhood.” Perlsweig’s
prose is unfailingly lucid, and the story of his relatives adds a
personal dimension to this impressively researched study. The
book concludes with an assemblage of advertisements and posters that provide an engaging sampling of the tenor of the time.
An often captivating and edifying history.

intrigue and monsters, human and otherwise. Some genre connoisseurs may say that the future humanity he invokes—with
its betrayals, obsessions, and sham replicas of animals, people,
perhaps even the material world itself, seems like something
out of Philip K. Dick’s realm of paranoiac dystopia. A semiderelict New York City that’s down to its last 50,000 people, for
instance, would seem right at home in the film Blade Runner.
Readers will want to know more about this strange future in
which the sexes seem strongly segregated, suggesting that ancillaries have replaced domestic partners everywhere. At the same
time, they’ll quietly dread whatever answers Ramsay conjures,
and that’s quite an accomplishment, in accord with the credo of
one of the duplicitous characters: “Space is dark and full of wonders. Wonders and horrors.” The author includes a “Bestiary” of
creatures referenced in the text, illustrated by Sonntagbauer.
A memorable voyage through a brutal human society,
bizarre alien environments, and elastic realities.

PREDATOR MOONS

Ramsay, J.H.
Illus. by Sonntagbauer, Julia
Don’t Give Up the Ship Press (222 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Sep. 18, 2020
979-8-69-375726-4
In Ramsay’s debut SF novel, explorers venture to distant planets to exploit
life-forms who may have a few tricks of
their own.
Near the end of the 21st century, the
invention of “Drag Engine” spaceship propulsion (which is
effectively teleportation) grants humanity access to countless
worlds, but it also reveals hidden “glitches” in the universe—
leading to the disturbing conclusion that reality is a vast software simulation engineered by forces unknown. Despite this
existential blow, mankind plods on, following base instincts
of greed, power, lust, and self-gratification. Liquid, shapechanging artificial intelligence machines called “ancillaries”
are used as servants, sexual partners, pets, and even repositories of human memories. Everyone who could afford it has
already fled Earth for other planets while the moon is now a
huge library for universities devoted to new sciences. Mercury
is home to greedy “clans” eager to exploit alien invertebrates:
“We learned the entire universe was actually overflowing with
life—arthropods, arachnids, cephalopods, crustaceans, cnidaria and insects in a trillion incredible varieties.” The curious
absence of vertebrates leaves humanity as the cosmos’s apex
predator. In this milieu, one-time refugee Isaiah Erickson, a
Columbia University anthropologist who’s also a prosperous,
high-tech arms dealer, ventures to the distant planet of Conrad in search of valuable, hallucinogenic alien wasp venom, to
which he’s addicted. Meanwhile, Chloe Keating, an idealistic
grad student hoping to explore and investigate endangered species, gets tricked into following a previous, doomed expedition
to the muddy planet Hobbes to harvest enormous centipedes.
Her mission and Isaiah’s fatefully intersect.
Ramsay crafts brisk, edgy prose that splits storytelling
chores across three first-person narrators: Isaiah, Chloe, and
a somewhat anguished ancillary who has the memories of an
adventurer who perished while on insect safari. Readers may
be able to detect influences from Pokémon cartoons as well
as Frank Herbert’s classic novel Dune, although other worlds
described in Herbert’s fiction, such as the lethal Pandora in
The Jesus Incident (1979), might make for more apt comparisons. Overall, Ramsay offers a work that’s a feat of considerable
imagination and attitude—a stimulating tale of interplanetary
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PHOENIX RISING

Risho, Ephie & Risho, Celia
Illus. by Bushana, Olena
The Elementalists (334 pp.)
$29.99 | $14.99 paper | $7.99 e-book
May 29, 2020
978-1-73497-412-6
978-1-73497-410-2 paper
This YA fantasy debut presents a
magical realm overrun with strange creatures and a group of element-manipulating teens who seek to stop them.
Twelve-year-old Amber lives in the town of Seabrook in the
land of Arendon. One day, while in the woods showing off her
new black-and-yellow hat to Flurry, her pixie friend, Amber
hears the town bells ring. Rushing home, she smells smoke and
encounters Seabrook’s courier, 16-year-old Ryder, who explains
that a field is on fire and asks her to get help. Soon, during a
tumultuous battle, Ryder makes “sweeping gestures with his
hands” to magically move dirt that smothers the flames. The
people of Seabrook determine that the fire wasn’t natural,
blaming it on a “giant red-and-orange flaming eagle” seen
nearby. Could this be the once-friendly phoenix from the time
of Amber’s great-grandfather? Raising the tension in town is
a recent sighting of five goblins, dressed to fight, and the exodus of pixies from the woodlands. When Amber’s father asks
her older siblings to take up new tasks to fortify the town, she
sneaks off to speak with Flurry, who gives her an enchanted
stone to help her in case she ever gets lost. Amber’s mother suggests she visit Mr. Thompson, a knowledgeable old man outside
town. He eventually points Amber toward Sage, a wizard who
may be able to advise her on dealing with magical creatures.
Along the way, she meets teens Basil and Theo; they all share a
destiny and face grander opponents than any of them ever could
have imagined.
Ephie Risho and Celia Risho, a father-and-daughter writing team, offer a YA fantasy series opener that skews toward a
|

Spurway’s tale plants the story firmly in Nantucket, drawing
on its real-life Duckling Parade tradition.
ack! the nantucket duckling

young audience but promises epic adventure. Pixies and goblins aren’t the only genre staples here; there are also copious
travel by horseback and a prophecy that shapes the narrative.
The stakes rise in earnest when Amber and company learn that
“evil can be stopped by youngsters who are able to unite the six
core elements,” which include fire, water, wind, animals, plants,
and earth. It’s noteworthy that the heroes have never seen their
special skills—such as Amber’s affinity for plants—as a reason
to consider themselves better than others. Their humbleness is
one of several excellent lessons for YA readers woven into the
story. Another is shown in Mr. Thompson’s line that “there are
many great motivators—love, honor, respect. But fear isn’t one
of them.” Fans of the Legend of Zelda video games may chuckle
whenever the heroes slay goblins and ransack their corpses for
treasure. Although the goblins do present genuine danger and
die violently, the authors never add unnecessary gore to the proceedings. They offer detailed explanations of elemental powers,
as when Basil guides the group through a cave and notes “where
the high-pressure spots were pushing the lows and where the
cold air was forcing up the warm.” Bushana’s color illustrations
and map are fabulous, and readers will wish there were a dozen
more of them.
A tale that lays steady groundwork for a YA epic to come.

feeling small / ‘Fear not,’ they said, we’ll use his smarts to benefit
us all.” There are also subtle jabs at modern comforts like social
media as well as people’s obliviousness to such things as the use
of AI in advertising. Khmelevska’s imposing artwork perfectly
complements Rosenberg’s writing. In the style of chalk drawings, the illustrations begin in soft grays and pastels and, as “he”
slowly takes over the world, progressively turn darker. The artist’s rendition of the titular villain is equally superb, as he sports
giant invasive eyes and tentaclelike cords that eventually wrap
around Earth like restraints.
A delightful, ominous, and edifying look at a menacing future.

ACK! THE NANTUCKET
DUCKLING

Spurway, A.K.
Illus. by East, Jacqueline
Nanducket Books (48 pp.)
$15.99 | $2.99 e-book | Aug. 15, 2020
978-1-73401-010-7

ARRIVAL MIND

Rosenberg, Louis
Illus. by Khmelevska, Anastasia
Outland Pictures (36 pp.)
$24.95 | $9.85 paper | $2.99 e-book
Aug. 23, 2020
978-1-73566-850-5
978-1-73566-851-2 paper
This illustrated fictional work offers
a cautionary tale that warns readers of
the potential dangers of advanced artifi-

cial intelligence.
Adopting a rhyming verse, Rosenberg tells of a mysterious
“he” who arrives on Earth. He’s not from another planet but
born from software in this world. Using “a billion eyes and ears”
and his “billion-billion thoughts,” this highly intelligent being
runs power plants, factories, and farms. People certainly love
the convenience, but this entity tracks everything they do and
say, and their reliance on him gives him a terrifying amount of
power. In the quirky book’s “closing thoughts,” the author provides his final, more explicit warnings. Switching to a less fun
but still effective traditional account, he writes that creators
feed AI systems data about humans. Rather than making these
systems think or feel “like us,” this mass of information actually
helps them predict humans’ behaviors and even influence their
opinions. While people can’t suspend AI tech, there are options.
Rosenberg suggests banning the commercialization of AI systems designed “to manipulate our decisions and sway our views.”
In short, these systems should guide humans, not replace them.
While the author’s verse is entertaining, the message is sharp
and unambiguous: “He dazzled us with mental feats that left us
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A duckling overcomes his fear to help a friend in this picture book.
Ack’s beak isn’t like the other ducklings’; it has a trumpetlike shape and makes his quack into “a funny ack, ack, ack.” Other
ducklings pick on him and force him to the end of the duckling line, but Ack just wants to fit in. Wilson Wigglesworth, a
boy who feeds the ducks, is also different; his big, thick glasses
make him stand out. At the annual Nantucket Daffodil Festival
and Duckling Parade, Ack tries to hide his beak with a hat, a
sock, and even a crab. But when Wilson, who isn’t wearing his
glasses, is in danger of being run over by a distracted biker, Ack
lets out a giant “ACK!” and saves the day. Debut author Spurway’s take on “The Ugly Duckling” adds regional charm, planting the story firmly in Nantucket and drawing on its real-life
Duckling Parade tradition. East’s watercolor illustrations reinforce Ack’s realization that everyone has unique attributes and
that humans come in all sizes and colors. Children may be surprised that Ack’s mother is oblivious to the bullying, but otherwise the plot flows cleanly, setting up hints about the outcome.
The significant amount of text makes this a good choice for lap
readers or newly independent readers.
A sweet tale with a strong moral about appreciating
differences.
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VIDAS
Deep in Mexico and Spain

SCAM-PROOF YOUR ASSETS
Guarding Against
Widespread Deception

Stanton, Edward
Waterside Productions (248 pp.)
978-1-949003-47-5

Sutton, Garrett
RDA Press (240 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-947588-14-1

A memoir chronicles a young man’s
travels in Mexico and Spain.
In this book, Stanton recounts his
experiences with the Spanish language
and Spanish-speaking countries. The
early chapters are set in his 1950s California childhood, where he learned both idiomatic Spanish and
a sense of masculinity through his interactions with undocumented Mexican immigrants. When the author reached his
teen years, he ventured into the seediness of Tijuana, Mexico,
visiting local sex workers and conversing with them, losing his
virginity in the process. Later, he spent time living in other
parts of Mexico. After college, he made his first visit to Spain,
where he stayed for a while, returning in later years. The book
delves into the cultural and political aspects of his travels—for
instance, Stanton takes note of the repression of Franco’s government during the author’s early years in Spain and contrasts it
with the socio-economic changes he found on his post-divorce
visit more than a decade later. The work also examines the lessons in community and identity, particularly what it means to
be a man, that Stanton absorbed through his cultural exchanges.
The author is a lyrical writer (“More than immigrants they were
like swallows migrating to California from their winter roost in
Jalisco”), adopting a tone that suits the work’s nostalgic mood.
Descriptions of his participation in iconic events, such as the
running of the bulls or his first bullfight, are elegant and stand
up to the inevitable comparisons to Steinbeck and Hemingway,
who makes his own appearances throughout the text. Stanton
employs the second person in his memoir, an unusual stylistic
choice (“Your room opened onto the light-filled patio”), though
there are awkward detours into other point-of-view language
that can be slightly jarring (“As we watched those corridas, your
friend taught you most of what you know about the bulls and
the men who meet them”). The female characters, while plentiful and active in the narrative, do tend to feel secondary to
the volume’s very male perspective. But as a story focused on
the lives and experiences of men, the book achieves its goal and
provides an enjoyable reading experience.
An engaging coming-of-age account that explores manhood across cultural boundaries.
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An attorney offers an all-encompassing exposé of financial scams.
This Rich Dad Advisor book departs
from the primary focus of the series—
business and investment advice. Instead, Sutton, a practicing
attorney and the author of numerous other Rich Dad titles,
focuses his attention on financial fraud schemes and how to
prevent them. According to Sutton, “over 3.2 million Americans
report incidents of fraud each year, and that’s only the people
who actually said anything—a great many don’t.” Most chapters
offer case studies of a particular type of scam followed by the
author’s observations. Each study is engaging and often disturbing; clearly, it was Sutton’s intent to raise concern, if not fear,
among his readers about the many ways in which people can be
deceived. Some scammers, such as Charles Ponzi, whose name
lives on in the term Ponzi scheme, and Bernard Madoff, who was
convicted of perpetrating one such scheme that raked in billions of dollars, will be familiar to many readers while others are
more obscure. However, these people are less important than
the nature of their deceptions, about which Sutton goes into
impressive detail. Particularly notable is the sheer breadth of
his content; his examples include in-person, telephone-based,
and online scams and address such crimes as identity theft
(which affects more than 17 million victims annually, according to Sutton); phony sweepstakes; email solicitations; “vanity
scams,” such as ineffective weight-loss products; and fraudulent
real estate investments, among others.
Sutton cautions that anyone, regardless of age or class, is
susceptible to con games, but he notes that “Seniors age seventy and up lose more money, by far, to scam artists and fraudsters than any other generation.” Indeed, some of the more
heartbreaking cases here involve the elderly. One such example tells the story of an 85-year-old woman who was bilked
by phone into believing that she’d won a Publishers Clearing
House sweepstakes in 2018. She lost close to $28,000 to the
con artist for “taxes and fees” before the hoax was discovered
by the victim’s daughter. Some readers may find these dramatic accounts of personal tragedies to be quite unsettling; for
the most part, though, the case studies are instructive and cautionary in tone, showing exactly how several deceptions work
in the real world. What’s more, Sutton provides both general
and specific guidance on how to identify and protect oneself
against such scams. For example, his “profile of your typical
scammer” is an insightful list of 11 richly described attributes,
such as “They like to tell you how the clock is ticking”; that
list is followed by 13 equally insightful “things that make for
a good mark,” which may give pause to any reader. The closing chapter’s excellent suggestions for developing “scam radar”
supply a comprehensive checklist that’s as solid a resource as
|

Tappenden crafts a cleareyed exploration of physical love
among the aged that’s psychologically nuanced.
a long dark rainbow

one could possibly find. Overall, Sutton’s prose is informative, easy to read, and authoritative without being stodgy. His
detailed descriptions and expert advice will be valuable assets
to consumers and business owners alike.
Timely, relevant counsel on how to avoid con artists.

Shy, hapless, tongue-tied, hiding his ineptitude behind silly
behaviour….You would have thought that by now, he would feel
comfortable enough to have a reasonable conversation with an
attractive woman.” Tappenden writes in a luminous, open prose
style that’s suffused with sensuality: “She had certainly watched
him stroking many items as if their feel revealed their beauty or
history…and she knew she wanted him to stroke her in the same
way, a way beyond mere touching.” The result is an absorbing
love story that feels a bit like On Golden Pond as rewritten by
D.H. Lawrence.
A frankly erotic and delicately soulful saga about passion
rekindled.

A LONG DARK RAINBOW
An Erotic Love Story
Tappenden, Michael
The Book Guild (200 pp.)
$4.63 paper | $4.48 e-book
Sep. 28, 2019
978-1-912881-78-9

THE FIRST ROBOT PRESIDENT

An aging artist reconnects with an
elderly muse in this December-December romance.
Single and pushing 70, retired British
art professor Alex James barely recognizes the gray, wrinkled
form that greets him whenever he looks in the mirror. One day,
he glimpses an attractive, red-haired woman in a shop and recognizes her as Samantha Reagan, a woman he knew and longed
for 40 years ago, when she had a rich husband who dabbled
in the art scene. Now she’s divorced, and it turns out that she
fancied him back when he was an enfant terrible with flowing
dark locks; she now considers the older version of Alex a silver
fox. Alex woos Samantha with trips to the Georgia O’Keeffe
exhibit at London’s Tate museum and with increasingly intimate sketching sessions that escalate to topless posing after
her bath; thence to bed, which goes well despite performance
glitches. Their appetites whetted, Samantha and Alex attend
a “tantra festival” to hear lectures on the spiritual benefits of
hourslong sex sessions; Alex duly experiments with new methods that culminate in Richter-scale climaxes: “her body, unable
to breathe, incapable of coherent speech, lifted in rigid torment,
waited, waited and then cried out savagely and strangely, body
moving frantically against the thick air, breath gasping, legs
shaking, like a drowning soul in a hot, heaving sea.” Their carnal
bliss is complicated by Alex’s fear of commitment, which stems
from his having never met two children whom he fathered out
of wedlock and whose mother gave up for adoption. It’s further
complicated when a woman contacts him, claiming to be his
long-lost daughter—a revelation that raises Samantha’s suspicions and leads to buried secrets.
Over the course of this novel, Tappenden, the author of
Pegasus to Paradise (2013), crafts a cleareyed exploration of the
less often explored topic of physical love among the aged that’s
bawdy and sometimes graphic but also psychologically nuanced.
It probes Alex’s and Samantha’s sexual yearnings and their selfconsciousness about their bodies. It also highlights the prickly
wariness they have about opening their lives to each other and
the conflict that causes when they also feel like lovestruck teenagers. Alex expresses hope and delight—he imagines himself as
a latter-day Rhett Butler or a “geriatric James Bond”—but he
also feels stripped of the self-possession that he thought his
years had earned him: “He had felt like a naïve little boy again.

y o u n g a d u lt

Taylor, Robert Carlyle
Reflection Bay Press (480 pp.)
$27.95 | $17.95 paper | $5.95 e-book
Jul. 1, 2020
978-1-73464-624-5
978-1-73464-625-2 paper

A civic-minded female robot, purchased as a wife in the 25th century,
develops an ambition to enter Washington, D.C., politics and tackle such issues
as overpopulation and economics education.
Taylor’s debut SF novel opens in 2484 in America, where
marrying advanced robots from “General Google Motors” is a
viable lifestyle option. Thus, affluent Thomas Jenkins, whose
Virginia family has long been in Congress, buys Esmeralda, a
lifelike robo-wife with Asian beauty, an astronomical IQ, and
a gentle, public-spirited disposition. Though her Bible-reading
mother-in-law, Geraldine, is dismayed—more so when Esmeralda and Thomas adopt a flesh-and-blood daughter—even she
eventually warms to the robot. Esmeralda is interested in her
new family’s government ties and alarmed by ills facing human
society: environmental despoiling, overpopulation, and poor
economics schooling. She follows the lead of a sister-in-law into
running for office under the Green Party banner. The polite
and brilliant robot rises through the ranks to become a Green
Party vice presidential candidate. When the Green Party’s winner dies in a fluke attack by a leftover World War XII drone,
Esmeralda must overcome the skeptics to show she can handle
the White House. Taylor’s easy-to-read prose may remind many
readers of mainstream authors treading in unfamiliar SF territory (Danielle Steele’s The Klone and I comes to mind). The
tale features a Gene Roddenberry–level, far-future setting that
does not feel much different from today. Mars colonies get brief
citations, as do flying cars and a human population of 500 billion. But pop-cultural references invoke the point of view of the
baby boomer era (including a casual, neutral reference to Donald Trump). The author’s agenda is less futuristic than scattered
political satire. Esmeralda’s Democrat debate foe is an idiot
eager to nuke Earth’s last remaining wildlife preserves to build
(slightly radioactive) low-income housing; the Republican is a
moron pushing an all-out war on Venus, a suspected UFO base.
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THY KING DUMB COME

In this enjoyable story, ultralogical but humane machine niceness prevails over two-party idiocy and scheming. Meanwhile,
the SF genre’s frequent concerns over the pros and cons of artificial intelligence (Isaac Asimov’s classic “Three Laws of Robotics,” for example) are topics conspicuous by their absence. In an
afterword, Taylor describes his frustrating experiences working
in the Small Business Administration (and a background in Buddhism and population-growth concerns) as major inspirations.
Engaging SF lite with some mild political satire involving
the West Wing.

Tryon, Stephen
AccountabilityCitizenship.org (186 pp.)
$9.95 paper | $5.99 e-book | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-73430-472-5
Tryon’s satirical novel tells the story
of a scholar navigating a dream world
while skewering contemporary American politics.
Stephen, who’s pursuing a master’s
degree, falls asleep while researching “the latest machine models used to crunch and analyze massive data sets.” He finds
himself in a dream in which he takes the form of a moth flying
around the Oval Office, occupied by President Donnie Dumb.
He witnesses a conversation between the president and his
chief of staff in which Dumb asks: “Could I sign an executive
order making myself king?” Stephen then finds himself conversing with the philosopher Socrates, who’s taken the form of a dog.
An “ICE Raven” overhears their discussion and writes Stephen
a citation for undermining the customs of the locality. Guided
by Socrates through the city of Green Valley, Stephen encounters Plato, Albert Einstein, Jesus Christ, and others who help
him prepare for his trial and, in doing so, highlight the massive
deficiencies in Dumb’s approach to government. Tryon’s wildly
imaginative story provides thought-provoking commentary
on contemporary politics from a distinctly liberal perspective:
“The foxes have started a network….They tell stories that either
misrepresent the facts or create a false impression of the truth
by carefully omitting key facts.” Tryon also has Jesus state that
“People who truly care about living a Christian life are called
to support Black Lives Matter.” The author’s discomforting
comedy sometimes makes for jaw-dropping moments, though,
as when Dumb bounces his daughter, Ibetya, on his knee and
she recalls a visit with “Jeremy Creepstein”: “He was such a
nice man. Remember when you sent me to his house for a play
date?” It’s fair to say that the author’s unflinching views on race,
abortion, religion, and citizenship won’t sit well with all readers.
However, the writing is bold, merciless, and pitted with vitriolic
humor. (The novel also includes a series of simple, uncredited
character illustrations that add little to the narrative.)
A daring lampoon guaranteed to ruffle feathers.

FIVE TIMES LUCKY

Temple, P. David
Chelsea Press (304 pp.)
$6.99 e-book | Dec. 1, 2020
A newly famous woman attempts to
seize control of her life in this comic novel.
Former actress BunnyLee Welles has
just returned to Los Angeles for a wedding after four years bumming around
Southeast Asia. Many of her old acquaintances have found success in Hollywood—Ted is a stand-up comedian and Rebekah, a TV news
anchor. BunnyLee is experiencing fame of a different sort: A
denture commercial she acted in years before has become an
unlikely internet phenomenon, making her instantly recognizable. She’s now being stopped on the street, handed screenplays,
and accosted for selfies. Looking to lay low, she seeks shelter at
the compound of aging movie star and recent viral victim Buck
LeGrande, whom she met playing tennis. Buck’s years-old altercation with a famous Muppet on Sesame Street has come roaring
back with a vengeance so he’s sympathetic to BunnyLee’s plight.
She is wary of Buck’s reputation—“a man who was famous for
being a single man”—but soon their friendship gives rise to
romantic tensions and jealousies. BunnyLee decides the time to
leave has arrived, and she does so—in Buck’s vintage Mustang.
She hits the road with her new dog, Puddles, and eventually
crosses paths with a down-on-his-luck cowboy wrestler named
Austin Sway. Can the various parties find the serenity they seek
in the celebrity-obsessed American West? Temple’s prose is
exact and full of color, capable of both madcap humor and wistful lyricism: “Austin thought again about the lovely bartender
left behind, another face in a storyline of wistful memories of
what might have been....Austin blew the Eldorado’s dual-trumpet horn, sounding like one of those locomotives that opened
the West and drowned out the vast, untamed loneliness.” The
characters are recognizable types—particularly Chinese cook
Jimmy Chan, who treads uncomfortably into trope territory—and their stories are generally low stakes. Even so, the
book’s buoyant energy and swift pacing will carry readers along.
There’s a telegraphed sense of how everything will end up, but
that doesn’t detract too much from the lighthearted journey.
An engaging tale about celebrity, love, and the search for
one’s place in the world.
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PROSPECTS OF A WOMAN

Voorsanger, Wendy
She Writes Press (352 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-63152-781-4

A New England woman builds a life
in the rugged frontier of California in
this gold-rush novel with elements of
feminism and romance.
Elisabeth Goodwin’s comfortable life
in her family’s home with an orchard in Concord, Massachusetts,
|

Walker crafts a realistic thriller that some may at first
mistake for a blaxploitation throwback.
the man across eight mile

THE MAN ACROSS EIGHT MILE

comes to a cruel and abrupt end in 1847. Blight destroys the apple
crop, and the family is forced to work in a textile mill. Desperate,
her father, Henry, mortgages the farm and abandons the family
to poverty, moving west as a trapper with the Hudson Company.
Three years later, as news of the discovery of gold spreads around
the world, Elisabeth follows with her new husband, Nathaniel
Parker, resolved to find her father and his claim on the American
River in Central California. When her father runs off, leaving her
his gold claim, the promise of riches soon gives way to the reality of grueling work and disappointment. Married in haste and
desperation, Elisabeth soon finds that her new husband is more
interested in the burly gold miners than his wife. But inspired by
the copy of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s essay “Self-Reliance” that is
her only tie to her childhood home, Elisabeth emerges from each
daunting setback more determined to survive. Though her letters
home to her childhood friend Louisa May Alcott are filled with
lies about her successful life with an ideal family, Elisabeth fights
to achieve independence and find passion and intimacy. As her
struggles intensify, she comes to realize that, despite Emerson’s
eloquent text, self-reliance is a different prospect altogether for
a woman alone.
Voorsanger creates a memorable hero in Elisabeth as well
as a vivid depiction of the rough-and-tumble frontier life of
mid-19th-century California, which is characterized by equal
parts boundless optimism and humiliating despair. The author’s
language is evocative and beautifully apt both to period and
subject, as when Elisabeth questions some miners about their
claims: “The men split open up like a sack of beans then, spilling
out tales of digging and finding just enough flecks to keep them
fed.” Although Elisabeth’s reaction to her husband’s sexuality is
harshly homophobic, Voorsanger displays sensitivity and compassion in Nate’s description of the shame and glory of his gay
identity. The depiction of an all-male Fandango gathering, where
rough miners dance, drink, and find comfort with one another, is
a provocative piece of history, as is the portrayal of the plight of
the Californios, the ancestral owners of the land whose proud
status is delegitimized by the arrival of a flood of White prospectors. Elisabeth’s often thwarted desire for sexual intimacy is
poignant, though many of the bodice-ripping sex scenes lack the
subtlety that characterizes the other facets of the narrative. But
overall, this work is a lucid portrait of the evolution of a strong
woman in an “ambitious and urgent” period in California history.
A captivating gold-rush tale told from the viewpoint of an
indomitable woman.

Walker, D’Andre
Florence Woodward Publishing (236 pp.)
$10.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-73310-102-8
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A Black detective in 1970s Detroit
must locate a missing boy and his own
kidnapped daughter in this thriller.
Dominique Broddie is a Vietnam veteran, 10 years back from the war, living
in the Boston-Edison District of Detroit
with his wife, Carla, and his little girl, Tasha. The horrors he saw—
and committed—in the war have changed him, and he struggles
with flashbacks, difficulties with crowds, and a frightening anger.
But he also easily deals with violence, which helps him on the
streets in the uncomfortable position of a Black police detective
in the racially charged atmosphere of 1976. When the 11-year-old
son of the Rev. Wallace Brown, an ex-criminal–turned–community leader, disappears, Broddie is put on the case. The detective has a deep disdain for Brown, as the reverend was among
those to meet Broddie’s return from the war with protests, spit,
and jeers. Broddie is sure the child has just run away until a call
from his wife reveals his own daughter has been kidnapped as
well. Broddie is immediately sure that the two crimes are related
and that only he can find whomever is taking Detroit’s children.
Walker crafts a realistic thriller that some may at first mistake
for a blaxploitation throwback. The music of Sam Cooke and
Stevie Wonder, along with succinct but engrossing descriptions
of Detroit, quickly establishes the novel’s setting. The dialogue
is harsh and authentic; many of the women are oozing sexuality;
and Broddie is a no-nonsense protagonist, projecting pure manliness while disgusted by any perceived softness. Admirably, this
quality isn’t presented as purely heroic but rather a response to
trauma. Broddie is a character who shows love through protection. When his daughter is taken, he is unable to do that, forcing
him to look back at who he was before and during the war. In the
process, he reaches out to his wife and family. This breakdown
of toxic masculinity, coupled with the honest assessments of the
police and their often oppressive role in minority communities
and the riots of the period, injects an entertaining story with a
more woke weightiness.
Explorations of race and masculinity give an engaging
crime tale even greater substance.

BREAK THESE CHAINS

celebrated civil rights leader at the same time. Meanwhile, back
at the prison, a group of prisoners has escaped, including one
White supremacist who would like nothing more than to settle
a score with his Black prison guards. With the help of artists
Oliveira and Dunbar—whose work evokes the bleak superhero
comics of the 1980s—Walker spins a cinematic story that propels readers from panel to panel. “People in prison love to talk,”
begins Kendrick in a nonchalant opening monologue right out
of a Martin Scorsese movie. The words drift incongruously over
scenes of inmates fighting and rioting: “There’s nothing more
popular...given the other options....Just ask for an opinion...and
cons will come running.” The book blends issues of race, civil
rights, and prison reform in a way that is cogent while still providing an entertaining, guns-blazing crime story. The tale questions what sorts of behavior count as ethical while driving at
a larger, societal morality embodied by the words of the very
man whose assassination Kendrick is trying to prevent. Despite
the darkness, the story manages to find its way to an ending of
hopefulness—though not quite in the way readers will expect.
A gripping and well-crafted tale of prisoners and guards.

Walker, D.C.
Illus. by Oliveira, Bruno & Dunbar, Max
CreateSpace (153 pp.)
$24.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Aug. 28, 2020
978-1-71914-473-5
In this graphic novel, a group of
prison guards attempts a heist against the
backdrop of the March on Washington.
Baltimore’s Jessup Penitentiary, 1963.
A former prison guard finds himself an inmate, and he has a story
to tell. Kendrick Robinson was part of a family of prison guards,
including his uncle Marcus and his cousin Francis—called Freckles for his light complexion. When one of their fellow guards
is injured, Francis suggests they attempt to steal the score of
mouthy former hit man Sid Scisiani, who is about to get paroled.
Kendrick warms to the idea after learning he’s been drafted for
the Vietnam War—he needs the cash to flee to Canada or buy
a new identity. When Sid gets out, Kendrick and Francis follow
him to his homecoming job—and learn that his first mission
back is to assassinate the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Now
Kendrick and his comrades need to plan a heist and save the

BELLUM DE NUMEROS

West, Jim
Self (267 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Oct. 2, 2020
979-8-69-179094-2

This Issue’s Contributors
#

A girl joins the war against evil wizards
threatening a magical world in this conclusion to a middle-grade fantasy series.
One day, Alex suddenly found herself in a world of Latin, mathematics,
and magic. Since then, she’s made many
friends, some of whom she’s sadly lost in the fight against sinister
Master Wizards Diades and Demetrius. Power-hungry Diades,
in particular, wants to enslave people and kill anyone who defies
him. Alex and her winged ally, Daedalus, infiltrate the evil wizards’ Black Castle to steal back her calculator, a device capable
of releasing magic spells. Meanwhile, King Nosaj leads people
on an arduous trek through the mountains to the Black Castle.
This puts everyone, including the world’s Guardians, in danger
from avalanches and unbearable fatigue. While more of Alex’s
comrades fall in battle, she reunites with a friend she believed
had perished as well as one of Diades’ now-liberated captives.
Some are certain Alex is the “missing variable” who will help
save this realm, though even she doesn’t know how she’ll do
it—or how she’ll return to her own world. As in the preceding
installments, this fourth and final novel boasts an entertaining
narrative populated by Greek historical figures like Aristotle.
West’s story begins at full-tilt, with characters either heading
into battle or bracing themselves for the inevitable confrontation. Accordingly, knowledge of the earlier books is a necessity.
Recurring protagonist Alex is valiant though prone to feelings
of guilt over others’ deaths, even when she’s not at fault. She
and the rest of the cast populate vivid, concisely written action
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Young’s luminous stories probe deep issues of how families
work and what boundaries define them.
two romances

scenes: “The intense heat of a fireball scorched the air around
them, burning their already stinging eyes and searing their lungs
as they sobbed.” While the ending battle delivers surprises, the
denouement is predictable, albeit gratifying.
A brave, winsome hero leads an action-packed, satisfying finale.

looking for an accessible history of anti-immigration movements in the United States and their continued reverberations
in contemporary politics.
A compassionate, reasoned look at the left- and right-wing
origins of anti-immigration sentiment.

TWO ROMANCES

THE HORSESHOE VIRUS
How the Anti-Immigration
Movement Spread From LeftWing to Right-Wing America

Young, William
Bowker (228 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Jun. 1, 2020
978-1-73442-360-0

Worsley, Bob
RealClear Publishing (288 pp.)
$28.00 | $9.99 e-book | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-64543-650-8

A political work examines anti-immigrant ideas and policies in America from
the 19th century to the present.
As an Arizona state senator, Worsley (who also founded the
company SkyMall) broke ranks with his fellow Republicans
in his vocal opposition to a bill that would allow law enforcement to racially profile and arrest undocumented immigrants. A
descendant of Europeans who joined the mass migration movement of members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints to Utah, the author sees the immigration issue as personal. He also spent years as a missionary in South America
and helped start multiple Latino Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints congregations in Mesa, Arizona. The book’s
metaphor of describing anti-immigration ideas as a “horseshoe”
contends that the “radical ends of the political spectrum often
have more in common with each other than they do with the
moderate political center.” Indeed, his well-researched history
not only critiques today’s xenophobia from the right, particularly from President Donald Trump, but also ironically traces
its ideological origins to the left. For example, notable early20th-century progressives, such as the leader of the conservationist movement, Madison Grant, and the founder of Planned
Parenthood, Margaret Sanger, included strict immigration
restrictions and racist eugenics in their platforms. Worsley
convincingly connects the pseudoscientific racism that permeated the anti-immigration wing of the Progressive Movement
to today’s ethnocentrists, particularly John Tanton (the cofounder of the controversial Center for Immigration Studies),
who deploy similar environmental and eugenicist arguments in
their opposition to immigration. Moreover, even icons of the
modern Democratic Party, such as Barbara Jordan—the first
Black woman elected to Congress from the South—placed
a dramatic reduction of total immigration as a centerpiece
of their political agendas through the 1990s. Given Worsley’s
proximity to Mesa’s immigrant community, he also provides a
detailed look at how state and federal enforcement of racially
motivated immigration policies have disrupted the lives of
Arizona’s immigrant population. Though the book’s history of
the Progressive Movement leaves out supporters of immigration (such as Jane Addams), the work is a solid primer for those
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Close-knit communities get roiled
by dubious loves in this pair of novellas.
Young’s two tales explore families,
school groups, and small towns beset
by buried secrets and unspoken desires.
Joseph and Mary: A Family Romance centers on the Wilson family, a Scottsdale, Arizona, clan of adult siblings who have failed
to thrive. Peter, the narrator, is a 28-year-old artist who has
returned from San Francisco after he suffered an eye injury.
His younger brother, Matthew, is an alcoholic poet given to
spouting Shakespeare at opportune moments; his older sister,
Mary, is a stripper; and Joseph, the eldest, has come home for
Thanksgiving after being kicked out of the priesthood. The
family reunion is full of unspoken tensions, especially between
Mary and Joseph over a murky incident in high school that no
one wants to talk about, one that’s bound up in his possible gay
sexuality and her exhibitionism. Rec Park: A Small-Town Romance
takes place in the idyllic coastal town of El Camino, California,
where college professor and swim coach Dick Starling becomes
infatuated with 17-year-old S.K., a Filipina immigrant. Dick,
who has a Filipina wife and stepdaughter, becomes a nervous
swain, awkwardly seeking encounters with S.K. at church or
her sister M.K.’s swim practice. He’s buoyed whenever S.K.
throws a stray “Hello” his way but very aware of how ruinous
a relationship with her could be. She seems friendly but aloof—
until a crisis erupts when she discovers that she doesn’t have
legal immigrant status and starts mulling a plan to protect herself from deportation by getting pregnant with an American
citizen’s baby. Young’s luminous stories probe deep issues of
how families work, who belongs to them, and what boundaries define them. He embeds them in atmospheric settings, with
Arizona’s golden-hued Pima reservation and El Camino’s quaint
but claustrophobic townscape becoming influential characters.
The author’s limpid, evocative prose reveals his players’ hearts
by perceiving the world through their eyes: “Even after all
those months of coaching,” Dick loved “to watch the girls—his
daughter, M.K., the bunch—move through the pale blue water,
at different lengths, intervals, their sleek, small power on display. It looked like an electric grid.”
Two richly textured, captivating tales of inappropriate
romance.
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THE CHIEF
REINVENTION
OFFICER HANDBOOK
How To Thrive in Chaos

Zhexembayeva, Nadya
Ideapress Publishing (275 pp.)
$34.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-64687-032-5

An entrepreneur argues for business reinvention in this guide.
Zhexembayeva habitually writes about edgy business issues.
In Overfished Ocean Strategy (2014), she urged business leaders
to use the scarcity of resources to strategic advantage. Here,
she makes a solid case for pursuing reinvention as a business
strategy. While “change” is almost a cliché in business books,
the author believes it can be a valuable motivational force for
reinventing processes. Indeed, this is the premise of her visionary work: “The challenge we face isn’t about trying to survive
until things stabilize, but rather about learning to thrive in constant chaos. That happens only when we accept that change is
no longer a project and build a well-thought-out reinvention
system that works.” That system is driven by a senior executive
she terms “Chief Reinvention Officer” to ensure that this strategy is viewed as a top corporate priority. Zhexembayeva says she
tested reinvention via workshops, surveys, and implementation
of the tools described in this volume with “over 3,000 practitioners from more than 40 countries,” an impressive validation
of the concept. The book itself follows a seemingly traditional,
logical course in revealing the aspects of reinvention in three
parts. It begins with an exploration of why businesses get into
trouble, transitions to what they need to do to survive, and concludes with how to thrive. But the manner in which the material
is presented is unconventional, bold, and exhilarating. A unique
table of contents organized as a flow chart and meticulously
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designed and illustrated pages with exceptional attention to
readability and ample room to write answers to engaging questions put this guide visually in a class by itself.
The content is as compelling as the manual’s design. The
author relies on the central theme of comparing a business to
a ship—far from unique but a powerful thread that maintains
continuity through all three brilliantly executed sections. Zhexembayeva starts Part 1 with a provocative claim, “What Really
Sank the Titanic,” which is likely to surprise many readers. She
then seamlessly transitions to “Titanics of the Twenty-first
Century”—companies in the Fortune 500—pointing out that
only 60 of them from 1955 have survived today, “a sinking rate
of 88%.” She labels this “a corporate disease.” The author then
shares the results of original research suggesting why reinvention is the way forward for most companies. Part 2 focuses on
what companies can do to “stay afloat.” Here, Zhexembayeva
shares five intriguing “flips”—“crucial shifts in the way we think
about, design, and implement change.” Three relevant case
studies follow, with the opportunity for readers to write down
their own reactions. Part 3 offers several interactive, valuable
tools to help leaders reinvent their businesses. A “Bonus” section includes “Business Model Reinvention Cards,” detailing 25
models to help “structure, discuss, and develop projects.” These
cards are just the creative icing on the cake. The author adds
a wealth of outside resources, including volumes and articles
(cleverly illustrated on bookshelves), to supplement the text.
Outstanding business insights in a work brimming with
energy and vitality.
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BEN AFFLECK IN TALKS TO STAR IN THE TENDER BAR

Ben Affleck may soon be starring in a movie version of J.R. Moehringer’s Kirkus-starred
2005 memoir, The Tender Bar, according to Deadline, with George Clooney onboard
as co-producer and director.
In the book, Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Moehringer shares his memories of
growing up on Long Island in the 1970s and ’80s. His father was absent from home,
and Moehringer took to hanging out at Publicans, a Manhasset saloon where his Uncle
Charlie tended bar. There, he got to know an array of “poets, bookies, Vietnam vets,
lawyers, actors, athletes, misfits and dreamers,” as Kirkus’ reviewer put it, who had
“Runyonesque nicknames like Bob the Cop, Cager, Stinky, Colt, Smelly, Jimbo, Fast
Eddy and Bobo.” Kirkus called the book “a straight-up account of masculinity, maturity, and memory that leaves a smile on the face and an ache in the heart.”
Amazon Studios is producing the adaptation, but it’s unclear whether the eventual film will be released in theaters or go directly to
the Amazon Prime Video streaming service. No prospective release date was announced at this early stage.
Affleck has been involved in several other book adaptations. He directed and starred in Argo, the Best Picture Oscar–winning 2012
film based, in part, on Antonio J. Mendez’s 1999 memoir, The Master of Disguise: My Life in the CIA; that movie was co-produced by
Clooney as well. Affleck also appeared in 2014’s Gone Girl, based on Gillian Flynn’s Kirkus-starred bestseller. Most recently, he co-starred
in Deep Water, an adaptation of Patricia Highsmith’s 1957 novel, set to premiere next summer.
Clooney directed The Midnight Sky, an upcoming film based on Lily Brooks-Dalton’s 2016 SF novel, Good Morning, Midnight; it’s
headed to Netflix on Dec. 23.
Moehringer is also a novelist whose 2012 historical novel, Sutton, about bank robber Willie Sutton, also received a Kirkus Star.

Disney has opted to catch a Thief.
The studio has optioned Megan Whalen Turner’s Kirkus-starred 1996 YA fantasy
novel, The Thief, for a live-action adaptation on the Disney+ streaming service, according to the Hollywood Reporter.
Brian Duffield is attached to write the screenplay; he wrote and directed a smart,
funny feature-film adaptation of Aaron Starmer’s 2016 novel, Spontaneous, which premiered in October, and co-wrote the 2015 film version of Veronica Roth’s bestselling SF
YA sequel, Insurgent. The Thief will be produced by Jim Whitaker, who co-produced this
year’s live-action Disney+ film Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made, based on the first
entry in Stephan Pastis’ popular children’s book series.
In Turner’s novel, a Newbery Honor book, a royal magus in the medieval land of Sounis offers to give an imprisoned thief named Gen his freedom—if the young man agrees
to join a quest to find Hamiathes’ Gift Stone, a fabled jewel. His colleagues on the trip,
a soldier and two aristocrats, recount elaborate myths along the way but also treat him
like dirt. However, the mission will give Gen the chance to prove himself. Kirkus’ review
called The Thief “an uplifting book, a literary journey that enriches both its characters
and readers before it is over.”
The novel was followed by five stand-alone sequels, including two that also received
Kirkus stars: 2006’s The King of Attolia and 2010’s A Conspiracy of Kings. The latest
entry, Return of the Thief, was published by HarperCollins imprint Greenwillow Books
in October.
David Rapp is the senior Indie editor.
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Appreciations: Joy of Cooking at 90
B Y G RE G O RY MC NA MEE

John Becker & Megan Scott

In 1931, a St. Louis homemaker named Irma S. Rombauer faced a problem that
was all too common in that dark time: Her husband, a lawyer and investor, had
killed himself not long after the stock market crash of 1929, and now, two years
later and strapped for cash, she was in danger of losing the family home to creditors at the height of the Great Depression.
She made a daring decision. Knowing that most people, no longer able to
afford restaurant dining, were now eating at home, she took her small savings
and self-published a cookbook that gathered recipes that she had created as well
as others donated by friends and family.
She called the book The Joy of Cooking, and though it’s said that she wasn’t
much of a cook herself, she found pleasure in whipping up simple meals that seldom took much time and didn’t require elaborate or expensive ingredients. Using
her broad network of social contacts and a wit that yielded plenty of sales from

y o u n g a d u lt

door to door, she made her money back quickly and landed a publishing deal with
a trade house that, sad to say, gave her decidedly ungenerous terms to which she and her heirs were bound for decades.
Thus was a publishing franchise born, selling in the millions of copies over multiple editions that saw Joy of Cooking
(now without the definite article) grow fatter and fatter with each new release, providing a mirror of American society
as it did. In the 1930s, the recipes were uncomplicated and filling. In the early 1940s, Rombauer, with her gift for userfriendly and enjoyable prose, diligently sought out substitutes for ingredients that were rationed, the same impetus
that prompted a young writer named M.F.K. Fisher to concoct her wartime book How To
Cook a Wolf. In the prosperous 1950s, more exotic dishes—including, strangely, given the
Cold War, beef stroganoff—began to fill the pages of Joy, as did horrific creations such as
Jell-O with shaved carrots and sliced cucumbers within.
I say horrific because I was subjected to them as a child, though culinary atonement
came from a later section of the book that yielded a fine recipe for macaroni and cheese
improved with the addition of cut-up hot dogs. At least I wasn’t subjected to a dish that
appeared in early editions and then fell out in 1997 (when, for a brief time, Joy got fancy
and fussy) and returned in 2006: namely, squirrel, complete with instructions for how to
skin one of the critters.
Other old favorites remain as well: Maryland fried chicken, potato croquets, a proper Caesar salad, and the “Rombauer special,” an easy-to-whip-up chocolate cake with icing. Even chop suey, that dubious but undeniably tasty
mélange of leftovers, a standby of the ’60s, endures. Irma Rombauer died in 1962, having witnessed the enshrinement
of her book as a classic of American culinary instruction. Millions more copies have since sold, almost all of them
under the oversight of Irma’s descendants, a happy legacy indeed. No cookbook collection is complete without at least
one edition of Joy of Cooking—squirrels and all.
Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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